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Adult Mental Health Essay:
“Even people who feel paranoid have enemies!” 
Discuss the possible meaning and function of 
paranoid/persecutory ideas. How might clinical 
psychologists work with people who feel so afraid?
December 2006 
Year 1
INTRODUCTION
This essay is clearly set in the current debate is the usefulness of 
schizophrenia as a diagnostic category (for a review see e.g. Boyle, 1990), 
and can be seen as helping us to focus on treating symptoms, not diagnosis 
(see e.g. Bentall, 1990). However, the subject could be much broader, and 
include, e.g., paranoia in dementia or from drug use (see e.g. ICD-10, F03: 
unspecified dementia and mental and F10-F19; behavioural disorders due to 
psychoactive substance use). I will use as a focus those models and 
treatments that have been discussed in connection with schizophrenia, as I 
consider that the current emphasis on symptoms is helpful, and that these 
various forms of paranoia have more in common than differentiates them. 
However, I will comment on my experiences of paranoid thoughts in other 
contexts.
In order to address these issues I will focus on persecutory ideas. This is 
partly because I have chosen to be quite broad in selecting models to 
discuss, and found it helpful to focus on this aspect to draw out their 
similarities and differences. In addition, the use of the term 'paranoia' has 
changed over time, and is used differently in different theoretical frameworks. 
Finally, I feel it leads to lose a more naturally to the second part of the essay 
on working with people who feel afraid. Wing et al. (1974, as cited in Bentall 
at a!., 2001) define a persecutory delusion as "The subject believes that 
someone, or some organisation, or some force or power, is trying to harm 
him (sic) in some way: to damage his reputation, to call him bodily injury, to 
drive him mad or to bring about his death". I don't want to be drawn into a 
debate about what is a delusion at this point but note the above definition 
doesn't assume that the belief isn't true.
To address this question I will consider psychodynamic, cognitive and 
evolutionary theories of persecutory ideas. I have selected these as they are 
currently the dominant theories being applied to providing therapy in this 
area. I will then consider the implication of these models for providing
therapy. I will then go on to discuss that all the model so far fail to address 
the full spectrum of difficulties experienced by having persecutory radius and 
speculate how we might move forward with this
I will be reflecting on the models and therapies discussed in light of my 
recollections of people I have met with persecutory ideas. These broadly fall 
into two groups. One group I met as a teenager, when my father was in the 
military. I later as an adult worked in a social inclusion project and met a 
number of people who again felt quite persecuted, either because of their 
drug-taking activities or their underlying mental health issues (or indeed 
both). I'm aware of the limitations of this and in particular reflecting as a 
clinician about people that I did not encounter in a clinical setting. However, I 
also think that there is a strength in that these experiences gave me an 
insight into the everyday and ordinary lives of these people, and some idea of 
what is helpful and what is not when trying to help them to be less fearful.
MODELS
I have chosen models that have had the most historic influence on therapy 
for persecutory thoughts. This has restricted the space available to discuss 
recent contributions to the field, such as family therapy and the recovery 
model. However, as a newcomer to this subject I thought it was important to 
understand the current dominant models of therapy in their historical context.
Psychodynamic Models
Although the use of the term 'paranoia' can be has its roots in ancient Greek 
times, its use as a description for mental health issue needs needing therapy 
can be considered as starting with Freud's theories of unconscious 
motivation. Psychodynamic theories use the idea of a dynamic unconscious 
to explain psychological phenomenon. This account will draw on Resnick's 
(1998) account of applying Freud's idea in a modern therapeutic setting of 
working with persecutory thoughts. Freud's (1905, as cited in Resnick, 1998) 
case study of Frau P. describes a woman who thought that people were
against her, that she was being watched by people who could read her 
thoughts and strange physical symptoms, and later hallucinations. This is 
strikingly similar to modern descriptions of paranoid schizophrenia. Freud 
linked this to a Frau P.'s lack of shame as a child of sexual play with her 
brother. Freud introduces the term 'projection' in this paper to describe how 
Frau P. projects her inner turmoil and shame onto others around her, so that 
her 'inner ' voices and 'inner' hallucinations are relieved by moving, or 
projecting, the self-reproach into the external world, protecting the ego. In 
later works (Freud, 1924, as cited in Fried & Agassi, 1976), he describes 
psychosis as a rising conflict between the ego and the external world. 
Money-Kyrle (1961, as cited in Resnick, 1988) builds on Freud's model to 
describe the externalisation of unknown distortions of the inner world. In this 
model the person loses the principle of otherness, so losing the ability to 
share common meaning with others.
My feelings about these models are mixed. I can see that the idea that 
hallucinations are a projection of something inside the person could be a 
useful one, and gives validity to a person is in a life that is not always 
recognized in other models. Money-Kyrle's description of losing the idea of 
others also rings true in the difficulties I have had finding a shared frame of 
reference to communicate with people in this situation. However, I think that 
there are simpler explanations for this. The description of 'inner' persecutory 
thoughts being the cause of external hallucinations reverses the direction 
assumed in some other models, which I think may be useful in some cases. 
However, classic psychoanalytic accounts that situate the difficulty entirely in 
early experience do not sit easily with me. My experience of the harm the 
now discredited 'refrigerator mom' model has done to families of children with 
autism suggests to me that these types of models are stigmatising and 
distressing to families. However, more modern psychodynamic models look 
to an interaction between biology and early experience (see e.g. Javanbakht,
2005). This seems to be a more reasonable explanation of the origin and 
unfolding of persecutory experience. It also has links with family therapy 
findings relating the emotional environment in a family and the possibility of
relapse (Bebbington & Kuipers, 1994).
Cognitive models
By contrast with psychodynamic explanations of persecutory thoughts, based 
in the unconscious, cognitive models focus on the cognitive processes 
supporting persecutory thoughts. All the models out loan below use the idea 
of persecutory ideas being a cognitive distortion, and consider different 
attribution of styles as being the source of these ideas. An early example of 
this type of model is Zigler and Glick's(1988) paper that suggested that the 
role of paranoia in schizophrenia is to ward off painful depressive 
experiences, drawing similarities between this and drug use.
Bentall et ai (1994) suggest an integrated model of paranoid self-defence. In 
their model they describe an exaggerated self-serving bias that attempts to 
limit the discrepancy between the ideal self and the actual self, by attributing 
negative events to external causes. This avoids self blame and so protects 
self-esteem by blaming others for their negative life events. Bentall et al. 
(2001) developed this model, to use a dynamic interaction between causal 
attributions and self representations, which in turn leads to future causal 
attributions, with biases within the cycle leading to a persecutory worldview. 
They integrate ideas about early experience, perceptual abnormalities, 
motivational factors and information processing deficits. Some of the details 
of these are considered in the reflection section below. The evidence for this 
model is mixed, partly because of the difficulty of constructing a reliable and 
valid measure of self-serving bias (see e.g. Humphreys & Barraclough,
2006).
Trower and Chadwick (1995) build a slightly different cognitive model, with 
extreme and disabling emotion being associated with different types of 
negative evaluation, by the person of themselves (self-to-self), by the person 
of others (self-to-other) and of other people to the person (other-to-self). The 
paranoid defence is a form of angry attributional style, with the negative 
evaluation being seen as unjust and a form of persecution, so the persecutor
is rejected and condemned. They argue for two forms of persecutory ideas; 
‘poor me’ and ‘bad me’. In ‘poor me’ (persecution paranoia the blame is on 
others and the person is the victim. In ‘bad me’ (punishment) paranoia the 
self is bad and others are justified in punishing them. This division has been 
questioned; in particular Melo et al. (2006) question the stability of these 
forms of persecutory thoughts, suggesting that people may switch between 
the two.
Bentall et al. (1994) challenged the assumption of discontinuity, whereby 
people with persecutor delusions are seen to be very different from the 
general population. This fits with my experience of people I have met with 
persecutory thoughts, whose origin lay in their experience in military 
operations. Whilst they would not perhaps be diagnosed with schizophrenia, 
their presentation was identical to people I later met with this diagnosis, with 
the only difference being that others could see that their paranoia was in 
some sense ‘real’. However, the idea in the original model, that this is a self­
esteem defence, does not fit so easily with people I have known. It seems on 
reflection that the people I have know have largely had quite low self-esteem, 
possibly due to their awareness that they are negatively judged by others, 
and this seems to fit better with Chadwick and Trower’s (1996) model. 
Equally, their persecutor beliefs seem to focus not so much on events that 
were directly under their control, but more on everyday misfortunes that 
everyone faces, so this does not seem to directly avoid self-blame. The 
modification to allow for dynamic interactions still does not seem to capture 
the effect on self-esteem of other’s judgements. This latter model is so broad 
ranging that it is almost irrefutable. However, it does make predictions that 
intervention could take a number of formats, to address the cycle of 
persecutory thought production at different stages in the cycle, which is 
attractive, and perhaps more representative of the complexity of this subject 
than more simplistic models. There does seem to be some confusion over 
causality in this model. It doesn’t seem unreasonable that people believe that 
they are in danger are more likely to attend to threatening stimuli. It does not 
necessarily follow that these attributional biases are the cause of persecutory
thoughts. It is interesting that they refer to ‘perceptual abnormalities’ but then 
describe evidence that show people with persecutory delusions at being 
better at recognising real, as opposed to acted, emotion. It seems that these 
people are abnormally objective, so what does this say about our perception 
of them as deluded? Their discussion of Theory of Mind (ToM) deficits is 
interesting. Here the cyclical model does seem a reasonable description, 
where difficulties deciding other people’s motivations, coupled with distrust of 
others would lead to an escalating cycle of persecutory thoughts. There is 
some evidence for this from Langdon et al. (2006), although they found that 
poor ToM did not increase the tendency to blame others rather than 
circumstances. Whilst this model seems a reasonable explanation of how 
persecutory thoughts escalate, it does not explain why they are not controlled 
before they become so problematical.
Evolutionary Models
Although the underlying assumptions of evolutionary models, that mental 
health issues have their basis in biological function, have been dominant in 
informing a medical model of psychosis, their use to inform psychological 
models is relatively recent. These models consider how having persecutory 
thoughts might have given an evolutionary advantage, and are functional 
explanations of how behaviour evolved. Haselton and Nettle (2006) point to a 
range of cognitive biases in human cognition. There argue that a cognitive 
bias towards paranoia can be adaptive in that, when making decisions with 
uncertain outcomes, a bias towards avoiding harm from others is the ‘least 
costly’ outcome. Gilbert et al. (2005) give an evolutionary account, which 
relates paranoid ideation to social anxiety. They argue that different social 
anxiety evolved to detect and cope with physical threats from others and that 
persecutory thoughts area defensive behaviour for this. They found some 
evidence to support this in a small mixed clinical population. Zolotova and 
Brüne (2006) provide some support for an evolutionary model looking 
specifically at gender differences predicted in persecutory delusions. 
However, caution is needed in assessing any research evaluating
evolutionary theories, as the effect of confirmatory bias is a particular 
problem with looking at evidence that has already happened. Other evidence 
comes from genetic studies, as any evolutionary change should be controlled 
by specific genes. The genetic underpinnings of schizophrenia have been 
investigated with mixed results (see e.g. Marshall, 1990). However, the 
difficulties in defining and diagnosing the various conditions that could be 
defined as schizophrenia may play some part in this. Recent research by 
Debnath et al. (2006) specifically looking for the genetic associations 
between delusional disorder and paranoid schizophrenia did find some 
promising genetic associations.
Discussion of the models
One striking similarity is that between Freud’s (1905, as cited in Resnik, 
1998) theory of projection and the model of reduction of self-serving bias 
(Bentall et al., 1994). Both models discuss how inner turmoil is experienced 
in the external world, to protect mental structures in the person. Fried and 
Agassi (1976) point out that Freud’s model of psychosis is that of an extreme 
form of neurosis, i.e. an emotional disorder, which fits in with the idea from 
Bentall et al. (1994), that persecutory thoughts are continuous with ordinary 
human experience, rather than a separate phenomena. Although there has 
been much discussion in the literature of the differences between Bentall’s 
model and Chadwick and Trower’s (1996) model, in effect this has been 
reduced to the stability of the phenomena. This does have implications for 
therapy; however, in any cognitive therapy it would be expected to work with 
the cognitions of the person involved, so in practice the differences may not 
be as great as supposed. It might be hoped that a more precise description 
would allow for therapy that is more effective. However, Chadwick and 
Trower claim that ‘poor me’ persecution thoughts are more difficult to treat 
than ‘bad me’, which makes claims about the appropriateness of the model 
difficult to evaluate. Evolutionary explanations may fill in the gaps to explain 
why particular individuals seem to be more susceptible to these sorts of 
difficulties, which is missing in other models. Thus these can be seen as
complementary, rather than competing, explanations of behaviour. Simple 
genetic explanations might challenge the continuity of experience of the 
models discussed above, however, lack of a simple genetic mechanism point 
to this being a genetic predisposition, and does not fit with a continuous 
model of persecutory experience.
As to which model appeals to me, I find that all of them seem incomplete in 
light of my experience of a range of individuals that have persecutory 
thoughts. In particular, even Bentall et al. (1994) seem to pathologise 
persecutory ideas. One thing that strikes me is that the feeling of persecution 
arises out of people's perception of the world, and follows logically from that 
perception. It is sometimes the case that I do not agree with that person’s 
perception of the world, but once I have understood how they see their world 
it is entirely reasonable that they might feel persecuted and in danger. In 
addition, none of the models above seem to satisfactorily explain why these 
individuals fail to curb the negative effects of their persecutory thoughts. 
Another shortcoming is that none of the models discussed address why the 
prevalence of persecutory thoughts varies so much across cultural and 
subcultural groups (see e.g. Gallagher ill, 2006).
THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTIONS -  EVALUATING THE 
EVIDENCE
Most literature on outcome has focussed on schizophrenia in general, rather 
than paranoid and persecutory thoughts. As discussed in the introduction 
there is considerable debate as the usefulness of this label as a diagnostic 
category, which makes evaluating the evidence for therapy problematical. 
Where possible I consider the evidence for therapy for paranoid and 
persecutory thoughts separately.
The context for therapy is in the setting of the National Health Service (NHS) 
in the UK. Within this culture, the body responsible for evaluating and 
recommending therapeutic regimes is the National Institute of Clinical 
Excellence (NICE). Because of this dominance in current clinical practice in
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the UK the NICE guidelines are taken as the starting point for evaluating 
different therapies in this section. NICE guidelines focus on a particular 
diagnosis, and evaluate the evidence based on a grading scheme of levels 
A-C for research evidence, the good practice recommendations of the guide 
development group and previous NICE guidelines (see NHS Executive, 
1996). A review of the NICE guidelines for Schizophrenia (National Institute 
for Clinical Excellence, 2002) shows a remarkable lack of good evidence, by 
NICE’S standards for therapies for schizophrenia in general. Of the 
recommendations made, only three are based on grade ‘A’ evidence.
Cognitive models of therapy do have recommendations based on grade A ’ 
evidence in the NICE guidelines, with the recommendation that Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy (CBT) should be available as a therapy (see e.g. Pilling 
et al. for a meta-analysis of some evidence considered). Cognitive therapy 
was originally developed for depression (see e.g. Beck, 2004). However, this 
has now been expanded to cover a wide variety of psychological distress, 
including schizophrenia and paranoid and persecutory thoughts. For example 
Startup et al. (2007) suggests that worry reduction may be useful in some 
people with persecutory delusions. Chadwick and Trower (1996) give a full 
model of CBT based on their ‘poor me’ and ‘bad me’ persecutory thoughts 
respectively. For the ‘poor me’ condition they suggest that the task is to move 
beyond the delusion and work on the enduring vulnerability that emerges by 
using chaining and Socratic questioning, focussing on negative person 
evaluations. Conversely for ‘bad me’ the task is to indentify beliefs and 
associated affects and behaviour and to explore how this connects to 
paranoia from early childhood. They suggest starting by assuming that the 
paranoid delusion is true, to clarify the nature of other-self person evaluation 
and self-self negative evaluation. Evidence for this therapy is again in short 
supply and it is argued (see e.g. Startup et a/., 2007) that the measures lack 
reliability. My problem with evaluating this evidence is that the studies 
evaluating outcome focus on schizophrenia in a general way, and very little 
evidence is available in any of these studies as to how effective it is a therapy 
for persecutory ideas. However, there is some evidence in later literature
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(Naeem et al., 2006) for a correlation between anxiety and persecutory ideas, 
and that generally CBT reduces anxiety. All of the outcome studies 
considered for the NICE guidelines only looked at CBT in addition to drug 
therapy, which means that it is difficult to evaluate its effectiveness in 
isolation. Given that many people do not respond to drug therapy or do not 
want to use medication for personal or cultural reasons it would be helpful to 
know to what extent the distress caused by persecutory ideas can be 
addressed by psychotherapy alone.
By contrast NICE’S evaluation of psychodynamic approaches to 
schizophrenia found little in the way of evidence supporting this mode of 
therapy. A psychodynamic model of persecutory thoughts implies that 
psychotherapy is the way forward. Freud’s (1905, as cited in Resnik, 1988) 
original case of Frau P. Was apparently treated successfully by Freud talking 
about Frau P.’s sexual experiences with her brother, which caused the 
hallucinatory sensations and images to disappear completely. There are 
obvious difficulties in evaluating this early work, such as knowing whether 
this case would fit modern definitions of persecutory thoughts, as well as 
evaluating the outcome and whether the change was a long-lasting one. 
Resnik (1988) provides more up-to-date examples of psychodynamic in 
cases, where we can be more certain that the cases described do fit our 
criteria. However, we still lack confirmation that the changes described 
actually took place, and have no indications that the therapy was effective in 
the medium to long term, a common difficulty when evaluating 
psychodynamic interventions, and indeed individualised case-study based 
therapies in general. These difficulties are acknowledged by Rubins and 
Rucker (1974). This seems to be reflected in NICE’S consideration of this 
style of therapy. They conclude that there is no evidence to support the use 
of psychodynamic approaches in schizophrenia, a view supported by recent 
studies (e.g. Malmburg & Fenton, 2001). This is different from there being 
evidence that suggests that psychoanalysis is not helpful. There is a 
particular difficulty in using randomised control trials to evaluate these long­
term and highly individualised therapies, so perhaps there will never be the
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relevant evidence to support its effectiveness. Whilst it may be valid to 
question this style of therapy’s cost-effectiveness, again insufficient evidence 
specifically for paranoid and persecutory thoughts may mean that this could 
be the therapy of choice in this group, or a subsection of it. Interestingly, 
psychoanalytic family therapy evidence is included by NICE in 
recommending family therapy (Pillington etal., 2002).
Evolutionary models, with their link to genetic and biological models of 
persecutory thoughts may indicate that drug therapy could be a way forward. 
The role of delusions in forming and maintaining persecutory thoughts is 
commonly treated in this way (see e.g. Munro, 1999). However, a focus on 
persecutory thoughts suggests that medication may address this issue, 
rather than delusions per se. This may be useful for persecutory thoughts 
that are not the result of delusions. NICE (2002) guidelines enthusiastically 
support the use of medication, although the only class A evidence is for 
prevention of relapse, and close examination of this shows that it compares 
oral medication to depot (injected) medication, and finds no difference in 
relapse rates (see David & Adams, 2001). Medication is claimed to be useful 
in the event of acute psychosis. It is not clear how specific this is to paranoid 
and persecutory thoughts, which may perhaps be more amenable to 
psychosocial interventions than other forms of psychosis. It seems to be 
assumed, rather than researched, that “Antipsychotic drugs are an 
indispensable treatment option for most people in the recovery phase of 
schizophrenia” (National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2003).
One important therapy recommended in the National Institute for Clinical 
Excellence (2003) guidelines is family therapy. I have not discussed this in 
the models section, as it is a relatively recent approach (see Pilling et al., 
2002 for a meta-analysis). It is one of the therapies most strongly supported 
by evidence, perhaps driven by critiques of its cost-effectiveness, although 
again it is difficult to assess how effective it is in addressing persecutory 
thoughts specifically.
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On criticism of evaluating therapies in general is that outcomes tend to focus 
on symptoms rather than the person. One framework that seeks to challenge 
this is the recovery model (see e.g. Bellack, 2006). This does not provide any 
easy answers about what is meant by recovery (see e.g. Ritner et al., 2006) 
for a discussion) but does raise the question of what we should be evaluating 
when we look at different therapies, and what does improve people’s lives.
To evaluate these therapies it would be useful to know how effective they are 
at keeping people safe, as persecutory ideas may lead people to actions that 
are dangerous to themselves or others. It would also be helpful to know to 
what extent lives are improved by these therapies. However, these issues 
are difficult to evaluate. As discussed little data is available as to what are the 
short and long term effects of therapy, and how quickly therapy can address 
the issues that attend to the safety of the individual. In fact it is remarkable 
how little evidence there is that addresses schizophrenia in general, and very 
poor evidence for effective therapy for persecutory ideas, despite a modern 
focus on symptoms rather than diagnosis. Additionally it is interesting, given 
that numerous studies find that the most important factor in outcome is the 
therapeutic relationship (see e.g. Vocisano et al., 2004), that such definite 
recommendations can be made by NICE as to the style of therapy.
I am drawn towards cognitive therapies, as these seem to be centred on 
what is important to the individual. I also question the use of medication, and 
have known a number of people who are extremely angry at being forcibly 
medicated. However, I have to acknowledge that some individual’s lives can 
be dramatically improved by medication that helps them to attend to the 
refutations of their persecutory thoughts, so perhaps my concerns are more 
about the process of medication, rather than the fact of it.
CONCLUSIONS
Whilst these models have interesting ideas about the role of persecutory 
thoughts and how they are maintained, none of them seem to completely 
cover what happens in people’s lives and what makes life difficult for them. It
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does seem that the therapies discussed above can be effective in relieving 
distress and should be seen as a success in view of previous attitudes 
towards the difficulty of helping people in these kinds of distress. However, 
considerably more research needs to be done, and this needs to be 
evaluated in the light of common definitions of what the therapies are trying 
to change, and valid and reliable measures of the contributing factors and 
changes observed. Given the similarities and complementarities in the 
models discussed integrated therapies may be a way forward, however, this 
adds to the difficulties of effective evaluation.
I have found the process of writing this essay fascinating in terms of how I 
will address these issues in my clinical practice. It has taught me to focus on 
the inner world of people who have difficulties and shown how they can be 
fearful in several different ways. I am ambivalent about identifying early 
experience as having a role in all cases; however, I will now consider it as a 
possible factor for some individuals. I think that the idea that some people are 
more pre-disposed towards these difficulties can be a helpful one, and can 
help to destigmatise these problems. It has also highlighted that more work 
needs to be done, and perhaps in my future practice I will help to develop 
these models further.
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INTRODUCTION
This essay will consider the context of New Ways of Working (NWW), a 
reform of mental health services (see e.g. Care Services Improvement 
Partnership (OSIP)/ National Institute for Mental Health in England (NIMHE),
2007); a mental health services-wide initiative. However, as the issues raised 
are general the main focus of this essay will be on New Ways of Working for 
Applied Psychologists (NWWAP). because this is most relevant to clinical 
psychologists, and by way of illustrating the broader themes. This essay 
outlines the work of six of the seven British Psychological Society (BPS) 
project groups, which were formed to report in depth on different areas 
affecting applied psychologists, discussed in detail below. The seventh 
group, that addressing mental health legislation, has not reported yet, as the 
legislation has not been finalised, however some of the implications of 
legislation change are considered. The final section will consider the 
Implications for clinical psychologists, their colleagues in the NHS, focussing 
on both other applied psychologists and non-psychologists, and service 
users and carers. This account will finish with conclusions and my personal
reflections on NWW.
THE CONTEXT OF NWW
The context for NWW is not just psychology, but also all professions working 
in mental health. It is part of the NIMHE National Workforce Programme (see 
e g CSIP/NIMHE, 2007). It focuses on multidisciplinary team working to 
meet the needs of service users and carers, it aims to use recovery models 
and to focus on self-management. There is a drive to recognise that a range 
of levels and types of workers are needed and that they need relevant 
competences and skills. It suggests that there should be a focus on primary 
care and the voluntary sector, but that this requires support from specialists 
providing assessment, treatment and care coordination for those with more
complex issues.
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NWW has come to mean different things to different professional groups and 
in different settings. CSIP/NIMHE (2007) sets out what the overall aims 
should be. There are implications for the current workforce in that they need 
to ensure that the needs of service users should be met by practitioners with 
appropriate knowledge and skills, so that more complex needs are met by 
more experienced professionals. It recommends a focus on competencies, 
rather than profession, and that knowledge, skills and competencies should 
be shared. There is a move to recognising the importance of effective multi­
disciplinary working with leadership being dispersed in the team. To achieve 
this, traditional roles need extending, for example by giving responsibility for 
risk to senior clinicians of all professions. There is a remit to deliver 
psychological therapies.
NWW also creates new assistant and practitioner roles. These include 
support, time and recovery (STaR) workers, graduate primary care mental 
health workers (GPCMHW), and psychology associates. The importance of 
training and effective management and supervision for these new roles is 
recognised.
NWW have been contributed to by service users and carers. It has also been 
studied by a number of different professional groups. These are
allied health professionals; 
occupational therapists; 
applied psychologists; 
non-professionally qualified workers; 
mental health nursing; 
mental health pharmacy; 
primary care in mental health; 
psychiatry and 
social workers.
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As the focus on this essay is on clinical psychology, NWW for Applied 
Psychologists (NWWAP) is examined in detail below. Other professional 
stances on NWW are only commented upon where there is an impact on 
clinical psychology.
BPS NWWAP PROJECT GROUPS
An overview of NWWAP is contained in Lavender and Hope, 2007. This 
gives the background, outlines the workforce context and summarises the 
roles of different applied clinical psychologists. It also gives a précis of the 
work of six of the seven project groups looking at new ways of working for 
applied psychologists, described in more detail below. Three of the groups 
were looking at career frameworks for psychologists, those looking at
■ new roles;
■ training models and
■ post doctoral qualified career roles.
The remaining groups considered how psychological services are 
implemented by considering
■ improving access to psychological therapies services (IAPT) for 
individuals and families;
■ team working and
■ organising, managing and leading psychological services.
Lavender and Hope (2007) position applied psychologists as key in helping 
teams to think in a more psychological way about distress. They argue that 
policy documents such as green and white papers (e.g. Department of Health 
(DoH) 2006b) and national service frameworks (e.g. DoH 2005b) have put an 
increasing emphasis on psychological well-being. They also claim that these 
policy shifts have been driven by an increasing evidence base supporting
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psychological interventions. They comment on the impact that psychologists 
might have in employment, both in helping people to regain and maintain 
employment and in helping organisations to adopt psychologically healthier 
ways of working. They emphasise that there is an increasing awareness of 
the benefits of psychological interventions, with a subsequent increase in 
demand for psychological input. However, they point out that there are not 
currently enough qualified psychologists available to meet demand. They 
argue that
"... there should be an increase in the delivery of psychological therapies by 
other professions, an increase in the number of applied psychologists and 
better utilisation of the potential pool of psychology graduates.” (Lavender 
and Hope, 2007, p. 12).
Career Frameworks
New roles
The ‘New Roles’ group (Taylor and Lavender, 2007) examined using
psychology graduates to help deliver effective psychological therapies and 
services. They considered both the traditional assistant psychologist role and 
looked at newer ways of employing psychology graduates. Their
recommendations for pre-qualification roles are that they should
■ “fit within a clear career structure;
■ be actively supervised and supported within an appropriate
professional accountability framework;
■ be integral to the design and aims of the local (mental) health service, 
and
■ have reasonable levels of remuneration and prospects for
personal/professional development and career progression.” (Taylor 
and Lavender, 2007, p. 9).
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Taylor and Lavender (2007) propose rationalising existing pre-qualification 
roles into three new roles. Using the terms proposed in Lavender and Hope 
(2007) these are Trainee Psychology Assistants, Psychology Assistants and 
Senior Psychology Assistants, with associated training to post-graduate 
certificate, post-graduate diploma and Masters levels respectively. These 
roles would be pre-chartership, and therefore require appropriate supervision 
from qualified psychologists. It is anticipated that these roles would exist 
within psychology departments, rather than multi-disciplinary teams. Taylor 
and Lavender (2007) suggest that, in addition to providing a route onto 
training for chartered status that some people would remain working as 
senior psychology assistants. This would mean the establishment of a new 
professional group, ‘psychological therapists', which includes assistants and 
other professionals trained in psychological therapies. Regulation of these 
posts needs to be considered, either by extending provisional registration 
currently available through the BPS, or from within the Health Professionals 
Council (HPC).
Training models
The project group for training models incorporated this pre-qualification 
career structure and training into its report (BPS, 2007b). It did not come up 
with any definitive answer for structuring the route to chartered status, 
instead discussing five possible models of training, the existing model and 
four new models. Two of these new models incorporate generic applied 
psychology training, leading to a number of applied psychology careers, the 
Kinderman and Wang models (BPS, 2007b). The Kinderman model proposes 
more joint training across applied psychology careers, and is summarised in 
figure 1. The Wang model (figure 2) is similar, but only has one year joint 
training and leads to fewer applied specialisms.
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Undergraduate Degree in Psychology
Associate Psychologist
Postgraduate generic applied 
psychology training (2 years).
MSc 
(2 years)
APEL
Final year specialisation 
(clinical/counselling/health/forensic/ed)
^Clinical Psfch. ^Counselling P^cli  ^Health Psych %Forëosic P^ch Ed Psych
Consultant Psychologist
Figure 1; the Kinderman model (BPS, 2007b, p 9)
National selection 
lor combined 
internship and PG 
training entiy
Undergraduate Degree in Psychology 
(3-4 years)
Psychology Internship (1 year)
Postgraduate generic applied 
psychology training (1 year)
BSc
2-year specialisation 
(clinical/counselling/health)
Clinical Psychologist
DPsy
Counselling Psychologist Health Psychologist
Consultant Psychologist
Figure 2; the Wang model (BPS, 2007b, p 9)
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Two models of training were developed by the project group. New roles 
model ‘A’ (see figure 3) is similar to the Wang model, but explicitly 
incorporates the pre-qualification training. New roles model ‘B’ (see figure 4) 
proposes a radical change to applied psychology, which merges four areas of 
applied psychology into one common training path.
CertificateA4C band 4
A4C band 3 Diploma
A4C band 6
Healtli PsychologistCounselling Psychologist 
Consultant Psychologist
Climcal Psychologist
Figure 3: New Roles Model ‘A’ (BPS, 2007b, p 11)
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A4C band 4 
A4C band 5 
A4C band 6
Undergraduate Degree in Psychology 
(3-4 years)
Senior Psychology Assistant (1 year) 
Psychology Associate (1 year)
2-year Generic Doctoral Training 
(clinical/counselling/health/forensic)
ÿ  Applied PÿclfelogisU ^ 
Consultant Psychologist
BSc
Certificate
Diploma
DPsy
Figure 4: New Roles Model ‘B’ (BPS, 2007b, p 12)
The BPS (2007b) evaluates the relative merits of these training paths. One 
significant drawback of the two ‘New Roles' models is that they will be more 
expensive, due to funding more specialisms. A concern is that it is expanding 
into NWW will be at the expense of funded places leading to chartered 
status. Interestingly, given that NWW is supposed to be promoting service 
user involvement there is an acknowledgement that a
‘“bottom-up' rather than ‘top-down’ review of training is needed which starts 
from the needs of clients and their care pathways.” (BPS, 2007b, p.21).
Career roles
By contrast with the radical alternatives considered for pre-qualification, the 
post-doctoral qualified career roles project group was more conventional 
(BPS, 2007a). This report focussed on mapping ‘Agenda for Change’ bands 
onto job descriptions for qualified psychologists in bands seven to nine. 
Some consideration is given to job titles, in particular that a ‘consultant
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psychologist’ should be used to refer to psychologists on bands 8c and 
above. Interestingly the band 7 title is ‘preceptorship’, implying that it is a 
transitional role on the way to band 8a.
Implementing Psychological Therapies
Improving access
Turpin’s (2007) report pulls together arguments for increasing access to 
psychological therapy (IAPT). He asks for increased access at the primary 
care level, with a ‘stepped care’ model of increasingly specialised services to 
meet more complex needs. He uses examples of good practice to identify 
ways in which psychologists have helped to re-design services to improve 
access to therapy and to meet service-users needs.
Turpin (2007) makes a number of recommendations. For psychologists he 
points to working effectively with other professionals in redesigning both 
services and assessment. Turpin also considers that psychologists should 
also lead the promotion of new service models to meet service user need. He 
also recommends working with local communities to provide culturally 
appropriate services.
For commissioners and providers Turpin (2007) argues for greater 
involvement of consultant psychologists at board level and in management of 
teams. He calls for a full range of interventions at primary care level that are 
properly supervised by qualified psychologists. He points to the need for easy 
transitions between primary and secondary care, to ensure continuity of care. 
The role of psychologists in clinical governance, routine clinical data 
collection and ensuring competent practice is emphasised. Psychologist’s 
roles in ensuring that services remain up to date are discussed, both by 
providing a range of evidence-based therapies, and by contributing to that 
evidence base. He considers that psychologists have a role to play in 
commissioning services. Although lAPT has focussed on primary care, 
expertise of psychologists in secondary care is identified as having an
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important role to play, particularly in ensuring increased access for some 
client groups.
Turpin points out that if these aims are to be achieved then new resources 
will need to be provided. He asks the BPS and employers to support new 
roles by ensuring proper training, supervision and regulation. He 
recommends that the range and level of competences in therapy should be 
clearly identifiable in both pre- and post- qualified practitioners. Turpin also 
points to the role the BPS should play in supporting lAPT by informing its 
membership of developments and informing the public of the benefits of 
psychological therapies.
Team working
The team working project group draws on earlier thinking in applied 
psychology (see e.g. BPS 2001). Onyett (2007) argues that psychologists 
can play in identifying the factors that help to build successful teams. Onyett 
specifically identifies a psychological consultancy role to organisations. 
However, he points out that this is a competency that needs training and 
development. Onyett (2007) points out that stakeholders, including service 
users, prefer psychologists to be embedded in multi-disciplinary teams, 
rather than separate psychology services. However, it is important that this is 
not at the expense of their professional identity and role in providing counter­
balancing perspectives to a medical model of distress.
Managing psychological services
The report of the group considering organising, managing and leading 
psychological service (BPS, 2007c) positions itself as providing a connection 
between all of the groups considering NWWAP. The report recognises the 
complexity of psychological services, and avoids making definitive 
recommendations as to structure or implementation. It does however give 
guiding principles. It recommends that board level representation is needed. 
It also asks that services look both to future aims and to external drivers. It
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reiterates that the current context is a multi-professional multi-disciplinary 
approach. On the subject of leadership, it specifies that leaders need to be:
"... business-minded, politically aware, demonstrate alignment to the 
organisations strategic objectives and adopt a competency based approach 
to informing commissioners.” (BPS, 2007c, p. 8).
It identifies that managers would like applied psychologists to take up a 
stronger leadership role.
This report recommends that psychologists should adopt the term “applied 
psychologists” in order to facilitate understanding of the profession by other 
professionals and service users. It sets the context of "applied psychology” 
as the health and social care system. When it comes to defining standards 
for applied psychologists it considers that the Healthcare Commission’s 
standards assure the safety and effectiveness of services (see e.g. DoH, 
2006a). There is an emphasis on the need to clarify to people outside the 
discipline what psychologists do, and to demonstrate their cost-effectiveness. 
It points to joint applied psychology competencies.
This report predicts that there will be a move away from public sector 
employment for psychologists towards independent or voluntary 
organisations. In order to ensure quality of care this move may need to be 
supported, managed or funded by the public sector. It considers that the 
need for traditional psychology departments will decrease, with an increased 
emphasis on multidisciplinary working.
This report positions applied psychologists as a scarce, highly trained 
resource. It asks psychologists to consider what parts of their roles could be 
carried out by those with less training, in order to ensure a cost-effectiveness. 
It argues that workforce planning should taking professional competencies 
into account when commissioning services, and that applied psychologists 
need to clarify their role in order to convince commissioners of their cost- 
effectiveness.
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The need to develop leadership skills in applied psychologists has already 
been commented upon, and indeed is recognised by other professions (see 
e.g. DoH, 2005a). However currently there is little consideration of 
succession planning and skills building to meet this need. This report 
recommends developing leadership competencies across the full career of a 
psychologist.
IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS
Whilst some of the recommendations coming out of the NWW project groups 
build on existing initiatives, others are much more radical in their thinking. 
There are also areas of disagreement, both quantitative, in the degree of 
emphasis given to different points, and qualitative, in the pictures painted of 
the future of applied psychology. There are also resource implications. 
Despite a commitment to expand access to psychological therapies, it is by 
no means clear that any of the additional funding required will be received. 
For these reasons, the implications for clinical psychologists are tentative.
Debates surrounding appropriate career pathways for clinical psychologists 
pre-date the current concerns with NWWAP, for example, McPherson (1992) 
compares British training with European models of qualification and suggests 
that European models have the advantage of more specialist training. 
Williams (2001) questioned the route from graduate to assistant psychologist. 
Layard (n.d.) suggested that an additional 10,000 psychological therapists 
are required to meet demand, with 5,000 of these being clinical 
psychologists. To some extent, NWWAP has been used as a vehicle to 
promote these debates.
One of the most important implications for clinical psychologists is the 
blurring of the boundaries between clinical psychology and other applied 
psychologies. There seems to be little questioning of this. However, it is 
acknowledged that there is little evidence to support sufficient shared 
competencies to justify treating applied psychologists as a unified group, and
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that concerns have been expressed by all the applied psychology divisions of 
the BPS.
An implication of moving towards a joint professional identity of ‘applied 
psychology’ is a move towards more integrated training. However, this might 
be problematical. Currently clinical psychology trainees are funded by the 
NHS, and this is justified as being cost effective as about 95% of clinical 
trainees go on to work in the NHS on qualification (BPS 2007b). Current 
commitment to funding trainees might not continue if this were not the case. 
It is understandable that other applied psychology groups would like to have 
training funded to the same extent as clinical psychology however, it seems 
more likely that overall funding for applied training would decrease if it could 
not be guaranteed that those paying for would benefit from it.
There appear to be two competing views on overhauling pre-qualification 
routes. One argues for positioning applied psychology as highly trained 
experts, and views with suspicion attempts to give pre-qualification 
psychologists a more structured career path. Others point to the benefits of a 
tiered approach to professional psychology, arguing that psychology 
graduates could provide a pool of workers that were ideally placed to 
understand and implement psychological therapies.
One area of concern is that pre-qualified roles could be used as a cheaper 
alternative to qualified clinical psychologists, and there is justifiable anxiety 
that this will be to the detriment of service user safety and quality of service. 
It is clear that within mental health there is support for a range of new roles 
(CSIP/NIMHE, 2007). Psychology risks missing opportunities both to develop 
as a profession and to help services focus on the psychological needs of 
service users if it does not play a role in initiating and developing these roles. 
It seems unrealistic, however to expect these new professionals not be able 
to take at least limited clinical responsibility for their work. Indeed generically 
referring to these roles as ‘pre-qualified’ implies that progression must be 
onto chartered status in order to achieve professional recognition.
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One cited benefit of formalising the career path from psychology graduate to 
chartered psychologist is that groups currently under represented in the 
profession might be more likely to consider it as a career. However, this 
would require a more centralised appointment system than at present. 
Consideration would need to be given to the candidate’s potential as a 
qualified psychologist. This possible tension between local services and 
wider professional interests needs to be clarified.
Another proposal, that these ‘pre-qualification’ roles might be an end in 
themselves, rather than leading onto qualification seems problematical. This 
might encourage candidates who are daunted by the need to find a series of 
short-term roles with no job security or guarantee of a professional role. 
However, it is unclear if the cited high demand for jobs in mental health 
sector from psychology graduates is because of a general desire to work in 
mental health, rather than reflecting the limited access to assistant and other 
suitable posts in order to progress onto a training course. It would also have 
considerable cost implications, as the current system of flexibly funding short­
term posts for assistants would be replaced by permanent contracts. As this 
would not necessarily be reflected in any increased access to therapy, it 
might be difficult to persuade commissioners to fund these changes, unless 
they are presented as part of the move towards introducing new roles in 
mental health.
If the proposed model of expanding and formalising pre-qualification roles 
does happen, then qualified psychologists will have to become more vocal in 
protecting and promoting the benefits that chartership brings. It is important 
that psychological therapies are lead and supervised by people with a clear 
understanding of the psychological theories and models involved, and 
predominantly this should be chartered psychologists. The proposal that 
there should be a register for pre-qualified staff’s skills and competency level 
should help to protect chartered status. The advantage of having practiced in 
a range of models, and undertaking complex cases during training points to 
chartered psychologists as the main professionals with the competencies to
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manage and supervise psychological therapists. It should be noted that other 
professions, such as accountancy, manage to have a large pool of non­
chartered practitioners whilst still protecting the status and promoting the 
benefits of chartership, so perhaps the fears of diluting professional expertise 
might be allayed by modelling these professions.
It seems clear that chartered clinical psychologists will be expected to take 
on a leadership role within organisations, and this has been identified as 
needing training. There are possibilities for building in a staged acquisition of 
skills into the proposed pre-qualification roles. However, the main implication 
is that training courses will need to address leadership skills. This has 
implications for both selection and course content.
A major change to the way that clinical psychologists work is in the proposal 
to move from employment in the NHS to third party providers. One 
implication is that this might affect funded training if only a minority of 
trainees remained in the NHS. This would also work against any of the 
proposals to rationalise pre-training career structure, as only national 
structures such as the NHS have the ability to implement this scale of 
change. It could be considered that perhaps the BPS overstretched itself in 
considering NWW, by trying to include all applied psychologies and all 
applied settings. As the drivers for NWW are an NHS initiative it perhaps 
would have helped to remain very clearly focussed on psychologists that 
work in the NHS. Although it is beyond the scope of the essay, it would be 
interesting to know what psychology colleagues working in other settings 
think about having NHS drivers and standards being used to describe the 
whole of applied psychology.
IMPLICATIONS FOR NHS COLLEAGUES
There are clear implications for other applied psychologists, who might hope 
that funded training inequalities might now be addressed. However, as 
discussed above, it seems likely that overall funding will not increase, and 
may decrease, because of these changes. There is however the same loss
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of professional distinctiveness as faced by clinical psychologists. As 
discussed earlier it remains uncertain whether this would be welcomed by 
these groups of psychologists. It would mean that they would have to 
participate in the same career structure and selection criteria as clinical 
psychology, whereas currently part of their professional distinctiveness is 
maintained by expecting a different range of relevant experiences and 
personal qualities.
There are other implications for colleagues who work in mental health, such 
as nurses, social workers and psychiatrists. It is not the aim here to comment 
of features NWW that are not relevant to applied psychology. However, given 
the multi disciplinary nature of NWW and the proposed change in leadership 
across teams there are a number of common implications that are worth 
commenting on.
One clear implication is the shift in responsibility in teams. Psychiatry in 
particular will change, with a diffusion of responsibilities to other professions. 
If the proposed change from ‘Responsible Medical Officer” to “Responsible 
Clinician” is legislated for then psychiatrists will no longer solely be 
responsible for assessing risk from and to service users. This could be an 
important additional role for clinical psychologists, as they have been cited as 
the professional group most likely to take on this role when there are limited 
medication concerns. Psychiatry will also be impacted by other professionals 
being trained to prescribe. However, to some extent, this role will be replaced 
by a supervisory role, by taking overall responsibility for supervising and 
managing prescription practices. It is less clear whether professionals other 
than social workers would be interested in the lengthy training required to 
become an ‘Approved Mental Health Worker”, so perhaps the professional 
role of ‘Approved Social Worker’ is less likely to change, at least in the short 
term. Other professions, notably nursing, will benefit from an increased 
recognition of their professional responsibility and the ability to take on an 
extended range of roles and responsibilities.
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As identified by Layard (n.d.) there has been increasing demand for 
psychological therapies. The Mental Health Foundation (2006, p.2) draws 
contrasts physical and mental health access:
“A failure to offer evidence-based treatments for physical health problems 
like cancer would rightly lead to a national outcry. We believe the non­
availability of psychological therapies is equally unacceptable.”
One implication of this is that other colleagues will be expected to implement 
psychological therapies. There is also the suggestion that supervision for this 
will come from clinical psychologists. For some, this may challenge their 
professional identity.
IMPLICATIONS FOR SERVICE USERS AND CARERS
Despite the fact that service users and carers are supposed to be the focus 
of NWW, when it comes to working through detailed proposals they 
sometimes appear to have been forgotten. Indeed the structure of this essay 
question, with service users and carers being the last to be considered might 
be taken as a model of the development of NWW as a whole.
If the original aims of NWW remain the main focus of change then there will 
be many benefits for service users and carers. The overall recognition, that 
there needs to be greater and easier access to therapy can only be of 
benefit. The emphasis on a recovery model will also be to the benefit of a 
significant group of people who have not felt listened to in a traditional 
‘medical model’ environment. There are also potential benefits in increasing 
the range of professional models that are brought to assessing and taking 
responsibility for risk. Indeed Hope (2004) considers that one of the ‘ten 
essential shared capabilities’ for all mental health workers is ‘promoting 
safety and positive risk taking’. Psychologists are perhaps the best placed to 
delineate the drawbacks of not allowing service users to take appropriate 
risks, and might encourage a shift in perspective from restrictive risk
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prevention towards a more constructive, and for service users, enabling, risk 
taking.
One of the implications of increasing access to therapy, by providing new 
roles such as STaR workers is also a potential benefit, by providing more 
support to live their lives in the way that they would wish. However, 
professional groups as a whole have pointed out the need that these new 
roles are supported by proper training and supervision. Additionally continuity 
of care can only be ensured if these new roles have a clear career structure. 
It is important from a service user perspective that these new workers are not 
at the expense of accessing more specialist services, and that the ‘stepped 
care’ proposed enables seamless and timely transitions up and down the 
levels of care.
It might be considered that the lengthy debates about models of training, 
considered explicitly for applied psychology above, might not be a service 
user’s first concern. However, the existence of an active and vocal service 
users and advisory panel at the University of Surrey’s clinical training course 
suggests that service users are concerned about the training of future 
practitioners and want to be consulted. It is, therefore disappointing that a 
lack of service user input into the project group considering training is 
acknowledged as a specific deficit. It might also be interesting to hear service 
users and carers views on the use of ‘applied psychologists’ to cover key 
chartered psychologist roles, as again this is missing from the literature.
CONCLUSIONS
The vision of NWW is of a client-centred service with a range of practitioners 
and skill sets flexibly meeting need in a stepped-care model. To some extent, 
these changes are already apparent, with changes in structure within 
Community Mental Health Teams to distribute leadership and responsibility 
and the introduction of new roles. There has also been a move towards 
providing psychological therapies in primary care.
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However, there is some way to go before the whole vision is realised. It is 
clear that there are issues with new roles that have not been satisfactorily 
addressed, such as the training required, who should supervise, and how, 
and what the long-term career structure should be. Until these are resolved 
NWW is very much open to the accusation of ‘dumbing down’ mental health 
services. At the qualified level, across a number of professions, major 
changes are envisaged, some of which are dependent on legislative change. 
A commitment to these changes will rely on a unified vision and provision of 
resources.
NWW represents an opportunity for psychologists, as they are ideally 
positioned to help services deliver client-centred, culturally sensitive services 
that are required. However in order to capitalise on this opportunity the BPS 
needs to offer a unified vision of what all psychologists can offer the NHS and 
argue effectively for the cost effectiveness of chartered psychologists. 
Psychology also needs to recognise the opportunity that is created by new 
roles in the NHS, rather than let the chance to create a psychologically 
literate workforce pass by.
REFLECTIONS
My thoughts on NWW are that I would be saddened by a blurring of the 
distinctions between the applied psychologies. I am exasperated by what 
appears to be “in fighting” within the BPS, and if that is how it appears to me 
then it is likely that this is the message given to other professions in the NHS. 
Some groups seem to have lost their client-centred focus, in order to pursue 
existing agendas, which to me seems to miss the point of being an applied 
psychologist. It worries me that genuine concerns about maintaining quality 
will mean that psychology will be sidelined in delivering psychological 
therapies, at least at the primary care level, which would be unfortunate. I am 
hopeful that in the long-term the career of clinical psychology will be 
rationalised, as my personal experience of the stresses of finding posts that 
offer suitable experience to obtain a training post means that I see this as a
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process that can discriminate against those who we would most like to attract 
to the profession. However, I am not optimistic that this change will happen in 
the near future. Perhaps my overall attitude towards NWW is a pragmatic 
one in that will probably be positive for clinical psychology, but is unlikely to 
have the radical impact that it hopes for or that the service users and carers 
deserve.
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THE PROBLEM.
I was stunned by the openness of the task The relationship to change’, and 
was both relieved and disconcerted by similar expressions of puzzlement on 
my group peer’s faces. Our relationship with the problem went through 
several phases. There was shock and puzzlement, as we grappled with how 
little prepared we were for this. Then denial, when we focussed on 
peripheral details, such as the grammar of the task. Finally there was 
acceptance and excitement at the possibilities afforded by the task, 
interspersed with periods of doubt that we were somehow ‘doing it wrong’. 
As was common in our examination of theories of change, this process is 
reminiscent of a model of change, the transtheoretical model (see e.g. 
Prochaska et al., 1994), without being completely described by it.
THE GROUP PROCESS.
Initial confusion.
During the period of disbelief I thought quite actively about what I wanted my 
role in this group to be, and saw it as an opportunity to try different ways of 
relating to people. This has definite links to my current clinical group work, 
discussed later. I see myself as someone quite pragmatic and very task- 
orientated, and I know that my enthusiasm can be overpowering sometimes. 
Consequently I tried to take more of a back seat and to help to create a 
reflexive space. This wasn’t too hard, but I was surprised at how 
disorientating it was. Somehow the usual social cues that orientated me in
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how to behave were more ambiguous when I tried to be someone different, 
and I felt lost in monitoring my own behaviour. This surprised me, and made 
me appreciate some of the additional difficulties in asking people to make a 
personal journey. It has suggested to me a range of enquiries that I might 
make when working with people that are finding change difficult that I might 
not have otherwise thought about.
Mapping the way.
One of the things we did to contain our anxiety was to map out how we would 
spend out time. We aimed to be as open as possible for the first half of the 
sessions, and to narrow the focus for the last half. Despite this not being a 
plan in any way that I was comfortable with, it did provide guidance as to 
where to go each session, and opened up possibilities to be creative that 
wouldn’t have been possible with a more structured plan. Despite this I 
found that anxiety did get the better of the group at times, and this was dealt 
with in a variety of different ways. I got irritated when people worried whether 
we were doing a good enough task, and whether we had understood it 
correctly. However this irritation was really a manifestation of my own 
anxiety. My way of containing this, by reminding everyone that the 
presentation wasn’t marked turned out to be annoying people, a fact I only 
learned indirectly. I am disappointed in that I had thought I had worked hard 
at being approachable. However perhaps I am being hard on myself, as it 
was early in the group process and people were trying hard to be positive 
and not to seem critical of other group members.
Opening out.
A noticeable feature of our group in the first half was a ‘risky shift’ (see e.g. 
Watson & Kumar, 1992) where, of a number of options considered, we opted
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for the least conventional one. In our early reflections on change, I would 
have classed only half of us, including me, as being relatively comfortable 
with risk taking. However it seemed to me that this shift came about because 
of the risk-averse members making a conscious effort to change their 
behaviour. However I do worry that unconsciously I played a part in taking a 
riskier route, despite trying hard not to do this consciously. Having been 
focussed on my own effect on the group initially it was a revelation that most 
of the group were also experimenting with new ways of relating to people. I 
did become irritated with one group member; because they didn't seem to be 
making any effort to engage with the group in such a personal way. Now that 
I’ve identified how difficult this is to do I feel guilty that I judged them so 
harshly. We had a huge variety of personalities, backgrounds and personal 
experiences in the group. I am used to being out of the ordinary in groups, 
but this was a new experience for one group member in particular. On other 
courses, they would have been in the majority and I think that they felt a little 
marginalised by their ‘ordinariness’. This has made me think more about 
cultural and sub-cultural influences within groups. I found I have often 
focussed on aspects that make people feel marginalised, as this is what I 
have most experience of myself when being a group member. However the 
experience of, at least some of the time, being in the majority in this group 
has made me appreciate that context is key. I’m hoping in the future to be 
able to develop the service that I work for when qualifying, and in particular I 
would like to make mental health services more accessible to a wider range 
of people. This experience has encouraged me to think more creatively 
about how to work more inclusively.
Focussing in.
By the end of the first few weeks we had considered various theories of 
change; my contribution (Ratner, 2000) reflected my interests in individual 
agency vs. cultural influences. However we found all them lacking in terms 
of our personal experiences of change. We felt as a group that we wanted to
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reflect on and celebrate the diversity of our group and had managed to settle 
on separate poster presentations. Remembering the creativity of some of 
our suggestions, this seems a little prosaic. However that's the reality of 
almost any project, particularly one with a creative element. Having felt quite 
disparate as a group I was quite disappointed that we were breaking into 
pairs to do the presentations. Somehow during the process, despite almost 
fighting against it, it was definitely ‘our’ group now, and separating into pairs 
felt like we dismantling something important. Having also felt increasingly 
like part of the group during the first part, the focus became more on 
individual posters. I hoped to produce a poster that not only had something 
important to say about change, but also reflected my contribution to the 
group. I’d aimed to be a stimulus for ideas, so chose something that was 
quite enigmatic, that people would be able to bring their own ideas to. At this 
point the anxieties about being a ‘good’ group member resurfaced, and I 
worried that I would be letting the side down. We had decided to present 
each others poster as a way of showing what we had learned about each 
other during the process. None of us owned up to worrying about what 
someone else would say about us, but we were all worried about doing a 
good job for the person whose poster we were presenting. This illustrates 
that we were still worried about how we were working as a group, and our 
individual roles within it.
THE PRESENTATION.
We had asked to go last, as we wanted people to be able to engage with our 
material in light of what they had learned from other group’s presentations. 
In retrospect I think this worked well, although it did have the downside of 
having to sit nervously through the other presentations wondering what would 
be made of our very different take on things. I am pleased that our format 
went down well, and getting up and engaging with individual presentations
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helped to engage people at the end of a long and thought-provoking 
afternoon. I liked that our presentation was very much grounded in our 
individual experiences of change; however there was a tendency to focus on 
the content of that change, rather than the process. I feel that I tried to get 
too many layers of meaning into my poster, and that it would have been 
better to make this more explicit or to reduce the scope. I also thought it was 
a strength that in our summary we commented on our differences and 
disagreements and how we overcame them. However I can see that in this 
account I am focussing on my difficulties and what I see as weaknesses, so 
perhaps I value being able to engage with these ideas more than others.
POST PRESENTATION REFLECTIONS.
I hated starting this task -  it felt like taking your clothes off in public. Whilst I 
have become more comfortable at being reflective in conversation I find it 
much more uncomfortable to commit my reflections to paper, when I know 
this will be read by someone else. I think there are links here with my 
discomfort at not being able to tell what effect I had on others at the start of 
the group process. I feel very lost without outside unambiguous feedback as 
to how I am being perceived, and writing this I feel somehow that I am going 
to be judged and found wanting by you, compounded by the fact that I don’t 
know who 'you’ are. It has made me realise how little confidence I have in 
my own judgement and abilities to make decisions. However during the 
process of writing I have made some pleasant discoveries. I had worried that 
there would be nothing in the initial writing about how this process had 
influenced my clinical practice, and that I would have to somehow ‘edit it in’ 
after the fact. However the clinical implications did in fact flow naturally from 
my reflections, and I will try to take this as evidence that I really am starting to 
‘think like a psychologist’. One aspect of my clinical work that has definitely 
benefited from my involvement in this task is my co-facilitation of a long-term 
reflective group, focussing on relationships. It aims to foster new ways of
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relating, which has direct links to my experiences of trying to behave in new 
ways during the group process. It is unusual to be given this opportunity to 
have this role without being in group therapy yourself. However, this task, 
and engaging reflectively with it has helped me to appreciate both individual 
experiences of being in a group, of the difficulties in changing your ways of 
relating and how my role of facilitator can recognise and help with these 
difficulties. Overall I am pleased with what I have learned during both the 
group task and writing this account of it, and it has given me more confidence 
now that I have examined my insecurities in a conscious way. I have tried to 
be open and honest writing this, however I am aware that I have really only 
engaged at the level of conscious reflection. I have at times touched on my 
unconscious motivations, but I’m aware that there is much more that I haven’t 
reflected on here. I’d argue that this is because of space limitations, which is 
true; I don’t think I could begin to start on the origin of my unconscious 
motivations in 2,000 words. However I’m also aware that I am relieved that 
this is the case, and that there are still subjects that I avoid talking about, 
which I will be trying to address in the future. As a group I felt that we have 
learned to come together and respect individual differences and the richness 
it brings. We still seem to be finding our way in terms of a ‘group identity’ but 
we now seem to be happy to let this evolve over time, without worrying about 
what we are bringing to it as individuals.
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THE PROBLEM.
The task was one in that parents with a learning disability were viewed as not 
meeting the needs of their twin daughters, and that the children, currently in 
care needed to be put up for adoption. There was involvement from a large 
number of professionals, from a variety of services. Our case discussion 
group's (CDG) task was to do a risk assessment of this family and if 
appropriate to come up with a rehabilitation plan.
This problem was a contrast to the task of last year. In the first year I was 
overwhelmed by the vagueness of the task of ‘relationship to change’. 
However this year the task seemed well-defined. Instead of being 
overwhelmed by vagueness there was perhaps more of a sense of being 
overwhelmed both by the detail of the professionals and services involved 
and also by the needs of the family. As can be seen from the diagram below 
there were 13 different professionals and services involved with this family, 
and the brief ran to two pages of detail about the family.
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Figure 1 professionals and services involved with the family, Vetere (2008).
THE GROUP PROCESS.
I have struggled to think how present this part of this account. One of my 
indentified learning needs is to sell myself more as a professional. I feel that 
for me personally and for our CDG as a whole the emergence of professional 
identity was very evident, and I would like to reflect positively on that. 
However this task came at a difficult time for our CDG, with the loss of a 
second member, causing us to reflect quite critically on how we had 
functioned as a group. Because of this we did struggle quite significantly to 
engage with the task, and I do not want to minimise those difficulties. I have 
therefore set out the following section as two ‘competing voices’ reflecting 
two different stories about the process. This is in the style of systemic 
therapy.
Professional Development
It was immediately apparent that we approached this problem as professional 
clinical psychologists. Initial discussions revolved around theories of child 
development, for example Piaget’s (as cited in Carr, 1999) stages of 
development, models of learning disability (LD), such as Skrtic’s (e.g. Skrtic, 
2005) contextual perspectives, understanding of relevant legislation and 
guidelines, such as ‘Every Child Matters’ (The Treasury, 2003) and 
understanding the role of the clinical psychologist when working with other 
professionals. Compared to the previous PBL exercise group members 
seemed to engage much more confidently with the task, calling on both their 
theoretical understanding and their clinical experience. Despite the fact that 
we were relatively early on in our relevant placements all the group members 
seemed to be able to generalise their adult placement experience and to call 
upon early child and LD experience to comment critically on the scenario 
presented.
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Although there was an initial consensus view that we were in favour of 
keeping this family together, we also recognised that, despite the large 
amount of background material we didn’t really have a feel for this family; 
instead they felt more like a ‘problem’. We did reflect that this would be 
typical of this type of referral, and it felt empowering to realise that one thing 
that a psychological assessment could bring was a feeling of containment for 
the family and the systems that surrounded them. One of the concepts 
raised early one was that of ‘resilience’, with one group member in particular 
drawing on a recent conference by Padesky, giving a ‘team model of 
resilience’ (TMR) (see e.g. Mooney and Padesky, 2000).
This particular exercise raised a number of ethical concerns, and much of the 
discussion revolved around weighing up the relative risks of leaving the twins 
in their family as compared to the risks of separating them. This discussion 
helped to crystallise how a psychological approach identifies a fuller range of 
risks, such as the risks to children of disrupting attachment development 
compared to the risks of not being able to complete appropriate 
developmental tasks. Although we prioritised the needs of the children over 
those of the parents, our full consideration of all the possibilities helped to 
build a strong case to help everyone to meet both sets of needs.
We were aware that we were tempted to start making assumptions about this 
family, in order to progress our thinking about this exercise. This prompted 
an interesting debate around difference and diversity, as different 
assumptions about culture, background and disability were constructively and 
explicitly examined. This was in part facilitated by the diversity of 
background and experiences of CDG members.
Although it was interesting to see how much we had in common as clinical 
psychologists, perhaps the most useful aspect of our work as a group was to 
recognise our individual strengths. We were roughly half divided between 
child and LD placements and had a variety of prior experiences and interests
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that shaped our contributions to this task. These fortunately worked out to be 
quite complementary, so that we could divide up tasks between us.
My contributions drew on my previous experience as an assistant, where I 
had seen a model of working known as Team around the child' (see e.g. 
Carpenter, 2005) work very effectively to meet the needs of children who had 
complex needs. I was able to reflect positively on how professionals and 
others, from a number of different organisations were able to use this 
structure to work much more effectively as a team to meet the needs of a 
family. This fed constructively into ideas about resilience and effective team 
working, to provide a model of how these ideas could be applied in practice.
I was also able to reflect on a family that I had worked with in my adult mental 
health placement, who had a number of similarities to the family in the 
scenario. This experience had given me a positive experience of how 
psychology could contain professional anxiety and to help families negotiate 
complex professional systems.
My experience of working through this PBL has developed my skills as a 
professional, in giving me a sense of how to work systemically with 
organisation in order to "... promote safety and positive risk taking” (Hope, 
2004). As a group we were able to reflect on the range of skills and 
experiences that clinical psychologists can bring to help a range of 
professionals and systems meet the needs of the people that they are trying 
to help.
An emotional roller-coaster.
As a group we all were feeling quite low and hopeless, following a second 
departure from the CDG, due to one member failing the course. We had 
spent quite some time considering if we could have done more to help this 
person and this had lead to a feeling of being quite ‘stuck’. There were 
however three things that contributed to moving us on. A new group member 
brought a refreshing change, new expertise and a desire to make this new 
member feel welcome, all of which helped to move the group into a more
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optimistic and constructive position. Having a practical task to focus on 
helped us to move on from a destructive circle of introspection and blame 
and to remind ourselves of how we had developed and become more skilled 
and professional. Finally a new facilitator brought a much needed change of 
direction; opening up a space for reflection that felt a much safer place to 
explore our issues honestly.
However in retrospect I know that I was not coping well at that time, and that 
the departure of a group member had awakened insecurities that I coped 
with by hiding behind a professional persona, and becoming quite withdrawn 
from the group. This was compounded by having a routine medical 
appointment scheduled during an important planning meeting for the 
presentation and later, an unexpected complication meant that I was not at 
the presentation, and could not give the rest of the group much notice. The 
combined effect of feeling physically quite assaulted and letting the group 
down meant that I spent the day of the presentation feeling very low.
Although I wish to own these feeling of sadness and struggle, I know that 
these feelings were shared by the rest of the CDG, and indeed we felt that it 
was important to share that as a joint reflection at the end of the presentation. 
We came up with a joint statement, as we felt that we had worked hard to 
establish a joint identity and wanted to be able to reflect that. The following is 
our joint reflection on the task at the time:
“As a group we had an immediate bias to trying to keep the family together. 
We related this to how we were wanted to stay together as group in doing 
this exercise, in a way that we hadn't last year. Having a new member gave 
us a great opportunity to do this, but we also had to face the departure of one 
of our members... We found it hard to carry on being engaged with the task 
through this, and to cope with the feelings of anger and sadness and failure 
that it produced. We found that being open about how we felt - good and bad 
- was vital.”
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We have had a chance to reflect as a CDG recently on the process of the 
PBL, and a mark of how much we have progressed as a group is that we 
were able to give and receive feedback on our impact on other members in 
the group. As a result of this I realise that it was recognised at the time that I 
was not completely engaged with the task. However the group was able to 
see why this was, and also to appreciate the contributions that I had made. 
My offer to be available by phone on the day of the presentation was 
positively recognised as wish not to let the group down, which went some 
way to making me feel more balanced about my contributions to this 
exercise.
Reconciling ‘stories of difference’
Having painted two very difference pictures of this experience, one of 
professional competence and the other of personal difficulties and struggle, I 
would like to now consider to what extent these two stories can be 
reconciled. I think, perhaps, although I am becoming better at recognising 
my own professional competence, it does still feel a little like an act that I put 
on, and that underneath it all I am quite insecure about my professional 
competency. This is reflected in the above account. However the recent 
experience of having my competency reflected back to me by my CDG, 
which was made to seem more genuine as they had also been able to talk 
about my learning needs, is helping to ‘own’ my competency. I am hoping 
that by the time I write my next reflective account it will be a more integrated 
narrative.
CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REFLECTIONS
Participating in this exercise has given me a feel for how to work with the 
systems that surround families, in order to help to achieve the best 
outcomes. It has also illustrated for me how easy it is to make assumptions 
about families, and how helpful it is to identify and talk through these 
assumptions with colleagues. I also found it helpful to discuss the ethical 
issues and issues of diversity with colleagues from a range of backgrounds
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and initial positions on this task. I feel that both the task and writing this 
account has helped me to move towards integrating my personal and 
professional personas, and whilst I expect that there will always be a gap 
between these, I have been given some insight how to minimise the 
difficulties that having a gap causes. Finally I have greatly appreciated how 
our CDG has developed recently, which has had a knock-on effect for my 
personal development, and I am looking forward to reflecting on this in the 
future.
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INTRODUCTION
As this is my last reflective account for this qualification I am being ambitious 
in what I am hoping to achieve with this task. In addition to providing an 
account of the recent Problem Based Learning (PBL) task I am also using 
this opportunity to reflect on my development as a clinical psychologist as a 
whole. In particular I would like to reflect on how this PBL illustrates what I 
have learned over my time in training and what I am hoping to take forward 
into my clinical practice. In order to provide some structure for achieving this I 
will include short sections in italics, which are commentaries, making links 
between the PBL task and my wider experiences in training.
SETTING UP THE TASK
The Groups
The first message we were sent about the PBL informed us that we were 
going to be in mixed year groups, with second year trainees joining us in the 
third year. In addition our particular group had a statement of equivalence 
candidate. My reactions to this were quite mixed; although I enjoy working 
with new people I had hoped to spend some more time with my Case 
Discussion Group (CDG) which was going through a period of relative 
stability. There was also the feeling that, as one of the third year trainees, 
that I felt responsible for providing leadership within the group, particularly as 
we had completed our module on older adult teaching. I had recently had a 
family bereavement, of an older relative, and another older relative had died
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previously that year. Consequently I was not sure how much energy I would 
have to commit to this task, and whether I was emotionally up to engaging 
with the material, let alone taking on any further responsibility.
It was interesting to see that a recommendation from the previous course 
away day had been implemented. There had at the time appeared to be a 
general cynicism about the possibility of meaningful change arising out of 
such activities, and this reflected at the time my feeling of relative 
powerlessness and not being able to implement change in a meaningful way. 
Despite my reservations about mixed year groups it felt positive to have seen 
change implemented in a way that had a direct impact on my own learning.
The Task
The task was set up as a referral of an older adult, Mr Nikolas, to a 
psychology service in order to assess his short-term memory problems, and 
need for care. Details of the immediate circumstances of the referral, and 
some longer-term family history, were given, as well as some prompt 
questions. There was also a genogram included (Appendix A). As discussed 
above this task had some difficult emotional resonances for me, however I 
was able to draw on my older adults teaching to help structure my 
understanding of the task, thus allowing me a little emotional distance.
One aspect of my development over training is my increasing confidence as 
a reflective practitioner. There were a number of aspects of the task that had 
echoes in my own stories, for example family members in different 
continents, and the worries generated when someone seems to be losing the 
ability to cope. Equally there were aspects of Mr Nikolas’ story that I did not
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have any personal experience of, such as divorce. I now feel confident 
bringing my personal experience to my practise and value how this helps me 
to form relationships with people and also informs formulation.
PREPARING THE PRESENTATION
At our initial briefing we set out a timetable for meeting and discussed the 
scenario set. We brainstormed what we saw as the salient issues, and, on 
the basis of this we allocated some initial tasks to cover the theoretical 
background to the scenario issues. The issues we allocated were to some 
extent driven by our own personal interests and stages in training. As one of 
the third years I was particularly interested in the issues to do with older 
adults, as we had recently completed our training in this area. These issues 
included neurological assessment, including assessment for dementia, elder 
abuse issues such as financial and physical abuse and systemic thinking. I 
volunteered to look at the potential physical abuse issues, as this also was 
useful for thinking about risk in my child placement. My research brought up 
for me interesting cultural issues, as I became aware that much of the 
research had been carried out in North America in care homes, and it was 
not clear how relevant this was to the scenario of a man living in his own 
home in Britain. Fortunately there was some research from a British 
perspective, and in particular one paper helped to clarify some of the 
questions we had about what was abuse, with some indication of thinking 
about the different perspectives we had in our scenario (Selwood et al., 
2007).
I have particularly enjoyed taking on increasing professional responsibility as 
I have progressed through my training. In particular I have been expected to
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be a role model and mentor to other trainees and to assistant psychologists 
on my child placement. It felt quite natural, therefore, to take on a leadership 
role in the group, and to take professional responsibility for an area in which I 
had more expertise, albeit expertise by training rather than experience. The 
experience of being frustrated about the limited evidence base, and in 
particular evidence based on actual clinical practice, is a common one for 
me, and is making me think about how best to further the evidence base 
whilst working under the pressures of clinical practice.
Despite my initial misgivings about working in such a mixed group I found the 
group processes enjoyable, and we quickly gelled as a cohesive team. The 
division of research in the group felt quite equitable, and I was pleased to be 
working as part of a motivated group, with everyone contributing to the 
process. I was worried that I was perhaps the ‘weak link’ and particularly 
early on I was very much aware that, due to the resonances with difficulties in 
my personal life, I was not bringing the same level of energy and enthusiasm 
to this task that I would do normally. In retrospect I can see that I was 
‘wearing negative glasses’  ^ in that I was discounting any of my positive 
contributions as only what would be expected from a third year trainee. In the 
end I was able to own the relatively minor contribution of bringing a computer 
to our meetings, to help record minutes, and this helped me to recognise my 
overall contribution to the group. This came about because of the enthusiasm 
of another group member for my contribution. This to me demonstrated the 
leadership skills of my colleague, who helped to drive our process towards 
the overall goal of the presentation.
 ^ A term from Cognitive Behaviour Therapy used to describe attending to the negative and 
discounting positive experiences. See e.g. Stallard, 2002.
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I have often thought about the interaction between my personality and my 
practice during training. As someone who usually comes across as quite 
enthusiastic myself I sometimes worry that this can be alienating for some 
people. My appreciation of the enthusiasm of my colleague in helping both 
me and the group to move forwards has reminded me that this can a/so be a 
strength. The process of training encourages you to think about what you can 
change and improve, however I realise that it is also important to recognise 
and hold onto personal strengths.
FINALISING THE PRESENTATION
Having gathered a broad evidence base relevant to this scenario, and 
spending some time disseminating this to our group we then considered how 
this applied to the scenario set. We discussed this as a whole and decided to 
take one of the main people in the scenario each, and write out their views. 
This was partly driven by our joint interest in the systemic aspects of this 
PBL, and also partly because we became aware that we were bringing very 
different assumptions about individual’s beliefs and motivations in this 
scenario. This made us realise that we did not have enough information to 
start even a provisional formulation. We also felt that rushing into a 
formulation would be to mirror some of the ‘silencing’ of Mr Nikolas that we 
had noted in the scenario, with many competing views present, but none 
from his point of view.
We decided that the best way to present our view on these ‘competing 
voices’ would be to present what we knew as part of an early network 
meeting, in order to highlight the differences present. We thought that the 
best way to do this was to speak to the meeting, but also have our inner.
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unspoken voices visible as part of our presentation. We also wanted to show 
the evidence base, and this was incorporated as part of the visible 
presentation.
During my training I have been actively involved in promoting service user 
and carer issues, however there was also a general group consensus that 
this would be the framework driving our presentation. This made me feel that 
there was in some way a ‘Surrey ethos’ that valued this, and I appreciated 
the feeling of being a small part of a larger whole, committed to driving 
service user and carer issues fonA/ard. My challenge will be to ensure that I 
remain committed to this agenda, and do not allow the challenges of a career 
as a qualified psychologist or differing team cultures to dilute my 
contributions to progess.
PRESENTING OUR WORK
I had an initial worry that I would not make the presentation, as I woke up on 
the day with considerable back pain. I do have back problems from time to 
time, but in this instance I wondered if there was an element of a traumatic 
memory, in that I had been unable to come to the previous PBL presentation, 
due to a traumatic injury. This belief about my pain was prompted by a 
conversation with an aunt, who specialised in trauma work, who had 
recommended a text that included how trauma is re-enacted in physical 
symptoms (Rothschild, 2000).
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Despite progressing as a reflective practitioner there is still a part of me that 
wants to find some sort of ‘objective’ truth, and consequently I am 
uncomfortable in claiming a traumatic symptom with no further supporting 
evidence. Nevertheless being able to draw on some evidence base did help 
me to put my discomfort into perspective and to attend the presentation.
I felt that our presentation went well and that we managed to show our 
dilemmas and difficulties with presenting a clear formulation and 
consequently a course of therapy. It was inevitable therefore that I was 
disappointed with the feedback and in particular felt that the point had been 
missed about wanting to recognise Mr Nikolas’ silenced voice, rather than 
making assumptions about his beliefs and feelings. I felt this much more 
keenly on behalf of my team members, and I felt that their commitment to 
having a client-centred point of view and all their hard work was in some way 
belittled.
Although I often feel injustice more keenly on behalf of others than I do 
myself, I think that my emotional response to this feedback was to some 
extent driven by feeling that I had taken on a leadership role in the group, 
albeit in a low-key, facultative way.
FINAL THOUGHTS
I have enjoyed writing this reflective account, as it has helped me to 
appreciate how much I have progressed as a clinical psychologist. However
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there is also some frustration as the tight word count only allows this to be 
the ‘tip of the iceberg' in terms of describing what I learned during this PBL.
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APPENDIX A:
PBL DOCUMENTATION.
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TITLE: WORKING WITH PEOPLE IN LATER LIFE, THEIR 
FAMILIES, AND THE PROFESSIONAL NETWORK
Problem Based Learning Exercise
What is the problem? Who has the problem? What might happen?
Mr Nikolas is 69, and has been referred to the psychology department for 
assessment of his short term memory problems, and his needs for care. The 
allocated social worker thinks Mr Nikolas is not looking after himself properly 
-  his fridge has out of date food, his clothes are not well washed, and his 
toilet and bedding are unclean. His GP thinks he is managing well. During the 
period of assessment, Mr Nikolas’ son Alexander, accused Mrs Edwards of 
financial abuse against his father. Social services invoked the Court of 
Protection and his divorced wife agreed to manage his financial affairs. Mrs 
Edwards, his new non-residential partner, was asked by the family not to visit 
their father/ex-husband any more, in an angry doorstep confrontation at her 
home by the older son. Mrs Edwards contacted the same psychology service 
and asked for their help. Mrs Edwards gave her version of events to Mr 
Nikolas’ two older sisters, who both live abroad.
Some Background Information
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Mr Nikolas is the son of a Russian Jewish émigré who married a white 
English east end Londoner. His father left his mother when he was seven 
and he had no subsequent contact. He was raised within the CofE tradition of 
Christianity, and holds a faith base. It was not until he was a mature adult 
that he learned of his father’s origins at the time of his mother’s death. He 
had always been told his father was an Englishman.
When he was 33, Mr Nikolas married a white English woman who was 15 
years younger than him, from a Catholic background. She is not practising. 
They divorced at her instigation 6 years ago. She had spent the majority of 
their marriage in receipt of a diagnosis of major depression, with bouts of 
counselling, prolonged anti-depressant medication use, and so on. Following 
the divorce, she was able to cease prescription medication use, took up local 
employment, and developed a new friendship circle. Her older son called her 
a ‘whore’ when he discovered she was seeing another man, romantically.
So, Mr and Mrs Nikolas had two sons, Alexander and James, both now in 
their thirties. James lives abroad and does not keep much in contact with his 
father. Alexander is local, runs a small business and is married to a woman 
who struggles with eating distress and fears of contamination, such that she 
does not allow their two small children to play in the garden. The family do 
not discuss these matters.
Mr Nikolas has two older sisters, both of whom live in Australia and are not 
well enough to travel to the UK, but wish to be involved in decision making 
about the future care of their brother.
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Mr Nikolas was devasted by the divorce and the need to sell the family home 
for the divorce settlement. He moved to a small property nearer his older son 
and two grandchildren. He spent a few years on his own, walking miles every 
day, and shunning company. Eventually a friend persuaded him to join a 
local history society and he became involved in escorting visitors and tourists 
around museums. There he met Mrs Edwards, a while English divorced 
woman, 2 years older than him. She is financially independent and owns her 
own home. She has PT employment with a stately home in the area, and was 
a children’s nanny most of her life. She has a chronic debilitating health 
condition that results in joint pains. She has no children and no living 
relatives. She has an active friendship group.
Mrs Edwards and Mr Nikolas became friends and then their relationship 
became romantic and sexually intimate. They have been together for 3 years. 
They kept their separate houses, and spent time in each other’s home. Mr 
Nikolas asked Mrs Edwards to marry him at the time the police instigated the 
removal of his driving licence. He had been struggling with short term 
memory problems, and when stopped at a police blockade where police were 
redirecting traffic, he refused their instructions and tried to drive on. The 
police officer recognised a ‘psychological’ problem and reported his 
behaviour to social services. The same police officer advised Mrs Edwards 
that Mr Nikolas needed medical attention. Mrs Edwards was uncertain and 
informed his older son who contacted social services. This resulted in the 
withdrawal of his licence and the confiscation of his car by his older son. His 
ex-wife was observed to drive this vehicle subsequently by Mrs Edwards.
Prompt questions:
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Who/what/where is the problem?
How to define the professional network? How might professional roles be 
defined under these circumstances?
How is leadership shown/to be shown within the professional network, and 
what might collaborative practice look like under these circumstances?
What is the role of the psychologist with respect to Mr Nikolas, his close 
family members, Mrs Edwards and the professional network?
What ethical issues need to be considered?
How is financial abuse to be defined?
The relationship between memory and depression?
The role of life events?
Impact of divorce on grown up children?
The Academic Tutor Team 
September, 2008
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Summary of Case Discussion Group (Personal and 
Professional Learning Discussion Group) Process
Accounts
Years 1 and 2
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CASE DISCUSSION GROUP PROCESS ACCOUNT YEAR 1
This account outlined the structure of my Case Discussion Group (CDG) in 
my first year of training, reflecting on the consequences of having structure 
imposed by the CDG facilitator. It then used the ‘ten essential shared 
capabilities for mental health practice' (Hope, 2004) to provide headings to 
reflect on the development of the CDG and my contribution to this. Some of 
the poinst that emerged from this included reflections on my evolving role 
within the group, the ongoing negotiation of a group identity and links 
between processes within the CDG and my clinical practice. It concluded with 
a reflections section at the end, to summarise what I had learned about the 
CDG in general, and from the process of writing the process account. Here I 
reflected that the experience of reflecting on the group had been useful in 
identifying processes of change, however it also seemed quite reductionist, 
and the written account failed to capture the richness of the experience. It 
then went on to consider how the CDG might develop in the future, in 
particular pointing to how an unsettling start, and a developing commitment 
to working through difficulties had given us resilience and optimism that a 
new year and a new member joining would be a positive experience for us.
Reference:
Hope, R. (2004). The ten essential shared capabilities: A framework for the 
whole of the mental health workforce, NIMHE, London.
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CASE DISCUSSION GROUP PROCESS ACCOUNT YEAR 2
This account started with a summary of key incidents for the group during the 
year, including having a new facilitator an group member, and then losing a 
different member under difficult circumstances. It then broke down the main 
discussion into the headings ‘how did the group evolve' to reflect the group 
processes during the year, which also looked forward to how it might 
continue to develop over the following year, ‘who am I' to consider my own 
contribution to the group, as well as my development during the group, and 
‘spreading influences' to consider how my experience of our CDG has 
influenced my wider development as a professional. I included a final section 
‘Meta issues', partly to pull together the ideas I discussed, and partly to 
answer for myself the question ‘what was the point of writing this 
account?'.This reflected that this account had been written during a period of 
particular frustration with the course, and discussed my feelings about this, 
but also acknowledged the usefulness of developing as a reflective 
practitioner, and in particular how reflective practice added a useful 
dimension to my identification and containment of clinical risk.
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Overview of Placement Experience
Years 1,2 and 3
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FIRST YEAR -  ADULT MENTAL HEALTH PLACEMENT
Setting: A Community Mental Health Team (CMHT), working with a multi­
disciplinary Team (MDT) in an urban setting. This placement also included 
Primary Care work, based in a GP’s surgery, in-reach into a tier 4 acute adult 
ward, audit and group work with a day hospital and one neuroassessment 
case, working with a specialist addictions service.
Experiences Gained:, Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) with 
individuals, including primary care presentations, such as anxiety relating to 
medical procedures, and work with people with longer term or more .complex 
presentations, including people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, enduring 
depression, long-term anxiety, and anger management issues.. Family work 
with one family addressing issues, surrounding a schizophrenia diagnosis 
and couple work with one couple to support child protection intervention. 
Long-term, psychodynamically informed group work, working with people 
with a diagnosis of severe and enduring mental health issues, such as 
personality disorders. . A wide range of assessment and evaluation methods 
were used, including formal psychometric measures Ages ranged from 21 to 
57, wide range of cultural backgrounds. Service user involvement through 
informal contact with service-user run coffee bar, and visit to service user led 
project
SECOND YEAR -  LEARNING DISABILITIES PLACEMENT
Setting: A Community Adult Learning Disabilities Team, based in a specialist 
behaviour support service, in an urban setting. This placement also included 
work in a MDT community learning disability service, specialist day services, 
group homes and a community based clinic.
Experiences Gained: Narrative therapy with individuals. Family therapy, as 
part of a reflective team with families. Behavioural assessment and 
intervention with one individual at risk of exclusion from services due to 
aggressive behaviour. Jointly planned, implemented and assessed a group
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for individuals referred for anger management, resulting in two conference 
presentations and a publication (see research appendix). Jointly planned, ran 
and disseminated a focus group on service user involvement in learning 
disability services resulting in a publication (see research appendix). A wide 
range of assessment and evaluation methods were used, including formal 
psychometric measures. Ages range from 20-71 and clients had a range of 
intellectual impairments, from mild to severe. Clients were from a range of 
cultural backgrounds, and several had physical disabilities.
SECOND YEAR -  CHILD PLACEMENT
Setting: An MDT Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS), a 
paediatric service and a specialist adolescent eating disorders service, based 
in a hospital, in a mixed town / rural setting.
Experiences Gained: Work with children and young people aged 16 months 
to 15 years. Included consultation work to tier 1 professionals, including 
health visitors and educational staff. Models used were CBT, narrative 
therapy, neurodevelopmental and some attachment. A wide range of 
assessment and evaluation methods were used, including formal 
psychometric measures. Supervision experience gained of assistant and 
honorary assistant psychologists, including supervision of the design and co­
facilitation of a group for parents who's children were referred for anxiety. 
Designed and co-facilitated a group for siblings of children with an autism 
spectrum condition, working with a volunteer from a local service user and 
carer organisation. Contributed to a literature review to help develop services 
for children and young people with a learning disability.
THIRD YEAR -  ADVANCED COMPETENCIES PLACEMENT: 
COMPLEX ADOLESCENT PRESENTATIONS
Setting: An MDT CAMHS, specialist eating disorder service and a specialist, 
multi-agency. Tier 4 outpatient service, in a mixed town / rural setting.
Experiences Gained: Work with young people aged 11 to 17 years. Included 
consultation work to tier 1 professionals, including specialist and general
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secondary educational staff. Focus was on managing risk, which was co­
supervised by a consultant psychiatrist. Models used were CBT, narrative 
therapy, neurodevelopmental and some attachment. A wide range of 
assessment and evaluation methods were used, including formal 
psychometric measures. Supervision experience gained of trainee, assistant 
and honorary assistant psychologists, including supervision of the design and 
co-facilitation of a group for young people with issues of anger. Designed and 
co-facilitated a group for siblings of children with an autism spectrum 
condition, working with a volunteer from a local service user and carer 
organisation. Specialist neurodevelopmental assessment, as psychology 
lead in a specialist clinic. Training sessions for psychologists and for an MDT.
THIRD YEAR -  OLDER ADULTS PLACEMENT
Setting; An MDT CMHT for older adults, an MDT hospital-based physical 
rehabilitation unit, a residential home and an acute in-patient ward for older 
adults, in an urban setting.
Experiences Gained: Work with adults aged 67 to 92 years, using CBT 
integratively with other approaches, notably narrative work. Individual 
therapy, couples work, indirect interventions with families, and co-facilitating 
an open group on an acute inpatient ward. Short-term health psychology 
work was undertaken as part of an MDT addressing complex physical 
rehabilitation, in a hospital setting. A range of assessment and evaluation 
methods were used, including formal psychometric measures and 
assessments of dementia. Co-facilitated a presentation for school pupils on 
work experience, on the subject of psychology in the NHS.
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Summaries of Case Reports and the Oral 
Presentation of Clinical Activity
Years 1, 2 and 3.
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ADULT MENTAL HEALTH CASE REPORT 1: COGNITIVE 
BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY WITH A 21-YEAR OLD MAN 
ADDRESSING ANGER MANAGEMENT.
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) with a young man of African origin, 
referred for anger management issues is described. He had previously been 
referred to the CMHT for paranoid delusions, and had successfully 
addressed these, however continuing issues of anger were threatening his 
employment and his relationship with his girlfriend. Assessment was by 
interview, information gathered from other professionals and questionnaire- 
based measures. The initial formulation linked into early experiences of 
fleeing from a war zone. An individualised CBT model was used, based on 
Beck’s (1995) and Greenberger and Padesky’s. (1995) model of general CBT 
therapy, in order to accommodate cultural issues, and poor literacy, and 
aimed to reduce the number and severity of angry outbursts, as measured by 
self-assessment measures. The therapy was planned to be in three stages, 
psycho-education in the CBT model and practice of the techniques involved, 
application of techniques, using graded exposure and looking at issues 
around being appropriately assertive. The final stage was not implemented, 
due to non-attendance. During phases one and two the number and severity 
of angry outbursts were successfully addressed, and it was reported that 
there was a benefit in terms of improved relationships with work colleagues 
and his girlfriend. It was speculated that failure to take into account cultural 
issues surrounding respect for elders contributed to non-attendance for 
phase three.
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ADULT MENTAL HEALTH CASE REPORT 2: A 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF A MAN IN HIS 
FORTIES WITH LONG-TERM MEMORY IMPAIRMENT ISSUES.
A man in his forties was referred by the team psychologist in a specialist 
substance misuse service, as it was felt that there was a significant 
difference between his cognitive abilities and his level of functioning. This 
man presented as quick-witted and articulate, but described major problems 
with memory, including remembering routes and significant dates. These 
problems were described as long-term, although as this person had been in 
care there were significant gaps in relevant background history. There had 
been a diagnosis of ADHD in childhood, and there had been a significant 
period of substance misuse. This was significantly reduced at time of 
assessment. This man also had a long-term habit of banging his head, at 
time of assessment against a pillow, but it was described that, in times of 
distress he would hit his head against hard objects, such as walls. He had 
achieved no academic qualifications, and had a history of intermittent 
employment in manual jobs. A literature review was conducted around 
competing explanations of his difficulties, including ADHD, substance use, 
diffuse brain damage and early brain insult. This was used to help select 
assessments, and to predict likely cognitive profiles. A full battery of tests 
were administered, and the resulting cognitive profile suggested that the 
most likely explanation for the observed difficulties was early brain insult, with 
some later diffuse brain damage. This was used to guide recommendations 
for strategies to help this person compensate for his difficulties.
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LEARNING DISABILITIES CASE REPORT: A NARRATIVE 
APPROACH TO HELPING A MAN IN HIS 20S WITH DOWN'S 
SYNDROME UNDERSTAND PARENTAL DIVORCE, OR HOW 
BATMAN DISCOVERED HE COULD MELT MR FREEZE.
A young man with Down’s syndrome was referred to the community learning 
disabilities team as he was struggling to cope with his parent’s recent 
divorce. Initial assessment was by learning disability specific measures, and 
interview. A narrative approach was used, drawing on White & Epstom’s 
work, but modified for this client group. Early sessions worked on continuing 
the assessment process, and establishing ways of allowing this man to 
communicate effectively. Early work was through conversation, however a 
significant shift occurred when drawings were introduced, as this enabled this 
client to become much more creative in his use of analogy and metaphor in 
exploring his beliefs and feelings. This client established two goals for 
therapy, to not feel as angry with his father, and to stop what he described as 
an ‘empty feeling’. ‘Unique outcomes’ in this client’s stories about his father 
were explored and later work included the adapted use of therapeutic letters, 
which again allowed this client to explore his feelings more openly. The use 
of externalisation, by drawing the ‘empty feeling’ drew upon imagery from 
action hero films, and through this work this client was able to explore 
alternative stories, casting himself as a hero. His portrayal of his father also 
altered during this time, although the use of a comical alien to portray his 
father still suggested that this client did not understand his father. There were 
significant shifts in a devised rating scale, ‘angry with your father’ over the 
course of therapy.
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ORAL CASE PRESENTATION: ‘ECLECTIC OR 
INTEGRATIVE?: USING MULTIPLE MODELS TO ADDRESS 
THE NEEDS OF A THIRTEEN YEAR OLD YOUNG MAN 
REFERRED FOR OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER
(OCD).
An oral case presentation was given regarding work with a young man 
referred for OCD. He had been in contact with the service for a number of 
years, and this work followed on from a group run for parents of children who 
had anxiety issues. Individual work integrated CBT, systemic and narrative 
approaches, and was informed by cognitive neurodevelopmental theories 
about the maturation of cognitive processes. Other models were drawn upon 
in an ad-hoc basis, including usefully ideas about recovery. This had the 
positive effect of reducing distress within the systems surrounding this young 
man, with a shared formulation of his difficulties enabling people to help him 
to address issues as they arose. This case was used to consider my 
development as a practitioner, with positive aspects being seen as the ability 
to draw on a range of different therapeutic models in order to flexibly address 
need. However it was recognised that this work had been at its most effective 
when the different models informing therapy were carefully considered, and 
matched onto a shared formulation. Correspondingly there were less 
successful periods of therapy, where intervention was changed on an ad-hoc 
basis, with less careful thought about how therapy was addressing need.
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ADVANCED COMPETENCIES CASE REPORT: COGNITIVE 
BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY (CBT) FOR A YOUNG WOMAN 
DIAGNOSED WITH AN EATING DISORDER.
CBT with a young woman who had been diagnosed with an eating 
disorder is described. The setting was a Specialist Eating Disorder 
Service, embedded within a Child and Adolescent Mental Health 
Service, and the work built on previous manualised CBT for Eating 
Disorders, that had only partially addressed the issues with body 
shape and eating. Assessment was by interview, psychometric 
measures and rating scales, with a team risk assessment protocol 
completed. The initial formulation was based on cognitions of body 
shape. This was later adjusted to include issues of control and finally 
to include cognitions about friendship. Individualised CBT was 
identified as the therapy of choice due to a good evidence base and 
previous successful engagement with this model. Three stages of 
therapy were planned. The first stage addressed engagement issues 
and identifying underlying core beliefs. Stage two continued working 
with core beliefs. The final planned stage worked on consolidating this 
work and thinking about relapse prevention. Therapy took place over 
seven sessions over a four month period. Outcome was measured by 
changes in psychometric measures and personal ratings. There was a 
notable improvement in both psychometric measures and in ratings of 
therapy aims. An interesting feature of this work was the rapid shift in 
conditional assumptions, once they were identified and tested.
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Service Related Research Project: Designing 
Services to Support Recovery and Social Inclusion: 
Audit of a Day Hospital Service
July 2007 
Year 1
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ABSTRACT
Title: Designing Services to Support Recovery and Social Inclusion - Audit of 
a Day Hospital Service.
Objective: To set audit standards according to new principles of 
commissioning day services and to audit group provision for a Day Hospital 
service. In particular to assess whether community-based groups address 
specific issues of recovery and social inclusion.
Design: A mixed quantitative and qualitative design was used, with 
quantitative data being analysed by descriptive and comparative statistics, 
and qualitative data by content analysis
Setting: A Day Hospital service in a London borough.
Participants: Adults (18-65) with severe and enduring mental health issues, 
attending the Day Hospital at the time of the audit.
Main outcome measures: Performance against audit standards as judged by 
questionnaire responses
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Results: Performance against ‘Increasing diversity of provision' audit 
standard was met. Performance against ‘Meeting the needs of diverse 
groups‘ audit standards was mostly met, although there were questions 
about gender inequalities. Performance against ‘Focus on community 
participation' audit standards was considered to be met, although 
recommendations were made to further develop this and to adjust the audit 
standard accordingly.
Conclusions: This Day Hospital has largely engaged with changing priorities 
and is delivering an innovative service to meet need. Further research needs 
to be done at borough and trust level and nationally agreed audit standards 
need to be set.
INTRODUCTION
The National Service Framework (NSF) for Mental Health (Department of 
Health, 1999) recognises a continuum of mental health needs. Standards 4 
and 5 examine the needs of people with severe mental illness. They 
acknowledge that community-based services may provide an alternative to 
hospital admission. This is particularly recognised as being able to better 
deliver culturally sensitive services (Gray, 1999). When describing examples 
of good practice the NSF states that:
“Services should encompass: ... alternatives to acute inpatient admission 
such as crisis houses, day hospital or centre, home treatment or respite 
admission” (Department of Health, 1999, p.62)
Day hospitals are seen, therefore, as a part of a service that helps people to 
avoid hospital admissions and that works in a way that may suit service users 
better.
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There has been a recent trend towards promoting social inclusion (see e.g. 
Bates, 2002). Traditional day hospital service provision has been questioned 
in this respect. Rankin (2005) recommends that services should:
“Promote mixed models of community/day centres that are designed and 
delivered in the local community to promote inclusion.” (p20)
Standard models of delivery have been critiqued as not doing enough to 
promote social inclusion (Department of Health, 2006). This publication 
argues that attendees are identified as ‘mental patients' and that young 
people and those with a recent diagnosis are uncomfortable with accessing 
services that attract this label. Ten key principles are identified in refocusing 
day services:
1. Promoting recovery
2. Focus on community participation
3. Reducing social isolation
4. Support for service users to run services
5. Maximising choice
6. Meeting the needs of diverse groups
7. Improving accessibility to people seriously disabled by mental health 
issues
8. Involving users and carers
9. Increasing diversity of provision
10. Improving cross-sector working.
Within the local trust policy was developed to promote social inclusion 
(Perkins and Rinaldi, 2007). Implementation largely guided closure of day 
hospitals, replacing them with services that were more integrated into the 
community. However within the local borough a campaign fought by the 
carers group, and covered in the local press (Woods, 2005 24 June, 29 July, 
16 September) ensured that the local Day Hospital remained open.
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To address the new principles in the borough a report was written to map 
existing day services and to model for service redevelopment (Hooper, 
2006). The proposed model for the Day Hospital involved a focus on 
rehabilitation and recovery. One aspect of this is the provision of ‘individual 
outreach’, to support service users in accessing mainstream community 
activities and roles.
Within this redesign current good practice at the Day Hospital was retained. 
However individual outreach required a new service. A new format of group 
was proposed. This would be organised by the Day Hospital, but access 
groups in the community. Day Hospital staff would be responsible for 
recruitment and liaison with staff in community activities. Two new groups 
have been running in the pilot of this format; an ICT group, accessing a local 
library and a gym club, accessing the local gym involved in the ‘exercise on 
prescription’ scheme (see e.g. Department of Health, 2007).
This study arises out of a recognition that the new service needs monitoring 
and review (Department of Health, 2006, p. 20). This states that service 
user’s views on whether the services are meeting needs are important.
It was considered that a service audit, in order to propose and monitor a new 
range of standards for day service provision would be helpful. The National 
Institute for Clinical Excellence (2002) provided a template for the audit 
process, summarised in figure 1:
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Have we made 
things l»lfer?
Are we 
achieving it?
f- Dala'', 
'',ccledcn r
W hat are we 
trying to  achieve?
M gre 1. Til* dinleal ô jd îl eyclt.
As can be seen a complete audit cycle sets out standards for what is being 
aimed at, measures the service against those standards and then 
implements changes. As this service is designed to implement recent policy 
changes the focus of this report is on the first stage ‘What are we trying to 
achieve'. It aims to identify standards and benchmark against those 
standards. Some consideration as to initial audit standards is given.
Within the 10 key principles above (Department of Health, 2006) local 
research (Hooper, 2006) indicated that the Day Hospital already addressed 
several principles, specifically numbers 1,3,4,  7 and 8 . The changes to 
address principle 5 (maximising choice) and is being addressed in other 
areas of day services provision. This study focuses on the experience of the 
service users of groups, so there is limited scope to comment on principle 10 
(improved cross-sector working). Therefore the focus is on the remaining 
principles of
• Audit area 1; Focus on community participation;
• Audit area 2: Meeting the needs of diverse groups; and
• Audit area 3; Increasing diversity of provision.
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METHOD
Design:
This is a mixed quantitative and qualitative study (see Bra, 1995) that uses 
descriptive and comparative statistics and content analysis to analyse 
results.
Participants:
The service is for adults, aged 18-65, with severe and enduring mental health 
issues, living in the borough. Referral is via four Community Mental Health 
Teams (CMHTs). Questionnaires were sent to all people who were 
accessing the Day Hospital Service on 1®‘ May 2007 (N=35).
Measures:
A questionnaire was constructed to evaluate the service (see Appendix A) 
using:
■ Previous audit questions (Healthcare Commission, 2006).
■ Trust equal opportunities questions.
■ A benchmarking tool (National Social Inclusion Programme, n.d.)
■ Trust policy on audit and service evaluation.
■ Questions addressing the three audit areas.
Responses were anonymous and voluntary. As this questionnaire is in its 
first implementation there is no information available on reliability and validity, 
although the service manager has checked for face validity against key 
criteria.
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Procedures:
A literature review was conducted to identify similar service audits. NHS and 
local trust policies and documents were also consulted. Although general 
audits of services were identified there were no audits published that 
examined social inclusion in the context of day services for people with 
mental health issues. As a result of the literature review, a questionnaire 
audit tool was constructed and checked by the service manager. This was 
given to all people who were currently attending any Day Hospital activity on 
May 2007, by their key worker. In order to ensure anonymity responses 
were returned via a suggestion box in the waiting area. For people who 
attended irregularly the key worker posted the questionnaire with a reply-paid 
envelope to return the questionnaire. Analysis is outlined below. As data 
collection has just finished feedback to the service will be at a later date, via 
report to the service manager, a staff presentation and a pamphlet for service 
users.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
It was felt that both closed response questions, to measure performance 
against an audit standard, and open response questions, to help to indicate 
how the service should develop in future were important. Consequently a 
mixed methodology was required (Bra, 1995). The most appropriate 
qualitative method was identified as content analysis, as this adopts the 
same assumptions about data as quantitative methods (Hsieh and Shannon, 
2005). Comparative statistics have been included, however as the sample 
size is low (N=35, 10 questionnaires were returned (28.6%)) there is a high 
probability of type II errors.
The results recorded have also been compared to data from the National 
Service Users Survey (Healthcare Commission, 2006). Where available a 
subset of these data for people accessing CMHTs in the borough has been 
used, otherwise the data for people accessing mental health services across
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the whole trust has been used. When the data quoted is not from the use of 
the audit tool the original source of the data is indicated by a footnote.
Full results for all questions are in Appendix B, with the results quoted below 
summarise the key findings.
Audit Area 1 : Focus on community participation.
7(70%) respondents had not attended the new format of group, and 3(30%) 
had. Of the people who had not attended the new format groups 6(83%) 
people would be interested in attending community based groups, whereas 1 
(17%) preferred the traditional Day Hospital based groups. No significant 
differences between the measures were found for people who did attend 
community groups and those who did not. The most common reason for not 
accessing the community groups was ‘I haven’t got around to it yet ‘ (N=3).
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Audit Area 2: Meeting the needs of diverse groups.
The results for sex are summarised in table 1. These 
results are compared to the breakdown by sex for all 35 people currently 
open to the Day Hospital, and also to all the people attending borough 
CMHTs.
Table 1: Sex
Female Male
% Respondents 30 70
% Day Hospital 39 61
% Borough CMHTs^ 54 46
The Results for age and ethnicity are summarised in table 2. 
Table 2: Age and ethnicity
Age Ethnicity
Mean SD White 
British %
Other %
Respondents 49 9.2 90 10
For Borough accessing 
CMHTs^
46 11.7 95 5
Source: Perkins,2007
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Audit area 3: Increasing diversity of provision.
On average the respondents were attending 4.8 different groups (SD = 1.9) 
out of a total of 12 different groups available. Activities can be classed as 
psycho-educational, activity based, vocational or drop-in. The most popular 
class of activity was vocational, with 7 respondents accessing this class of 
group. The most popular individual activity was goal-setting. Suggestions for 
new community activities included group-based activities, such as ‘Weight 
Watchers’, from two respondents. One respondent suggested general 
community activities, such as ‘shopping’.
Other results.
Nine (90%) people when responding to ‘Were the activities provided by the 
Day Hospital helpful’ responded ‘yes definitely’. One (10%) responded ‘yes, 
to some extent’. Content analysis showed that seven (70%) where generally 
positive about the service, with comments such as ‘very helpful’ being typical. 
Four respondents specifically mentioned that groups addressing mental 
health issues and working with fellow service users as being useful, for 
example one respondent replied “...also the groups I attend are relevant to 
helping me with the specific problems and concerns that I have... ”. No 
negative comments were made.
Half of the respondents (n=5) had been attending the Day Hospital for one 
year or less. Four (40%) had been attending for between one and five years 
and one had been attending for more than ten years.
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DISCUSSION
Performance against the Audit Criteria.
Audit Area 1: Focus on community participation.
Although only about a third of Day Hospital attendees are accessing the 
community based groups it is clear that this is seen as a useful addition to 
the more traditional groups, with only one of the respondents saying that they 
did not want to access community groups. As this is a recent change in 
format it would be expected that uptake of the community based groups will 
increase over the coming months. The implication from the most common 
reason for not attending the community groups, ‘I haven’t got around to it yet’ 
is that these people are planning to access these groups in the future.
However the data do not support an entirely community-based model. 
Although only one respondent replied that they did not want to access any 
community groups four respondents commented that having traditional 
groups that specifically addressed their mental health issues were very 
helpful. The majority of respondents (n=7) made positive comments about 
the Day Hospital provision, and coupled with the general satisfaction 
expressed about the service this would indicate that a radical re-design is not 
called for.
A proposed audit standard is that day services should offer all service users 
the opportunity for support attending community groups. This has already 
been implemented in the care plan approach within the Day Hospital. There 
should also be an ongoing programme to develop new groups to address a 
wider range of interests. As this is a new format this service is viewed as 
meeting this audit standard, although the standard should be reviewed 
regularly.
Audit Area 2: Meeting the needs of diverse groups.
This section is broken down by ethnicity, gender and age.
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Ethnicity:
As is indicated by the ethnicity figures for the borough, this is not an 
ethnically diverse area. This service can therefore be meeting this audit 
standard. However it might be useful to do further research in this area, as 
with such small numbers it would be unlikely that a discrepancy would be 
apparent in the analysis conducted. A large research project could identify 
whether the mental health needs of ethnic minority communities are being 
met, and if not how to address this.
Gender:
There is a gender imbalance of the respondents, with about a third of people 
being female. This compares to about half of all people who access CMHTs 
in the borough being female. It is unclear why this is, and further research 
would help to clarify this. Historical demographic data for Day Hospital 
attendees is not available, nor is a breakdown for referrals to the Day 
Hospital. Possible explanations for this discrepancy are that fewer women 
are referred to the Day Hospital, perhaps because they already access 
community support, or alternatively those referred may not be attracted to the 
services offered. One recommendation from commissioning guidance for 
day services (Department of Health, 2006) is that women-only services are 
offered, which suggests that this is an unmet need. Until these questions are 
clarified this service can be considered as needing development against this 
audit standard.
Age:
The mean age (49) of people accessing the Day Service is comparable with 
the mean age for people accessing the borough CMHTs (46). This indicates 
that this service is meeting this audit standard. However given criticism of 
traditional Day Hospital formats as being less accessible to younger people 
(see e.g. Department of Health, 2006) it would be worth monitoring this 
specifically. This could be done on a borough-wide basis, as different
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models of day service provision might attract different age groups. Again 
there is the potential of a specific service, as suggested above for gender- 
targeted services. Another criticism of traditional day service provision, that it 
encourages long-term engagement with the service at the expense of 
accessing wider community is not supported by the data, as half the 
respondents had accessed the service for one year or less.
Audit area 3: Increasing diversity of provision.
For a relatively small service there are an impressive range of groups, with 
12 different activities being offered. Within the restraints on time and 
resources available it is difficult to see how this could be expanded. The 
service can therefore be considered to meet this audit standard.
However given the clear interest in further developing the community based 
programmes consideration should be given to moving some groups out into 
the community. The activities based groups would seem to be particularly 
suited to this. It is not clear from either the current audit or from other 
information available how popular each of the groups is. Given that there 
have been suggestions for new types of group an evaluation of each of the 
existing groups might be helpful, to consider whether resources could be 
diverted to develop new services.
One suggestion was help to access general community activities, such as 
shopping. Whilst it is beyond the scope of the current audit, which was 
specifically focussed on group provision, it might be helpful to consider a 
mentoring programme to help with a transition to more general community 
activities.
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In general the service users who responded to this audit questionnaire were 
extremely positive about the service as a whole and about being given help 
to access community groups. It was seen as a useful initiative that was
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worth developing. However the small numbers involved (N=10) and the fact 
that they were the relatively more frequent attendees, with all of them 
attending at least once or twice a week mean that caution needs to be 
applied when interpreting these findings. The response rate (28.6%) is 
typical of an audit of this type. Additional research might address the issue of 
the poor level of return from people who have been referred to the Day 
Hospital, but choose not to attend. However this poor response rate has also 
been found in previous research in this setting (Hooper, 2006). Previous 
research suggests that 50% of people referred to day services throughout the 
borough do not take up those services (Hooper, 2006), so a significant 
number of service users are not having their needs met by day service 
provision.
This audit attempted to set standards against which new principles of service 
provision could be measured. To some extent this study has succeeded and 
has been able to comment on how successful the Day Hospital is in 
addressing these principles. However in the absence of clear objective 
measures that have been assessed for reliability and validity some caution in 
interpreting these measures is needed. Nevertheless this audit may provide 
a useful template for future audit standard development at borough, trust or 
even national level.
Given the low numbers involved it is difficult to come to firm research 
conclusions. Given the low numbers a qualitative approach might generate 
interesting new data. Unfortunately response rates for the free-response 
questions were low, with only question 4, commenting on how helpful the 
Day Hospital activities were, providing enough responses to fully analyse. It 
is not clear whether qualitative approaches, such as in-depth interviewing, 
would fall within the remit of routine service evaluation or audit, and the 
ethical considerations of taking a large amount of an individual service user’s 
time would need to be considered. It might be helpful for a trust-wide policy 
on evaluating small services to be considered, particularly in light of an
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impending reorganisation that will produce smaller, more specialised 
services.
In conclusion this Day Hospital can be viewed as implementing an innovative 
service that on the whole meets new principles of day service provision. This 
needs to been carried forward to further develop services within the borough 
and trust, and targeted research would help with this. Given that this is a 
national change of outlook on day service provision the development of 
nationally agreed, objective audit standards would help to ensure that these 
principles are monitored nationally.
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APPENDIX A -  DAY HOSPITAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
(ANONYMISED VERSON) 
Day Hospital Questionnaire
W e are currently making some changes to the service we offer at the XXXX Day 
Hospital. W e are beginning make links with organisations and resources within the 
local community to assist people to become involved.
You may have noticed the development of the Exercise Group at the XXXXX and 
the Community Access Internet Group at the XXXX Library. W e are seeking your 
feedback on these groups and suggestions for other organisations / activities people 
would like assistance to become involved with.
W e would be pleased if you would spend a few  minutes sharing your thoughts by 
completing this questionnaire. Please do feel that you can complete the 
questionnaire even if you haven’t yet gone to the Exercise Group or Internet Group, 
as your feedback will be useful.
Completing this questionnaire is voluntary, but your feedback would be very much 
appreciated in helping us to look at how we develop our groups. Don’t feel that you 
have to complete every question if you don’t want to. This questionnaire is 
completely anonymous, unless you choose to put your name on it. No potentially 
identifying information will be included in any report, although we may use suitably 
anonymous quotes for reports. Please do say if you don’t want us to quote your 
answers.
When you have filled this questionnaire in, please leave it in the suggestions box on 
the wall of the waiting room, next to the coffee bar.
Thank you fo r your time. If you would like to discuss this questionnaire then contact 
e ither XXXX (Day Hospital) o rX X X X  (CMHT).
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1. How long have you been coming to the Day Hospital?
□  1 year or less
□  1-5 Years
□  6-10 years
□  More than 10 years
□  Don’t know/ can’t remember
2. In the last 2 months, how often have you visited the Day Hospital?
□  Most days
□  Once or twice a week
□  Once or twice a month
□  I have not visited the Day Hospital in the last 2 months
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3. Were the activities provided by the Day Hospital helpful?
□  Yes, definitely
□  Yes, to some extent
□  No
4. Please comment on how helpful you find the Day Hospital activities 
(continue overleaf if necessary)
5. Which groups do you attend in the Day Hospital (please tick all that apply)
□  Goal Setting □  Vocational Support
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□  Creative Writing
□  Mood Management
□  Cooking Skills
□  Relapse Prevention
□  Music Appreciation
□  Relaxation
□  Mind Drop-in
□  Medication Management
□  Exercise Group □  Internet Group
If you ticked Exercise Group and/or Internet Group then go to Question 9 on 
page 4.
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If you do not attend the Exercise Group or Internet Group:
6. Why don’t you attend these groups (please tick all that apply)?
□  Not interested in these groups
□  The time /  place is inconvenient
□  I prefer to stay at the Maddison Centre
□  I haven’t got around to it yet
□  Other (please specify)..........................................................................
7. Would you be interested in the Day Hospital developing other community 
based groups?
□  No
□  Yes
8. Please let us know what you think about community based groups - for 
example suggestions for new activities, or how they could be changed to suit 
you better (continue overleaf, if necessary)
Please go to question 12 on page 5.
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If you do attend the Exercise Group and/or the Internet Group:
9. What attracted you to these groups (tick all that apply)?
□  I was interested in the activities offered
□  I was interested in accessing activities in the community
□  I was hoping to meet new people
□  Other (please specify)...............................................................
10. What have you enjoyed about the Exercise Group and/or Internet Group 
(please continue overleaf if necessary)?
11. What could be improved about the Exercise Group and/or Internet Group 
(please continue overleaf if necessary)?
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About you:
12. Are you:
□  Female
□  Male
13. How old are you?
□ 0-17
□ 18-24
□ 25-44
□ 45-64
□ 65-79
□ 80+
14. To which of the following groups do you consider you belong?
White
□  British
□  Irish
□  Any O ther W hite (Please specify)
Mixed
□  White and Black Caribbean
□  White and Black African
□  White and Asian
□  Any Other Mixed Background (Please specify).
Black or Black British
□  Caribbean
□  African
□  Any O ther Black Background (Please specify)
Asian or Asian British
□  Indian
□  Pakistani
□  Bangladeshi
□  Any Other Asian Background (Please specify)
Chinese or Other
I l l
□ Chinese
□ Any Other Ethnic Group
□ (Please specify)_____
15. What is your first language?
Thank you for your time. Please leave this in the suggestions box in the 
waiting room.
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY RESULTS AND COMPARITIVE 
STATISTICS
A p p e n d ix  B  -  F u l l  r e s u l t s  b r o k e n  d o w n  b y  q u e s t io n .
1. How long have you been coming to the Day Hospital?
<1 year 1-5 years 6-10 years >10 years Don’t know
Number 5 4 0 1 0
% 50 40 0 10 0
% For 
Borough 
accessing 
CMHTs^
14 34 18 31 3
60 
50 
^  40
I£ 20 
10 
0
Length of time accessing services
o  % Respondents
0  % For Borough 
accessing CM!Trs[1] i
< 1 1-5 6-10 > 10 Don’t
year years years years know
Time
 ^ Source: Perkins, 2007
URN: 6015765 Service Related Research Project -  Appendix B Page 1 of 9
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2. In the last 2 months, how often have you visited the Day Hospital?
Most Days 1-2 a week 1-2 a month Not visited
Number 5 5 0 0
% 50 50 0 0
% For trust 
accessing 
mental Health 
services^
12 62 26
Frequency of Attendance
70 ^
□  % Respondents
55 3 0  — i B % For tmst accessing 
mental Healtti sen/ices
10 -
Most 1-2 a 1-2 a Not 
Days week month visited
Frequency
• Source: Healthcare Commission, 2006 
URN: 6015765 Service Related Research Project -  Appendix B Page 2 of 9
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3. Were the activities provided by the Day Hospital helpful?
Definitely To some extent No
Number 9 1 0
% 90 10 0
% For trust 
accessing mental 
Health services^
49 47 4
Were Activities Useful
100
a 40 —
D % Respondents
I a % For tmst accessing 
! mental Health services
Definitely To some 
extent
No
Wt^ether Useful
URN: 6015765 Service Related Research Project-Appendix B Page 3 of 9
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4. Please comment on how helpful you find the Day Hospital activities
Number of respondents making comments: 7
Number of comments made: 13
Total number of positive comments: 13
Total number of negative or neutral comments: 0
Content -  general positive comment (e.g. very helpful) 5
Content -  reason for helpfulness content of group (e.g. gives creativity): 4
Content -  reason for helpfulness gives structure (e.g. The day hospital 
gives me structure to my week):
3
Content -  reason for helpfulness other group members (e.g. 
Very helpful especially in group environment with fellow users):
1
5. Which groups do you attend in the Day Hospital?
Respondent Number Number of Groups Attended Attends ICT or Gym Group
1 7 Y
2 4
3 4
4 4
5 7 Y
6 2
7 7
8 7 Y
9 3
10 3
Mean 4.8
SD 1.89
URN: 6015765 Service Related Research Project -  Appendix B Page 4 of 9
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6. Why don’t you attend these groups (please tick all that apply)?
Reasons for Not Accessing Community Groups
4
ii
0
---— -----
Not The time / 
interested in place is 
ttiese groups Inconvenient
I prefer to 
stay at ttie 
Maddison 
Centre
Reasons
I tiawn’t got Other (please 
around to it specify) 
yet
7. Would you be interested in the Day Hospital developing other community 
based groups?
Number of People Interested in New Community 
Based Groups
No Yes
W tiether interested in new group
URN: 6015765 Service Related Research Project -  Appendix B Page 5 of 9
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8. Please let us know what you think about community based groups - for 
example suggestions for new activities, or how they could be changed to 
suit you better
3 Responses. 2 respondents asked for different types of groups (Weight 
Watchers, confidence building, self esteem) 1 asked for community activities 
(shopping, sightseeing).
9. What attracted you to these groups?
i:
Reasons for Accessing Community Groups
I was interested I was interested i was hoping to 
in the activities in accessing meet new people 
offered activities in the 
community
Reason
Other
10. What have you enjoyed about the Exercise Group and/or Internet 
Group?
3 Replies. All commented on the benefits of getting exercise. One also 
commented that it was an activity with other service users, but in the community.
URN; 6015765 Service Related Research Project -  Appendix B Page 6 of 9
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11. What could be improved about the Exercise Group and/or internet 
Group?
2 Replies. One made comments about the format of the classes. One said that 
the classes were fine as they were
12. Are you: Female, Male.
Sex of People Accessing Services
D Day Hospital j  ; 
a  Borough CMHTs!'
K 40
Female Male
Sex
13. How old are you?
Age
Mean SD
Respondents 49 9.2
For Borough accessing 
CMHTs 3
46 11.7
' Source: Perkins, 2006.
URN: 6015765 Service Related Research Project -  Appendix B Page 7 of 9
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Age of Respondents
% 6 h
I  5 t
O 4 -i-
0 L
0-17 18-24 25-44 45-64
Age
65-79 80+
14. To which of the following groups do you consider you belong?
(ethnicity)
Ethnicity of People Accessing Services
100
, □  Ethnicity - Day Hospital 
Q Ethnicity - Borough
White British Other
Ethnicity
J
URN: 6015765 Service Related Research Project -  Appendix 8 Page 8 of 9
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15. What is your first language?
9 replied ‘English’, 1 declined to answer.
Comparitive Statistics.
SPSS output for non-parametric comparison for those who don’t attend 
community groups and those who do.
Test Statistics(b)
How long 
have 
attended
How often 
attends sex age eth
Mann-Whitney U 
Wilcoxon W 
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed 
Sig.)]
7.500
13.500
-.756
.450
.517(a)
8.000
14.000
-.655
.513
.667(a)
10.000
16.000
-.143
.886
1.000(a)
5.000
11.000
-1.571
.116
.267(a)
9.000
15.000
-.655
.513
.833(a)
a Not corrected for ties, 
b Grouping Variable: Sgptype
URN: 6015765 Service Related Research Project -  Appendix B Page 9 of 9
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Ethical Scrutiny Form
The nature o f the proposed project is such that I am satisfied that it will not require scrutiny 
by the trust’s ethical committee.
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  ...
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AKNOWLEDGEMENT OF FEEDBACK
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R E :  S R R P
Mackinnon, Andrew [Andrew.Mackinnon@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk]
Sent: 09 September 2009 09:47
To: Morgan Sally (South West London and St George's Mental Health NHS Trust)
Ce: Davidson, Anne [Anne.Davidson@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk]
Hi Sally,
Yes, to confirm you did feedback the result of this Research Project. Thanks for all your hard work, much 
appreciated..
Regards,
Andrew
( In  c k e w  . lU u 'J u /u m it  
Team Manager
Richmond Recovery Support Team
Richmond Royal
Kew Foot Road
Richmond
TW 9 2TE
Tel. (020) 8940 3331
From: Morgan Sally (South West London and St George's Mental Health NHS Trust) 
[mailto:saliymorgan@nhs.net]
Sent; 09 September 2009 09:31 
To: Mackinnon, Andrew 
Cc: Davidson, Anne 
Subject: FW: SRRP
Hello Andrew -
apologies if Anne Davison has asked you this already,but I'm putting my portfolio together and can't find 
anything that says I fed back the results of the Service Related Research Project that I did when I was on 
placement at the Maddison in summer 07.1 know it was a long time ago but I would be very very grateful if 
you could reply to this email to confirm that I did feed back the results. I've attached a copy of the results in 
case it's so long ago you've forgotten about it.
Hope that's alright
Sally Morgan
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
From: S.Morgan@surrey.ac.uk [S.Morgan@surrey.ac.uk]
Sent: 09 September 2009 08:23
To: Morgan Sally (South West London and St George’s Mental Health NHS Trust) 
Subject: SRRP
https://web.nhs.net/owa/?ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAAAAC6ahx6u71VT7725Yit... 09/09/2009
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Research Log
1 Formulating and testing hypotheses and research questions 0
2 Carrying out a structured literature search using information technology 
and literature search tools
0
3 Critically reviewing relevant literature and evaluating research methods 0
4 Formulating specific research questions 0
5 Writing brief research proposals 0
6 Writing detailed research proposals/protocols 0
7 Considering issues related to ethical practice in research, including issues 
of diversity, and structuring plans accordingly
0
8 Obtaining approval from a research ethics committee 0
9 Obtaining appropriate supervision for research 0
10 Obtaining appropriate collaboration for research 0
11 Collecting data from research participants 0
12 Choosing appropriate design for research questions 0
13 Writing patient information and consent forms 0
14 Devising and administering questionnaires 0
15 Negotiating access to study participants in applied NHS settings 0
16 Setting up a data file 0
17 Conducting statistical data analysis using SPSS 0
18 Choosing appropriate statistical analyses 0
19 Preparing quantitative data for analysis 0
20 Choosing appropriate quantitative data analysis 0
21 Summarising results in figures and tables 0
22 Conducting semi-structured interviews 0
23 Transcribing and analysing interview data using qualitative methods 0
24 Choosing appropriate qualitative analyses 0
25 Interpreting results from quantitative and qualitative data analysis 0
26 Presenting research findings in a variety of contexts 0
27 Producing a written report on a research project 0
28 Defending own research decisions and analyses 0
29 Submitting research reports for publication in peer-reviewed journals or 
edited book
0
30 Applying research findings to clinical practice 0
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Qualitative Research Project (Abstract): No laughing 
matter: An expioration of the use of humour in trainee 
clinicai psychologists in their professional role.
Introduction: this research aimed to examine the role of humour within 
professional identity for clinical psychologists at the start of their professional 
careers. The focus was on whether humour was viewed as appropriate and 
whether theoretical models were reflected in trainee’s views on humour in 
their professional roles.
Method: Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) was used with a focus 
group method of data gathering. Participants were seven white female first 
year clinical psychology trainees. A semi-structured interview schedule was 
used.
Results: Most emerging themes were clustered under the headings of 
‘humour as difficult and dangerous’, ‘humour as a powerful and legitimate 
tool’ and ‘mediating the use of humour’
Discussion: The use of a focus group for this style of research was 
considered, and the advantages of a group approach to discussing humour 
considered. It was noted that humour was discussed in terms of therapeutic 
relationships, but not the wider professional context. Links were made to 
anxiety about professional identity early in a career. It was speculated that 
overt discussions about the use of humour might be useful during clinical 
training.
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Major Research Project: Does the ‘help’ help? An 
investigation of aduits with Asperger’s Syndrome 
experiences of being helped.
July 2009  
Years 2 and 3
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ABSTRACT
This study looks at the experiences of people with Asperger’s Syndrome 
(AS), or High Functioning Autism (HFA), of being helped. The context for this 
research is Autism Spectrum Conditions are recognised as being relatively 
common, with up to 2% of the population qualifying for an ASC diagnosis. 
Adults with AS/HFA are recognised as having additional needs, however 
traditionally services have been difficult to access for people without a 
learning disability. Research in this area is dominated by quantitative studies, 
and largely represents the views of professionals and carers. This research
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seeks the views of people with AS/HFA themselves, to try to discover links 
between personal understanding of AS/HFA and what additional help is 
needed. Five participants gave their views via a semi-structured interview, 
and the resulting data were analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis (IRA). Three important inter-related themes emerged from this 
analysis, Conceptualisation of AS/HFA, Relationship of AS/HFA to identity 
and Conceptualisations of Help. In particular the mediating role of identity in 
the relationships between personal understandings of AS/HFA and ideas 
about what is helpful emerged. These findings complement other studies of 
identity and AS/HFA. Although the participants here varied in what they 
described as helpful, depending on their conceptualisation of AS/HFA and 
their sense of identity, several common themes did emerge, notably the need 
for specialist services, and a greater public awareness of AS/HFA, especially 
amongst professionals. The clinical implications of this work are also 
considered, in particular the need for a specialist understanding of anxiety 
and depression in AS/HFA.
INTRODUCTION
Autism Spectrum Conditions (ASCs)
Description
The first models of autism can be traced back to Kanner (1943, cited in Frith, 
2003) and Asperger (1944, cited in Frith, 2003), who independently portrayed 
similar patterns of social and other difficulties in children. The current 
diagnostic criteria of autism (ICD-10 (World Health Organization, 1993), 
DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994)) are characterised by 
behavioural descriptions of features, organised around the ‘triad of 
impairments’ described by Wing (1981b). These are:
• social and emotional difficulties,
• language difficulties and
• problems with flexibility of thought and imagination.
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The underlying causes of autism are yet to be identified, however research 
suggests that there is an interaction between genetic, neurobiological and 
environmental factors (Bailey, Schultz, & Klin, 2004; Gupta & State, 2007; 
Müller, 2007; Volkmar, Lord, Wang et al., 2009).
Although commonly used clinically, the term Autistic Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD) is not clearly defined. Some take ASDs to be an umbrella term to 
cover a number of specific diagnostic labels, for example autism, pervasive 
developmental disorder and Asperger’s syndrome (DSM-IV). Others view the 
spectrum as including those individuals that lie just outside diagnostic criteria, 
for example Gillberg (2002) describes ASDs as covering at least two out of 
three of Wing’s (1981b) criteria. Because of this ambiguity in defining ASDs it 
may be difficult to directly compare research covering these disorders, as the 
inclusion criteria vary from study to study. However, there is a high degree of 
overlap between these conditions and there is not at present a clear 
distinction between either cognitive, behavioural, neurological or genetic 
descriptions of autism suggesting that the use of an overarching term to 
describe these related conditions might be helpful.
Recently the term ASC has been used to replace the more commonly used 
ASD. In this account ASC is used preferentially, except when referring to a 
study or body of work where ASD is the used or commonly accepted term.
Prevalence
Reported prevalence rates vary. A review of epidemiological studies 
(Fombonne, 2005) suggests that prevalence for all ASCs is 0.6%. More 
recently a systematic study in London (Baird et al., 2006) suggests a 
prevalence closer to 1.16%. However this study was restricted to children 
who were already identified as having problems. Recently a study (Baron- 
Cohen et al., 2009) in Cambridgeshire included children not currently 
identified as having problems, and results suggest that the prevalence may 
be as high as 1.57%. Whilst these results need to be interpreted with caution, 
particularly as the socioeconomic status of the participants in this study is not
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representative of the UK as a whole, overall the suggested prevalence rates 
for children are between 1% and 2%.
There has been some debate as to whether the overall prevalence rate is 
rising. Waterhouse (2008) suggests a number of reasons for the increase in 
reported rates. Theories can be split into two categories. There are those that 
assume that the underlying prevalence is unchanged, however phenomena 
such as diagnostic substitution (Coo et al., 2008), increasing detection rates 
(Kawamura et al., 2008) and changes in diagnostic criteria (Wazana et al. 
2007) explain the increase. Others suggest that environmental factors are 
causing an actual increase in the rates of ASCs. Whilst the link between 
ASCs and the MMR vaccine has been largely discredited (see e.g. Doja & 
Roberts, 2006), other potential environmental factors include mercury 
(Austin, 2008) and parental stress (Kinney et a/.,2008). Most authors (see 
e.g. Coo et al., 2008; Gernsbacher et al., 2005; Ouellette-Kuntz et al., 2007) 
consider that environmental factors play, at most, a minor role in increasing 
reported prevalence rates. Given this overall prevalence of ASCs these 
conditions are relatively common in the general population, although in adults 
they remain largely undiagnosed.
Cognitive Models of ASCs
Cognitive style is an underpinning feature of personal experience of the 
world, and therefore there should be links between this and 
phenomenological studies of ASCs. Cognitive models of ASCs are reviewed 
by Rajendran and Mitchell (2007), who divide these models into
• Weak central coherence models (e.g.Frith & Happé, 1994; Happé & 
Frith, 2006), which look at the differences between global meaning 
making and attention to detail, and argue that individuals with autism 
have strengths at the level of detailed processing, but lack ability at 
the global level.
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• Executive dysfunction models (e.g. (Kenworthy et al., 2008; Ozonoff et 
al., 1991) which consider that in autism cognitive inflexibility and poor 
planning are the underpinning deficits in cognitive processing 
(Pennington & Ozonoff, 1996) and
• The ‘male brain’ model (Baron-Cohen, 2002a), which argues that 
autism can be understood as an extreme variation of male thinking, 
using concepts such as low ‘empathising’ and high ‘systematising’.
Whilst these theories all have different cognitive processes underpinning their 
explanations of autism they all consider these conditions to be a life-long 
developmental difference. However they are also competing accounts of the 
cognitive processes underlying autism. To some extent this may reflect the 
heterogeneous nature of ASCs. Indeed some authors argue that there 
cannot be a single explanation of autism (see e.g. Happé et al., 2006).
Asperger Syndrome(AS) and High Functioning Autism (HFA).
The term ‘Asperger’s syndrome’ was introduced by Wing (1981a, 1981b), 
although she based this on Asperger’s (1944, cited in Gillberg, 2002) earlier 
work. Diagnostic criteria were first introduced by Gillberg and Gillberg (see 
e.g. Gillberg, 2002), and cover features in the areas of:
social impairment, 
narrow interests
compulsive need for routines and interests 
speech and language peculiarities 
non-verbal communication problems and 
motor clumsiness.
Other diagnostic criteria, such as ICD-10 and DSM-IV fall into similar 
categories, with differences such as a requirement for an IQ in the normal 
range, and less emphasis on motor clumsiness.
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There is some debate as to whether Asperger’s syndrome is distinct from 
autism, or part of a continuous spectrum of related conditions. Schopler 
(1996) points to the distinction between the two diagnostic criteria, in 
individuals with normal intelligence, being one of an early language delay. 
Most studies find little difference between AS and HFA, for example, Howlin’s
(2003), study found no differences in long term outcome, and other studies 
(see e.g. Cuccaro et al., 2007; Macintosh & Dissanayake, 2006; South et al., 
2005) find little differences in behaviour. Differences, when identified, are 
minor in comparison to non AS/HFA controls. For example, Thede and 
Collidge’s study (2007) found minor differences in levels of anxiety between 
participants diagnosed with AS and those with HFA, but many more 
similarities than differences between these two groups, when compared to 
non AS/HFA controls. There is, however, some evidence that differences in 
language abilities continue in later life (Koyama et al., 2007), although as no 
non-AS/HFA controls were included in this study it is not clear to what extent 
this represents a significant difference when compared to people without an 
ASC diagnosis. There is some evidence for a pragmatic use of the diagnosis 
of AS, for example, the National Initiative for Autism Screening and 
Assessment (NIASA) (2003) report states, when referring to different 
diagnoses that for people on the autism spectrum:
“...current divisions are neither scientifically valid nor of practical benefit. It 
may be the case, however, that there are good social and/or political reasons 
for some subdivisions and in the UK at least ‘Asperger syndrome’ has come 
to be a shorthand for those within the autism spectrum who have good 
structural language skills and no general intellectual impairment”
Taken as a whole, this suggests that, in practice, using different diagnostic 
categories to differentiate between individuals with an ASC may be useful to 
indicate the presence or otherwise of a learning disability. However, 
differentiating between individuals with an ASC, but without a learning 
disability does not at present seem justified, although Kasari and Rotherham- 
Fuller (2005) point to the need for more research in this area.
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AS/HFA and the need for help
A wide range of therapies have been developed to try and overcome the 
difficulties experienced by people with AS, (see e.g. Dawson & Osterling 
1997). However, for most people difficulties persist into adult life. These 
include differences of executive functioning (Kleinhans et al. 2005), sensory 
hypersensitivity (Blakemore et al., 2006), memory (Bowler et al., 2004), 
psychological problems such as anxiety and depression (Ramsay et al., 
2005; Tantam, 2000), sleep disturbances (Hare et al., 2006) and problems 
finding and keeping employment (Hurlbutt & Chalmers, 2004). There are 
some suggestions that undiagnosed people with an ASC are 
overrepresented in forensic populations (Haskins & Silva, 2006), although 
Woodbury-Smith et al. (2006) suggest that the reverse is true for people with 
a diagnosis, finding lower levels of offending behaviour. Allen et al. (2008) 
explain methodological difficulties with determining prevalence rates for 
offending behaviours for people with AS/HFA, and point to specific features 
that may make people with AS/HFA at risk of offending. Jennes-Coussens et 
al. (2006) point to a lower quality of life for adults with AS, as compared to 
their peers, including difficulties with physical health, social difficulties and 
unsatisfactory employment. Barnhill (2007) reviews many of these issues, 
and points to the need for better support if people with AS are to achieve 
their potential in life.
Support in addressing these difficulties can be difficult to access. In a 
Canadian follow-up study (Eaves & Ho, 2008) of outcome for young adults 
(mean age = 24 years) with ASCs found that families identified family 
members (52%) and particular individuals (50%), such as a teacher as 
helpful. However, they cited the school system (29%) and the responsible 
government agency (29%) as unhelpful. In particular, for people with an ASC 
identified as being higher functioning the need to ‘prove’ they needed 
services, a lack of services for adults and the difficulties in transitioning to 
adult services were identified. Mawhood and Howlin (1999), in evaluating a 
supported employment scheme for people with AS in the UK, point to the
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usefulness of such schemes, however they state that these schemes need to 
be expanded and properly funded in order to be effective. A National Audit 
Office report (National Audit Office, 2009), in a review of the needs of adults 
with ASCs point particularly to the need for better targeted support for people 
with AS/HFA, citing difficulties such as being ineligible for learning disability 
or mental health services as a particular barrier to accessing appropriate 
services.
AS and identity
As ideas about identity were identified as an important theme in the analysis 
of this study, the relevant background literature is reviewed here, in order to 
make the theoretical links in the analysis and discussion clearer.
General theories of Identity
The origin of the study of identity is often attributed to James (1890), who, in 
his seminal chapter “The consciousness of se lf was the first to draw the 
distinction between an individual's sense of identity, in James' terminology 
“I”, and a socially known person, “me”. This dichotomy between ‘self-as- 
object’ and ‘self-as-subject’ is a continuing theme in psychological models of 
self. Ideas about identity formation draw on earlier ideas such as Festinger’s 
‘social comparison theory’ (see e.g. Festinger, 1955) in which individuals’ 
appraisals of themselves are made in comparison to others. Modern theories 
of identity draw on sociological influences to consider identity and identity 
formation as complex, and debates abound around issues of stability and the 
roles of interactions between the individual and society in ongoing identity 
formation (see e.g. Bauman, 1996, for a review of identity theory). Grossburg
(1996) argues that models of cultural identity can be viewed as falling into 
two groups. There are those that assume that there is a common origin or 
structure of experience that underlies identity, offering the possibility of 
discovering an ‘authentic’ or ‘true’ self, for example the assumptions 
underpinning Rogers client-centred therapy (see e.g. Rogers, 1946) fall into 
this category. The other group of models see identity as always relational.
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incomplete and in the process of becoming, such as Gergen’s postmodernist 
models of identity (see e.g. Gergen, 2001).
Disability and Identity
There is a considerable body of literature looking at issues of disability and 
identity. Much of this work draws upon ‘the social model’ (see e.g. Tregaskis 
2002, for a review) to provide a theoretical framework for this discussion. 
This model has its origins in the work of the Union of the Physically Impaired 
Against Segregation (UPIAS), who published position papers, such as its 
‘Fundamental Principles of Disability’ (UPIAS, 1976) that challenge a medical 
model of disability and instead argue that disability is socially constructed in 
the context of an excluding society. It distinguishes between ‘impairment’ -  a 
functional limitation, and ‘disability’, the limitations placed on taking part in 
normal life due to social and physical barriers. Shakespeare and Watson
(1997) point to controversies within this model, for example, the role of 
personal experience (see e.g. Brett, 2002, for an alternative model), however 
they argue that the main thrust should be to continue to place disability and 
identity in a social context and to debunk the views of “...non-disabled 
academics and commentators who continue to view disability as a personal 
medical tragedy” (p.294). Tregaskis (2002) reviews this model, and points to 
the positive outcomes, including enabling disabled people to make sense of 
their own experience in a way that does not make the difficulties they 
experience ‘their fault’. She reviews the historical evolution of this model, 
from its origin looking at physical impairment oppressed by a capitalist 
society to models incorporating wider ideas about disability, such as 
intellectual disability, and to incorporate ideas from cultural studies, attitudes 
research, sociology, feminist theories and psychoanalytic thinking. She points 
to a continuing emphasis on the experience of disabled people as excluded 
and questions whether this continued oppositional positioning is helpful in the 
light of a move towards more inclusive approaches to organisational decision 
making.
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In terms of a personal sense of identity for people with a disability Jenkins
(2004) draws on Murphy’s (1990, as cited in Jenkins, 2004) work, to position 
a disabled identity as “onto the margins of human” (p. 54), and claims that, in 
becoming become isolated from others, people with disabilities consequently 
are separated from their own sense of self. This view is supported by Oliver 
and Sapey (2006) who suggest that, in a society encompassing the medical 
model, it is difficult for anyone who deviates from the social ‘norm’ to develop 
a positive self-identity. However, Watson’s (2002) work suggests that most 
people with a disability do not consider themselves as disabled, and that 
“differences between themselves and non-disabled people were simply the 
result of discrimination and prejudice” (p 515), suggesting that concepts of 
self are not influenced by disability. An alternative view is that a sense of 
identity can be fostered within a cultural group based on impairment, for 
example the positioning of the deaf community as a linguistic cultural group 
(see e.g. Senghas & Monaghan, 2002), may provide a more positive basis 
for developing a sense of self.
Intellectual Disability and Identity
In the field of intellectual disability Finlay and Lyons (2005) question 
interpretations of the rejection of labels of disability that consider this as part 
of a process of protecting self-esteem, and instead point to a socially 
constructed understanding of disability labels. This points to the possibility of 
challenging these negative stereotypes to incorporate a positive construction 
of disability into identity. OIney and Kim’s (2001) work with focus groups 
supports this, pointing to a well-established self identity that positively 
includes experiences of disability. Beart et al/s (2005) review suggests that, 
although intellectual disability is strongly stigmatised, people with an 
intellectual disability rarely incorporate stigma into their own identities. This 
study also found that intellectual disability was either not incorporated or 
minimimalised in individual’s own self identity. This is complemented by Craig 
et a/. (2002), who found that people are aware of the stigma associated with 
intellectual disability, but minimise or play down their own disability, often by
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comparison to others. However authors point to the need to do more work in 
the field of intellectual disability and identity.
AS/HFA and Identity
Whilst psychologists and health professionals have focussed on the 
difficulties faced by those on the autistic spectrum, a different view of ASCs 
has come from within the autistic community, which mirrors the arguments of 
those championing the social model of disability. Organisations such as 
Aspies for Freedom’ have a model of ASCs as part of neurodiversity, (see 
e.g. Jurecic, 2007, for a discussion of neurodiversity in a non-clinical setting) 
and have the view that “aspergers and autism are not negative, and are not 
always a disability” (http://www.aspiesforfreedom.com/, accessed 7/10/07 -  
see appendix D for a discussion). This view of ASCs suggests a social model 
of difficulties, with problems being experienced because society is not 
structured to meet the needs of the autistic community, and uses the term 
‘neurotypical’ (NT) to describe someone who does not have an ASC. Molloy 
and Vasil (2002) provide support for these ideas with their consideration of 
AS as socially constructed. Allred (2009) also supports this view, when 
considering AS, pointing to the difficulties inherent in defining AS as a mental 
disorder, in that the clinical criteria are not reliable, and that the criteria 
clearly do not meet the conditions required of a mental disorder, and instead 
arguing that AS should be seen as a social construct, and that by recognising 
it as such “the identity of those with AS will be returned to its rightful owner -  
those who have AS.” (p. 353). Baron-Cohen (2002b) to some extent supports 
this view. However he argues that the current legal and care framework only 
provides support for people who are viewed as having a disability, and thus 
concludes pragmatically that the ‘disability’ model of AS needs to be retained, 
in order to ensure access to services. However Baker (2006) questions this, 
albeit in a North American context, pointing to the need for public bodies to 
encompass both disability and diversity in their provision. The history of the 
autism rights movement is discussed by Bumiller (2008), in her feminist 
account of the neurodiversity movement. She points to a distinctive autism
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culture, and describes influences including civil rights movements, gay 
liberation and disability rights.
There is limited work on identity specifically looking at ASCs. Indeed some 
have suggested that because constructing a sense of self is a social process 
then selfhood is not a concept that people with autism possess (see e.g. 
(McAdams, 1997). Other authors point to a more complex picture of AS/HFA 
and identity. Frith and Happé (1999) to some extent support the idea that 
identity formation is difficult, pointing to a lack of introspective awareness in 
people with ASCs. However they describe that this does develop, albeit in a 
different way to their peers in higher-functioning individuals. This is supported 
by Williams (2004) in a phenomenological study of the autobiographical 
writings of 10 people with AS/HFA. Portway and Johnson (2005) used 
qualitative methods to explore AS as a non-obvious disability, pointing to 
experiences of ‘not fitting in' suggesting difficulties in negotiating a social 
identity. However Bagatell (2007) challenges the idea that people with AS 
struggle to develop a sense of self, using a case study to point to similar 
processes of the construction of self-hood as other people. Punshon (2009) 
in a qualitative study of the effects of diagnosis in adulthood suggests that 
the negative appraisals of others are internalised into a sense of self. 
However, for at least some of the participants this was ameliorated by the 
explanatory effects of receiving a diagnosis, pointing to similar processes of 
internalisation of the views of others as in people without AS/HFA. This was 
supported by Huws and Jones (2008) in a qualitative study of the impact of 
diagnosis on nine young people, age 16-21 years, attending a specialist 
college. They found a number of themes, including the usefulness in 
receiving a diagnosis in understanding and explaining difficulties, however a 
drawback being there was also a potential for stigma. They also point to an 
‘absent presence' of autism for some of their participants, where there had 
been a diagnosis made, but the parents had decided not to tell the young 
person until later in life. For all the young people in their study they suggest 
that one impact of diagnosis is to re-work one’s sense of identity, again 
pointing to social processes in the formation of identity. Humphrey and Lewis
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(2008), in a UK based qualitative study of 20 adolescents found an 
ambivalent relationship with having AS, with some participants describing AS 
negatively, and others positively embracing it. They also argued that those 
with both positive and negative self-images had internalised feedback from 
others.
In terms of AS being seen as a cultural, as opposed to personal, identity. 
Brown low and O’Dell (2006) conducted an on-line study of AS and identity, 
by observing an on-line forum. They identify two main themes. The first 
concerns expertise, and they identify that AS people question the expertise of 
NT professionals in this field, arguing that the experts on AS are the people 
with AS. However, the role of professionals in confirming a diagnosis of AS is 
considered helpful. This is contrasted with a negative view of other 
professionally available help, for example one person with AS notes on the 
forum “...We were told that to fit in we had to become more like normal 
people. Quite how we were supposed to do this remained unsaid” (p. 318). 
Their second theme concerned contrasting AS and NT identities. They point 
to the clear distinction between AS and NT people, with these differences 
being seen as fundamental and neurologically based; indeed this is implicit in 
the term NT. The authors argue that AS is portrayed as largely positive, and 
the view that AS is a disability is rejected. Brownlow and O’Dell point to the 
limitations of this study, in that this forum was open to people with a 
confirmed diagnosis, self-diagnosed, and sympathetic NT people, and that 
the views were from one on-line forum only, so that it is unclear to what 
extent these results are generalisable to other people with AS. Nevertheless 
this study does point to the formation of a positive self-identity, and 
identification with an AS culture for at least some people with AS. This is 
supported by Hurlbutt and Chambers (2002) who in a small, in-depth 
qualitative study with three high functioning participants found three main 
themes including that their participants identified with an autistic culture. They 
also found that good support systems were credited with feelings of self- 
worth and their participants viewed themselves as experts in autism.
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Rationale
Research into ASCs has predominantly come from a positivistic quantitative 
perspective. However this approach has mainly captured the views and 
experiences of professionals and carers, with little research addressing the 
experience of those with a diagnosis of an ASC. There is also a wealth of 
literature available to describe help for people with ASCs, however very little 
of that is from the perspective of people with ASCs themselves.
Qualitative approaches are ideally positioned to capture these first-hand 
experiences. This research question, of understanding people with AS/HFA 
experiences of being helped, is clearly based within a phenomenological 
epistemology. AS/HFA is recognised as intrinsically heterogeneous. In the 
words from one person with AS: “generalizing about people with Aspergers is 
difficult, as if you know one person on the autism spectrum, you just know 
one.” (taken from http://www.asplanet.info/, accessed 06/07/09). Therefore 
arguably the methodologies best suited to investigating personal experiences 
of AS/HFA are those that preserve the idiographic.
The importance of providing specific help to people with AS/HFA has been 
given economic weight by the NAO’s (2009) report highlighting the need for 
specialist services. Although many adults with AS/HFA are currently 
undiagnosed, increasing awareness of ASCs will have the effect of 
increasing the incidence rate, as adults seek diagnosis in later life, and 
children diagnosed with an ASC mature into adulthood.
Different models of ASCs, and of AS/HFA in particular, identify different 
needs that should be targeted by these specialist services. However, in the 
research literature there are few studies that seek the views of people with 
AS/HFA themselves about what they find helpful. This research usefully 
extends quantitative research in this area, in order to put the views of people 
with AS/HFA at the centre of the debate around the need for specialist 
services for AS/HFA.
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METHOD
This study is aimed at understanding the experiences of people with AS/HFA 
of being helped. The rationale of using Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis (IPA) and my position as a researcher is explored, before an outline 
of the procedure and a critique of the approach is given.
Research Design
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) aims “to explore in detail how 
participants are making sense of their personal and social world” (Smith and 
Osborn, 2003). As such this approach is indicated if we want to find out how 
people with ASCs construe their experience, their difficulties and their needs. 
Smith et al. (2009) identify three key theoretical underpinnings of I PA, 
phenomenology, hermeneutics and idiography. In taking a phenomenological 
stance it draws on the works of philosophers such as Husserl, Heidegger, 
Merleau-Ponty and Sartre (see e.g. Smith et al., 2009, for a review) in order 
to emphasise experience and perception and seeing that as embedded in 
relationships with the lived world. In order to understand other’s relationships 
to the world hermeneutics, the theory of interpretation is invoked, and 
underlies the process of interpretation in this methodology. I PA is described 
as ‘double hermeneutic’ (Smith & Osborn, 2003) in that the researcher is 
interpreting the participants’ interpretations of experience. Larkin et al. (2006) 
point to the importance of interpretation in transcending a purely descriptive 
analysis. Finally this approach is idiographic, in that it is firmly grounded in 
individual experience, and in particular adopts a cautious approach to the 
process of moving from the particular to the general. Smith et al. (2009) 
argue that I PA, in focussing on shared experience, can generate 
understanding both of shared themes, and of individual nuances and 
variations within those themes. Brocki and Wearden (2006) evaluate the use 
of I PA within health psychology. They point to the usefulness of I PA when 
moving away from a simple biomedical model towards an approach that 
recognises the constructed nature of illness, which allows for exploring the 
personal interpretations of disability vs difference in this research question.
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Of interest they note that (IPA) “...is in line with increased efforts within the 
National Health Service to make greater efforts to acknowledge the voices of 
service-users. I PA is entirely congruent with the increase in patient-centred 
research” (p. 100).
I PA is preferred to Grounded Theory here, as Willig (2001) argues, I PA is 
particular suitable for understanding personal experiences, as opposed to 
social processes. Although social processes are of interest here, it is the 
individual experience of those processes, rather than the processes 
themselves that are the focus of this enquiry.
Position as researcher
Brocki and Wearden (2006) point to a relative weakness in published I PA 
research, in that the interpretive role of the researcher is often not mentioned, 
and point to the need for researchers to acknowledge their perspectives, 
including research interests, theoretical groundings and why they undertook 
their research. I will address each of these in turn.
My research interests are informed by my clinical background in working with 
children with autism. In particular, my experience of trying to understand the 
children I was working with lead me to realise that apparently strange 
behaviour can be rational and logical, when understood from the child’s point 
of view. This also made me aware of how differently people with ASCs think 
compared to their peers, and the difficulties this generates for them in being 
understood by others. Research undertaken whilst working with these 
children (Hayward et al., in press) highlighted to me that, whilst positivistic 
quantitative research can answer some useful questions about efficacy, it 
cannot tell us about this inner lived experience. During training I have been 
an active member of the Service User and Carer Advisory Committee, which 
has broadened my perspectives on the importance of service users’ views, 
and in particular the need for these to be more equitably represented in 
research literature, which was reflected in placement based work (Hoole & 
Morgan, 2008; Hoole & Morgan, in press).
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My theoretical groundings are strongly rooted in an empirical positivistic 
framework, as might be deduced from my original degree subject of physics. 
Consequently I struggled to understand the epistemological bases 
underpinning qualitative research when I first encountered it as an 
undergraduate psychologist. My struggle to ‘prove these approaches wrong' 
was transformative, and enabled me to take a meta-position of viewing 
different approaches naturally suited to answering different questions.
My reasons for studying this research question draw on both of these 
influences and my experiences during clinical placements. It was here I 
encountered for the first time individuals either seeking, or with, a diagnosis 
of AS. What struck me about these people was their lack of disability, 
compared to the children with autism I had worked with previously. This 
started me thinking about issues of disability versus difference. In particular, 
given the clinical context of this work I started to think about the help that 
people with AS need, and how their differences in thinking might impact on 
what would be useful help. This built upon earlier questions of how would I 
know whether interventions in earlier life were in that child’s best interests, 
leading to a fulfilling adult life. Whilst this is a large area to research, it does 
lead fairly naturally to the starting point of this research question.
Service User Supervision
A person with a diagnosis of AS was approached through the Service User 
and Carer Advisory Panel at the University of Surrey at a very early stage of 
the research, to provide service user supervision. This role is seen as 
flexible, and negotiated between the service user and researcher. In this 
case the service user, an experienced researcher in her own right, provided 
considerable input in refining the focus of the research question, helping to 
ensure that this research is of interest, and perhaps useful, to people with 
AS. The service user supervisor also provided input at later stages, helping 
to ensure that the documentation was clear, that the main research questions 
were phrased as unambiguously as possible, and helping to recruit a 
participant.
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Sampling
In I PA participants are recruited purposively, rather than by methods 
designed to recruit participants that are representative of a general 
population, so that the participants can offer insights into a particular 
experience. Smith et al. (2009) point to the usefulness of a fairly 
homogeneous sample, although they point out that the degree of this 
homogeneity varies from study to study, partly because of practical 
considerations such as recruitment, and partly because of interpretive 
considerations, such as accommodating variation within analysis. As is 
consistent with a commitment to an idiographic approach, sample sizes are 
small, and there has been a historic move from larger studies towards 
smaller, more in-depth analyses. Smith et al. (2009) suggest that between 
four and ten interviews are an appropriate number for a professional 
doctorate, the context of this research. This research was particularly aimed 
at capturing idiographic experience, so aimed to recruit between four and 
eight participants.
Rationale for semi-structured interviewing
Smith et al. (2009) point out that semi-structured interviews are the most 
common data collection method in I PA. For this research semi-structured 
interviews were considered the best method of data collection for a number 
of practical and methodological reasons. Semi-structured interviews allow 
participants to bring their own views, to steer the direction into related areas 
of interest and to focus on areas of particular interest to them. As this is a 
new research area it was felt that this was particularly important, as it allowed 
for the possibility of identifying particular experiences that would generate 
new lines of research. Focus groups were rejected partly for pragmatic 
reasons of getting interested participants together at the same time, but also 
because the known difficulties of some people with AS in group situations 
suggested that the participants would not find this a helpful forum in which to 
express their individual views. As the focus of this research is on
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retrospective experiences, rather than current processes, interviews were 
considered more suitable than diaries to capture this information.
Interview schedule
The interview schedule (appendix B) was drawn up following consultation 
with the researcher’s academic and service user supervisors. Smith and 
Osborne’s (2003) recommendations were also consulted in order to draw up 
the final list of questions and possible supplementary questions. Given that 
people with AS/HFA are well documented as finding ambiguity difficult 
particular care was taken, in consultation with the service-user supervisor, to 
make the questions as concrete and specific as possible. In particular the 
use of prompts to encourage specific instances, and funnelling, to focus in on 
areas of interest helped to provide clarity. However, given the open-ended 
nature of this investigation, this can be considered only partially successful. 
The areas of interest here were people’s understanding of AS/HFA, how it 
related to them, and how this was related to their ideas of what was helpful. 
The interview schedule starts with general questions about AS/HFA and 
being helped, and focuses in on the relationship between the two.
Ethics
Ethical approval
A favourable ethical opinion was granted by the University of Surrey School 
of Human Sciences Ethics Committee (Appendix 0). An online forum for 
people with ASCs was also approached, and permission was granted to 
advertise for participants there. (Appendix D)
Ethical considerations
Participants were only approached indirectly, for example through mailing 
lists, web based forums or professionals or volunteers working for AS/HFA 
orientated organisations. A short description of the research, and contact 
details for the researcher (Appendix E) were disseminated and potential 
participants contacted directly only after they had contacted the researcher to
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express an interest in participating. All people expressing an interest were 
sent a participant information pack (Appendix F) in advance in order to 
ensure that participation was based on informed consent. In order to reduce 
anxiety participants were provided with the main research questions in 
advance, and offered a choice of locations. Most participants chose to be 
interviewed in their own homes, and indeed one participant commented on 
how important that was, as otherwise he would not have felt comfortable 
enough to be interviewed. When this happened additional procedures to 
ensure the safety of the researcher were used, following the protocol laid 
down by the School of Human Sciences Ethics Committee. Participants were 
informed that their participation would be anonymised and that they could 
withdraw part or all of their interview at any time. It was felt that the likelihood 
of touching upon difficult subjects was small for people who chose to 
participate in this research. However, as a precaution participants were 
provided with details of support, should they need it (Appendix G).
Participants
Inclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria were drawn up in order to focus on the research question, 
and to balance the need for a homogeneous sample against requirements to 
recruit a reasonable number of participants in the time scale allowed. Some 
consideration was given as to whether a formal diagnosis of AS/HFA was 
needed. AS is a relatively recent diagnostic category, and many adults who 
would identify themselves as having AS were either not diagnosed or mis­
diagnosed as children. Additionally services to diagnose adults can be 
difficult to access. Phenomenologically it would be consistent to consider 
participants who were self-diagnosed, as this would be part of their truth. 
However it was decided to recruit participants with a formal diagnosis of 
AS/HFA for two reasons. The first is that it would make it easier to compare 
this research with other studies. Secondly, there are a number of conditions 
that may be personally construed as AS/HFA, but would be better diagnosed 
as other conditions (see e.g. Raja, 2006, for a discussion of differential
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diagnosis). Participants were restricted to people living in England, as 
services in other UK countries can be very different, and it was thought 
helpful to have a broadly similar service context. Participation was restricted 
to adults, partly to avoid the ethical dilemmas surrounding obtaining informed 
consent from younger people and partly to ensure maturity of underlying 
cognitive processes. In order to clarify the criteria for AS/HFA it was specified 
that participants should not consider themselves to have a learning disability. 
However this did cause some confusion, and the most common question 
asked by potential participants was what was meant by this. It is speculated 
that some people did not participate in the research because they were 
confused by this term, or excluded themselves on the basis of a learning 
difficulty such as dyslexia.
Recruitment
A number of sources were approached for recruitment:
branches of the National Autistic Society (NAS) 
two projects supporting adults with AS/HFA 
another researcher recruiting similar participants 
the service user supervisor 
three online forums for people with ASCs
in one case, a chance conversation with an acquaintance of the 
researcher produced one participant, not previously known to the 
researcher.
In all cases participants were not recruited directly, but it was requested 
through the sources above to pass on short details about the research 
(Appendix E) to anyone who might be interested in participating.
Description
In total nine potential participants contacted me to express an interest in this 
research. Two made no further contact after receiving a participant 
information pack. One person did not meet the eligibility criteria, as they lived 
abroad. One further person declined, explaining that they had been advised
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against participating by a support worker. The remaining five people were 
interviewed. One was recruited via an on-line forum, one from a support 
project, one from a fellow researcher, one by the service user supervisor and 
one via a mutual acquaintance. All of the participants had diagnoses of either 
AS or HFA made initially or confirmed by a psychiatrist with a specialist 
interest in ASCs. The table below sets out key characteristics of each 
participant:
Table 1: summarised characteristics o f participants
Simon^ David Jenny Helen Chris
Diagnosis AS AS AS HFA" AS
Age 42 29 20 49 18
Ethnicity Anglo/Romany 
and White 
British
White
British
White
British
White British White
British
Marital
Status
Married Single Partner Divorced Single
Children 7 0 0 3 0
Highest
Qualification
Postgraduate
Degree
City and 
Guilds
BTech Postgraduate
Degree
A Levels
Current Job Odd Job 
Person
Part-time
super­
market
work
Student Researcher Student
Administration of interviews
All participants were provided with the main interview questions in advance. 
The interview was arranged at a time and place of the participants choosing, 
with two participants opting to be interviewed at home, one at another home, 
one at the University of Surrey and one in a secluded park close to home. 
Interviews were recorded using a digital recorder and transcribed verbatim, 
however pseudonyms were used and identifying information altered or not 
transcribed.
All names have been changed throughout and some identifying features have been altered 
in order to maintain confidentiality.
Helen had three diagnoses, including AS. This was the one she chose to use.
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Analysis
Guidelines for analysis were taken from Smith et al. (2009). As described by 
Smith et al. this was an iterative process, however the main stages in the 
process are outlined below.
Each transcript was read several times, often accompanied by listening to the 
recorded interview, in order to start the process of entering the participant’s 
world. Towards the end of this process initial comments were made in the left 
margin, indicating material I found interesting and significant. These were 
largely based on the phenomenological experiences of the participants, 
capturing their subjective experience in their own words, but also included 
more interpretive aspects, highlighting such aspects as links to my theoretical 
understanding and clinical experience or speculating about their use of 
language. This note taking was redone several times, over an extended 
period. Once I felt that this had been done in sufficient depth the right margin 
was used to note wider themes at a more abstract and interpretative level, 
drawing on psychological theory where appropriate. After three interviews 
had been analysed in this manner connections between themes were 
examined, initially at the level of the individual transcript, then moving into 
connections between individual accounts. At this stage NVivo software was 
used, to highlight the emerging structure between the themes. Clusters of 
themes were given summary names, to represent superordinate themes. 
Particular care was paid to the analysis of the final two transcripts, in order to 
ensure that the initial analysis was not unduly influenced by the previous 
analysis. Indeed important shifts in emphasis in individual themes, and 
changes in my thinking about the connections between themes emerged as a 
result of including the final two transcripts in the analysis. The analysis 
process is illustrated in more detail in appendix I.
Ensuring the quality of research
Unlike in quantitative research, where well-established concepts such as 
reliability and validity are used to assess the quality of research, showing the 
quality of qualitative research is much debated. It has been argued (Dixon-
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Woods et al., 2004) that, when considering criteria for the quality of 
qualitative research, there is an assumption about the homogeneity of both 
methodologies and epistemologies that is not warranted, in the words of 
Cohen and Crabtree (2008) “The search for a single set of criteria for good 
qualitative research is grounded in the assumption that qualitative research is 
a unified field” (p336). These authors argue that the underlying theoretical 
model must be taken into account when evaluating the quality of research. 
However no such standard exists for I PA studies meaning that more general 
standards need to be used. Eliot et al. (1999) were amongst the first to 
suggest guidelines for qualitative research. Although this approach has been 
critiqued for ‘methodololatry’ (see Reicher, 2000 and Elliott et al., 2000 for a 
reply) there are an evolving set of standards for evaluating qualitative work. 
The following characteristics of good qualitative research are taken from 
Yard ley (2000), as these are widely accepted as criteria for evaluating 
qualitative research, and can be seen to be compatible with the underlying 
epistemological assumptions of I PA.
Sensitivity to Context
Sensitivity to context was ensured by conducting a thorough literature review 
that covered the topic area and the methodology. I drew on my experience of 
working with people with ASCs to inform my understanding of the socio­
cultural setting of the study, and also drew upon the experience of my service 
user supervisor to provide an insider’s perspective on the context.
Commitment and rigour
I have had an interest in the field of ASCs for over six years, including three 
years where ASCs were my only or main area of employment. The number of 
participants was selected in order to generate a full response to the research 
question, without compromising the idiographic nature of this research. The 
interview schedule was drawn up in order to explore the issues in depth, 
using semi-structured interviewing in order to be able to explore the issues 
raised. The analysis is clearly grounded in the accounts of the participants.
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and has been discussed in detail with my research supervisor, including 
explorations of the variations and complexity observed.
Transparency and coherence
All stages of the process of data collection have been described in this 
account, with detailed descriptions of each stage included in appendices. The 
analysis is clearly committed to the underlying epistemological assumptions 
of I PA.
Impact and importance
Given the paucity of research that contains a first-hand accounts of personal 
experiences of ASCs there is clearly a need to publish more research in this 
area. This research has a particular practical importance, by focussing on 
what is helpful to people with ASCs, and is currently topical, following the 
NAOs report on the lack of services for adults with AS/HFA.
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RESULTS
In this section I will outline the main themes and important emerging 
subthemes, as well as discussing the relationships between the themes. I will 
then go on to discuss each of the major themes in detail, along with their 
associated subthemes.
Outline of themes and subthemes
Three main overarching interrelated themes emerged from the analysis. 
These, along with important subthemes are summarised in table 2:
Table 2: M a in  Them es and subthem es:
Main Theme Subthemes
Conceptualisation of AS/HFA AS/HFA as a difference from others
AS/HFA as a disability
Relationship of AS/HFA to Identity Integrated into concepts of identity
Separate from concepts of identity
Conceptualisations of Help Acceptance and accommodation by 
others
Help in addressing difficulties
Help in negotiating identity
Participant’s descriptions of AS/HFA drew on ideas of both disability and of 
difference. In discussions where AS/HFA was considered as a disability 
AS/HFA was always portrayed negatively, and unvarying across settings. By 
contrast where AS/HFA was presented as a difference it was generally 
construed in a positive light, and where links were made between difference 
and difficulties these were seen as being as the result of an unsympathetic 
environment, rather than intrinsic to AS/HFA. Although all participants drew
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on both of these ideas about AS/HFA to some extent, Simon, Jenny and 
David predominantly portrayed AS/HFA as a difference, Chris predominantly 
used ideas about disability, and Helen drew on both ideas.
An important theme that emerged during analysis was the relationship of 
personal identity in mediating the participant’s links between their 
conceptualisations of AS/HFA and what was viewed as helpful. AS/HFA 
could either be portrayed as largely an integrated part of their concept of 
identity, or alternatively AS/HFA could be seen as very separate from their 
idealised identity, to be overcome. There were clear links here between the 
degree of integration into a sense of self and how positively AS/HFA was 
construed. Participants who predominantly saw AS/HFA as a difference, and 
were able to draw on positive conceptualisations of AS/HFA portrayed 
AS/HFA as much more integrated into their own sense of personal identity. 
Correspondingly Chris in particular, and Helen to some extent, distanced 
themselves from AS/HFA. This relationship between identity and ideas about 
AS/HFA was not necessarily viewed as fixed, and in particular both Jenny 
and Simon pointed to an evolving relationship over time.
As a consequence of these conceptualisations of AS/HFA help was 
construed as either addressing ignorance of others, and accommodation of 
difference, or alternatively help in identifying and overcoming specific 
difficulties. This linked back to ideas about identity and whether AS/HFA was 
portrayed as an intrinsic part of identity, or separate from it. Again all 
participants drew on both of these ideas to some extent, although their 
dominant conceptualisations of help were very much linked to their 
conceptualisations of AS/HFA and the role that that played in their sense of 
personal identity. The link between identity and help was explicit in that some 
participants commented on the role that others had in helping them to 
construct their own personal sense of identity. Whilst this was only 
commented on in detail by Simon and Jenny, it is included here as it points to 
a changing sense of identity, in these participant’s cases, moving from 
rejecting AS/HFA as part of identity, towards acceptance.
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Conceptualisations of AS/HFA
There were many similarities between individual participant’s descriptions of 
AS/HFA, particularly when it came to describing difficulties. However there 
was a difference between individual participants overall conceptualisation of 
AS/HFA. Three of the participants (Simon, Jenny and David) viewed their 
AS/HFA as largely a difference between themselves and others, whereas 
Chris positioned his AS/HFA as predominantly being a disability to be 
overcome. Helen tended to take a more complex position, drawing on both of 
these themes. However all participants drew on both of these 
conceptualisations to some extent.
AS/HFA as a difference from others 
Metaphor and analogv in describing AS/HFA
AS/HFA was often positioned as a radically different way of being. For 
example Simon drew on the idea of being of a different species to explain the 
difference.
“...it's as if you've been a cat raised with dogs... and everyone says ‘you're a 
strange dog you're a strange dog' and all your life you've been criticised as a 
strange dog and then suddenly someone comes along and says ‘you're a cat’ 
and you suddenly go ‘oh yeah' and you see the whole world wide you didn't 
get on with people why you think you're different why they think you're 
different'
This type of analogy is also used by Jenny: “...I'm Just a different type of 
person, you get different types of animals...”.
Simon also draws on the analogy of cultural difference, and explained that he 
preferred the term ‘Aspie to AS as: “...it creates an impression Asperger's 
syndrome that people have something like having cancer or having a disease 
rather than Just being something, you know like being black or being French”. 
Helen also uses analogy to illustrate difference, in this instance drawing on 
ideas of gender difference, when discussing communications difficulties with 
others:
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“...it's analogous to men speaking to women or maybe vice versa you know 
women speak to women and have a different sort of understanding than 
women speaking to men... and it's like a much more exaggerated version of 
that...”
David’s description of AS as ‘ultra-specific’ draws a clear distinction between 
AS and other diagnoses: “this is an ultra specific you know this is what I like 
you know ultra specific term Asperger's and all that kind of thing you know it 
doesn't deal with any other it's not like a kind of thing where you have a mix 
of some with Down’s syndrome and AspergeTs and MS all that kind of thing”
AS/HFA and Cognition
Difference was often conceptualised as being a different way of thinking, for 
example Helen explicitly states that “...the way that I think is very different to 
other people and the way that I think about things is different', and Simon 
states that "... I'm just never going to look at the world like everybody else 
does...”. Chris also comments on, but minimises, these differences: “I tend to 
have a different percep(tion) and I see err... I just, yeah slightly different my 
thought processes are slightly different'
Two participants mentioned improved memory for detail as an advantage of 
AS/HFA for example David says that “...my memory's quite good and I 
remember faces and dates and things like that' and Chris attributes a 
neurological basis to his improved memory: “...the side of my brain for acute 
memories, acute memory is strengthened in comparison to most people’s, 
most people would tend to not be concerned with small detail...” Chris also 
links this improved memory to his musical skills in “having perfect pitch and 
having the ability to remember specific notes”.
Sensorv Perception
Two of the participants commented on perceptual differences such sensory 
hypersensitivity as being differences that were particularly misunderstood by 
others. David explained that sensitivity to touch needs to be carefully 
handled: “we live in a hypersensitive world you know the slightest thing you
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know... a touch or that you know something like that could be just 
misconstrued’ whereas Simon explicitly highlighted the advantages of 
hypersensitive vision: 7 find my, my eyesight is really, really sensitive to 
bright sunlight... ridiculousiy so sometimes I even wear sunglasses in the 
house on bright days...but on the other hand I can see things in a really low 
light that other people can't” Simon also commented that he had a different 
relationship to time from others: “...I don't seem to have the same body clock 
as everybody else I'll happily go to sleep in the middle of the day and then 
stay up all night...”
Participant’s views on difference
Where participants were largely drawing on ideas of difference to explain 
their conceptualisations of AS/HFA they often construed this difference 
positively, for example David explicitly describes being part of a ‘secret club’ 
as positive: “...it means I'm different but different in a good way not different 
in a bad way you know I belong to like a secret club...” David also specifically 
refutes more stigmatising views of AS: “you’re unique, you know, you're 
different but in a kind of special way, you know, you're not a freak or 
abnormal or anything like that it just means ... you're a different kind of, sort 
of, person” Helen pointed to advantages in that “...it obviously enhances your 
ability to be logical because there's less emotion”. Simon pointed to the 
benefits of thinking differently: “...it's quite a quite a positive thing isn't it 
really... (to) do things in a way that other people can'f Jenny explained that 
“...when I’m good at something I’m really good at it, so I can really focus on it” 
and pointed to the positive aspects in terms of employment:
“if employers knew more about it... then they'd probably employ people with 
Asperger's for certain jobs...because then they’d think wow that person would 
be really committed to this job it would be their whole life because they’d 
become obsessed with it”
By contrast participants who predominantly drew on ideas of disability often 
linked difference to problems, for example Chris describes that:
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“...through adolescence you tend to get, well I have a slightly different way of 
the world than most people I know most people in my school probably have 
had a slightly different set of problems in relation to the umm autistic 
spectrum disorder problem areas...”
Difference was often commented on as being a barrier from others, explicitly 
Simon commented that “/ feel different. I’m feeling the odd one out I feel like 
I'm sort of sitting in a bowl looking at everyone else going going on with their 
lives and I feel different’ and Chris made several comments on abilities 
others had that he did not share, for example “...most people I know are 
aware of the need to establish good eye contact and even for that matter just 
appear confident... ”
Summarv of AS/HFA as a difference
The overall picture presented was one of AS/HFA as distancing, separating 
and very much positioning these individuals as ‘the other’, although 
alternative views were also present, positioning AS/HFA as a cultural 
variation. All these participants portrayed at least some aspects of the 
experience of AS/HFA as meaning that life was experienced very differently 
from people without AS/HFA, and in a way that was unique to AS/HFA. 
Linked to this participants felt that others without AS/HFA could never really 
appreciate the experience of living with AS/HFA, and that AS/HFA was only 
partially understandable in terms of more general experiences such as 
disability or discrimination.
AS/HFA as a disability
All participants described aspects of AS/HFA that they found difficult, and in 
particular Chris tended to focus on his difficulties, for example “my eye 
contact tends to be a bit, it tends to be a bit inconsistent”, I have a siight 
problem getting my thoughts together"’ and “when I’m disappointed I tend to 
get heavily depressed”.
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Social difficulties
All participants described difficulties with social situations, for example Simon 
described that “...I don't get along well in large social groups or in busy 
places quite social phobic actualiy...” and social difficulties were often 
portrayed as being quite overwhelming and difficult to address, for example 
Helen described that “socially it's very, it’s sort of psychologically debilitating” 
and linked this to being socially isolated.
Helen and Simon both commented on difficulties understanding and dealing 
with other’s emotions, for example Helen describes that “...I'm quite 
emotional but not in a spontaneous way I'm not, I can't spontaneously adjust 
to different emotions either mine or other people’s so it means socialising is a 
bit of a disaster...” and Simon says that “...I kind of almost feel people's 
emotions but I don't know what to do about it, now if somebody is in a bad 
mood or angry or upset all I feel is, like it's directed at me... ”
Some participants described that they had managed to address their social 
difficulties over time. For example Chris says that "... in the past I haven't 
been able to empathise with people as much as others” and David described 
this process of change, linking it to explicit social skills training:
“...many years ago I had terrible trouble when I was umm when I used to be 
around people you know I couldn't be in big groups or if someone new would 
come to the house I’d just go to my room but you know doing all these kind of 
social skills has taught me umm there's nothing to be afraid of and they’re 
people as well...”
Jenny positioned her social difficulties as the easiest way of explaining to 
others her differences, so when describing whether she tells people she has 
AS she explains that sometimes instead she used a different 
description"../Ve got a bit of a social problem sometimes, I don't need to tell 
them because they just think I'm very open and I don't keep it secret but then 
I don't go around telling everyone...,” Of note was that Jenny was also the 
only participant that described any social strengths in that she described 
herself as “I actually am quite good at umm sorting out arguments between
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people...because I’m quite, I say what I think I'm quite straightforward...” 
whereas all other participants only described difficulties with social 
interactions.
Friendships were often cited as being difficult, although there was often some 
ambiguity, for example Jenny described that “...it's difficult sometimes not 
having many friends and then when you have friends you're not sure if you 
want them because it’s you know you don't always enjoy doing the same sort 
of things it's a bit of a circle going round in your life”
Overall the participants here portrayed social difficulties as central to the 
experience of AS/HFA. They did vary as to the extent that they viewed these 
difficulties as addressable, with Simon and Helen portraying these difficulties 
as intrinsic to AS/HFA, whereas Chris and David pointed to specific skills 
training that had helped to overcome at least some of their difficulties. Jenny 
portrayed a more interactional process, where her understanding of AS/HFA 
and its links to social difficulties had helped her to negotiate a social identity 
where her difficulties could be accommodated by others, paradoxically 
overcoming her sense of social isolation.
Communication Difficulties
Some participants linked their social difficulties to misunderstanding by 
others of their experiences, for example Simon explained that:
"... I don't get on too weli with other people and they reckon oh yes but you 
can learn to get on with other people and again I thought ‘you just don't get 
this do you?’... you know I've been doing this for a long time and if I could 
learn to do this I would have picked it up in just the same way that everyone 
else has done”
Helen also commented on the experience of not being understood: “...as a 
function of thinking about things differently it's more difficult to understand 
people who don't think like I do and conversely it's more difficult to make 
yourself understood’ and later linked this to not picking up 
misunderstandings:
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“...if there’s a misunderstanding something that is fundamental I think 
because of this constant making adjustments to fit in with people... there is 
always things that don’t meet up so consequently they don't stand out when 
they’re significant from when they're not significant...”
Depression and Anxiety
Three participants also discussed their difficulties with anxiety. Simon 
described feeling anxious as a fairly continuous experience:
“that kind of fight or flight mechanism that people talk about imagine an 
animal feels cornered and they're on high alert ready to run or fight or 
anything it's like being like that day after day after day always waiting for 
something to happen feeling like there's a sword...you know Sword of 
Damocles hanging over your head’
Jenny explicitly linked anxiety and AS: “people with Asperger's do tend to get 
really anxious about things” and Chris talked about the impact on work: 
“...stress and anxiety also means that I don't get my thoughts across in 
time...”
Four participants talked about issues with depression. Chris links depression 
to his conceptualisation of AS : “when I’m disappointed I tend to get heavily 
depressed which alters my perception so it is very evident in the past that I 
have actually shown the traits of Asperger's” Jenny made the same link:
“..most of the time I'm cool about having Asperger's but sometimes when 
you're well aware the reason that it's not working out like in a relationship or 
something like that is because you have Asperger’s and you can't ever quite 
point out what it is... and it's very frustrating and you do get depressed...”
Jenny also pointed to a different experience of depression from other people:
“they don't think about the fact that some of the things to do with depression 
probably because I find things hard because I've got Asperger's... so you 
know I might get really depressed because that week my room was an
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absolute tip and I was getting frustrated because I couldn't tidy it... and I 
couldn't do it myself and I was finding it depressing and they don't sort of look 
into enough why you feel like that they just assume that it’s normal clinical 
depression”
Helen construed her depression as linked to a previous difficult experience, 
“...I'm so much better than what I was, (but) I'm still just about in the category 
of being severely depressed...” Simon also described treatment for 
depression, although he felt that this was not his main issue: “...I've taken 
antidepressants that weren’t working that were making me feel depressed 
because the diagnosis I believe was wrong it was just some symptoms...”
It was striking that four of these participants linked AS/HFA to significant 
mental health issues such as depression and anxiety, particularly when the 
research question and interview schedule did not touch on these areas. It 
was also of note that these participants portrayed their experiences of 
depression and anxiety as different from others because of their AS/HFA.
Summarv of difficulties
Participants who generally had a positive view of AS/HFA tended to either 
minimise their difficulties, or found external explanations, for example Jenny 
talks about joking with support workers: “...sometimes I make jokes about it 
you know I say I can't help it I've got Asperger's (laughs)... just don't you 
know... sorry I didn't mean to criticise what you were wearing I just didn't like 
it...” whereas Simon drew on his social sciences background: “../ think often 
the disabling parts are socially constructed and unfortunately the social 
construction of that diagnosis of illness has a great deal of implications...” 
Simon drew on ideas of disability when talking about other people with 
AS/HFA and contrasted this with the processes that have helped him 
overcome difficulties:
7 see people who have got some, almost disabled with Asperger's, they're 
kind of nervous wrecks in normal situations and I look and think I personally 
don't think there are degrees of Aspieness I think it's building a life around
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your capabilities, isn't it, and I think sometimes you see people who are like, 
terribly uncomfortable and it’s because they haven't had the opportunity..: to 
kind of build their life to suit the things they are able to do”.
When compared to diagnostic criteria for AS/HFA these participants clearly 
picked up on social difficulties as being central to the experience of AS/HFA. 
To some extent communication difficulties were also touched upon, in that 
social difficulties were often linked to difficulties in understanding and being 
understood by others. However, of note is that none of the participants here 
described any difficulties with obsessive interests or insistence on sameness, 
in contrast to accounts from others of the difficulties surrounding AS/HFA, 
notably in diagnostic criteria for AS/HFA. An important theme that emerged 
that does not link to diagnostic criteria is the significant problems with anxiety 
and depression, and the indication that these were experienced in a different 
way because of AS/HFA. Participants in this study portrayed anxiety and 
depression as intrinsically linked to AS/HFA, for example Jenny explained 
that there was a clear link for her between AS and depression:
“...sometimes when you're well aware the reason that it's not working out like 
in a relationship... or something like that is because you have Asperger's and 
you can't ever quite point out what it is...and it's very frustrating and you do 
get depressed about it so is quite is quite linked.”
Relationship of AS/HFA to identity
Participants varied in the extent to which they viewed AS/HFA as part of 
themselves. Perhaps unsurprisingly participants that generally viewed 
AS/HFA as a difference were more likely to view AS/HFA as more central to 
their sense of identity, for example both Simon and David viewed AS/HFA as 
central to their sense of identity, and both identified themselves as being 
Aspie'. Jennie also largely identified positively with AS/HFA, although she 
also drew on other self-concepts such as being a committed Christian. Helen 
also seemed to identify quite closely with AS/HFA, although her relationship 
with the diagnosis was much more negative, using terms like ‘damaging’ to 
describe diagnosis. Chris also had quite a negative view of AS/HFA, and
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tended to distance himself from the diagnosis, often by referring to AS as 
being in the past.
Integrated into concepts of identity 
The role of diagnosis in identity
Some participants commented that diagnosis helped them to find a sense of 
identity, particularly when they had been diagnosed later in life. For Simon 
this was a positive experience:
"... people say Just be yourself be true to yourself I never really understood 
what that means what is Just being yourself in my mind like you know and I 
think that proper diagnosis thinking about it actually lets you, you know, 
become comfortable with these things like, I don't particularly like being with 
lots of people but that’s just me, ... you get a sense of self’
Simon also explicitly links the idea of difference to identity: “...isn't an illness it 
isn't really a condition it isn't something you can identify separate from 
individual, to me it is... it's just labelling difference it's an identity...”. By 
contrast Helen had a more ambivalent account of diagnosis and its links to a 
sense of identity:
“...it’s very damaging, very damaging in some ways umm and very kind of 
liberating in others it’s a real double-edged sword it’s just umm, I mean, it's 
good from the point of view it explains (things)...and the more you find out the 
more it’s in effect like reading about yourself... but the downside of it for me 
was that...when you discover that actually there isn't how everybody feels 
then of course it's de facto a label of being different because that is really at 
the most fundamental level what it is”
Although David had been diagnosed at age 15, the diagnosis was kept from 
him until later in life. He describes gaining an understanding of AS from 
accessing an AS specific project, and from that coming to terms with who he 
was: “before I knew it but I wasn't sure what it was... I was always agitated,
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knowing what kind of condition I had was but, you know, now, now I 
understand it better. I'm at peace with myself
By contrast Jenny was diagnosed at age 11, and she describes diagnosis as 
“...the best thing that ever happened to me...” using the metaphor of being 
normal to describe the self-understanding it generated; “...when I found out I 
was like we really celebrated because it, like this, like I am normal after all...”
The role of others in identity
All participants comment on the role that others have played in shaping their 
sense of identity. Jenny particularly credited her adoptive parents as playing 
a key role: “...they didn't really know what they were taking on to be honest 
but they were really good about it and, umm, they've done everything they 
can really for me...”. Jenny comments on the difference having a diagnosis 
made in terms of acceptability of her behaviour which contributed to her and 
her parents positive construction of AS: “...they were able to say to their 
friends like well you know she's got a disability she can't really help that and it 
made them a little bit it made it a bit more acceptable...and it made it a bit 
more acceptable for me as weir. By contrast David acknowledged the role of 
his parents, but credits a project worker with really helping him to understand 
himself: “I mean my parents had been there too but no, they haven’t had 
nearly the influence that this lady has had on me”
Friendships were also commented upon. Chris in particular valued 
acceptance from his friends: “friends take me the way I am”. He explained 
that “...being with friends enables me to be sort of confidence in myself and 
actually I have a very huge concern for being liked and for being appreciated 
and being populaf. Chris also comments that his better friends are similar to 
him: “...they're the friends that can identify with me because I'm arguably the 
most like them...”, hints at them having similar social problems “...have 
similar, a similar slight disappointments in the same way that I do, like, a bit 
like me but mainly sort of having similar, similar problems...” and points to 
them understanding, at some level his AS: “..friends that arguably, well, 
suspect that I might have a special need but obviously don't say...”. Simon
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also commented on friendship, but in a more distancing way “...it's that kind 
of joint, you know, reciprocal kind of knowing that somebody will always keep 
an eye out for stuff and they've got your best interests at heart without feeling 
the need to keep intruding in your business all the time...”
All participants commented on negative perceptions by others, often citing 
this as why they were cautious about letting people know about their 
diagnosis, for example Jenny commented on her experiences of trying to get 
a job “...I know for a fact that from experience that if you write in your CV you 
don't get a job interview.”. Helen linked negative perceptions by others and 
damage done to one’s sense of identity:
“it was also very damaging because in effect they were also quite critical of 
me... they sort of had a very sort of cake and eat it they basically had such a 
simplistic understanding of I suppose ability, intellectual ability that they but 
they didn't seem to appreciate the irony that they were complaining about the 
amount of detail I was telling them and how long was taking me to say things 
but they wouldn't accept they just wouldn't attributed that to, to that's how I 
am so it was a bizarre thing really so they almost complained about the effect 
of it on themselves whilst denying it existed’
Good and bad practice by professionals was commented on by all 
participants. Jenny found the support given by her diagnosing psychiatrist as 
key in helping her and her family accept AS “...he, you know really 
advocating saying ‘you know I agree with Jenny actually’, you know 7 think 
that that's true and it's very typical of Asperger's and I think you should just 
leave it’ you know, he really, or to me say ‘no actually I think its mums right’ 
so he was really clear...”. By contrast Helen’s experience was that the way 
her diagnosis was explained to her focussed her attention on problems, at 
the expense of her concept of identity: “...you just get ummm a sort of a 
blanket description woven into a diagnostic report because that's obviously 
what the person who gets that letter needs but, but it doesn't, there’s no room 
in there for manoeuvre for a personality”
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AS/HFA as a cultural identity
Given that four of the participants saw AS/HFA as important to their sense of 
identity, and three of those in a largely positive way it might be expected that 
the participants’ views of other people with AS/HFA would be largely positive. 
However there was a more ambiguous picture painted here. Unsurprisingly 
Helen’s and Chris’s ambivalence towards AS/HFA was reflected in their 
views about others with the diagnosis, for example Chris explicitly excluded 
people with the same problems as possible friends: “.../ don't think many 
people have exactly the same problems otherwise I'd be slightly worried 
because I'd also be repelled from that person..." and Helen pointed to not 
wanting to identify too closely with AS/HFA: “/ personally have made a point 
of not, umm, joining sort of social groups and things for people with autism 
because, umm, weli I think because I don't want to, umm, I don't know, I just 
don't want to get swamped in it..." However both Simon and Jenny also 
commented on difficulties on getting on with others with AS/HFA, for example 
Jenny commented that
7 was going to go and live in (name of hostel) where it’s 12 people with 
Asperger's, which is a ridiculous idea because most people with Asperger's 
don't like people with Asperger's (laughs)...it's really difficult to get on with 
someone with Asperger's if you've got it... because you've got both of your 
problems to deal with”
Simon commented that “/ think you'll find that people with Asperger's are all, 
you know you can put them together by their individuality really, the fact that 
they don't even necessarily like each other or get along with each other...”
However there were more positive comments on others with AS/HFA, for 
example both Simon and Jenny speculated that positive relationships with 
other people had been, perhaps, because that person had undiagnosed 
AS/HFA, as Simon said “...maybe he's another undiagnosed Aspie too that’s 
that's why we get along". Helen also pointed to some benefits of being with 
others with AS/HFA:
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“well what I have in common with them is knowing that they feel awkward 
talking to people in a social situation so it's quite nice to be able to talk to 
somebody umm... who just sort of understands that and understands what it 
feels like”
Both Simon and David explicitly commented on the usefulness of an ‘Aspie’ 
identity, with Simon recognising the advantages of a joint voice:
“people are starting to kind of understand but... perhaps Aspies will just kind 
of have to resign themselves to, we'll never be the same and perhaps it's 
down to us just to do this because we’re in a minority, isn't it, and it’s easier 
for kind of the one in a thousand person, to do that than try and get the other 
999 to do it”
David was very positive about his experiences with others accessing an AS 
specific project and the sense of identity it gave: “we’re not alone you know 
I've got the condition but there's somebody else who's got the condition as 
well so you know it's that thing that, that kind of, band of brothers thing...” He 
identified with AS/HFA as a body of people and explained that that gave him 
a feeling of responsibility: “...I think that people like me who are more high 
functioning we have a responsibility to the people down the line...” Th\s also 
seemed to be an environment where he felt it was possible to be accepted as 
oneself:
“...if you go to something like this you're with people who are like you know 
you can have fun you know you can communicate and make friends and be 
with people who are like you and, you know, you can be more yourself than 
you ever could be with kind of in work scenarios or school...”
However Helen explicitly pointed to her conceptualisation of HFA of 
excluding the possibility of a sense of belonging to a group: “...if you don't 
have already have that sense of belonging that everybody needs and then 
you're labelled as being different... you, by definition you have even less of a 
sense of belonging... ”
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Summary of AS/HFA as part of identity
There was a clear split between these participants in the extent to which they 
embraced AS/HFA as part of their identity. Diagnosis seems to have played a 
particularly important role in this, particularly when diagnosis was made in 
later life. Generally these participants describe identity formation in ways that 
tie into generic theories about identity. However there are hints here that 
these participants may differ from people without AS/HFA in terms of 
generating a cultural identity.
AS/HFA as separate from concepts of identity
Chris very clearly distanced himself from AS, often referring to it in the past 
tense, for example “it is very evident in the past that I have actually shown 
the traits of Asperger's”. At other times AS is likened to an unwanted alter- 
ego: “.../ just get uncomfortable with myself and then the fact is I tend to 
regress and become Asperger boy...” or some sort of sinister controlling 
figure:
“...there are scenarios, situations where it is evident that my Asperger's is 
chasing, wanting to catch up with me, you know, ‘I'm sorry, but you're not 
going to empathise today I'm going to be totally different and today is going 
to be a bad day’ ”
As was identified earlier Chris described that he was particularly worried 
about how he was perceived by others: “...(I’m) concerned with appearing 
normal, well normal, and sort of essentially not appearing like somebody who 
has Asperger's...” linking this to skills needed to be a musician, his subject of 
study: “.../ have to listen to others respond to me and I'm concerned with 
what others feel and think and that's not easy considering I'm not able to 
have immediate empathy with anyone...” and would often draw negative 
comparisons between himself and others: “...most of my friends haven't had 
to, as far as I can see live with a, deal with a special need and how that mars 
their thought processes...”
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Despite her initial positive acceptance of her diagnosis Jenny described a 
difficult adolescence:
7 went off the rails when I was 16 I think that was because I knew I had 
Asperger's and I wanted to be normal so much so I went too normal and 
went completely you know... off the scale (laughs)...because I wanted to fit in 
so I tried too hard, I got involved in some dodgy stuff
Similarly Simon described that, although undiagnosed at the time, he tried to 
fit in with others:
“...when you’re young you kind of try drugs and alcohol and things like I used 
to drink a lot when I was young I think what people try to do is mask their... 
discomfort in social situations...it makes it bearable doesn't it so you can run 
round and have a drink and a laugh with everyone and be kind of... eccentric 
what's the word I'm looking for... extrovert... because really it’s just like the 
drinking of alcohol you can be as extrovert as anybody”
Helen pointed to issues surrounding diagnosis, that made it more likely that 
she would have a negative view of AS/HFA: “...when I was diagnosed like 
many people many mature adults I was diagnosed in crisis so of course it's 
all you know it's was associated with a very difficult time and adversity...”
In these accounts the difficulties attributed to AS/HFA are very much rejected 
from concepts of identity, and certainly in Chris’ case this extends to rejecting 
AS/HFA as well. Simon and Jenny take a different stance, positioning their 
rejection of difficulty as being in the past, and point to understanding and 
acceptance of AS/HFA as helping them to negotiate a more integrated 
identity.
Conceptualisations of help
Participants varied greatly in what they viewed as helpful, however there was 
a relationship between their ideas about identity and their relationship to their 
diagnosis of AS/HFA. Where participants were largely drawing on a view of 
AS/HFA as a difference they tended to suggest help that took the form of
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encouraging acceptance by others, and adaptations to minimise anxiety. 
However when participants were more focussed on difficulties experienced 
then useful help was conceived of as being helping them to challenge their 
difficulties and specific strategies to learn skills to compensate for those 
difficulties. Conversely help offered by others that was not seen as helpful by 
these participants was often based on a model of AS/HFA that was not in 
accord with the participant’s own view. The lack of appropriate help was often 
commented upon, in Simon’s words “/ can’t honestly say that anyone has 
ever done anything particularly helpful for me at all...” and David explained 
that “there's Just not enough money, there's not enough help" There was also 
a specific link made between the actions of others and negotiating of identity. 
Often others were viewed as helpful in helping to move towards a positive 
self-identity, however participants, particularly Helen pointed to the opposite 
effect, where misunderstanding and stigma had a negative effect on identity.
Acceptance and accommodation by others
David, Simon and Helen in particular had strong views on the need for 
people to be better informed about AS/HFA, with Jenny and Chris also 
supporting this. In David’s words: “...absolutely every single you know every 
kind of... person should know about it you know the people around like 
doctors and every doctor teacher should have a manual on their desk with, 
written by experts”.
Challenging stigma
David pointed to the role needed in challenging stigmatising assumptions:
“...one of the worst things is assumption, with, you know, within the kind of 
media, media probably the worst assumption that that person is, he's not 
Rain Man but he’s something like that he's a bit of a crazy kook...”
Jenny echoed this, but focussed on assumptions about disability: “when I'm 
when I'm being interviewed for colleges when people say can you read if 
you've got Asperger's... yes it really upsets me because I think ‘why wouldn't 
I be able to read?'”
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David felt strongly that a more concerted public awareness campaign was 
needed “...I'm going to be candid i... as good as they are (the National 
Autistic Society) they're not, they don't get out there enough..." and was 
feeling overwhelmed by needing to support this “you know i've tried to do my 
bit but sometimes, they need to help as well i can't carry it ail on my back 
sometimes like a came/".
Acceptance of AS/HFA
All participants also voiced that they wanted to be accepted for who they 
were. Simon explicitly challenged the idea of being ‘fixed’, using a cultural 
metaphor:
“.../ think the trouble with them is, with being an Aspie people straight off think 
of it how can they go about fixing this and you think ‘if i was sitting here in 
you know you're eating a bacon sandwich and i told you i was Jewish you 
wouldn't try to fix me so i ’d eat a bacon sandwich”’
Chris particularly valued acceptance by his friends, and credited them with 
improving his self-confidence: “yeah i need my friends to give me confidence 
when, it is greatly required’’. Jenny pointed to acceptance of her diagnosis 
being important, and described her irritation when it was questioned:
“it are really pees me off when people read ail the books about Asperger's... 
and then they say you’ve not got it because you make eye contact...you 
know, that upsets me and sometimes when people trying to be helpful like 
when i had my operation and the surgeon said oh no i don't think you've got 
Asperger's... i've lived with it, so i know i've got it so you're almost 
patronising me by telling me i haven't”
Helen also points to how the acceptance facilitated by the right environment, 
in her cases a structured service setting helps:
“...in the right environment it can be massively advantageous or aspects of it 
can be very advantageous... in that environment people notice that i can do 
things that they can't do and so ummm it enabled me to be very successfuf’.
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Training for professionals
Professionals in particular were singled out as needing better understanding; 
as Jenny says, when answering whether it upsets her to have to claim to be 
disabled when she does not think of herself in that way “...if it’s professionals 
it really gets on my nerves because i think they should know". Simon felt 
particularly misunderstood by the professionals he had encountered “/ think 
what would be better if those people in those kinds of positions that are 
offering help if they actually knew what they were talking about”. Helen also 
expressed disappointment with a lack of expertise in professionals, 
specifically a police service, pointing to having a hidden disability as a factor 
in barring access to appropriate services: “their policy is inconsistent with, 
umm, it's basically prejudicial to people who have got hidden disability 
because it ail rests on the police making an assessment on the spot of what 
somebody can and can't communicate".
Need for specialist services
There were also strongly expressed views about the need for specialist 
services. Two of the participants, Jenny and David, had accessed different 
specialist services for AS/HFA and drew on these experiences to describe 
what they found helpful, for example for Helen, the knowledge that she was 
likely to be understood, in stark contrast to her other encounters with 
professionals and services, was an important factor:
“...there's something very reassuring about having a specialist organisation 
that’s set up for it whether that actually merits there is any merit in that effect 
or not is quite academic it's Just got a sort of, it's almost like a placebo effect 
in its own right Just by having a label of being a specialist unit...because 
you're so accustomed to people not understanding...”
David also was extremely appreciative of the specialist service he had 
accessed, describing himself as “Just mothbaiiing” before accessing it. He 
expressed the strong feeling for more of these services to help others: 
“...you've got to have something there to stop to stop someone failing into the
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cracks you know the person will end up in bad situations...” and pointed to 
wasted lives as a consequence of lack of suitable services:
“...you've got to help these people because sometimes they can't help 
themselves and if you don't you know kind of... help them and have the right 
people there to help them and you know... they, they probably are talented 
people but... there's no way to unlock their talent or no way to unlock them...”
Chris also valued the specialist support that had been provided by his 
Learning Support Assistants (LSAs) at school:
“...there’s no other teacher that would, would have the time to do that or 
would probably have as much, have as much experience or knowledge about 
Asperger's as the teachers who are, the assistants who are employed or are 
contractually obliged to help students with similar conditions such as the one 
i had well have...”
People with AS/HFA as experts
David Simon and Jenny all commented on the need to involve people with 
AS/HFA in raising awareness and teaching people about AS/HFA. Simon in 
particular felt that it was very difficult for people without AS/HFA to 
understand what life was like with AS/HFA:
“...there seems to be a lot of opinions from neurotypicai people... (they) make 
a lot of assumptions about Asperger's i think by discussing with each other 
don't they and then you sit on the side and you look and you think you won't 
be able to help it’s like dog sitting there and decide, trying to decide what it's 
like to be a cat”
David also supported this view, in describing who should develop materials 
for professionals:
“/ think maybe the people like me who are a bit more high functioning 
because you know i think maybe they would understand a bit more rather 
than coming from a no-man who doesn't really have the condition that Just 
gets paid to make these videos and things”
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Addressing difficulties
All the participants expressed either gratitude at specific issues that they had 
been helped with, or expressed the wish for suitable services to help with 
those issues they perceived as causing difficulties.
Social difficulties
Help overcoming social problems were discussed by David, Jenny and Chris, 
for example Chris mentioned social skills training had been helpful: 7 knew 
about it but you know 11 needed sharpening up I needed somebody to kind of 
come along and kind of teach me manners and teach me how... you know 
how to act around people” He also mentioned that other people with AS/HFA 
needed help in recognising social boundaries: "... you sit down with 
somebody on day one and tell you what the limits because you know 
sometimes they can misunderstand some people’s friendship and you get 
obsessive and things..." Jenny pointed to the need to be very specific about 
what the issue was “...if you criticise me I need to know what I can do about it 
because I might not work that out myself...” and also pointed to the need for 
advice to take into account her AS:
“...they'd tell you what they would tell most people but they don't know the 
whole story of it...you know, they don't know that actually that might upset me 
or I've already done that and I need to stop doing it because I keep going on 
about the same thing but they might tell me to talk to that person when really 
I should give them some space because I've rung them a hundred times 
already”.
Chris pointed to complex social skills that he had had help with: “...identifying 
motives and what people want or what people are actually feeling and try 
whether or not to assume that something’s true whether or not whether I 
should believe certain things or not believe some things...” and hinted how 
these skills had been developed “...the help I’m given tends to be on a 
scripted level especially from the LSAs...”
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Mental Health
Simon and Jenny both discussed the need for adapted services to address 
mental health issues. As discussed previously Jenny pointed to a different 
conceptualisation of depression was needed. Simon pointed to a similar need 
for adapted approaches for mental health issues. In contrast to his 
acceptance of his AS and the strong view that this was not something to fix, 
Simon felt strongly that better services were needed for mental health issues:
“...the things that could do with fixing for people is the more day to day things 
like depression and anxiety but I think they probably need a different kind of 
fix and I think being able to identify that this is a difference in your view of the 
world... is a good way affixing, rather than drugs and group therapÿ’
Simon specifically pointed to the need for specific help referring, with 
humour, to generic services he had been offered:
“they referred me to some therapeutic recovery service which is designed to, 
this is the latest stage in this and my GP and me were laughing at this the 
other day it’s designed for people who’ve had ...mental health problems who 
are now better in inverted commas... they go along and discuss their 
problems and they seek help through group therapy... I don't get on well with 
large groups of people okay so we'll see if we can find a group therapy 
situation to help you I think... you just don't get this do you?”
AS/HFA specific services
All the participants also commented on the need for specialist services, and 
pointed to a high degree of expertise needed to do this job well. Helen and 
David, who had both accessed specialist services particularly appreciated 
expertise in others, for example Helen described her psychologist as “...he's 
really good because he’s, he is a specialist in autism and... he just... he's Just 
got a good balance between listening but then coming up with actual 
solutions...” whereas a generic service was viewed as not appropriately 
expert: “...there was nobody, nobody in the whole unit who knew anything 
about autism and so the case was originally handled by my case manager
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who was an occupational therapist, hopeless, absolutely hopeless, no 
qualification whatsoever...” David was particularly complementary about the 
expertise of the project director of the support organisation that he accessed, 
and felt that they would be difficult to replace “...unless you have somebody 
there to take her place... who's qualify, qualified like she is well but you know 
who understands it as well as she does, you know, it won't work it won't be 
the same if you don't have, if you Just have somebody who's Just out of 
university and hasn't really been in that world..."
Help in negotiating identity
It is possible that Chris’s particularly negative portrayal of AS was because of 
the difficulties it caused him in an important area of his life, musicianship. 
However, as the youngest participant in this study, this might also be a 
reflection of being at a particular stage of identity formation. Both Simon and 
Jenny described a process of rejecting difficulties before becoming more 
positive about their identity. Jenny described her difficulties in understanding 
herself before diagnosis “...I thought I was... weird I thought I had something 
wrong with my face because I didn't have any friends...I used to look in the 
mirror and cry and tell my mum there was something wrong with me". Both 
Helen and Jenny described the advantages of being challenged to achieve. 
Jenny had a positive experience:
“...one teacher,... she said to me right at the beginning of the course and I 
think this is what motivated me and I got all distinctions and a trophy she said 
to me, umm, I don't know that much about Asperger's but I know a little bit 
about it but I'm not going to Judge you or your capacity to work on it until I've 
actually seen whether or not it stops you from working so she was really 
open about it...it was it motivated me to prove that actually yeah I am going to 
do i f
Jenny also described contrasting experiences where lowered expectations 
got in the way of achievement: “...if you get too much help you start feeling a 
bit like... you start like thinking I don't actually want that help [laughsj you 
know there's no point...” Helen also pointed out the difficulties of being given
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a very prescriptive diagnosis, and suggested a better way of discussing 
diagnosis;
“...if you were presented with information in your diagnosis in that way 
(highlighting a range) you could fit in anywhere so there wouldn't be that label 
fulfilling prophecy going on...acknowledging the person it’s the diversity within 
the person that they don't then have to accommodate because people are 
very literal they then almost live the label... which is a bit of the tragedy reallÿ’
Jenny also described how her feelings about AS had changed over time: 
“when I was younger I didn't want to have it but now... I want to do 
conferences in the future about Asperger's” Simon also discussed how he 
had moved on in his thinking when discussing others with AS: “...I think I've 
done all that stuff, that kind of black-and-white thinking that...err pedantic 
worrying about details and stuff and... now looking back I can see where I 
was going wrong... ”
By contrast, Helen illustrated how people can be unhelpful in the process of 
forming an identity Helen also described that the process of diagnosis had 
meant an additional burden: “...if you just give somebody an absolute they 
then notice everything about themselves on the occasions it fits and probably 
not notice when it doesn't fit and gradually the self image will change well 
there's no need that to happen.”
This points to the central role that identity played for these participants in 
negotiating useful help, and correspondingly, how their experiences of being 
helped by others shaped those ideas about identity.
DISCUSSION
During the analysis three major inter-related themes were identified, 
conceptualisations of AS/HFA, The relationship of AS/HFA to identity and 
conceptualisations of help. Each of these will be discussed in detail here.
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Conceptualisations of AS/HFA.
The analysis revealed that these participants had complex constructions of 
AS/HFA. Broadly the ideas could be divided into two subthemes, AS/HFA as 
a difference from others and AS/HFA as a disability. The distinction between 
the two subthemes was largely clear, with AS/HFA as a difference generally 
being construed positively and AS/HFA as a disability always being 
construed negatively. However they became much closer and harder to 
distinguish when difference was construed negatively. In these cases the 
important distinction between the two was the context in which it was 
experienced, with difference construed negatively only in certain contexts, 
whereas disability was portrayed as invariably negative across all contexts. 
This links quite closely to social theories of disability, and in particular 
drawing a distinction between impairment, that is, functional limitation, and 
disability, the limitations placed on taking part in normal life due to social and 
physical barriers. In this study all these participants identified what could be 
seen as impairment in social skills, and linked this to disabilities such as 
difficulties accessing employment. In other respects the social model of 
disability is not as good a fit to these participants described experiences. It is 
clear that when describing differences these participants did not experience 
them as impairments, and often construed them as abilities, rather than 
disabilities, for example when Simon talked about the advantages of having 
acute vision. Perhaps a better description here would be to draw parallels to 
deaf culture, where something perceived and portrayed as a disability by 
people outside that culture is not experienced as such to the people within 
that culture (see e.g. Johnson and McIntosh, 2009, for a discussion of issues 
of deaf culture).
The process of diagnosis seemed to be particularly crucial to how the 
participants in this study viewed AS/HFA. Simon and Jenny both had largely 
positive experiences of diagnosis, and both talked about how it had helped 
them to feel better about themselves. This linked into their largely positive 
views of AS/HFA as a difference from others. In contrast Helen's experiences
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of having diagnosis that emphasised the triad of disabilities (Wing, 1981b) 
was identified by her as “damaging”, and seems to have had a catastrophic 
effect on her and her self-esteem, irrevocably labelling her as separate from 
others. Both Helen and Simon were diagnosed as adults, although Jenny, 
despite the fact that she was diagnosed age 11, portrays the diagnostic 
process as one in which she was fully included, informed and respected. By 
contrast David, although diagnosed at age 15, described experiences of 
having this minimised and kept from him, so he was only able to make sense 
of his AS later as an adult, when accessing specialist services for AS.
Although many of the features of AS/HFA described by these participants 
can be mapped onto Wing’s (1981a), ‘triad of impairments’, or indeed to 
various diagnostic criteria for AS these were not the models that naturally 
arises from this analysis. The dominant description of AS/HFA that arose 
from these descriptions is as AS/HFA as a different way of thinking and 
being. There is perhaps a better fit between the descriptions of AS/HFA here 
and cognitive models of ASCs. Certainly participants, to varying extents 
expressed difficulties in understanding the thoughts, feelings and motives of 
others, lending some support to ideas about ToM difficulties described by 
Baron-Cohen et al. (1985). However, as outlined in Rajendran and Mitchell’s
(2007) review the picture here is of more subtle difficulties that contained in a 
straightforward deficit or delay of ToM. There was also some support for 
weak central coherence models (e.g.Frith & Happé, 1994; Happé & Frith, 
2006) in that participants described as a strength their attention to detail. It 
could also be speculated that the phenomenological experiencing of attention 
to detail at the expense of seeing the bigger picture is what underlies the 
communication difficulties described in particular by Helen, where she 
explains that:
“...the more normal the communication seems, I would almost say it's sort of 
inversely correlated with the effectiveness of communication, you get to 
something that is so superficial if you're not careful you just get almost like a 
vocabulary exchange”
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There was less evidence in this study of the sort of experiences that might be 
suggested by the executive dysfunction models (e.g. (Kenworthy et al., 2008; 
Ozonoff et al., 1991), although again Helen touches on the difficulty in 
switching thoughts quickly enough to follow conversations, perhaps hinting at 
some cognitive inflexibility. Similarly there is little support here for 
experiences that might be suggested by the male brain' model (Baron- 
Cohen, 2002a). Although Simon does point to some systematising, such as 
‘living his life by lists’ on the whole these descriptions are largely absent from 
these participant’s accounts. By contrast the picture painted of empathising is 
a rather more complex one that suggested by Baron-Cohen’s model. Both 
Simon and Helen describe feeling emotional or picking up on the emotions of 
others, one of the underlying skills of empathy. However they describe their 
difficulties arising at the point of knowing what to do about other’s emotions, 
which suggests that, for these participants, there is a difficulty with empathy 
in the ‘here and now’ rather than a global empathy deficit. Whilst this does 
not refute this model, it does suggest that some refinement of these ideas 
might be needed for more complete descriptions of AS/HFA.
There was some support in these accounts for general difficulties found in 
more nomothetic studies of AS/HFA. In particular all of the participants here, 
except Chris, had had some difficulties in finding or maintaining employment, 
as found by Hulbutt and Lynne (2004). However the subjective experience of 
some of the aspects described as difficulties in the literature might not 
necessarily be experienced as such by these participants, or not under all 
circumstances. For example sensory hypersensitivity was described as a 
difficulty in some social situations, however it was also construed as a 
strength, as cited by Simon describing his ability to see fine detail. Also, 
where memory was mentioned, in contrast to Bowler et al.’s (2004) 
description of difficulties, here it was portrayed as a strength. Of course none 
of this is a refutation of the findings of these studies, but it does point to the 
usefulness of considering the individual’s subjective experiences of 
difficulties, and caution against over-generalisation of findings from these 
studies.
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The relationship of AS/HFA to identity
Participants described a changing relationship to their views in AS/HFA and 
how it fitted with their sense of identity. Descriptions generally related to 
participant’s current sense of identity, which either were predominantly 
accepting of AS/HFA or rejecting of AS/HFA as part of their identity. Simon, 
Jenny and David were predominantly accepting of AS/HFA, and largely 
portrayed it as positive.
In Simon and Jenny’s cases diagnosis again seemed to play an important 
role. In Simon’s case this seemed to be not so much the initial diagnosis, 
which was portrayed as brusque: “...okay basically you've got Asperger's but 
there's nothing we can do about things... okay bye.” but rather the sense that 
he was able to make of his past life as a result of the diagnosis. By contrast 
Jenny’s experiences of her psychiatrist and the help that he gave her at the 
time of diagnosis as particularly helpful, and she pointed to his role in 
mediating between her and her parents in order to help them all see AS as a 
positive feature of identity. It might be speculated that age of diagnosis 
played a role in needing a more mediated experience of diagnosis, as Jenny 
was 11 when diagnosed, whereas Simon was an adult. However other 
participant’s experiences of diagnosis points to a more complicated picture. 
Helen, despite also being diagnosed as an adult, was very clear about the 
damage done by the process of diagnosis to her sense of identity, by 
identifying her as someone completely cut off from others. David’s diagnosis, 
in echoes of Huws and Jones’s (2008) identification of the ‘absent presence’ 
of autism, was kept from him. In adulthood he seems to experienced a similar 
process to Simon, in that finally understanding AS, by accessing an AS 
specific service, had given him a sense of identity. For all four of these 
participants the integration of AS into their sense of identity seems to be an 
event, rather than a process, in that it is located in a specific time in their lives 
and caused a major re-thinking of each participant’s identity. By contrast 
Chris’ experience seems very different. Diagnosed in primary school, Chris’ 
relationship with AS is portrayed as more of an ongoing process, and his
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increasing awareness of how AS singled him out as different from his peers 
can be speculated as triggering his rejection of it as part of his identity.
However Chris also identifies a positive role of others in forming his identity, 
pointing to the importance he places on being seen as fitting in and being 
accepted. This points to complex interactions between self-concepts and 
social environment in identity formation. Simon and Jenny described similar 
struggles in the past to be seen as acceptable, leading to a rejection of those 
aspects of themselves that are most closely identified as being part of 
AS/HFA. They point to a process of becoming more accepting of themselves 
in later life, suggesting a fluid, shifting identity, where views of others can be 
either accepted or rejected
There was some support here for Tregaskis’s (2002) claim that the social 
model of disability enables people to make sense of their experience in a way 
that stops difficulties being ‘their fault’. Certainly elements of this can be seen 
in Simon’s, Jenny’s and David’s accounts and perhaps underpins their 
acceptance of their diagnosis as central to their sense of self. It could also be 
hypothesised that conversely, Chris’s rejection of AS as part of his identity is 
based on a medical model view of AS/HFA, linking to Oliver and Sapey’s 
(2006) ideas about the difficulties for those who deviate from a social ‘norm’ 
in developing a positive self-identity. However Helen’s account does not sit 
as well within either account. Whilst clearly drawing on concepts that support 
a social model of disability, it appears that the initial impact of diagnosis was 
so overwhelming that it was difficult for Helen to incorporate this into a 
positive self-image. These participants would seem to fit well with Frith and 
Happé’s (1999) description of higher-functioning individuals, who have 
managed to develop the introspective awareness needed to support identity 
formation. Using this model it might be speculated that there are subtle 
differences in the processes involved in identity formation, and this might be 
a fruitful area for future research.
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There is also material here that fits in well with research on diagnosis. 
Portway and Johnson’s (2005) work exploring AS as a non-obvious disability, 
is somewhat supported here, in that participants describe experiences of ‘not 
fitting in’ and their subsequent difficulties in negotiating a social identity. This 
study also points to how some people move on from this position, to use a 
more positive view of their AS/HFA to help them negotiate social identities. 
There were also very similar findings here to Punshon’s (2009), Huws and 
Jones (2008) and Humphrey and Lewis’s (2008) work, in that Chris in 
particular can be seen as internalising the negative appraisals of others into 
his sense of self, and all of the others commented on stigma, however for 
some the explanatory effects of receiving a diagnosis had a positive effect on 
identity.
Perhaps one of the most interesting questions to arise out of this study 
concerns issues of group, or cultural identity. Whilst there is clear evidence 
for acceptance by some individuals of incorporating AS/HFA as part of their 
identity at the level of accepting the diagnosis, it is less clear that this lead to 
identification with a group of people that also have the same diagnosis. David 
provided the strongest evidence for identifying with an AS/HFA culture, 
referring to a ‘band of brothers’ and taking on responsibility within that culture 
for helping others. There was also a comment by Simon when talking about 
the need to raise awareness of AS/HFA issues that ‘we’re in it together’. 
However he also commented that people with AS/HFA find it difficult to get 
on together, and other participants pointed to not wanting to associate with 
other people with similar diagnoses. There are links here to the work of 
Brownlow and O’Dell (2006). Similar themes emerged here, in that people 
with AS/HFA were seen as the ‘experts’ in the field, and portrayed as 
separate from others. However expertise in others, particularly professionals 
was, for these participants, very much appreciated, and conversely where it 
was lacking in professionals this was seen as needing to be addressed. Also 
despite expressing common views it was not clear that, for most participants 
here, that implied identifying with others with ASCs. Whereas personal 
identity, for these participants, seemed to be associated with similar social
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influences to people without an ASC, at the level of cultural identity there 
does seem to be something different going on for these participants than 
happens in more typical formations of cultural identity. Issues of cultural 
identity were beyond the scope of this study, however the questions raised 
here could form the basis for profitable future research.
Conceptualisations of help
All participants, whatever their views on identity or their conceptualisations of 
AS/HFA, pointed to the need for help that was specifically tailored for 
AS/HFA. The importance of expertise in professionals was particularly 
emphasised, and these participants were particularly damning of those 
professionals whose advice was either completely lacking an understanding 
of AS/HFA, or was based on overly simplistic or over generalised models of 
ASCs.
However there were other links between conceptualisations of AS/HFA, 
identity and views on help. Those participants who were largely accepting of 
AS/HFA as part of their identity, and predominantly viewed AS/HFA as a 
difference, rather than a disability conceptualised help as being promoting 
better understanding by others, and accommodation of difference. By 
contrast, where participants identified difficulties, and were rejecting of 
AS/HFA as part of identity, then help was conceptualised as helping them to 
overcome their difficulties, and perhaps by extension, their AS/HFA.
As found in Eaves and Ho’s (2008) study, a number of participants found 
accessing suitable help difficult, in particular the need to ‘prove’ that she 
needed help was mentioned specifically as a barrier by Jenny. There were 
also very strongly voiced opinions that support the NAO’s (2009) report 
findings of the need for better targeted support for people with AS/HFA, with 
more appropriate eligibility criteria. Indeed this study adds considerable depth 
to this description of need, pointing out that, for these participants, access to 
well-resourced, flexible and knowledgeable resources should be seen as a 
priority. There also emerged very strongly expressed views that manualised
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or overly simplistic models of delivery are unhelpful, rather each person 
should be seen as having complex and individual need.
Critique
Clearly, as a small-scale qualitative study, the findings here cannot be overly 
generalised. In particular it is unlikely that these participants are 
representative of most people with AS/HFA, given the well-documented 
difficulties that most people with AS/HFA have with unstructured discussion. 
Nevertheless, as suggested by Sharp (1998) theoretical generalisability of 
some of these findings is possible, where the analysis here comments on or 
adds to findings from other studies. Perhaps of particular interest is the 
growing body of qualitative evidence that points to similar processes of 
identity formation in at least some people with AS/HFA to people without an 
ASC. This supports Smith’s et al.’s (2009) hope that “...as more studies are 
conducted in particular areas, it will be possible to begin developing stronger 
theoretical statements...”.
Analysis and interpretation are recognised as being doubly hermeneutic in 
I PA, and consequently there are other interpretations possible of these 
interviews. However I have clearly embedded my analysis in my data 
throughout, and have held in-depth discussions with my supervisor to justify 
the analysis developed here. The current analysis was based on a number of 
factors, not least what individual participants viewed as important. Indeed 
without this drive from participants I would not have identified individual 
identity as playing such an important role in conceptualisations of help.
There was perhaps wider variation between participants that would be 
considered ideal for a study of this nature. In particular there is a wide 
variation in age (18-49), age at diagnosis and experiences of specialist 
services. To some extent this is useful, enabling speculation about the 
processes that inform the construction of identity, and pointing to the 
complexity of help needed, which needs to adapt to the particular needs, 
beliefs and circumstances of the individual, and points to interesting new
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possibilities for research. However it would be useful to follow up this work 
with more focussed qualitative work, to further develop and refine the findings 
here.
It had not been anticipated that person identity would emerge so strongly as 
a theme in this research. Consequently there are questions raised here, that 
were not covered by the interview schedule, meaning that possible 
opportunities to gather relevant data was missed. A grounded theory 
approach would have allowed this study to pursue emerging themes, 
however as discussed previously this would have been at the expense of the 
conflicts and contradictions both between and within individual accounts. As 
this need to recognise the uniqueness of each individual emerges strongly as 
a theme informing appropriate help, the main thrust of this research, then IRA 
is perhaps still the better methodology with which to answer this question.
Clinical Implications
Clearly identified by all participants is that all professionals need to be better 
informed about AS/HFA, and in particular to understand the complexities of a 
hidden disability. This has implications for individual clinicians, in pointing to 
the need to ensure that they are well-trained and up-to-date in the field of 
ASCs It also points to the need to liaise with, support and offer training to a 
wide range of other professionals, as often a body of expertise in ASCs in a 
particular area lies within health services.
The role of diagnosis in the development of identity has been clearly 
commented on, and seen as playing an important role. Whilst it would be 
useful to carry out further research to specify what distinguishes a good 
diagnostic process from an unhelpful one several important factors are 
suggested by this research. Again the role of expertise is implicated. The way 
that diagnosis is presented can also close down or open up possibilities for 
identity, and Helen in particular pointed to the necessity of accommodating 
the individual within the diagnostic process, rather than providing a generic 
description. Jenny pointed to the usefulness of ongoing support from services
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after diagnosis, to ensure that family and schools and wider social networks 
were supported in understanding and accommodating individual difference.
The participants that discussed depression and anxiety pointed to a different 
experience of these conditions from people without an ASC, and suggested 
that therefore effective treatment would be different. In particular they 
commented that conventional counselling, with its emphasis on emotions and 
feelings was unhelpful. Rather they suggested therapy that was more 
focussed on practical issues. Clearly some therapeutic orientations are better 
suited to this approach than others, for example Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy could accommodate a shift in emphasis towards behavioural 
experiments. This area would benefit from further research.
Ethical Issues
There were no particular ethical issues raised during this research. Although 
participants touched on difficult areas of their lives, such as the experience of 
mental health issues, as this was at the instigation of the participant and as 
such can be seen as reflecting their desire to have these issues heard. No 
participant appeared to be unduly distressed by their accounts, and none 
have contacted me to ask to withdraw all or part of my account.
There is perhaps a wider ethical consideration with this style of research in 
this area, however. As discussed earlier, semi-structured interview 
techniques may not appeal to most people with a diagnosis of AS/HFA. As 
there is a growing body of research using these techniques there is the 
possibility that the voice of people who are comfortable with this approach is 
over-represented in the research literature, compared to people who may be 
more typical of people with these diagnoses. As any research that reflects 
first-hand accounts of AS/HFA is still very much in the minority, compared to 
research on AS/HFA as a whole this is not perhaps an issue at present. 
However future research would benefit from using a wider range of 
methodologies, as suggested by Smith et al. (2009), in order to ensure that a 
wide range of experiences are captured.
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Reflections
On completing this research it is interesting to note that I achieved both so 
much more and so much less than I set out to. On the positive side the 
experience of hearing these rich accounts has provided me with a lot of food 
for thought, and will stay with me throughout my clinical practice. I have been 
privileged to gain some sort of insight into other’s lived reality. On the other 
hand I had hoped that this would lead to a complete understanding of 
AS/HFA. Whilst this was clearly an over-ambitious goal, the clear message 
given here by these participants was that people who do not have AS/HFA 
will never really understand what it is like to live with. I am not sure to what 
extent this is different from never knowing what anyone else’s living reality 
truly is, but I would be being unfaithful to these participant’s views if I 
minimised their feelings of being very separate and ultimately unknowable. 
Paradoxically, being positioned as unavoidably ‘other’ in this way has given 
me some insight into how this feels from their point of view. Having carried 
out this research it now feels like a responsibility, both to ensure that I 
represent these participant’s views as authentically as I can, and also to 
make sure that this research proves, in itself, to be helpful. My thoughts on 
this are framed by the following: “It seems this research will be extremely 
valuable in furlfilling [sic] the dissertation requirements required to give these 
morons their PhDs.” (Brownlow & O'Dell, 2006) and whilst I hope very much 
that this will result in a doctorate, I feel that I owe it to these participants to 
give this work a wider audience, so that their views, feelings and advice are 
not confined to this publication.
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APPENDIX A -  FACULTY PROTOCOL SUBMISSION
Ethics Committee
Submission To The University's Faculty o f Arts and Human Sciences C om m ittee For The 
Approval O f Study Protocol Cover Sheet
Title of project: Does the help help? An investigation of adults with 
Asperger's Syndrome or High Functioning Autism (AS/HFA) experiences of 
being helped.
2. Names of Principal Investigators Qualifications Department/Institution
Please note that supervisors must be listed as Principal Investigators in submissions from a ii 
researchers who are registered as students o f the University.
Dr Emma Williams PhD Psychology Department of
Psychology
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Names of Co-Investigators
Sally Morgan BA (Hons) 
Psychology
PGDip Social 
Sciences
Department/Degree
Course
Department of 
Psychology Doctorate in 
Clinical Psychology
3. Signature of Supervisor (where appropriate) to indicate that (s)he has read 
and approved the protocol submission:
Date:
4. Details of Other Collaborators:
N/A
5. Details of Sponsors: 
None
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6. Details of payments to Investigators, Departments, Schools or Institutions. 
Investigators who receive payment as part of an annual consultancy fee should 
advise the Committee of the situation:
None
7. Where will the project be carried out ? (e.g. University, hospital, etc.):
In a public place, such as the university, or in participants' homes, following 
the School of Human Sciences Ethics Commitee 'Guidance notés for students 
undertaking data collection at private addresses or insecure locations' 
protocol.
8. Source of the participants to be studied:
Recruitment will be via relevant organisations such as the National Autistic 
Society and the Asperger's Foundation.
Details of payments to participants:
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£10 in gift vouchers.
Investigators are asked to note that research proposals involving the following 
must be submitted to an NHS Research Ethics Committee for ethical review. 
Please indicate which of the categories below, if any, applies to your research, 
and provide details of your NHS REC application. The Ethics Committee will not 
consider research proposals which meet any of these criteria until NHS REC 
approval has been obtained.
N/A
patients and users of the NHS. This includes all potential research participants 
recruited by virtue of the patient or user's past or present treatment by, or use 
of, the NHS. It includes NHS patients treated under contract with private sector 
institutions.
individuals identified as potential research participants because of their status as 
relatives or carers of patients and users of the NHS, as defined above.
access to data, organs or other bodily material of past and present NHS patients.
fetal material and IVF involving NHS patients.
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the recently dead in NHS premises.
the use of, or potential access to, NHS premises or facilities.
NHS staff -  recruited as research participants by virtue of their professional role.
Has a risk assessment been carried out in respect of this research, either for 
potential participants or the researchers? If yes, please attach a summary 
document of the issues considered. If no, please explain why it has not been 
done.
A risk assessment was carried out as part of the review process for this 
research, for both participants and researchers. The protocol includes 
measures to reduce and address the potential risks. Summary document 
attached
What are the potential adverse effects, risks or hazards for (a) research 
participants? (b) researchers?
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There may be potential risk to research participants in terms of becoming 
distressed due to the sensitive nature of the subject matter (e.g. potentially 
recalling distressing past events).
There may also be potential risks for the researcher associated with visiting 
participants in their own homes.
What are the potential benefits for research participants?
The dominant discourses around AS/HFA are medicalised, with advice about 
what is helpful largely coming from a professional perspective, addressing 
the concerns of carers and other professionals, rather than looking at the 
needs of people with a diagnosis of AS/HFA. This research will give a space 
to participants to describetheir own views are of what is helpful, and may 
enable them to challenge medicalised discourses.
Please provide details of arrangements for the collection, retention, use and 
disposal of research data:
All data collected will be made anonymous in the transcripts and final report 
using pseudonyms for names, with other identifying data, such as job titles 
and locations substituteded or omitted. The exact location of the groups
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from which participants were drawn will not be identified in the final report, 
to reduce the chance of identification. No personal details will be stored on a 
computer. Interview transcripts and analyses will be stored on a computer in 
password-protected files, in a secure place. In accordance with the Data 
Protection Act (1998), the audio tapes and paper copies of data will be kept 
in a locked cabinet in a secure place. The data will be destroyed five years 
after publication of the results.
Has a Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) check been carried out in relation to this 
research? (This will be required for research activity which will bring staff and/or 
students into contact with children or vulnerable adults). If yes, please attach 
copies of the relevant documentation.
A CRB check has not been carried out specifically in relation to this research, 
as the participants involved are not deemed to be vulnerable. However, the 
researcher has a current CRB check for her work with both children and 
vulnerable people within the NHS.
For Drugs Trials
N/A
Please state Phase:
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If a new drug, does it have a Clinical Trials Exemption Certificate or Product 
Licence Number ?
If a new drug, give details of toxic/side effects so far reported;
In addition to the recorded toxic/side effects, state any potential risks to the 
subjects and the precautions taken to deal with the situation:
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Checklist of Accompanying Documents (Please tick the appropriate boxes)
Please ensure that, where appropriate, the following documents are submitted along 
with your application:
i A summary of the project, (approximately 500 words), including its principal 
aims and objectives ; this should provide a clear description of who is 
doing what, to whom, to how many, where, when and why in non technical, 
lay terms
ii The detailed protocol for the project
lii Evidence of agreement of other collaborators
Iv Copy of the Information Sheet for participants
V Copy of the Consent Form
Vi Copy of questionnaire/interview Schedule
Vii Copies of standard letters related to the project
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Viii Copy of risk assessment
Ix Protocol Submission Proforma: Insurance
X Confirmation that CRB (Criminal Records Bureau) checks have been carried
out -  this will be required if there is contact with children and vulnerable adults 
for significant periods o f tim e
xi Evidence of insurance cover/indemnity, particularly for drugs trials (Please
refer to  the Insurance Guidelines)
Xii Copy of the Clinical Trials Exemption Certificate or Product Licence Number
y i l l  In fo rm ation  concerning any o th e r Ethical C o m m ittee  to  w hich an application  fo r approval 
is being m ade
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X II  Letter o f notification  o f NHS approval
Names and signatures of all Investigators:
Date of Application:
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Summary of the Project
The first models of Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASD)s can be traced back to 
Kanner (1943, cited in Frith, 2003) and Asperger (1944, cited in Frith, 2003). 
Current diagnosis of ASDs (ICD-10, DSM-IV) rely on behavioural descriptions of 
ASDs, organised around the 'triad of impairments' described by Wing (1981), 
namely social and emotional difficulties, language difficulties and problems with 
flexibility of thought and imagination. There have been many models over the 
years to try to explain these patterns of difficulties. Current models of ASDs 
include the 'male brain' model (see e.g. Baron-Cohen, 2002), weak central 
coherence models (e.g. Frith, 2003) and executive dysfunction models (e.g. 
Ozonoff et al., 1991). Whilst these theories all have different cognitive processes 
underpinning their explanations of ASDs they all consider these conditions to be 
a life-long developmental difference. A number of specific diagnostic labels 
constitute ASDs, for example autism, Asperger's syndrome and pervasive 
developmental disorder (DSM-IV). However there is a high degree of overlap 
between these conditions, different models do not map readily onto the 
diagnostic labels and different diagnoses do not seem to predict outcome for 
adults (Howlin, 2003). Because of this, this research does not distinguish 
between different diagnostic categories of ASDs. A wide range of therapies have 
been developed to try and overcome the difficulties experienced by people with 
ASDs, (see e.g. Dawson and Osterling, 1997), however for most people 
difficulties persist into adult life. These include differences of executive 
functioning (Kleinhans et al. 2005), sensory hypersensitivity (Blakemore et. al. 
2006), memory (Bowler et al., 2004), psychological problems such as anxiety and 
depression (Ramsay et al., 2005, Tatum, 2000), sleep disturbances (Hare et al.
2005) and problems finding and keeping employment (Hurlbutt and Chalmers,
2004).
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Whilst psychologists and health professionals have focussed on the difficulties 
faced by those on the autistic spectrum, a different view of ASDs has come from 
within the autistic community. 'Aspies for Freedom' is an organisation that has a 
model of ASDs as part of neurodiversity, and has the view that have the view 
that "aspergers and autism are not negative, and are not always a disability" 
(http://www.aspiesforfreedom.com/, accessed 7/10/07). This view of ASDs 
suggests a social model of difficulties, with problems being experienced because 
society is not structured to meet the needs of the autistic community.
Research into ASDs has predominantly come from a positivistic quantitative 
perspective. However this approach has mainly captured the views and 
experiences of professionals and carers, with little research addressing the 
experience of those with a diagnosis of an ASD. By contrast, qualitative 
approaches are ideally positioned to capture first-hand experiences. 
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IRA) aims "to explore in detail how 
participants are making sense of their personal and social world" (Smith and 
Osborn, 2003). As such this approach is indicated if we want to find out how 
people with ASDs construe their experience, their difficulties and their needs.
This research aims to discover how people with an ASD construe the difficulties 
that they face and how this relates to their view of their ASD. It also aims to 
explore how people with an ASD experience the help that they are offered and 
what they find useful in helping them their difficulties. It is hoped that this 
research might give some insight into why some people with an ASD cope better 
than others in adult life, as this question has so far failed to be answered by 
quantitative methods. It will use interviews, of up to eight participants, 
conducted at a mutually agreed location and lasting about one hour. Participants 
will be recruited via organisations such as the National Autistic Society, and
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participants will opt in after requesting and receiving an information pack about 
the study.
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Detailed protocol for the project
PROJECT TITLE:
Does the help help? An investigation of adults with Asperger's Syndrome 
experiences of being helped.
Theoretical Rationale:
The first models of ASDs can be traced back to Kanner (1943, cited in Frith,
2003) and Asperger (1944, cited in Frith, 2003), in independently published 
accounts. Current diagnosis of ASDs (ICD-10, DSM-IV) rely on behavioural 
descriptions of ASDs, organised around the 'triad of impairments' described by 
Wing (1981), namely social and emotional difficulties, language difficulties and 
problems with flexibility of thought and imagination. There have been many 
models over the years to try to explain these patterns of difficulties. Current 
models of ASDs include the 'male brain' model (see e.g. Baron-Cohen, 2002), 
weak central coherence models (e.g. Frith, 2003) and executive dysfunction 
models (e.g. Ozonoff et al., 1991). Whilst these theories all have different 
cognitive processes underpinning their explanations of ASDs they all consider 
these conditions to be a life-long developmental difference. A number of 
specific diagnostic labels constitute ASDs, for example autism, Asperger's 
syndrome and pervasive developmental disorder (DSM-IV). However there is a 
high degree of overlap between these conditions, different models do not map 
readily onto the diagnostic labels and different diagnoses do not seem to predict 
outcome for adults (Howlin, 2003). Because of this, this research does not 
distinguish between different diagnostic categories of ASDs. A wide range of 
therapies have been developed to try and overcome the difficulties experienced 
by people with ASDs, (see e.g. Dawson and Osterling, 1997), however for most 
people difficulties persist into adult life. These include differences of executive 
functioning (Kleinhans et al. 2005), sensory hypersensitivity (Blakemore et. al.
2006), memory (Bowler et al., 2004), psychological problems such as anxiety and 
depression (Ramsay et al., 2005, Tatum, 2000), sleep disturbances (Hare et al.
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2005) and problems finding and keeping employment (Hurlbutt and Chalmers,
2004).
Whilst psychologists and health professionals have focussed on the difficulties 
faced by those on the autistic spectrum, a different view of ASDs has come from 
within the autistic community. 'Aspies for Freedom' is an organisation that has a 
model of ASDs as part of neurodiversity, and has the view that have the view 
that "aspergers and autism are not negative, and are not always a disability" 
(http://www.aspiesforfreedom.com/, accessed 7/10/07). This view of ASDs 
suggests a social model of difficulties, with problems being experienced because 
society is not structured to meet the needs of the autistic community.
Research into ASDs has predominantly come from a positivistic quantitative 
perspective. However this approach has mainly captured the views and 
experiences of professionals and carers, with little research addressing the 
experience of those with a diagnosis of an ASD. By contrast, qualitative 
approaches are ideally positioned to capture first-hand experiences. 
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) aims "to explore in detail how 
participants are making sense of their personal and social world" (Smith and 
Osborn, 2003). As such this approach is indicated if we want to find out how 
people with ASDs construe their experience, their difficulties and their needs.
This research aims to discover how people with an ASD construe the difficulties 
that they face and how this relates to their view of their ASD. It also aims to 
explore how people with an ASD experience the help that they are offered and 
what they find useful in helping them their difficulties. It is hoped that this 
research might give some insight into why some people with an ASD cope better
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than others in adult life, as this question has so far failed to be answered by 
quantitative methods.
Objectives:
To investigate how adults with ASDs characterise the problems that they have, 
and to find out what characterises useful help offered by others.
Design:
A qualitative study of people's experience of ASD, their views of their difficulties 
and what they have found helpful, using IPA.
Setting:
Participants will be recruited nationally, using Autism support organisations such 
as the National Autistic Society (NAS) website and local branches.
Participants:
Selection criteria -  participants must:
Be adults (over 18)
Have a diagnosis of an Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
Sufficient receptive and expressive language to take part in an interview 
Not have a learning disability
Have the capacity to understand the purpose of this research and be able 
to give informed consent.
It is hoped to recruit at least eight participants. Given the heterogeneous nature 
of ASDs more participants may be recruited, as this may help to confirm major 
emerging themes.
Procedures:
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Participants will then be recruited according to the above criteria, by using the 
National Autistic Society's research web site, and by asking other organisations 
to pass on the research details to suitable potential participants. Recruitment will 
finish when a maximum of ten participants have been interviewed. Participants 
will be provided with an information pack about the research, including contact 
details of the researcher for any questions, and to opt into the research.
Prior to starting data collection, confirmation of a diagnosis of ASD will be 
sought from a health professional involved with each participant (e.g. their 
GP/Psychiatrist/Psychologist/Nurse) using a form, returned via a stamped 
addressed envelope (see enclosed). If the diagnosis has not been made using a 
standardised approach (such as the ADI-R, Lord et al. 1994), the researcher will 
also screen participants using the Adult Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ, Baron- 
Cohen et al. 2001; see enclosed) and the Empathy Quotient (EQ, Baron-Cohen & 
Wheelwright, 2004; see enclosed). This additional check will be in place to ensure 
that a diagnosis has been made and the participants are appropriate for this 
study.
Suitable participants will be selected for interview and interviews conducted at:
The University of Surrey,
a quiet public place, or as a last resort
at the participant's home.
Where interviews are conducted at the participants home additional procedures 
to ensure the safety of the researcher, such as ensuring that someone is aware 
of their location and times of checking in, will be used, following the protocol 
described in the School of Human Sciences Ethics Commitee 'Guidance notes for 
students undertaking data collection at private addresses or insecure locations'.
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The British Picture Vocabulary Scale, a brief measure of vocabulary, will be used 
to collect descriptive data about participants. Data will be collected through the 
researcher conducting semi-structured interviews with participants. Prior to 
interviews, participants will be given a brief list of questions and topics that will 
be covered in the interviews prior to them taking part (see enclosed). This will 
enable them to consider the issues beforehand and also make an informed 
decision regarding whether they would like to participate. In addition, the 
researcher will collect background information regarding age, ethnicity, age at 
ASD diagnosis, occupation, and highest educational attainment (see enclosed). 
Paticipants will be provided with a £10 gift voucher to thank them for 
participating in this research.
Interviews will be transcribed and analysed according to IPA. Peer feedback on 
analysis will be sought. Draft sections of the final report will be drawn up 
throughout the process, with the final draft submitted to the university 
supervisor. Feedback to participants will be given on request by email, and it is 
anticipated that this will consist of a summary of the final write-up, produced in 
a suitable language for participants. It is anticipated that, in addition to writing 
up the results for the DCIinPsych the results will also be used to prepare at least 
one publication.
Research Questions:
1) How, if at all, do people with an ASD ascribe their difficulties to their ASD?
2) What views do people with an ASD have on the role of other people in 
helping them with their difficulties?
Broad question areas in interview:
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1) People's understanding of their ASD
2) How they construe the difficulties in their lives and the relationship of their 
difficulties to their ASD.
3) Whether they view that they need additional help to try to overcome their 
difficulties
4) What format this help should take.
Type o f qualitative analyses:
IRA
Ethical Considerations:
People with an ASD are known to be at risk for anxiety. It is therefore key that 
anxiety due to the research situation is minimised, by making expectations clear. 
Given the communication difficulties associated with ASDs it is important that 
questions are unambiguous. People with ASDs are known to have difficulties 
understanding other's points of views. It is possible that the themes that emerge 
from the analysis do not reflect individual participants own experience, and that 
reporting this might cause them distress. Therefore thought should be given as 
to how to report other experiences that do not support the main themes that 
emerge. It is possible that the interview material may touch on distressing 
memories, as participants may choose to illustrate what is helpful by comparing 
their experiences of what is unhelpful. This study has been designed to minimise 
this possibility, by focussing on helpful experiences. It will be made clear to 
participants that they can choose what they talk about, that they can stop the 
interview at any stage and that they can withdraw all or part of their interview at 
any stage up to publication. The contact details of suitable support sources, such 
as their GP or the National Autistic Society, will be given to all participants. All 
data collected will be made anonymous in the transcripts and final report using 
pseudonyms. The exact location of the groups from which participants were 
drawn will not be identified in the final report, to reduce the chance of
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identification. No personal details will be stored on a computer. Interview 
transcripts and analyses will be stored on a computer in password-protected 
files, in a secure place. In accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998), the 
audio tapes and paper copies of data will be kept in a locked cabinet in a secure 
place.
University supervisors:
Dr Emma Williams 
Field Supervisors:
Sue Mulcahy (Service User Advisory Panel)
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Statement of risk
There may be potential risk to participants in terms of becoming distressed due 
to the sensitive nature of the subject matter (e.g. potentially recalling distressing 
past events). This research protocol has been diesigned to minimise this risk. 
However, if this occurs, the researcher will give affected participants advice and 
contact details for relevant agencies if require they additional support (e.g. to 
visit their GP, the numbers of telephone help-lines/charities etc).
There may also be potential risks for the researcher associated with visiting 
participants in their own homes. Where practically possible, interviews will be 
conducted in a public place. The researcher has experience of visiting and 
interviewing individuals at home through her work in the NHS. However, when 
interviews are conducted in private homes, the researcher will inform another 
person of their location and expected time of completion, in accordance with the 
protocol outlined in the School of Human Sciences Ethics Commitee 'Guidance 
notes for students undertaking data collection at private addresses or insecure 
locations'. The researcher will contact that person at the end of the interview to 
confirm the visit has been safely completed.
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Research into people w ho have Asperger's Syndrome, or High Functioning Autism, 
experiences o f being helped
Participant Inform ation Sheet.
Researcher: Sally Morgan
I would like to  invite you to  take part in a research study. Before you decide you need to  
understand w hy the research is being done and w hat it would involve fo r you. Please take  
tim e to  read the  following inform ation carefully. There is a lot o f inform ation here, but it 
will help you to  understand w h at this research is about and w h eth er you would w an t to  
participate. Talk to  others about the  study if you wish.
Contact m e if there  is anything th a t is not clear or if you would like m ore inform ation. M y  
contact details are at the  end o f this inform ation sheet. Take tim e to  decide w hether or not 
you wish to  take part.
I am a tra inee clinical psychologist a t the  University o f Surrey. I am doing this research as 
part o f my doctoral qualification for clinical psychology.
M y research is about people who have a diagnosis o f Asperger's Syndrome or High 
Functioning Autism (HFA). I am interested in w hat they have thought o f the help th a t o ther 
people have given them  to  try  and solve problems. This help could be from :
fam ily mem bers  
friends
professionals, such as teachers or from  em ploym ent services 
voluntary organisations.
If you decide to  take part in this research you should think about w hat sort o f help you 
w ant to  talk about. If it is likely th a t talking about being helped will rem ind you o f an 
upsetting tim e then you should think about w h eth er you should be taking part in this 
research.
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I am looking for people who:
•  have a form al diagnosis o f Asperger's Syndrome or HFA
•  are aged 18 or over
•  do not th ink th a t they have a learning disability
•  feel able to  be interview ed about the ir experiences o f having o ther people help
them  for about one hour.
This study has ethical approval from  the University o f Surrey.
If you decide to  take part I w ill, w ith  your permission, confirm your diagnosis by contacting  
a Health professional such as your GP /  psychologist /  psychiatrist. I will only be asking how  
they m ade a diagnosis and I will not be asking them  about any o f your present or past 
medical details. I will then contact you to  arrange an appointm ent fo r an interview . I can 
arrange a fte r hours appointm ent s if you are working or busy during the day. W e can 
discuss w here and w hen to  m eet when you contact me. I will also send you short 
questionnaires (betw een one and three) fo r you to  com plete before the interview .
W hen you come to  the interview  I will give you a short test o f vocabulary, lasting about 10 
minutes. This is so th a t w hen I w rite  about the research I can give some details about the  
vocabulary o f participants in this study. This will not be reported in a way th a t identifies  
individual participants.
I will then interview  you for about an hour on your experiences o f being helped. I will be 
recording the interview .
The main questions I will be asking are:
•  W h at does having Asperger's Syndrome or HFA mean to  you?
• Think about problems th a t you have had in the past, w here people have tried  to  
help you. Can you briefly describe the problems?
•  W h at do you find most useful about the help th a t o ther people give you?
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•  Do people who try  to  help you need to  know about Asperger's Syndrome /  HFA in 
general?
• Do people w ho try  to  help you need to  know th a t you have Asperger's Syndrome /  
HFA?
I m ight also ask some extra questions, to  help me to  understand your answers to  the main 
questions, or to  give me some m ore detail about your answer.
You m ight find it useful to  make notes before coming to  the interview . You are w elcom e to  
bring your notes w ith  you if it would help you.
A fter the interview  has finished I will type it up, so th a t I have a w ritten  record o f w hat was 
said. If you w ant I can send a copy o f this to  you. I will be making the inform ation  
anonymous, by changing your nam e and any o ther identifying inform ation about you, when  
I type it up. I will store all the m aterial th a t can be used to  identify you in a locked filing 
cabinet. I will store this m aterial fo r five years a fter I have finished the research and then  I 
will shred it. I will be writing up the research for my thesis. This will be kept in the  
Psychology D epartm ent at the  University o f Surrey.
W hen I have finished interview ing then I will be analysing the interviews, looking fo r things 
th a t some people have in com m on, and the things th a t they have d ifferent opinions about.
I would like to  use direct quotes from  interviews w hen I w rite  about the research. You can 
say if you don 't w an t me to  directly quote from  your interview . You can w ithdraw  all or part 
of your interview  from  this study at any tim e. If you decide to  w ithdraw  all or part o f your 
in terview  this will not affect your access to  services in any way.
If you would like to  receive a sum m ary final report th a t I w rite  I can send one to  you. If I 
w rite  a report fo r publication in a journal I can also let you have details about that.
M y  University supervisor is; 
Dr Emma Williams  
D epartm ent o f Psychology 
University o f Surrey 
Guildford GU2 7XH
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Telephone: 01483 686909
If you have a com plaint about this research, th a t you do not feel you can ta lk  to  me directly  
about then please contact Dr Emma W illiam s to  discuss your concerns.
If you would like m ore details about the research, or would like to  participate then you 
please contact me directly. You can also ask som eone else to  contact me on your behalf, 
fo r exam ple a fam ily m em ber, or the person who contacted you to  see if you w ere  
interested in my research.
If you are interested in taking part in this study, or would like m ore details to  help you 
decide you can contact me by email s.m organ@ surrey.ac.uk or you can phone and leave a 
message fo r me on 01483  689441.
Thank you fo r taking the tim e to  read this, and I hope th a t this research interests you.
Sally Morgan
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Consent form  fo r participants
Research into people who have Asperger's Syndrome, or High Functioning Autism, 
experiences o f being helped
Researcher: Sally Morgan
The purpose o f this study is an investigation o f adults w ith  Asperger's Syndrome or High 
Functioning Autism (AS/HFA) experiences o f being helped. The results will form  part o f the  
researcher's doctorate in Clinical Psychology at the University o f Surrey.
confirm that:
I the undersigned voluntarily agree to  take part in the study on Autism Spectrum Disorder 
and identity.
I have read and understood the Inform ation Sheet provided. I have been given a full 
explanation by the investigators o f the nature, purpose, location and likely duration o f the  
study, and o f w hat I will be expected to  do. I have been advised about any discom fort and 
possible ill-effects on my health and w ell-being which m ay result. I have been given the  
opportunity to  ask questions on all aspects o f the study and have understood the advice 
and inform ation given as a result.
I agree to  comply w ith  any instruction given to  me during the  study and to  co-operate fully  
w ith  the investigators. I shall inform  them  im m ediately if I suffer any deterioration  o f any 
kind in my health or well-being, or experience any unexpected or unusual symptoms.
I agree to  the investigators contacting my general practitioner /psychologist/psychiatrist^  
about my participation in the study, and I authorise my them  to  disclose details o f my 
relevant diagnosis, in confidence.
5 Delete as appropriate
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I consent to  my personal data, as outlined in the accompanying inform ation sheet, being 
used fo r the research project detailed in th e  inform ation sheet, and agree th a t data 
collected may be shared w ith  o ther researchers or interested parties. I understand th a t all 
personal data relating to  volunteers is held and processed in the strictest confidence, and in 
accordance w ith the Data Protection Act (1998).
I understand th a t I am free to  w ithdraw  from  the study at any tim e w ith o ut needing to  
justify my decision and w ithout prejudice.
I acknowledge th a t in consideration fo r com pleting the study I shall receive a gift voucher 
fo r the  sum of £10. I recognise th a t the sum would be less, and at the discretion of the  
Principal Investigator, if I w ithdraw  before com pletion o f the study.
I understand th a t in the event o f my suffering a significant and enduring injury (including 
illness or disease) as a direct result o f my participation in the study, compensation will be 
paid to  me by the University subject to  certain provisos and lim itations. The am ount of 
com pensation will be appropriate to  the nature, severity and persistence o f the injury and 
will, in general term s, be consistent w ith  the am ount o f damages com m only awarded fo r  
similar injury by an English court in cases w here the liability has been adm itted
I confirm th a t I have read and understood the above and freely consent to  participating in 
this study. I have been given adequate tim e to  consider my participation and agree to  
comply w ith  the instructions and restrictions o f the study.
I Do /  Do Not® give permission fo r direct quotes from  my interview  to  be used in any 
publication resulting from  this research.
Nam e o f volunteer (BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed
Date
6 Delete as appropriate
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Nam e o f researcher (BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed
Date
If you have any questions about this research or wish to  have a copy o f the main findings, 
you can contact the researcher by leaving a te lephone message via the University o f Surrey
(01483689441) or via email: s .m o rq an @ su rrey .ac .u k
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Consent form  to  confirm diagnosis o f ASD
Dear (nam e o f health care professional).
(Nam e o f participant) has volunteered to  participate in a research study being conducted at 
the  University o f Surrey. He/she has given his/her signed consent for you to  confirm his/her 
diagnosis o f Autism Spectrum Disorder, w ho m ade the diagnosis and how  it was made. 
Please find enclosed h is/her consent form . Please com plete the form  below and return to  
m e in the enclosed stamped addressed envelope. If you require fu rther inform ation, please 
do not hesitate to  contact me at the University o f Surrey on 01483689441  or via email:
s.morqan@surrey.ac.uk.
M any Thanks 
Sally Morgan
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
University o f Surrey
I (Health care professional's nam e) , confirm th a t (participant's nam e) has a
form al diagnosis o f Autism Spectrum Disorder. The diagnosis was m ade in (year).
The diagnosis was m ade by a: G P|Q | Psychiatrist |Q
Psychologist |Q | O ther (please specify) |Q  __________________
The diagnosis was m ade using the following standardised measures: 
ADI-R m  A D O S Q  d is c o  |Q | O ther (please specify) |Q
Nam e (print) Signature Date
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Questionnaires and interview schedule
The Adult Autism Spectrum Q uotient (AQ) 
Ages 16+
SPECIMEN, FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY.
N am e:....................................................  Sex:......................................................
Date o f b irth:........................................... Today's D ate ........................................
How to  fill out the questionnaire
Below are a list of statements. Please read each statement very carefully and rate how 
strongly you agree or disagree with it by circling your answer.
DO NOT MISS ANY STATEMENT OUT.
Examples
E l. 1 am willing to  take risks. d e fin ite ly U lig h tlw  slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree ^ is a g r ^
E 2 .1 like playing board games. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
a g r ë e ^  agree disagree disagree
E 3 .1 find learning to  play musical instrum ents easy. definitely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree ^ is a g t ^  disagree
E 4 .1 am fascinated by o ther cultures. definitely slightly sligHtly definitely  
agree agree disagree disagree
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1. 1 prefer to  do things w ith  others rather than on 
my own.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
2. 1 prefer to  do things the same w ay over and 
over again.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
3. If 1 try  to  imagine something, 1 find it very easy 
to  create a picture in my mind.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
4. 1 frequently  get so strongly absorbed in one  
thing th a t 1 lose sight o f o ther things.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
5. 1 often notice small sounds w hen others do not. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
6. 1 usually notice car num ber plates or similar 
strings o f inform ation.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
7. O ther people frequently  tell me th a t w h at I've 
said is im polite, even though 1 think it is polite.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
8. W hen I'm reading a story, 1 can easily imagine 
w hat the characters might look like.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
9. 1 am fascinated by dates. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
10. In a social group, 1 can easily keep track o f 
several d ifferen t people's conversations.
defin itely slightly slightly defin ite ly  
agree agree disagree disagree
11. 1 find social situations easy. defin itely slightly slightly defin ite ly  
agree agree disagree disagree
12. 1 tend to  notice details th a t others do not. defin itely slightly slightly defin ite ly  
agree agree disagree disagree
13. 1 would rather go to  a library than a party. defin itely slightly slightly defin ite ly
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agree agree disagree disagree
14. 1 find making up stories easy. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
15. 1 find myself drawn m ore strongly to  people  
than to  things.
defin itely slightly slightly definitely  
agree agree disagree disagree
16. 1 tend to have very strong interests which 1 get 
upset about if 1 can't pursue.
defin itely slightly slightly definitely  
agree agree disagree disagree
17. 1 enjoy social chit-chat. defin itely slightly slightly definitely  
agree agree disagree disagree
18. W hen 1 talk, it isn't always easy for others to  get 
a w ord in edgeways.
definitely slightly slightly definitely  
agree agree disagree disagree
19. 1 am fascinated by numbers. definitely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
20. W hen I'm reading a story, 1 find it difficult to  
w ork out the characters' intentions.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
21. 1 don 't particularly enjoy reading fiction. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
22. 1 find it hard to  make new friends. definitely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
23. 1 notice patterns in things all the  tim e. definitely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
24. 1 w ould rather go to  the th ea tre  than a museum. definitely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
25. It does not upset me if my daily routine is 
disturbed.
definitely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
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26. 1 frequently  find th a t 1 don 't know how to  keep 
a conversation going.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
27. 1 find it easy to  "read betw een the lines" when  
som eone is talking to  me.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
28. 1 usually concentrate m ore on the w hole  
picture, rather than the small details.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
29. 1 am not very good at rem em bering phone 
numbers.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
30. 1 don 't usually notice small changes in a 
situation, or a person's appearance.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
31. 1 know how to  tell if someone listening to  me is 
getting bored.
definitely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
32. 1 find it easy to  do m ore than one thing at once. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
33. W hen 1 talk on the phone. I'm not sure w hen it's 
my turn to  speak.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
34. 1 enjoy doing things spontaneously. defin itely slightly slightly defin ite ly  
agree agree disagree disagree
35. 1 am often the last to  understand the point o f a 
joke.
defin itely slightly slightly defin ite ly  
agree agree disagree disagree
36. 1 find it easy to  w ork out w hat someone is 
thinking or feeling just by looking at the ir face.
defin itely slightly slightly defin ite ly  
agree agree disagree disagree
37. If there  is an interruption, 1 can switch back to  
w hat 1 was doing very quickly.
defin itely slightly slightly defin ite ly  
agree agree disagree disagree
38. 1 am good at social chit-chat. defin itely slightly slightly defin ite ly  
agree agree disagree disagree
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39. People often te ll me th a t 1 keep going on and on 
about the same thing.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
40. W hen 1 was young, 1 used to  enjoy playing
games involving pretending w ith  o ther children.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
41. 1 like to  collect inform ation about categories of 
things (e.g. types o f car, types o f bird, types of 
train , types o f plant, etc.).
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
42. 1 find it difficult to  imagine w h at it would be like 
to  be someone else.
definitely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
43. 1 like to  plan any activities 1 participate in 
carefully.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
44. 1 enjoy social occasions. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
45. 1 find it difficult to  w ork out people's intentions. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
46. N ew  situations make me anxious. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
47. 1 enjoy m eeting new  people. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
48. 1 am a good diplom at. defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
49. 1 am not very good at rem em bering people's 
date o f birth.
defin itely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
50. 1 find it very easy to  play games w ith  children 
th a t involve pretending.
definitely slightly slightly defin itely  
agree agree disagree disagree
Developed by:
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The Autism Research Centre 
University o f Cambridge
©  MRC-SBC/SJW Feb 1998
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THE CAMBRIDGE BEHAVIOUR SCALE
Please fill in this information and then read the instructions below.
ALL INFORMATION REMAINS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Name:.................. :.......................................................................Sex:................................
Date of birth:................................................ Today’s date:.........................
How to  fill out the questionnaire
Below are a list of statements. Please read each statement very carefully and rate how 
strongly you agree or disagree with it by circling your answer. There are no right or wrong 
answers, or trick questions.
IN ORDER FOR THE SCALE TO BE VALID, YOU MUST ANSW ER EVERY 
QUESTION.
Examples
E l. I would be very upset if I couldn't listen to  music every strongly I  s lightlw  slightly strongly 
day.
agree agree disagree ^ i s a g ^
E2. I prefer to  speak to  my friends on the phone rather strongly slightly slightly strongly 
than w rite  letters to  them .
agree disagree disagree
E3. I have no desire to  travel to  d ifferent parts o f the strongly slightly slightly strongly 
w orld.
agree agree /dtsagf;ee disagree
E4. I prefer to  read than to  dance. strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
1. I can easily tell if someone else wants to  en ter a strongly slightly slightly strongly
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conversation. agree agree disagree disagree
2. 1 find it difficult to  explain to  others things th a t 1 strongly slightly slightly strongly
understand easily, w hen they don't understand it first 
tim e. agree agree disagree disagree
3. 1 really enjoy caring fo r o ther people. strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
4. 1 find it hard to  know w h at to  do in a social situation. strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
5. People o ften tell me th a t 1 w en t too far in driving my strongly slightly slightly strongly
point hom e in a discussion.
agree agree disagree disagree
6. It doesn't bother me too  much if 1 am late m eeting a strongly slightly slightly strongly
friend.
agree agree disagree disagree
7. Friendships and relationships are just too  difficult, so 1 strongly slightly slightly strongly
tend not to bother w ith  them .
agree agree disagree disagree
8. 1 often find it difficult to  judge if something is rude or strongly slightly slightly strongly
polite.
agree agree disagree disagree
9. In a conversation, 1 tend to  focus on my own thoughts strongly slightly slightly strongly
rather than on w hat my listener m ight be thinking.
agree agree disagree disagree
10. W hen 1 was a child, 1 enjoyed cutting up worm s to  see strongly slightly slightly strongly
w hat would happen.
agree agree disagree disagree
11. 1 can pick up quickly if someone says one thing but strongly slightly slightly strongly
means another.
agree agree disagree disagree
12. It is hard fo r me to  see why some things upset people strongly slightly slightly strongly
so much.
agree agree disagree disagree
13. 1 find it easy to  put myself in som ebody else's shoes. strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
14. 1 am good at predicting how someone will feel. strongly slightly slightly strongly
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agree agree disagree disagree
15. 1 am quick to  spot w hen someone in a group is feeling strongly slightly slightly strongly
aw kw ard or uncom fortable.
agree agree disagree disagree
16. If 1 say something th a t someone else is offended by, 1 strongly slightly slightly strongly
th ink th a t that's the ir problem , not mine.
agree agree disagree disagree
17. If anyone asked me if 1 liked th e ir haircut, 1 would strongly slightly slightly strongly
reply truthfully, even if 1 didn't like it.
agree agree disagree disagree
18. 1 can't always see w hy som eone should have fe lt strongly slightly slightly strongly
offended by a rem ark.
agree agree disagree disagree
19. Seeing people cry doesn't really upset me. strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
20. 1 am very blunt, which some people take to  be strongly slightly slightly strongly
rudeness, even though this is unintentional.
agree agree disagree disagree
21. 1 don 't tend to  find social situations confusing. strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
22. O ther people tell me 1 am good at understanding how strongly slightly slightly strongly
they are feeling and w hat they are thinking.
agree agree disagree disagree
23. W hen 1 ta lk  to  people, 1 tend to  ta lk  about their strongly slightly slightly strongly
experiences rather than my own.
agree agree disagree disagree
24. It upsets me to  see an animal in pain. strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
25. 1 am able to  make decisions w ithout being influenced strongly slightly slightly strongly
by people's feelings.
agree agree disagree disagree
26. 1 can easily tell if someone else is interested or bored strongly slightly slightly strongly
w ith  w hat 1 am saying.
agree agree disagree disagree
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27. I get upset if I see people suffering on news 
programmes.
28. Friends usually ta lk  to  me about the ir problems as 
they  say th a t I am very understanding.
doesn't tell me.
w ith  teasing.
don 't always see why.
32. If I see a stranger in a group, I th ink th a t it is up to  
them  to  make an effo rt to  join in.
film .
intuitively.
35. I can easily w ork out w hat another person m ight w 
to  ta lk  about.
36. I can tell if someone is masking the ir true em otion.
37. I don 't consciously w ork out the rules o f social 
situations.
38. I am good at predicting w hat som eone will do.
39. I tend to  get em otionally involved w ith  a friend's  
problems.
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
strongly slightly slightly strongly
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agree agree disagree disagree
40. 1 can usually appreciate the o ther person's v iew point. strongly slightly slightly strongly
even if 1 don't agree w ith  it.
agree agree disagree disagree
Thank you for filling this questionnaire in. 
©  SBC/SJW Feb 1998
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Background Inform ation Sheet 
Background Inform ation
How old are you?
How w ould you describe your ethnicity?
Choose one section from  (a) to  (e), then tick the appropriate box to  indicate your cultural 
background.
W hite
British
Irish
Any other w h ite  background, please w rite  in below
□
□
□
M ixed
W hite  and Black Caribbean 
W hite  and Black African 
W hite  and Asian
Any o ther mixed background, please w rite  in below
Asian or Asian British
Indian
Pakistani
Bangladeshi
Any o ther Asian background, please w rite  in below
Black or Black British
Caribbean
African
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
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Any other black background, please w rite  in below
Chinese or O ther ethnic group 
Chinese
Any other, please w rite  in below
□
□
□
W h at is your m arital status?
Single
Partner
M arried
Divorced
W idow ed
□
□
□
□
□
Do you have any children?
Yes m  No
If so, how many? _____
□
W h at is your highest qualification? (please tick appropriate answer) 
None
GSCE (s ) /0  Level(s)/ CSE(s) 
A Level(s)
Diploma
Degree
Postgraduate degree
□□
□
□
□
□
W h at is your current job  (or, if you are not working, w hat was your last job)?
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Protocol Submission Proforma: Insurance
The University holds tw o  types o f insurance to  cover claims arising from  its involvem ent in 
clinical trials; liability and no-fault. The liability policies cover the  University against liability  
claims (i.e. w here the  University is at fau lt). The no-fault policy is intended to  provide 
compensation to  subjects, regardless o f liability, in the event o f th e ir suffering a significant 
and enduring injury (including illness or disease) which, on the balance o f probabilities, is 
directly attributab le to  their involvem ent in the trial. The University's insurers expect drug 
trials to  be conducted in accordance w ith  the Association o f British Pharmaceutical Industry 
Guidelines. This means th a t w here the trial is sponsored by a pharmaceutical company, 
th a t company should issue the standard ABPI form  o f indem nity and o ffer no-fault 
compensation.
Please note th a t the University's policies do not cover medical and dental practitioners 
while working in a professional capacity. It is the responsibility o f the  individual concerned  
to  obtain insurance in the ir own nam e through an appropriate medical defence  
organisation.
The insurers require the following inform ation fo r each trial :
Trial Number None
Department D epartm ent of Psychology
Location of Trial Public p lace o r in p a rtic ip a n ts ' h o m es .
Nature of Trial * Interview/Questionnaire study
Expected Start Date April 2009
Expected End Date September 2009
Principal Investigator Dr Emma Williams
Externally Funded? Yes/No
Name of Sponsor N /A
ABPI Indem nity/O ther Indemnity? Yes/No
Medical Licence? Yes/No
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Projected/Cumulative Num ber of Subjects Eight
Any pregnant research subjects? Yes/No
Any research subjects under 5 years of age? Yes/No
Any genetic engineering? Yes/No
Any own products? Yes/No
Related to  conception or contraception Yes/No
Brief description o f trial in lay terms:
A qualitative, interview based study exploring the experiences o f people with a diagnosis of 
Asperger's syndrome or High functioning Autism of being helped. Participants will be recruited 
from  relevant organisations such as the National Autistic Society and the Asperger's 
Foundation. Participation will involve confirmation of diagnosis by GP or other health 
professional, possible completion of tw o brief screening questionnaires followed by an 
interview. Participants will be given a £10 voucher in recognition of their tim e and contribution.
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APPENDIX B -  INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Does the help help?
An investigation o f adults w ith  Asperger's Syndrome or High Functioning Autism (HFA) 
experiences o f being helped.
Interview  Schedule.
M ain  Question 1:
W h at does having Asperger's Syndrome or HFA m ean to  you?
Possible follow-up questions:
W h a t is living w ith  AS lik e /h o w  w ould  you describe living w ith  AS/HFA? H ow  do you th in k  it affects  
your life? H ow  do you th in k  life w ould  be d iffe re n t if you d id n 't have AS/HFA? H ow  w ou ld  you  
define  AS/HFA? W h a t are th e  advantages /  d isadvantages? Has having a diagnosis m ade any  
difference? Does it change th e  w ay o th e r people  th in k  abo ut you (if so in w h a t w ay)?  W h a t do you  
th in k  you have in com m on w ith  o th e r people w ith  Asperger's Syndrom e /  HFA?
M ain Question 2;
Think about problems th a t you have had in the  past, w here people have tried  to  help you. 
Can you briefly describe the problems?
Possibie follow-up questions:
Did you look for help w ith  these problems? (If so - H o w / w hy did you look fo r help w ith  
these? Did you find the help given useful (if so w hat was useful, if not would anything have 
been m ore useful) If you d idn 't ask fo r help -  w hy not?
M ain Question 3:
W h at do you find most useful about the help th a t o ther people give you?
Possible foliow-up questions:
M ain Question 4:
Do people who try to  help you need to  know about Asperger's Syndrome /  HFA in general?  
Possible follow-up questions:
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If so w h at do they need to  know? How do you try  and help them  understand Asperger's 
Syndrome /  HFA? If not, is it unhelpful to  know about Asperger's Syndrome /  HFA (and 
w hy).
M ain  Question 5:
Do people who try  to  help you need to  know th a t you have Asperger's Syndrome /  HFA? 
Possible follow-up questions:
If not has it been unhelpful if they do know (and how)? If so w hat do they need to  know  
about your experience o f Asperger's syndrom e /  HFA?
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APPENDIX C -  ETHICAL APPROVAL
D r  A d r ia n  C o y le
C h a ir :  F a c u l t y  o f  A r t s  a n d  H u m a n  S c ie n c e s  E t h ic s  
C o m m i t t e e  
U n iv e r s i t y  o f  S u r r e y
Sally Morgan
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
Department of Psychology 
University o f Surrey
29^ May 2009
Dear Sally
Reference: 329-PSY-09
Title of Project: Does the ‘help’ help? An investigation of adults with 
Asperger’s Syndrome or High Functioning Autism (AS/HFA) experiences of 
being helped
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Thank you fo r your submission of the above proposal.
I am pleased to advise that this proposal has received a favourable ethical opinion 
from the Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee provided that the 
following conditions are adhered to:
•  Further details should be given as to who will participate in the research.
• A  copy of the email/message must be sent to the Faculty Ethics Committee
in advance.
• Typographical errors need checking on your consent form.
• Further details of how data will be safe guarded are required.
If there are any significant changes to this proposal you may need to consider 
requesting scrutiny by the Faculty Ethics Committee.
Dr Adrian Coyle
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APPENDIX D - CORRESPONDENCE WITH ONLINE ASC
FORUM
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Viewing PM: Re: Researcher looking for participants Page 1 o f 2
ASPIES FOR FREEDOM
^  Homepage W Wiki /3  Library ^  Forums S  Chatroom Q» Search 0  Calendar
Help
W elcome back, Sal. You last visited: 0 9 -0 1 -2 0 0 9 , 0 6 :4 2  AM C urrent tim e: 0 9 -1 6 -2 0 0 9 , 0 1 :1 0  AM 
(U s e r CP — Log Out)
View New Posts | View Today’s Posts j Private Messages (New  0, Unread 1, Total 2 0 ) Open Buddy List
Aspies For Freedom Forums /  Private Messages /  Re; Researcher looking for 
participants
Menu
M essenger
•  Inbox
•  Sent Item s
•  Drafts
•  Trash Can
•  Compose
•  Tracking
•  Edit Folders
•  Empty  
Folders
•  Export 
Messages
Your Profile
•  Edit Profile
•  Edit Options
•  Change Email
•  Change  
Password
•  Change  
Signature
•  Change  
Avatar
M iscellaneous
•  Group 
Memberships
•  Buddy/Ignore  
List
•  Manage 
Attachm ents
•  Saved Drafts  
(0)
Re: Researcher looking for participants Reply I Forward | Delete
Gareth
Adm inistrator
Posts: 6 ,4 6 7  
Group: Administrators  
Joined: Jul 200 4  
Status: Online
Re: R esearcher looking for participants
So long as it's not a curebie organisation (which you 
should know what I  mean by if you have been 
lurking) it should be ok, post it in general and state 
who's funding it and say you have obtained 
permission from me.
Sal Wrote:
Hello Gareth -
As I'm  an avid AFF lurker I  realise this probably 
isn't the best tim e to ask this question, but I'm  
going to ask anyway -
Is  there any possibility of using this site to ask for 
research participants, and if so where is the best 
place to do that (I'v e  worked out that it isn't 
'research').
My research title is "Does the 'help' help? An 
investigation of adults who have Asperger's 
Syndrome or High Functioning Autism (AS/HFA) 
experiences of being helped". I t  involves an hour 
long interview and I'm  looking for people with a 
formal diagnosis and living in England. I  can travel 
to interview people. I'm  looking for up to 8 
participants.
My apologies for troubling you, but I  am
http://www.aspiesforfreedom.com/private.php?action=read&pmid=108243 16/09/2009
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Viewing PM: Re: Researcher looking for participants Page 2 o f 2
•  Favorite 
Threads
•  Subscribed 
Threads
•  Forum 
Subscriptions
•  Personal Pad
•  View Profile
•  User CP 
Home
particularly interested in interviewing people who 
don’t  think that being an Aspie is a problem, and 
this seemed the best place to ask. I  can give fuller 
details if you need them . This research is currently 
being considered by m y University Ethics 
Com mittee, but I  thought I'd  try  to set up asking 
for participants now, so that I  can actually ask for 
them  once I  have ethical approval. I  appreciate 
tha t this isn't really the aim of this forum , so you 
might not let m e ask here.
Thank you for your tim e.
Sally Morgan.
M .
"Lanie, I'm  going to print more pnnters. Lots more 
printers. One for everyone. That's worth going to jail 
for. That's worth anything." -  Printcrime by Cory 
Doctrow
0 5 -0 2 -2 0 0 9  12 :26  PM 0 ’ 7 ^ 1
Re: Researcher looking for participants Reply I Forward | Delete
Contact Us j Aspies for Freedom j Return to Top j Return to Content | Lite (Arcfiive) Mode | RSS 
Syndication
Powered By MyBB 1 .2 .2  
Copyright ©  2 00 2 -20 0 9  M yBB G roup
http://www.aspiesforfreedom.com/private.php?action=read&pmid=108243 16/09/2009
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Viewing PM: Re: One last favour Page 1 o f 3
ASPIES FOR FREEDOM
^  Homepage W Wiki Library ^  Forums S  Chatroom ^  Search 0  Calendar
Help
Welcome back, Sal. You last visited: 0 9 -0 1 -2 0 0 9 , 0 6 :4 2  AM C urrent tim e: 0 9 -1 6 -2 0 0 9 , 0 1:11  AM 
(U s e r CP — Log Out)
View New Posts | View Today's Posts | Private Messages (N ew  0, Unread 1, Total 2 0 ) Open Buddy List 
Aspies For Freedom Forums /  Private Messages /  Re: One last favour
Menu
M essenger
Inbox  
Sent Item s  
Drafts 
Trash Can
•  Compose
•  Tracking
•  Edit Folders
•  Empty 
Folders
•  Export 
Messages
Your Profile
•  Edit Profile
•  Edit Options
•  Change Email
•  Change 
Password
•  Change 
Signature
•  Change 
Avatar
M iscellaneous
•  Group 
Memberships
•  Buddy/Ignore  
List
•  Manage  
Attachm ents
•  Saved Drafts  
(0)
Re: One last favour Reply I Forward | Delete
Gareth
Adm inistrator
Posts: 6 ,4 6 7  
Group: Administrators  
Joined: Jui 200 4  
Status: Online
Re: One last favour
Sal Wrote:
Hi Gareth -  thanks for you help recruiting 
participants for my research. I'm  in the final stages 
of writing up, and would like to ask for a favour -  I  
wanted to make an attributed quote from this site.
The context is in the middle of m y introduction, 
i The first section is a fairly standard description of 
I the spectrum, the sort of thing you've probably 
I seen in te x t books. I t  then Hooks a t social models 
I of disability, to argue that disability is the product 
I of a society not adapting to difference. I  wanted to 
! link this to the next section discussing spectrum  
j conditions by using the following text:
"Whilst psychologists and health professionals have 
focussed on the difficulties faced by those on the 
autistic spectrum, a different view of ASCs has 
come from within the autistic community, which 
mirrors the arguments of those championing the 
social model of disability. Organisations such as 
'Aspies for Freedom' have a model of ASCs as part 
of neurodlverslty, (see e.g. Jurecic, 2007, fora 
discussion of neurodlverslty In a non-cllnlcal 
setting) and has the view that have the view that 
"aspergers and autism are not negative, and are 
not always a
disability" (http://www.asplesforfreedom.com/, 
accessed 7/10/07)”.
http://www.aspiesforfreedom.com/private.php?action=read&pmid=120460 16/09/2009
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Home
Let me know if that's OK, or if you would like it 
reworded.
As part of my reading I  came across this 
interesting quote in a paper:
"It seems this research will be extremely valuable 
In furl filling [sic] the dissertation requirements 
required to give these morons their PhDs."
Much as I  hope to get my doctorate, I  have been 
thinking about how my research might be more 
widely useful (I'm  not sure if tha t makes me a 
moron or not!). I f  there is anything I  can do be 
helpful here, e ither now or in the future then send 
me a message and I'll do my best to be useful.
Thanks
Sally
You're perfectly welcome to use the passage you 
quoted above, so long as you point something out:
One thing I  would like strongly pointed out is that 
the social model o f disability is not one shared by 
everyone here, nor is it true th a t all aspies are  
disabled in whatever model you use - i've m et many 
who are disabled in no way a t all, even in term s of 
their not wanting to socialise this is not truly a 
disability.
The "official" AFF view is that autism is not in itself a 
disability, but that autistics can and often do have 
various comorbids, sometimes there may also be 
various ways in which the autistic mind is 
incompatible with the rest of society, in which case 
the social model of disability makes sense, but in all 
cases it is only accurate to call a condition a 
disability if it has some kind of negative effect upon 
the individual.
Bear in mind that under the social model, one could 
consider black skin a disability for someone living in 
a racist society. However, If a black man suffers from  
sickle cell then that Is truly a harmful disease -  just 
not one shared by ali black men. I f  m y example is 
not clear here, I  would point you to the examples of 
sexism and woman, and the fact only woman get 
ovarian cancer, and ask if being female is a disability 
under the social model (due to sexism) or due to the  
"comorbids" (ovarian cancer, periods etc).
http://www.aspiesforfreedom.com/privatc.php?action=read&pmid= 120460 16/09/2009
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Viewing PM: Re: One last favour Page 3 o f 3
I  give my full consent to  quote this PM or anything I  
have posted in public, and encourage you to quote 
this PM in particular - any posts not written by me, 
please seek the consent of single authors and of 
course do not harass anyone ( I  doubt that will be a 
problem in your case, but it has to be said).
"Lanie, I'm  going to print more printers. Lots more 
printers. One for everyone. That's worth going to jail 
for. That's worth anything." -  Printcrime by Cory 
Doctrow
0 8 -3 1 -2 0 0 9  0 9 :3 6  PM l
Re: One last favour Reply I Forward | Delete
Contact Us | Aspies for Freedom j Return to Top j Return to Content | Lite (Archive) Mode | RSS 
Syndication
Powered By MyBB 1 .2 .2
Copyright ©  2 00 2 -20 0 9  M yBB G roup
http://www.aspicsforfrcedom.com/private.php?action=read&pmid=120460 16/09/2009
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APPENDIX E - INITIAL CONTACT TO POTENTIAL 
PARTICIPANTS (SAMPLE)
Hello
I am looking for research participants, and was w ondering if you could forw ard the  
following message to  anyone you think m ight be interested:
M y  name is Sally M organ, and I am a researcher at the  University o f Surrey. I am  
researching people who have Asperger's Syndrome experiences o f being helped by other 
people. I am looking fo r people who:
- have a confirm ed diagnosis o f Asperger's Syndrome, or High Functioning Autism, from  a 
suitably qualified professional
- are adults (over 18)
- do not th ink they have a learning disability
- live in England
- w ould be happy to  be interview ed about th e ir experiences o f being helped, fo r about one  
hour.
If you think th a t you m ight be interested in participating in this research, or you have any 
questions about this research then I can be contacted by email a t s.m organ@ surrey.ac.uk, 
to  receive a full participant inform ation pack. You can also leave messages fo r m e on 01483  
689441. This research has ethical approval from  the University o f Surrey.
Thank you fo r taking the tim e to  read this message
Sally M organ, Trainee Clinical Psychologist, University o f Surrey 
alternative (secure server) email: sallym organ@ nhs.net
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APPENDIX F - PARTICIPANT INFORMATION PACK
Research into people who have Asperger's Syndrome, or High Functioning Autism,
experiences of being helped
Participant Information Sheet.
Researcher: Sally Morgan
I would like to  invite you to  take part in a research study. Before you decide you need to  
understand why the  research is being done and w hat it w ould involve for you. Please take  
tim e to  read the following inform ation carefully. There is a lot o f inform ation here, but it 
will help you to  understand w hat this research is about and w h eth er you would w an t to  
participate. Talk to  others about the study if you wish.
Contact m e if there  is anything th a t is not clear or if you would like m ore inform ation. M y  
contact details are at the  end o f this inform ation sheet. Take tim e to  decide w hether or not 
you wish to  take part.
I am a trainee clinical psychologist at the  University o f Surrey. I am doing this research as 
part of my doctoral qualification fo r clinical psychology.
M y  research is about people who have a diagnosis o f Asperger's Syndrome or High 
Functioning Autism (HFA). I am interested in w hat they have thought o f the help th a t o ther 
people have given them  to  try  and solve problems. This help could be from :
•  family members
• friends
•  professionals, such as teachers or from employment services
•  voluntary organisations.
You do not have to  tell me about the problem  you w ere trying to  solve if you don't w an t to. 
If you decide to  take part in this research you should think about w hat sort o f help you 
w an t to  talk about. If it is likely th a t talking about being helped will rem ind you o f an 
upsetting tim e then you should think about w h ether you should be taking part in this 
research.
I am looking fo r people who:
•  have a formal diagnosis of Asperger’s Syndrome or HFA
•  are aged 18 or over
•  do not think that they have a learning disability
•  feel able to be interviewed about their experiences of having other people help them  
for about one hour.
This study has ethical approval from  the University o f Surrey.
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If you decide to  take part I w ill, w ith  your permission, confirm your diagnosis by contacting  
a Health professional such as your GP /  psychologist /  psychiatrist. I will only be asking how  
they m ade a diagnosis and I will not be asking them  about any o f your present or past 
medical details. I will then contact you to  arrange an appointm ent fo r an interview . I can 
arrange a fte r hours appointm ent s if you are working or busy during the day. W e  can 
discuss w here and w hen to  m eet when you contact me. I will also send you short 
questionnaires (betw een one and th ree) fo r you to  com plete before the interview .
W hen you come to  the interview  I will give you a short test o f vocabulary, lasting about 10  
minutes. This is so th a t w hen I w rite  about the research I can give some details about the  
vocabulary o f participants in this study. This will not be reported in a way th a t identifies  
individual participants.
I will then interview  you for about an hour on your experiences o f being helped. I w ill be 
recording the interview .
The main questions I will be asking are:
•  W hat does having Asperger’s Syndrome or HFA mean to you?
•  Think about problems that you have had in the past, w here people have tried to help
you. W hat type of help has been offered by other people?
•  W hat do you find most useful about the help that other people give you?
•  Do people who try to help you need to know about Asperger’s Syndrom e /  H FA  in
general?
•  Do people who try to help you need to know that you have Asperger’s Syndrom e /  
HFA?
I m ight also ask some extra questions, to  help me to  understand your answers to  the  main  
questions, or to  give m e some m ore detail about your answer.
You m ight find it useful to  make notes before coming to  the interview . You are w elcom e to  
bring your notes w ith  you if it would help you.
A fter the interview  has finished I will type it up, so th a t I have a w ritten  record o f w h a t was 
said. If you w ant I can send a copy o f this to  you. I will be making th e  inform ation  
anonymous, by changing your name and any o ther identifying inform ation about you, 
w hen I type it up. I will store all the m aterial th a t can be used to  identify you in a locked 
filing cabinet. I will store this m aterial for five years a fter I have finished th e  research and 
then I will shred it. I will be w riting up the research fo r my thesis. This will be kept in the  
Psychology D epartm ent a t the  University o f Surrey.
W hen I have finished interview ing then I will be analysing the interviews, looking fo r things 
th a t some people have in com m on, and the things th a t they have d ifferent opinions about.
I w ould like to  use direct quotes from  interviews w hen I w rite  about the research. You can 
say if you don 't w an t me to  directly quote from  your interview . You can w ith d raw  all or 
part o f your interview  from  this study at any tim e. If you decide to  w ithdraw  all or part o f 
your interview  this will not affect your access to  services in any way.
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If you would like to  receive a sum m ary final report th a t I w rite  I can send one to  you. If I 
w rite  a report fo r publication in a journal I can also let you have details about that.
M y University supervisor is:
Dr Emma Williams 
D epartm ent o f Psychology 
University o f Surrey 
Guildford GU2 7XH 
Telephone: 01483 686909
If you have a com plaint about this research, th a t you do not feel you can ta lk  to  me directly 
about then please contact Dr Emma W illiam s to  discuss your concerns.
If you would like m ore details about the research, or would like to  participate then you 
please contact me directly. You can also ask som eone else to  contact me on your behalf, 
fo r exam ple a fam ily m em ber, or the person who contacted you to  see if you w ere  
interested in my research.
If you are interested in taking part in this study, or would like m ore details to  help you 
decide you can contact me by email s.m organ@ surrev.ac.uk or you can phone and leave a 
message fo r me on 0 1 4 8 3  6 8 9 4 4 1 .
Thank you fo r taking the tim e to  read this, and I hope th a t this research interests you.
Sally Morgan
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APPENDIX G - SUPPORT OFFERED
Thank you for taking part in my research. I hope th a t you found it an interesting experience, 
how ever if anything w e have discussed today has upset you, and you need extra help to  
deal w ith  this then th ere  are a num ber o f sources o f help.
•  Your G P can advise on local counselling options.
•  The National Autistic Society run a num ber of services and can put you in touch with 
local groups. Their helpline number is 0845 070 4004  and their website is 
www.nas.org.uk
•  Online forums for people on the autistic spectrum can provide support from other 
people with similar experiences. O ne exam ple can be found at the Aspies for 
Freedom site www.aspiesforfreedom.com
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APPENDIX H -  SAMPLE TRANSCRIPT
I: I'd sort o f explained th a t you can w ithdraw  anything, are you all right w ith  me looking at 
you by th e  w a y ../
P: yeah I don't mind no
I: and you've already told m e th a t you prefer to  be called Aspie, rather than um m  
Asperger's syndrome or anything like th a t
P: yes I th ink it creates an impression Asperger's syndrome th a t people have something like 
having cancer or having a disease rather than just being something, you know like being 
black or being French or
I: so I'll try  and rem em ber to  say Aspie all the  way through  
P: don 't w orry about it it's not...
I: no no no I'd rather umm ... if I say something th a t you're not com fortable w ith  or you 
don't like the w ay I phrase som ething you just told me 'cause...
P: I've noticed one o f the things th a t a lot o f people w ith  Asperger's you've probably  
noticed from  looking on <nam e o f online support forum  removed>^ can be very very  
pedantic can't they
I: yes
P: and funnily enough not being involved w ith  th a t site fo r very long less than a year but in 
doing so I've realised a lot o f traits...I sit and smile som etim es thinking I can see th a t in 
myself and it has kind o f learnt me a lot
I: m m m
about how my behaviour's d ifferen t from  o ther peoples and that's one o f the things they  
can be very pedantic over details
I: yeah
P: as you asked about this research but w h at about this and w hat about th a t and a lot of 
th e  questions are nonsensical but they must make so much sense to  the people asking 
th em ... there  you go.
 ^ Pauses are indicated in this transcript by ellipses. These are omitted from the main report 
for reasons of clarity.
® All identifying information is either not transcribed, or altered, including all nam es and 
places.
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I: yeah. So, uh, I suppost the  obvious one to  start w ith  is w h at does it, w h at does it m ean to  
you to  be an Aspie?
P: I don 't know you know I th ink from  day to  day I'm quite glad to  be an Aspie to  be honest 
w ith  you and I th ink th a t knowing you're an Aspie is quite an odd thing.
I: m m m -hm m
P: To me I've always fe lt odd and kind o f d ifferen t to everyone else and once you know why  
it's... the  analogy I came up and my doctor quite liked it it's as if you've been a cat raised 
w ith  dogs
I: (laughs)
P: and everyone says you're a strange dog you're a strange dog and all your life you've been 
criticised as a strange dog and then suddenly someone comes along and says "you're a cat" 
and you suddenly go oh yeah and you see... the  w hole world wide you didn't get on w ith  
people w hy you th ink you're d ifferent why they think you're d ifferen t so I th ink on the  
w hole I quite like
I: uh-huh
P: being Aspie really I th ink it's quite a positive thing  
I: I'm just checking its still recording 
P: I do tend to  w affle  as well 
I: no no no
P: you'll be re-winding and fast forw arding later
I: the  w affle  is all good... actually I th ink the details on the w affle  it's not the fact it's the  
w ay people describe them  th a t I find really interesting
P: yeah
I: um m  so so... if you think about some specific advantages o f being an Aspie w h a t w ould  
you say they  were?
P: well I don 't get along well in large social groups or in busy places quite social phobic quite  
extrem ely as I do research fo r W olverham pton University at tim es and I'm also supposed to  
be com pleting a thesis now which I put on hold (both laugh) because o f my trouble  w ith  
interacting w ith  o ther people.
I: right
P: I've got to  a point now w here I th ink I don't get on w ith  people I'm not going to  w orry  
about it but on the o ther hand I do I've been on my own out in the countryside and things
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I: m m -hm m
P: and rather than concerning myself w ith  not getting on w ith  o ther people I try  to  focus on 
the  things I like to  think w hat I've done over the last few  years is built my own little world
I: m m -hm m
P: and I just don't do things th a t w orry me m ore  
I: m m -hm m
P: because I understand why and I th ink one benefit is fo r exam ple I don't seem to  have the  
same body clock as everybody else I'll happily go to  sleep in the m iddle o f the day and then  
stay up all night or and that's th a t relationship to  tim e th a t I was talking about before
I: m m m
P: and I'm com fortable on my own in places th a t o ther people would be for exam ple its 
th ree  o'clock in the morning walking around a woods or something people would go oh 
that's scary and I don't see what's scary in it at all I'm quite com fortable to  do th a t it means 
I quite like going out and looking at trees and birds and it's quite a quite a positive thing  
isn't it really
I: m m m
P: do things in a w ay th a t o ther people can't but I find my my eyesight is really really 
sensitive to  bright sunlight
I: m m m
P: ridiculously so som etim es I even w ear sunglasses in the house on bright days 
I: laughs
P: but on the o ther hand I can see things in a really low light th a t o ther people can't 
I: m m m
P: w e'll get some place and you know the lights drawing in say you see th a t pheasant there  
under the bushes and people will go 'no' and actually it's quite positive really isn't it I think  
fo r me I see people w ho have got some ... alm ost disabled w ith  Asperger's they're kind of 
nervous wrecks in norm al situations and I look and think I personally don't th ink there  are 
degrees o f Aspieness I th ink it's building a life around your capabilities isn't it and I think  
som etim es you see people who are like... terrib ly uncom fortable and its because they  
haven't had the opportunity
I: mmm
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P: to  kind o f build the ir life to  suit the  things they  are able to  do I th ink if people could do 
th a t that's why I think w hat you're doing is brilliant because... there  seems to  be a lot of 
opinions from  neuro typical people I hope you don't find th e  phrase offensive
I: Laughs
P: I'm not sure it's even correct but you know it's w hat w e say isn't it
I: to  be honest I never th ink o f myself as NT because I'm left-handed and th a t implies all
sorts o f d ifferent things about the w ay your brain is w ired up but now I don't mind
P: it's just an easy w ay to  decide to  distinguish isn't it but m ake a lot o f assumptions about 
Asperger's I th ink by discussing w ith  each o ther don't they and then you sit on th e  side and 
you look and you think you w o n 't be able to  help it's like dog sitting there  and decide trying  
to  decide w hat it's like to  be a cat innit really
I: (laughs) yeah no yeah I'm trying not to  be distracted by my stuff because I w an t to  hear 
sort o f all about you
P: it is actually funny you been left-handed because my children are actually left-handed  
and I'm right-handed and so is the ir m um  so how does th a t w ork so they've not had the  
influence o f somebody sitting dow n w ith  th e ir right hand or left hand or
I: bizarre but both me and my partner are left-handed and both my children are right-
handed
P: yeah the o ther w ay round yeah I've always w ondered th a t
I: old isn't it. um m ... are there  any disadvantages for you to  you being an Aspie or?
P: the way my view  o f the w orld now no in the past yes because one o f the things is I've 
great difficulty in getting on w ith  o ther people my last kind o f perm anent full tim e... paid 
position I was a regeneration officer for a local council and in the end I got m ade redundant 
and one o f th e  things th a t selected to  me for redundancy the  chief executive officer a t the  
tim e A ndrew  Sparks said was my eccentric behaviour... because
hm m m
P: I just don 't get on w ith  o ther people little tiny things like I'm not com fortable w ith  people  
sitting behind me I wasn't com fortable sharing hot desking... sharing laptops and sharing 
the same chairs and I've come in and my im m ediate line m anager had used the same 
laptop and she'd eaten her dinner all over the top  o f it and all over and I'd com e... and I just 
couldn't deal w ith  it I wasn't very happy about it a t all but because I d idn't like it th a t m ade  
m e eccentric apparently so yeah those would be disadvantages I suppose the fact th a t I've 
alm ost kind o f given up on social sciences now  and I've kind o f moving aw ay and am trying  
to  find something new  because I just don't get on well enough w ith  groups o f o ther people
I: mmm
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P: to  m ake it far I'll never be good social scientist (laughs) because o f th a t 
I: (laughs)
P: and I don 't like city centres and I don't like concerts and I don't like crowded places and I 
som etim es think my children miss out because... you know if my son decided I might w ant 
to  go to  a football match even because he doesn't like football but... there's no w ay I'm  
going to  be able to  deal w ith  going there  or even crowded superm arkets and shopping 
centres and stuff and I suppose that's th e  disadvantage I th ink som etim es are my children 
are missing out because... I don 't do big crowded places but on the o ther hand it's like my 
youngest daughter w ho you m ay m eet shortly every day I take the tim e w e arrive at school 
20 minutes early and go on the  park and no one else is there  and it's just me and her on the  
swings and she's only four and nobody else and it's th a t kind o f focused kind o f one-to-one  
attention  th a t I can do
I: m m m
P: I th ink it's quite a benefit to  us isn't it when you see other groups o f parents they're  
standing and talking and they're  now here near kids... and the kids are just left to  the ir own  
devices well I don 't do th a t really because I like to  focus clearly on one thing at a tim e I 
suppose yeah disadvantages w ould be the inability to  kind o f m ultitask too  well especially 
w here other people are concerned and... not being able to  deal w ith  very busy social 
situations or just crowded shopping centres or streets or anything like that
l:m m m
P: I'll shut up before your take runs out
I: no no no it's got masses I cleared o ff everything just to  make sure there  was plenty of 
tim e umm and and has getting a diagnosis sort o f helped at all or... have there  been 
disadvantages or...
P: um m ... I th ink I th ink it is I th ink it's a very positive thing I th ink the long w inded process 
o f diagnosis and... the  difficulty in at the  m om ent it seems to  me in GP's actually knowing 
w h at to  do to  go about actually getting diagnosis is the difficulty it's something I've 
discussed w ith  my GP as I said I gave you her nam e and address she's very interested in 
Asperger's and has gone to  a lot o f conferences and has seminars and is trying to  become
I: gosh that's unusual fo r a GP
P: her own expert on these things but ah she really is keen and enthusiastic hence me 
saying I was e-m ailing later because kinda swap inform ation and things but umm yeah but 
that's and she's found the same that... it's very hard to  know about... going about getting a 
diagnosis and... fo r me my initial diagnosis was by my GP and then w e w en t about getting a 
diagnosis through the official channels which was going to  the consultant psychiatrist and 
just ask a lot o f questions and say yes okay basically you've got Asperger's but there's  
nothing w e can do about things... okay bye.
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lilaughs
P: and they referred me to  some therapeutic  recovery service which is designed to ... this is 
the  latest stage in this and my GP and me w ere laughing at this the o ther day it's designed 
fo r people w ho've had ...m ental health problems who are now b ette r in inverted commas 
you know som eone who's had an episode o f depression... or a nervous breakdow n or 
w hatever and they're  now better to  help them  reintegrate w ith  the  world and they  go 
along and discuss th e ir problems and they seek help through group therapy
I: m m m  hmm
P: th a t can m ake people feel b e tte r about the world again which I'm sure in those 
circumstances is very useful but I don 't get on w ell w ith  large groups o f people okay so we'll 
see if w e can find a group therapy situation to  help you I think... you just don 't get this do 
you
I: laughs
P: but... and that's one o f the things th a t if the  problem  o f getting a diagnosis I th ink the  
diagnosis itself's good because then as I said before you can start to  understand w hy you 
look at the  world in a d ifferen t w ay to  o ther people and perhaps w hy o ther people look at 
you in a d ifferen t w ay... but the implications o f it it's as if you're kind o f labelled w ith  some 
kind o f disease isn't it or...
I: yeah
P: or illness and th a t th a t I don 't think's such a positive thing is it 
I: m m m
P: like I said it's good to  think o f being d ifferen t you know it's just the  w ay th a t a Jack 
Russell is d ifferen t to  a great Dane or a dog is a d ifferent to  a cat it's just a difference and I 
th ink o ften the disabling parts are socially constructed and unfortunately the  social 
construction o f th a t diagnosis o f illness has a great deal o f implications hasn't it
I: m m m  hmm
P: which is interesting w h at I was saying about th a t idea o f clinical mitrogenisis I th ink w e 're  
getting there  w ith  Asperger's syndrome once you have th a t label you are lum ped w ith  all 
the  possibilities... o f any behaviour that's d ifferent
I: Yes I th ink that's really interesting w ay o f understanding it o f course because you've got 
th a t social sciences background.
P: I th ink so I'm a bit weird  I put philosophy and sociology and things into everything  
(Laughs)
I: ( laughs) no no I think it's... I th ink it's a very useful w ay... I... I suppose you've touched on 
it a bit but... w hat have you got in common w ith  o ther people w ho've got the same
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diagnosis or... how do you see yourself necc... are you necessarily got lots in common or 
what?
P: I don 't th ink so I th ink w hat people have in common is perhaps th e ir d ifference...
I: m m m
P: everyone being individuals rather than being able to  fit into groups th a t is another I think  
I'm going to  use the phrase again NT thing people will do things together in groups and I 
th ink the obvious examples o f th a t is like errr young w om en choosing to  all go to  the to ile t 
together when they 're  out or all dancing round handbags or going to  the same or all 
w earing the same clothes and I th ink you'll find th a t people w ith  Asperger's are all... you 
know you can put them  together by the ir individuality really the fact th a t they don't even 
necessarily like each other or get along w ith  each o ther (laughs)
I: (laughs)
P: it's just you know and not rubbing on w ith  o ther people o ther Aspie's included you w h at I 
mean?
I: yeah
P: it's like me on one side everyone else on the o ther side w h eth er they 're  Aspie's or not. I 
must adm it in my lifetim e I'd like to  interact better ... w ith  people and I would like to  
in teract better w ith  o ther people w ith  Asperger's but it's getting the opportunities as well 
because... people just don't interact well I don 't know if you've noticed on the <nam e of 
online support forum  rem oved> site some people have suggested having local meetings for 
people getting together and people have said oh yeah but I w ou ldn 't like to  m eet people in 
public I w ou ldn 't like to  m eet people from  the com puter and it just never happens
l:m m m
P: because people are com fortable in th a t environm ent but that's it 
I: yeah
P: sorry have I answered th a t question well or have I w affled  
I: no no no I
P: put me back on track if I get lost
I: there  in 't a track it it is you and your ideas and w h at you think about it and and um m  have 
w e said enough now about your views o f w hat it is to  be an Aspie and w hat it w hat it isn't 
to  be an Aspie I suppose
P: I th ink summarising to  me it isn't an illness it isn't really a condition it isn't something you 
can identify separate from  individual to  me it is... it's just labelling difference it's an identity
I: m m m
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P: it's alm ost as if a long tim e ago w hen there  w ere  lots o f d ifferent... hum an species on the  
planet if you like like neaderthals and Cro-M agnon man and all this kind o f thing that 
people have all kind o f blended together to  be modern hum an beings but perhaps w e have 
traits from  a tim e gone by w hen people needed to  be able to  survive on th e ir own w ithout 
interaction w ith  o ther people and perhaps even things like people needed to  be able to  see 
b etter in the dark or (laughs) w hatever
I: (laughs)
P: do you know w hat I mean I know it's stretching the point but it's as if w e have traits from  
d ifferent species alm ost
I: m m m
P: to  the rest o f the  world
I: okay that's great umm so my my research I'm interested in in... in w h at Aspies find helpful 
um m ... so it would be quite helpful if you sort o f thought o f some problems you'd had to  
help w ith  and you could let me know as much as you feel com fortable w ith  about w hat 
those problems w ere
P: well I think ... I've had trouble w ith  a lot o f anxiety and depression I th ink anxiety  
m anagem ent is a big thing but I'm learning b e tte r w ith  anxiety m anagem ent just from  
being diagnosed really
I: m m m -hm m
P: and I th ink early intervention would be a much better w ay round it early diagnosis I th ink  
the  sooner people are recognized as being Aspies the better
I: m m m
P: the sooner in people's lives the better and perhaps try  and lose th a t as a stigma like 
you've got an illness it's just an identification process nothing m ore... but one o f the most 
distinct things I found it is w ith ... this m ight interest you in particular university's w h at do 
they call themselves... disability w elfare officers or som ething like that
I: something like th a t
P: they've got a very specific name that... really kind o f labels who they are dealing w ith  as 
much as it's labelling them  really isn't it really?
I: laughs
P: and I actually said once oh yeah because o f the Asperger's I'm not good at these group  
interventions and since w hat w h at did it fo r me w e used to  have like a campus system... 
you know a little campus here in <nam e o f tow n 1 rem oved>, there's a little  campus in 
nam e o f tow n 2 rem oved> and they centralised the w hole thing into nam e o f tow n  3 
rem oved> spent millions on new buildings and now  it just overwhelm s me I just can't deal
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w ith  it w ith  some campuses I used to  do quite well w e used to  have a little social sciences 
com m unity in (nam e o f tow n rem oved) now it's all one big thing I can't do it... so I said 
yeah I'm not doing well w ith  this and they said coz I don't get on too well w ith  o ther people 
and they reckon oh yes but you can learn to  get on w ith  o ther people... and again I thought 
you just don 't get this do you?
I: right
P: because... I'm 42 years old... you know I've been doing this fo r a long tim e and if I could 
learn to  do this I w ould have picked it up in just the same w ay th a t everyone else has done
I: m m m
P: fact is... I just can't do it and that's the  thing that... I th ink w hat would be better if those 
people in those kinds o f positions... th a t are offering help if they  actually knew w hat they  
w ere talking about
I: laughs
P: I know th a t sounds a bit harsh
I: no no no and it's sort o f um m  cause I sent you the questions and there  is no particular 
sense in going through like in a set order so it's... so I'm just w ondering w hat do they need 
to  know about being an Aspie before they start offering help?
P: to  me it would be if you had a set... of... the most com m on issues facing people w ith  
Asperger's you know interactions w ith  society likes and dislikes... and people worked on 
th a t and then just ask people
I: m m m
P: th e ir own personal take on this and then  not assume th a t these are things they can fix 
I: m m m
P: because things you can't fix, I th ink if you m et a person from  another country whose 
English is never going to  be quite as good as someone as someone who is a kind o f native 
speaker o f English som eone who's come from  Pakistan or w herever, the ir accent's not 
quite right and never will be their... speed o f grasping and understanding the language 
they 're  having to  translate it back to  their native tongue might not be th a t good, but you 
don't try  to  cure it, you don 't try  to  fix it, you don't see it as an issue you just accept th a t 
people have cultural differences, they might like halal food, they might, and you don't try  to  
m end it or fix it but I th ink the trouble w ith them  is w ith  being an Aspie people straight off 
th ink o f it how can they go about fixing this and you think... if I was sitting here in you know  
you're eating a bacon sandwich and I to ld you I was Jewish you w ouldn 't try  to  fix me so I'd 
eat a bacon sandwich...
I: laughs
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P: you'd accept it I think that's perhaps it is understanding and accepting, rather than trying  
to ... fix
I: yeah... so so you've srt o f talked about some problems you can't fix like you're never 
going to  be able to  fix... not liking big crowds, big group situations are there  any o ther  
problems th a t you have found a fix rather...
P: I th ink me the things th a t could do w ith  fixing fo r people is the m ore day to  day things 
like depression and anxiety but I th ink they probably need a d ifferent kind o f fix and I think  
being able to  identify th a t this is a d ifference... in your v iew  o f the world
I: m m m
P: is a good w ay o f fixing... ra ther than drugs and group therapy  
I: m m m
P: and saying the reason you feel like this is because as you know people learning to  live 
w ith  the difference I th ink those day-to-day things like anxiety and depression perhaps 
som ething like those OCD type behaviour which I've... got very close to  in a lot o f aspects o f 
my life but I th ink they are born out o f anxiety... and learning to  live w ith  that... initial 
anxiety but like fo r exam ple so I don 't like people standing behind me or walking behind me 
or... you know if I can't see people, it's alm ost like a defensive thing innit you feel like you're  
going to  be attacked or som ething and... w hen I get quite stressed th a t gets worse and I 
becom e alm ost obsessional about it
I: m m -hm m
P: but if you learn to  deal w ith  the o ther situations th a t make you stressed first and I th ink  
the first steps to , I keep coming back to  it... is diagnosis innit
I: m m -hm m
P: it is early... proper diagnosis and people being accepting o f it rather than... fixing o f it 
I: m m m
P: it's a strange thing sometimes when I feel really anxious I think the easiest w ay to  
describe it is... you know th a t kind o f fight or flight mechanism th a t people ta lk  about 
imagine an animal feels cornered and they're  on high a lert ready to  run or fight or anything  
it's like being like that day after day a fter day always w aiting for som ething to  happen  
feeling like there's a sword...
I: mm m
P: you know Sword o f Damocles hanging over your head and you just... can't relax and can't 
give up and can't sleep and can't do anything and it just wears me out com pletely
I: mmm
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P: I th ink that... kind o f anxiety... the  w ay forwards in fixing it is I say diagnosis and... 
targeted... therapy rather than
I: m m m
P: just sit in a group w ith  everyone else because you've all got anxiety symptoms you've all 
got very d ifferent reasons o f being anxious...
I: yeah
P: and I don't know if you'd agree w ith  th a t or not...
1:11 it's probably sensible if I put my opinions at the end...
P: at the  end yeah yeah rather than., influence my thoughts
I; yes because I'm dying to ... (laughs) because I keep thinking... but anyway... but yes yes 
I'm  happy like you know to  get to  the end o f the  interview  and then ... you know you you 
you're free  to  ask me anything about my opinions or my background or anything you like 
um m  th a t makes a lot o f sense really... um m  but you know the w ay that interviews w ork is 
th a t I'm trying not to  put my stuff in and I w an t your voice to  come through
P: it sounds very much like the sort o f thing th a t I do it like ethnographic sort of methods 
just prom pting people w ith  questions and...
I: yeah
P: letting it run and see w hat people think
I: yeah thinking out loud... and that's really w hat I'm trying to  capture...
P: I can go on all day
I: that's great (laughs) there  you go I'll only need one participant then... so um m ... you've 
talked a little bit about um m ... the  sort of... problems you had um m  and anxiety and you 
said th a t diagnosis in itself was helping you w ith  your anxiety and I w onder if um m ... 
anybody has helped you w ith  any o f these problems or if you've asked anybody for help 
and it has been helpful... or hasn't been helpful...
P: I can't honestly say th a t anyone has ever done anything particularly helpful fo r me at 
all... I've had all my issues w ith  anxiety and depression and feeling the odd one out, feeling  
d ifferent but... I got to  the point w here I said to  my GP for exam ple... I'm feel d ifferent. I'm  
feeling the odd one out I feel like I'm sort o f sitting in a bowl looking at everyone else going 
going on w ith  th e ir lives and I feel d ifferent so o f course will give you some antipsychotic 
drugs (laughs) ... and then (laughs)... I got to  a point w here just to  give you an exam ple of 
this I've taken antidepressants th a t w eren 't working th a t w ere making me feel depressed 
because... the  diagnosis I believe was wrong it was just some symptoms and they w ere  
making me feel really kind of... paranoid and hyper and extra anxious so then I got some 
drugs to  manage my anxiety on top  o f the drugs to  manage depression, which led to ...
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drugs fo r anti-psychotic drugs because it was making m e paranoid and then  th a t led to  
irregular heartbeats and stuff w ith  anxiety plus the antipsychotic drugs and I ended up w ith  
beta-blockers and I got up one day and I thought I'm not taking all this stuff any m ore and 
just stopped... and I fe lt much b e tte r fo r it you know it took... perhaps I'd been doing this 
than nine months and w ith in  th ree  weeks I fe lt better o f just o f stopping all this kind o f 
intrusive...
I; (laughs)
P: so I can't honestly say th a t anyone's ever been th a t helpful apart from  my own GP who is 
slowly but surely got round to  the idea... th a t you're an Aspie and you should be...
I: m m m
P: looking at the world from  this point o f v iew  and from  th a t point o f v iew  on... I'll te ll you 
w hen it really kind o f gelled fo r me w e'd  been talking about it for oh perhaps 18 months 
beforehand but I read 'The curious incident o f the dog in the night'
I: yeah yeah
P: and I suddenly looked at it and I thought... yeah that's m e th a t is and it's funny th a t th a t 
th e  main character's <identifying section linking characteristics to  fictional character 
rem oved>
I: yeah
P: and some o f the things he did there's one scene in which a policeman grabs him, I didn't 
like the policeman grabbing me so that's w hen I hit him and I thought I did th a t same thing  
th a t same situation th a t same age and going through it I mean a lot o f it I know it is it's not 
a very good picture o f Asperger's necessarily but...
I: m m m
P: it suddenly m ade me think yeah perhaps she's right and that's going back a few  years 
now and I umm slowly moved on to  getting diagnosed and now... I must adm it th a t I'm  
feeling b e tte r about a lot o f things thani used to  be... e rrr issues th a t I have to  th e  point 
th a t they w ere kind o f disabling realillnesses like anxiety and depression and stuff I don 't 
really think there  such a, anywhere near such an issue any m ore... on a scale o f 10 if they  
w ere  10 before they probably still kind o f th ree  or four now you know kind o f five at w orst 
and that's just from  diagnosis and nothing else but apart from  th a t I can't say... anyone's 
ever been very useful
I: w hat about sort of... friends and fam ily... do they... sort o f sort o f understand the  w ay you 
are and... are they helpful o r ...
P: I th ink they're  getting there  slowly but surely but it's, it's som etim es fo r exam ple w e had 
a bit o f a fam ily crisis th a t I was telling you about people w ere all arguing and falling out 
and all things and... all this big kind o f em otional... situations I kind o f alm ost feel people's
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em otions but I don't know w h at to  do about it, now if som ebody is in a bad mood or angry 
or upset all I feel is... like it's directed at me
I: m m m
P: you know w hat I m ean I th ink everybody's upset w ith  me everybody's angry w ith  me and 
I don 't know how to  fix it. I th ink in those situations I say to  people you know... I just can't 
do this... and people... your average neuro typical person just doesn't know w hat it's like 
not to  be able to  do all th a t em otional stuff in the same way
I; m m m
P: all I keep looking at is the cold dark practicality o f it you know I th ink "someone's in a bad 
mood today so I w on 't get on w ith  doing this, th a t means w e just had to  get it done 
tom orrow " you know w hat I m ean I just th ink now if you hadn't been in strop yesterday 
you could have fixed this and then w e could be doing som ething else, I just keep thinking of 
how it's... you know I kind o f like live life by lists e ither actual lists I've got a couple in there  
now or... m ental lists o f w hat's got to  get done and w h at order it's got to  be done fo r the  
best... and I keep thinking you know this has put my list right out now... you're feeling sorry 
fo r yourself has really upset my list
I: (laughs)
P: and I know it's silly... but um m ... and I suppose it's for me I, I keep saying to  in a very kind 
o f back to  fron t w ay they don't just understand me, but I don 't just understand really... you 
know w hat o ther people do and I suppose... in th a t kind o f situation... w hen you say is it a 
fam ily thing... people are starting to  kind o f understand but... I'm not sure like I said before  
this cats and dogs thing if it's som ething that... perhaps... Aspies will just kind o f have to  
resign themselves to ... we'll never be the  same and perhaps it's down to  us just to  do this 
because w e 're  in a m inority isn't it and it's easier for kind o f the one in a thousand person... 
to  do th a t than try  and get the o ther 999 to  do it isn't it really I suppose it's... I'm just never 
going to  look at the  w orld... like everybody else does
l:m m m
P: I'll just rew rite  my list, allow tim e for a tan trum  in the middle 
I: (laughs)
P: as long as it goes to  schedule I'll be all right
I: (laughs)... so it sounds like... you're actually the best person at helping yourself now that 
you've got...
P: in a lot o f ways I th ink so yeah and like I look at <nam e o f online support forum  
rem oved> and I see people getting really... anxious over the idea o f a new idea and can't 
see how they've kind o f got into a rut the w ay they're thinking about stuff and I th ink I've 
done all th a t stuff, th a t kind o f black-and-white thinking th a t...e rr pedantic worrying about
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details and stuff and... now looking back I can see w here I was going w rong but it... I th ink in 
some ways a nice thing as I said before fo r Aspies would be ... if people could develop... 
some kind o f support like I like I said w ith  Aspies and perhaps even involving o ther Aspies in 
it... rather than doing things in a neuro typical w ay fo r exam ple... like you know a lot of 
people, Aspies, don't like... touching people... don't like being touched and the first th ing a 
lot o f people do is say "Hello" and w an t to  shake hands straight away and some people are  
quite com fortable to  do th a t and some people are not but you feel obliged and then  I've 
shook hands w ith  someone and I sit there ... all I w an t to  do now is wash my hands and 
people are talking to  m e... and I'm not concentrating any m ore the w hole thing's gone and 
just little tiny things like th a t I th ink... if you could develop a kind of... you know... 
program m e that... really understood people
lim m m
P: th a t w ould be a good w ay forwards  
<section not transcribed as fam ily come hom e>
I: so w e w ere talking about... sort o f services set up... w hat... I m ean... did you have 
som ething specifically in mind, problem  is th a t they'd be dealing w ith , how  it w ould look 
like because she said groups don't help...
P: I don't th ink they necessarily don't help I just don 't th ink they'll necessarily be... th e , the  
answer to  this situation
l:m m m
P: on the o ther hand I was thinking this perhaps one-to-one therapies ... I'm not sure 
because you're not pushing people's com fort zone at all are you then...
I:m m m
P: you know if you've got a person who is very... sym pathetic and em pathie and 
understanding your talking to  you're just sitting there  having a nice chat w ith  som eone you 
like aren 't you really so I suppose... I don't know how group therapy w ith  o ther people who  
are all... suffering similar issues fo r the same reason like you know anxiety for... Asperger's 
rather than just anxiety m anagem ent...
I:m m m
P: generally... I th ink otherw ise you do just run the risk o f sitting there  having a nice 
conversation w ith  somebody w ho agrees w ith  you and I don't th ink... that's necessarily...
I: (laughs)
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P: all th a t therapeutic is it because I found th a t before I've had counselling fo r depression 
and things before and I found th a t you know sitting here having a nice chat but w here are 
w e going?
I: (laughs)
P: so w h eth er it just means it doesn't w ork the same for people th a t you know like me, 
Aspies I don 't know
I: so it sounds like you... you know th a t you th ink it, it's helpful to  know about Asperger's... 
w h at it is to  be an Aspie because you talked about Aspies being involved um m ... I'm just 
w ondering w hat being a bit pushed m ight... w hat does th a t m ean... is there  you know  
what's what's th a t going to  look like what's going to  be... pushed enough and what's  
pushed too  much...
P: w ell... I th ink getting to  the point w here people feel uncom fortable and then exploring  
w hy for example I know I don't like people standing behind me like I said that's just one 
exam ple I'm using there's lots o f little things I like and don 't like but w e'll use this one
I: (laughs)
P: w hy is th a t the case and w hy aren 't I com fortable w ith  people there ... w hat am I 
frightened is going to  happen w ith  it but you're not going to  do th a t in the situation w here  
there's just tw o  people are you because there's not the pressure o f somebody actually 
being there  is there
l:m m m
P: you know there  but imagine fo r th a t particular thing to  me I don't like people and I've 
heard o ther people w ith  Aspies say the  same thing but... and fo r a long tim e... I've not been 
com fortable in even discussing these things because I th ink it makes you vulnerable... in 
some ways like it I te ll people don't stand behind me I th ink th a t they'll do it on purpose... 
do you know w h at I m ean (laughs) so you kind of... hide it and that's w hat I'm saying to  
bring things out... what's going to  happen what's the w orst thing going to  be if somebody  
stands behind me but... perhaps th a t kind o f pushing somebody... rather just kind o f saying 
how  do you feel today and w hat makes you happy and sad is... get right... because they  
seem to  be very practical things th a t bother me like that... you know somebody's actual 
physical presence to  me
l:m m m
P: rather than somebody's em otional stance towards m e... and I th ink sometimes  
counselling is...correct me if I'm wrong because I'm going to  be not really understanding  
now
I: (laughs)
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P: people's em otional stance towards me th a t I don't really understand and I don't really 
get
I: m m m
P: but th a t kind o f things like physical proxim ity and how certain actual physical things 
make me feel about stuff, textures o f stuff... but conventional counselling seems to  me it's 
not about th a t it's m ore about em otion and feeling...
I: m m m
P: and not about the  physical stuff and I think...
I: and that's not som ething th a t you find helpful 
P: no not really 
I: w h at really practical...
P: it a bit wishy-washy really like, like th a t fo r exam ple, and I like th a t example, som eone  
standing behind me w hy don 't you like them  there  is this person making you feel 
com fortable now or not com fortable and... you know I'd straightaway be in th a t kind of 
defensive fram e o f mind
I: m m m
P: and have to ... come up w ith  some fram e o f mind (laughs)
I: so... I'm wondering how th a t fits w ith ... um m ... cause, cause you sort o f implied th a t some 
of these problems you're just stuck w ith  fo r life and there's nothing you can do about it but 
now you seem to  be thinking... well actually... if I had the right sort o f help perhaps I could 
do something about it
P: it could it perhaps couldn't it or perhaps... w hat w e'd be doing generally fo r people like 
m e... I've just noticed your probably finding it really distracting... yeah (refs to  daughter 
playing nearby)
I: no... I come from  a very noisy fam ily I don't find noise distracting at all
P: would be just learning to  understand it m ore... and if you come out just thinking yeah  
that's me, that's it... and there's nothing w rong necessarily w ith  feeling like this, I shouldn't 
get anxious about feeling like this and if I'm happy to  spend the rest o f my life avoiding  
situations w here... people stand behind m e...
I: m m m
P: I'll just carry on doing it and it doesn't make me faulty, it doesn't make m e a bad 
individual... you know exaggerates the boundaries... o f my life a little... so I don't know  if it's 
necessarily something you have to  fix for exam ple large crowded situations like w e live right 
next door to  the (nam e o f shopping centre) you can see all the  lights and things like over
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our fence you can see it like ooo millions o f lights all laid out a t night and it is one o f the  
largest... it was fo r a while the largest kind o f out-o f-tow n shopping complex in Europe but 
things have surpassed it you know since
I; (laughs)
P: and I just don't. I'm not com fortable at all I go in there  and if I'm on my own I'm  a 
nervous wreck I w en t w ith  my w ife  not long ago... you know like walking into a cathedral or 
something and ohh was kind o f awe-struck and I fe lt strange a couple o f days afterwards  
just th a t huge space all those lights all those people... but I'm quite happy to  think... I never 
really w an t to  go there  and I'm quite happy to  have learnt to  avoid such places...
I: m m m -hm m
P: I never w ant to  go back but fo r o ther people perhaps... they might spend their whole life 
worrying oh I don 't feel com fortable going in there  and I ought to  be able to  go in that shop 
and... so perhaps just exploring issues not w ith  an nast, a thought fixing approach...
I: m m m
P: just w ith  a thought to  kind o f pushing people's com fort look at real actual physical things 
like this and come up w ith  suggestions like w ell perhaps you just ought to  avoid this then... 
rather than trying to  fix it because... I th ink a lot presently those kind o f therapeutic  
recovery things are about... finding problems and fixing them  aren 't they
I: m m m
P: instead o f just exploring o f them  see w hat it means... w ith in  someone's life... am I 
w affling too  much?
I: no no no (laughs)
P: it m ight mean something to  m e but not to  you but... w here you can place this w ithin  
your kind o f life experience rather than...
I: yeah... I suppose...um m  um m  correct me if I'm wrong but the impression I'm getting is 
th a t part o f the  help, part o f what's helpful is... knowing w hat you can fix and knowing w hat 
you can't
P: knowing w hat you can fix and knowing w hat you can't fix yeah... and knowing kind o f 
how to  locate the things you can't fix w ithin a lifestyle...
I: m m m
P: so you're not always running up against the things... you can't fix 
I; m m m
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P: I know it sounds very easy to  just say... but you know for somebody kind o f living in a 
council fla t and having to  catch the  bus crowded full o f people every day it's going to  be 
really hard to  fix... crowds and proxim ity to  o ther people issues isn't it
I: m m m
P: and I suppose I realise th a t you know... looking at the world through rose coloured  
glasses or w hatever I'm not good at idioms e ither but I keep trying (laughs)
I: (laughs)
P : ... because I I'm  in a position to  be able to  have my own little life... my own little house, I 
go to  our field and I don 't really spend any tim e w ith  people because I can drive a just 
getting our van... I choose to  drive my van because nobody sits behind me (laughs)
I: (laughs)
P: and I drive to  the field... I've got very few  friends and the friends I have people th a t don't 
actually talk too  much... I've got one friend Bob for exam ple and he m ight drive past and go 
nod, m orning oh I've said it then  and you w o n 't get it on tape he m ight nod good m orning  
and I'll nod back that's it w e've been friends fo r years and that's as fa r as it goes you know  
so...
I: w hat characterises him as a friend you know w hy why... w hy is he a good friend?
P:... umm well in very small things like fo r exam ple the o ther day I was moving the caravan  
which is the caravan I'm trying to  repair today it belongs to  my daughter it's got stored in 
the  field and I pulled outside our field gate and he pulled up in the car behind and he pulled  
up in case I'd broken down or something... and I hadn't broken down and so I drove o ff and 
then I spoke to  him and he said I stopped in case I thought you might be broken dow n I said 
okay thanks that's it th a t as many words as w e'll ever exchange (laughs) one m onth to  the  
next but I know th a t if there  was an issue
I: m m m
P: fo r example he... he... he owns some land opposite th a t his field gate is kind o f opposite  
our field gate and one day some people w en t over there  I knew w eren 't supposed to  be 
over there  and a gang o f lads w ere jum ping over the fence
I: m m m
P: so I phoned up his mobile phone to  tell him and it's th a t kind o f jo in t... you know  
reciprocal kind o f knowing th a t somebody will always keep an eye out fo r stuff and they've  
got your best interests at heart w ithout feeling the need to  keep... intruding in your 
business all the  tim e (laughs)
I: (laughs)
P: and w anting to  hold a conversation you know...
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1: m m m
P: m aybe he's another undiagnosed Aspie too  that's that's w hy w e get along w e don't 
actually... try  to  have a conversation w ith  each other...
I: it sounds like part o f the w ay he's helpful he just notices w hen you need stuff and doesn't 
intrude w hen you don't
P: yeah yeah he doesn't intrude at all no... and I th ink yeah perhaps that's the thing perhaps 
w e've both got similar traits you never know because our similarities each because as I said 
the  differences not needing to  be... um m m ... constantly reinforcing friendship w ith  o ther 
gestures like you know going out fo r drinks and going to  th e  pub together and all the  things 
people do th a t I just don 't do
I: yeah... um m  I'm sort o f running out o f things to  talk about because you've been so good 
th a t sort o f explaining the issues th a t I'm interested in
(P's spouse in background -  that's  because he's always got a lot to  say)
P: I th ink I spend a lot o f tim e just thinking through tissues I th ink that's w hat it is... but I do 
th ink as well w hen you're young you kind o f try  drugs and alcohol and things like I used to  
drink a lot w hen I was young I th ink w h at people try  to  do is mask their... discomfort in 
social situations
I: m m m
P: taking things out w ith  alcohol and things it makes it bearable doesn't it so you can run 
round and have a drink and a laugh w ith  everyone and be kind of... eccentric what's the  
w ord I'm looking for... extrovert... because really it's just like the drinking o f alcohol you can 
be as extrovert as anybody can't you know w hat I mean
I: m m m
P: to  the  point o f ridiculousness really 
I: m m m
P: I've done th a t you know in the  past but I think... that's w hat the diagnosis does it makes 
you th ink about... fo r a long tim e I think you see another interesting thing I've thought 
about you know people say just be yourself be true to  yourself I never really understood  
w h at th a t means w hat is just being yourself in my mind like you know and I th ink th a t 
proper diagnosis thinking about it actually lets you... you know, become com fortable w ith  
these things like, I don 't particularly like being w ith  lots o f people but... thats just me
I; m m m
P: you you get a sense o f self from  it I th ink th a t that's perhaps the think to  do is to  explore  
people's... sense o f self identity  andw hat it means to  just be yourself... because I really
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understood w h at th a t was and it's som ething I'm still working on but... I'll get th ere  I 
suppose
(section not transcribed -  talking to /a b o u t daughter)
I: so yeah just finishing o ff the interview  a bit is there  anything else you w ant to  say about... 
w h at help is w hat it looks like w hat you find helpful w hat you don't...
P: I suppose help would be people listening and trying to  respond to  w h at you've actually 
said rather than offering you what's on o ffer
I: m m m
P: and if w hat was on offer was good and had been developed great but a t the  m om ent it 
isn't
I: m m m
P: so I th ink people go along to  th e ir GP's or w hatever and asked to  help and first is 
diagnosis and next w ould be...ahhh knowledgeable targeted... services rather than the  
mishmash o f stuff that's  out there  now th a t seems to have been... handed everything but
I: m m m
P: is th a t any help?
I: that's that's  that's great (laughs) th a t is absolutely great if you don't have anything else to  
say
P:no
I: that's  kind of
P: I th ink that's it, yeah.
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APPENDIX I -  EXEMPLAR AUDIT TRAIL OF THE ANALYSIS
The processes involved in analysis will be illustrated in detail here, and 
indicate how the subtheme ‘AS/HFA integrated into concepts of identity’ 
emerged, by focussing on how the analysis of one phrase evolved.
The guidelines provided by Smith et al. (2009) were followed for the analysis, 
and the steps given below are taken from this. As described by them the 
process from interviewing to final analysis was not a linear one, however it is 
possible to follow the broad trajectory of the analysis from initial tentative 
ideas to the final analysis presented in this report. I will take my examples 
from the interview with Simon, which can be found in appendix H.
Step 1: Reading and re-reading
The interview was transcribed in the week following the interview and was 
carefully checked against the original recording, to ensure that the 
participant’s exact phrasing was transcribed. This involved listening to the 
entire interview at least three times, with individual sections often repeated 
many times, to check the exact wording used. Whilst this was partly to 
ensure the quality of the transcription it also overlapped with the first stage of 
analysis, of immersing myself in the original data. Once I was sure that I had 
an accurate representation of the interview I re-read the transcript a further 
two times, and at this point felt that I had immersed myself in this participant’s 
world sufficiently to commence on the next stage. Although I noted Smith at 
a/’s (2009) advice that it might be helpful to record my observations about the 
transcript, in order to facilitate bracketing off, in this particular instance I 
found that I was so fascinated by this participant’s account, and felt such a 
genuine desire to understand his point of view, that I felt separate note taking 
was not necessary. However it did prove useful in the analysis of later 
interviews, in order to ensure that my previous analysis did not unduly 
influence the analysis of the current interview.
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Step 2: Initial noting
The entire transcript was printed out with wide margins. As I came to the end 
of step 1 I started using the left margin to jot ideas and comments as I read 
the transcript. Most comments had a clear phenomenological focus, and 
generally picked up key phrases of the participant, in their own words. I 
occasionally picked up more interpretive points at this stage, such as links to 
psychological models or theory, or highlighting links to other parts of the 
transcript. An example of this is given below, where my comments on the 
transcript are indicated as italicised text in the left margin:
I kind of almost 
feel peoples 
emotions but I 
don’t know what 
to do about It
I: what about sort of... friends and family... do 
they... sort of sort of understand the w ay you 
are and... are they helpful o r ...
P: I think they're getting there slowly but 
surely but it’s, it's sometimes for exam ple we  
had a bit of a family crisis that I was telling 
you about people were all arguing and falling 
out and all things and... all this big kind of 
emotional... situations I kind of almost feel 
people's emotions but I don't know w hat to do 
about it, now if somebody is in a bad mood or 
angry or upset all I feel is... like it's directed at 
me
I don’t know how 
to fix things
You neurotyplcal 
people don’t 
know what this Is 
like
I kind of live life 
by lists (Is this
I: mmm
P: you know what I mean I think everybody’s 
upset with m e everybody’s angry with me 
and I don't know how to fix it. I think in those 
situations I say to people you know... I just 
can't do this... and people... your average  
neuro typical person just doesn't know what 
it's like not to be able to do all that emotional 
stuff in the sam e way
I: mmm
P: all I keep looking at is the cold dark  
practicality of it you know I think “som eone’s 
in a bad mood today so I won't get on with 
doing this, that means w e just had to get it 
done tomorrow” you know what I mean I just 
think now if you hadn't been in strop 
yesterday you could have fixed this and then 
we could be doing something else, I just keep  
thinking of how it's... you know I kind of like
rigid behaviour?)
Back to front
I just don’t 
understand
Links back to
previous
metaphor
We’ll just never 
be the same,
It’s down to us 
we’re In a 
minority
Needing to keep 
to schedule
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live life by lists either actual lists I've got a 
couple in there now or... mental lists of what’s 
got to get done and what order it's got to be 
done for the best... and I keep thinking you 
know this has put my list right out now... 
you're feeling sorry for yourself has really 
upset my list
I: (laughs)
P: and I know it's silly... but umm... and I 
suppose it's for me I, I keep saying to in a 
very kind of back to front way they don't just 
understand me, but I don't just understand 
really... you know what other people do and I 
suppose... in that kind of situation... when 
you say is it a family thing... people are  
starting to kind of understand but... I'm not 
sure like I said before this cats and dogs 
thing if it's something that... perhaps... Aspies 
will just kind of have to resign themselves 
to... we'll never be the sam e and perhaps it's 
down to us just to do this because w e’re in a 
minority isn't it and it’s easier for kind of the 
one in
a thousand person... to do that than try and 
get the other 999 to do it isn't it really I 
suppose it’s... I'm just never going to look at 
the world... like everybody else does
l:mmm
P; I'll just rewrite my list, allow time for a 
tantrum in the middle
I: (laughs)
P: as long as it goes to schedule I’ll be all 
right
Initially these comments were mainly descriptive, focussing on the content of 
what this participant had said. However, as the analysis progressed there 
was a shift towards linguistic comments, focussing on the specific language 
used, and conceptual comments, which was more interpretative, and often 
phrased as a question. Examples of these are in the tentative re-wording to 
“You neurotypical people don’t know what this is like” (linguistic comment) 
and the question “is this rigid behaviour?” (conceptual comment).
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Step 3: Developing emerging themes
Towards the end of step 2 the right hand margin of the transcript was used to 
try and establish the themes emerging from step 2. This attempted to extract 
the ‘essence’ of what was being said, but also started to make links to my 
wider knowledge of ASCs and psychological models and theories. The initial 
themes that emerged for the above extract are reproduced below in bold:
I kind of almost 
feel peoples 
emotions but I 
don’t know what 
to do about It
I: what about sort of... friends and family... do 
they... sort of sort of understand the way you 
are and... are they helpful o r ...
P: I think they're getting there slowly but 
surely but it’s, it's sometimes for exam ple we  
had a bit of a family crisis that I was telling 
you about people were all arguing and falling 
out and all things and... all this big kind of 
emotional... situations I kind of almost feel 
people's emotions but I don't know what to do 
about it, now if somebody is in a bad mood or 
angry or upset all I feel is... like it's directed at 
me
Emotions and ToM
I don’t know how 
to fix things
You neurotyplcal 
people don’t 
know what this Is 
like
I kind of live life 
by lists (Is this 
rigid behaviour?)
I: mmm
P: you know what I mean I think everybody’s 
upset with me everybody’s angry with me 
and I don't know how to fix it. I think in those 
situations I say to people you know... I just 
can't do this... and people... your average  
neuro typical person just doesn't know what 
it's like not to be able to do all that emotional 
stuff in the sam e way
I: mmm
P: all I keep looking at is the cold dark 
practicality of it you know I think “som eone’s 
in a bad mood today so I won't get on with 
doing this, that m eans w e just had to get it 
done tomorrow” you know what I mean I just 
think now if you hadn't been in strop 
yesterday you could have fixed this and then 
w e could be doing something else, I just keep  
thinking of how it's... you know I kind of like 
live life by lists either actual lists I've got a 
couple in there now or... mental lists of what’s 
got to get done and what order it's got to be
Links to not wanting 
self to be fixed?
ASCs as 'the other’ 
unknowable
Need for predictability 
and regularity
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Back to front
I just don’t 
understand
Links back to
previous
metaphor
We’ll just never 
be the same,
It’s down to us 
we’re In a 
minority
Needing to keep 
to schedule
done for the best... and I keep thinking you 
know this has put my list right out now... 
you're feeling sorry for yourself has really 
upset my list
I: (laughs)
P: and I know it's silly... but umm... and I 
suppose it's for me I, I keep saying to in a 
very kind of back to front way they don't just 
understand me, but I don't just understand 
really... you know what other people do and I 
suppose... in that kind of situation... when  
you say is it a family thing... people are  
starting to kind of understand but... I'm not 
sure like I said before this cats and dogs 
thing if it's something that... perhaps... Aspies 
will just kind of have to resign themselves 
to... we'll never be the sam e and perhaps it's 
down to us just to do this because w e ’re in a 
minority isn't it and it’s easier for kind of the 
one in
a thousand person... to do that than try and 
get the other 999 to do it isn't it really I 
suppose it’s... I'm just never going to look at 
the world... like everybody else does
l:mmm
P: I'll just rewrite my list, allow time for a 
tantrum in the middle
I: (laughs)
P: as long as it goes to schedule I’ll be all 
right
ASCs as separate
Politics of a minority?
Step 4: Searching for connections across emergent themes
Note that this step overlapped somewhat with steps 5 and 6 (see below). 
Towards the end of step 3 NVivo software was used to help make links 
between these emerging themes. The script was loaded into NVivo and 
nodes were created within NVivo, either by coding directly from the text, or by 
calling on the initial comments in the left hand margin. Particular attention 
was paid to keeping as much as possible in the original wording of the 
interview in these nodes, to ensure the following analysis remained 
embedded within the original text. Once all the nodes were created they were
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organised into hierarchical structures (tree nodes), initially using the 
comments from the right hand margin as a guide to organising ideas. The 
initial structure that emerged from this was largely based on the research 
focus of ASCs and help, and is given in the table below;
Table 1: Initial Analytic Structure
Main Theme Sub theme Minor Theme
Help: Helpful Help Helpful People
Helpful Situations
Helpful Organisations
Missing Help
Unhelpful Help
Asperger’s Personal Identity Positive things
Because I’ve got 
Asperger’s I’m not good 
at...
Building a personal 
identity
Views on Asperger’s
Views of others on 
Asperger’s
Note that at this stage of the analysis ‘Identity’ had not emerged as a main 
theme, and was mostly contained as a sub-theme within the main theme 
‘Asperger’s’. At this stage the comment ‘It’s down to us, we’re in a minority’ 
was used as an exemplar of the sub theme ‘views of others on Asperger’s’. 
The use of NVivo was particularly helpful in developing a hierarchy, which 
encouraged the development of higher levels of abstraction.
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Step 5: Moving to the Next Case
Steps 1-3 and the initial part of step 4 were carried out for each of the first 
three interviews separately, before bringing each separate analysis together. 
This facilitated the bracketing of ideas emerging from each participant’s 
account. Due to practical considerations the initial analysis of the last two 
interviews was carried out after step 6 (see below) had been started, so for 
these two interviews I took particular care to ensure that their analysis was 
not unduly distorted by my emerging understanding of the final analytic 
structure.
Step 6: Looking for patterns across cases
Towards the end of the process of analysis discussed in step 4 I started to 
bring together the individual analyses of each participant. At this stage I 
found it difficult to navigate from the hierarchical structure in NVivo back to 
the particular instance from the interview, although this may be due to my 
relative unfamiliarity with the software. The structure that had emerged at the 
end of the NVivo analysis is given in the following table:
Table 2: Analytic Structure that Emerged from NVivo Analysis
Main Theme Sub theme Minor Theme
Diagnosis and 
Understanding of AS
Views on AS Not fitting in
Diagnosis
(unclassified)
Early Experiences
Personal Identity Positive things
Because I’ve got 
Asperger’s I’m not good 
at...
Anxiety and depression
Dealing with emotions
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Main Theme Sub theme Minor Theme
Social difficulties
(unclassified)
Views on Help Helpful Help Helpful organisations
Helpful people
Helpful situations
(unclassified)
Missing Help Getting information
Opportunities
(unclassified)
Unhelpful Help
Views of Others
Where (unclassified) is given this indicates that there were a number of 
nodes that appeared to relate to the given sub-theme, but that hadn't been 
grouped into a particular minor theme.
At this stage it can be seen that ‘Identity’ is starting to emerge as a major 
theme in its own right, however this was still in quite a fragmentary way. For 
example the phrase ‘it's down to us just to do this because we’re in a 
minority’ was coded in this structure as being part of the ‘Diagnosis and 
Understanding of AS’ major theme, within the sub-theme ‘Views on AS’ and 
unclassified.
Following on from this I decided that it would be helpful to have a more visual 
representation to work with, so individual points, such as direct quotes, were 
copied onto ‘post-it’s that were colour coded according to participant. These 
could be moved around easily and I found it simpler to group these by minor 
theme. This also facilitated having each participant equitably represented in 
the emerging analysis, as the contributions each participant was making to
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the emerging themes and sub-themes could be quickly identified, allowing an 
easy summary of each participant’s position within a particular area.
At the end of this process the following overall structure emerged, as 
illustrated in table 3, which is very similar to the final analysis (note that minor 
themes are omitted for the sake of clarity):
Table 3: Analytic Structure that Emerged from Organising ‘Post-it’s
Main Theme Subthemes
Conceptualisation of AS/HFA AS/HFA as a difference from others
AS/HFA as a difficulty
Relationship of AS/HFA to identity Integrated into concepts of identity
Separate from concepts of identity
Acceptance and accommodation by 
others
Help in addressing difficulties
At this stage it can be seen that ‘Identity’ has emerged as a major theme, and 
this was in a coherent way that was embedded within the accounts of these 
participants. The two important sub-themes also appeared at this stage. The 
phrase ‘it's down to us just to do this because we’re in a minority’ was 
included as coded in this structure as being part of the ‘Relationship of 
AS/HFA to identity’ major theme, within the sub-theme ‘Integrated into 
concepts of identity’ and in a minor theme ‘AS/HFA as a cultural identitv’.
After developing this structure the final two interviews were analysed, as 
described above. No changes to the major themes were made after this, but 
one sub-theme was renamed, from ‘AS/HFA as a difficulty’ to AS/HFA as a 
disability’, to reflect these two participant’s views on the difficulties that they 
had. This final analysis can be seen in photographic form in figure 1. Note 
that each rectangle represents a particular sub-theme, and they are grouped
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by major theme, so left to right are the sub themes for Conceptualisation of 
AS/HFA, Relationship of AS/HFA to identity and Conceptualisations of Help:
Figure 1: the use of ‘Post-it’s to develop the analytic structure.
This structure was discussed with my Academic supervisor, using the ‘post- 
it’s to demonstrate how the analysis was embedded in the data. As a result of 
this conversation the ‘Conceptualisations of Help’ was given a further sub­
theme, ‘Help in negotiating identity’, which had previously been a minor 
theme within the ‘Help in addressing difficulties’ sub theme. There were also 
some minor adjustments of individual elements. The resulting analysis is that 
presented in the body of this discussion.
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Abstract
This study exam ined progress a fter one year o f trea tm en t fo r children w ith  autism who  
received a mean o f 36 hours per w eek one-to -one UCLA ABA trea tm en t. Two types of 
service provision w ere compared; an Intensive Clinic Based Treatm ent model w here all 
tre a tm e n t personnel w ere provided {N = 23), and an Intensive Parent M anaged Treatm ent 
m odel w here intensive supervision only was provided (N = 21). T reatm ent groups w ere  
defined by service provision and based on participant's geographical location. In addition, a 
non-concurrent m ultiple baseline design across participants (A/ = 13) was used to  exam ine 
w h eth er progress was associated w ith  ABA trea tm en t rather than o ther confounding 
variables. Between intake and fo llow -up, children in both groups im proved significantly on 
IQ, visual-spatial IQ, language com prehension, expressive language, social skills, m otor skills 
and adaptive behavior. There w ere  no significant differences betw een the Clinic Based 
Group and Parent M anaged Group on any o f the measures at fo llow -up. M ean  IQ  for 
participants in both groups increased by 16 points betw een intake and fo llow -up. Eighty 
nine percent o f children showed an increase in IQ  score betw een intake and follow -up. Fifty 
percent o f all participants gained 15 IQ  points or more; 2% had a stable IQ and 9% showed a 
decrease. These findings are consistent w ith  previous studies dem onstrating benefits of 
ABA trea tm en t fo r children w ith  autism.
Key Words: Autism, Children, Behavioral Interventions, Outcom e
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Assessing Progress during T reatm ent fo r Young Children w ith  Autism Receiving Intensive
Behavioural Interventions
Autism is a Pervasive Developm ental Disorder characterized by severe im pairm ent 
in social interaction and com m unication along w ith  high rates o f ritualistic and stereotyped  
behavior (DSM-IV; APA, 1994). Recent reported prevalence rates are 1 to  4  per 1000 and at 
least 4 -6  per 1000 w hen m ilder variants (called autism spectrum disorders) are included 
(Baird, e t al., 2006; Fom bonne, 2003). Research suggests th a t 50-80%  o f children w ith  
autism have m ental retardation (Baird, e t al., 2006; Fom bonne, 1999), and th a t the  m ajority  
will require professional care throughout the ir lives (Billstedt, Gillberg, &  Gillberg, 2005). 
Although specific causes o f the condition have not yet been identified, research suggests 
medical, neurobiological and genetic factors are involved (Bailey e t al., 1995; Freitag, 2007; 
M uller, 2007; Volkm ar, Lord, Bailey, Schultz &  Klin, 2004).
A w ide variety o f psycho-educational interventions fo r children w ith  autism have 
been proposed (Dawson &  Osterling, 1997; Howlin, 1987; Smith, 1999). Flowever, only a 
few  have been subjected to  outcom e research. Among those, tre a tm e n t based on Applied  
Behaviour Analysis (ABA) has been w idely investigated. Research suggests children  
receiving ABA m ay make significantly m ore gains than comparison group children on 
standardized measures o f IQ, language and adaptive functioning. Some recent studies 
evaluating ABA for children w ith  autism have included data on m aladaptive behaviour, 
personality, school perform ance or changes in diagnosis (Eikeseth e t al., 2002; 2007;
Sallows &  Graupner, 2005).
By the early 1990s ABA had been suggested as beneficial fo r many children w ith  
autism (Lovaas, 1987; M aurice, 1993; McEachin, Smith, &  Lova as, 1993). As a result, the  
dem and for ABA trea tm en t accelerated in the UK. As there  w ere no ABA services for
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children w ith  autism in the  UK, families initially set up parent managed programmes w ith  
input from  a variety o f international providers. M udford , M artin , Eikeseth, and Bibby (2001) 
com pared these programs to  the recom m endations o f the UCLA M ulti-S ite Young Autism  
Project to  assess w h eth er parent managed programmes in the UK adhered to  the UCLA 
protocol. M ost children (57%) started after 3 34 years old (la ter than is considered 
preferable in the UCLA protocol), and 16% did not exceed the m inim um  IQ criterion. 
Children experienced few er hours o f trea tm en t (m ean o f 32 hours) and the ir programmes 
received relatively infrequent supervision. Tw enty-one percent o f the programmes received 
supervision from  individuals identified as com petent to  provide UCLA ABA treatm en t. No 
child received the full UCLA protocol (starting prior to  3 % years, receiving 40 hours per 
w eek, and having w eekly supervision from  qualified personnel).
Bibby, Eikeseth, M artin , M udford , and Reeves (2001) analyzed data for 66 children 
w ho had participated in the M udford e t al. (2001) study. They found th a t m ental age and 
Vineland Adaptive behavior increased significantly fo r a subgroup o f the participants, but 
failed to  find significant changes in IQ. None o f th e  participants obtained best outcom e  
status, th a t is, perform ed w ith in  the normal range on IQ  tests and achieved unassisted 
m ainstream  school placem ent. Thus, the results w ere  disappointing.
As part o f the  UCLA M ulti-S ite Young Autism Project, w e aim ed to  dem onstrate that 
UCLA ABA trea tm en t can be im plem ented effectively in the UK by applying the variables 
th a t w ere  recom m ended in the UCLA Protocol and w ere lacking in the programmes 
described by M udford  e t al. (2001). The present study exam ined progress after one year o f 
tre a tm e n t fo r children w ith  autism who received intensive one-to-one UCLA ABA 
trea tm en t. Two d ifferent models o f service provision w ere compared. One was an Intensive 
Clinic Based T reatm ent model w here all trea tm en t personnel w ere provided. The o ther was 
an Intensive Parent M anaged T reatm ent model w here intensive supervision was provided
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w hile  tutoring staff w ere recruited and managed by parents. This was an outreach service 
provided to  families who resided outside the  catchm ent areas for the Clinic Based service.
M ethod
Participants
All children residing w ith in  specified locations, w ho joined UK Young Autism Project 
betw een Autum n o f 1998 and Spring 2005 w ere  included in the study if they m et all o f the  
following criteria: (a) a diagnosis o f autism according to  the ICD-10 criteria (W orld Health  
Organization, 1993); (b) chronological age at intake betw een 24 and 42 months; and (c) 
absence o f o ther severe medical conditions, as certified by a medical practitioner. The  
participants w ere diagnosed by independent agencies. Subsequently the  diagnosis was 
confirm ed by the Autism Diagnostic Interview  -  Revised (ADI-R; Lord, Rutter, &  LeCouteur, 
1994). The ADI-R was conducted by the first author, who had been certified to  use the  
instrum ent fo r research purposes.
Group Assignment
Children w ere assigned to  one o f tw o  trea tm en t groups th a t represent the  tw o  
services provided: (a) Intensive Clinic Based Treatm ent Group in which all trea tm en t  
personnel (i.e. tutors, senior tutors and program m e consultants) w ere  provided and; (b) 
Intensive Parent M anaged Treatm ent Group w here tutors w ere recruited and m anaged by 
parents. For this group intensive supervision was provided by our program m e consultants. 
Eight families also hired one o f our senior tutors.
Tw enty three participants (4 girls) entered  the Clinic Based Group and 21 (6 girls) 
entered the Parent M anaged Group. M ean age at trea tm en t start was 36 months fo r the  
Clinic Based group and 34 months fo r the Parent M anaged group. M ean intake IQ was 53  
fo r the Clinic Based group and 54 for the Parent M anaged group. One referral who was
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eligible fo r the study did not en ter because the  parents chose a parent managed  
program m ed despite residing w ithin the clinic based catchm ent area. Five children left the  
study before the one year fo llow -up (three clinic based and tw o  parent managed) and 
hence w ere  not included in the data analysis. Group assignment was based on the  
geographical location o f the participants, as follows: Between Autum n 1998 and Spring 
2005, children residing w ithin 60 kilom etres and w ith in  a m aximum travel tim e o f one hour 
o f the Brunei University campus in Twickenham , M iddlesex w ere assigned to  the Clinic 
Based Group. Between Spring 2001 and Spring 2005, children residing w ithin 60 kilometres 
and w ith in  a m axim um  travel tim e o f one hour o f Pershore Road in Birmingham w ere  
assigned to  the Clinic Based Group. This second catchm ent area was defined w hen w e  
opened a clinic in Birmingham. Between Spring 1999 and Autum n 2000 children residing 
w ith in  120 kilometres and w ith in  a m axim um  travel tim e o f tw o  hours o f the Brunei 
University campus w ere assigned to  the Parent M anaged Group. Between W in ter 2000  and 
Spring 2005 the Parent managed group's catchm ent area was increased to  cover the w hole  
o f England and W ales excluding the catchm ent areas o f the  Clinic Based Group.
Setting
The m ajority o f the  trea tm en t fo r all participants was provided in the ir homes. In 
each hom e, equipm ent fo r the  program m e was usually in one particular room, for exam ple 
the  child's bedroom , the lounge or in some cases a specially allocated room. W hile the  
child's program m e was usually based in this room , the w hole house and garden was utilised 
as a teaching environm ent and the tutors moved w ith  the child around the house in order 
to  incorporate incidental teaching, natural environm ent teaching and generalisation. The 
fam ily  was encouraged to  continue as usual and move around the house and all areas 
w here the child was being taught. Some trea tm en t was also provided in the children's
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com m unities, including shops, cafes, parks, museums, extra-curricular classes and clubs, 
etc. If a child had started nursery or school, trea tm en t was also im plem ented there.
Staff Training
In the  clinic based program m e, each child's team  comprised a program m e  
consultant, a senior tu to r and tw o-to -five  tutors. All staff mem bers w ere  provided w ith  
induction packs including company policies and training booklets. Each tu to r received basic 
and advanced theory seminars, a 60-hour practicum, and continued training and 
supervision from  the senior tu to r and program m e consultant via w eekly team  meetings and 
session overlaps.
Senior tutors had a m inim um  of one year experience working as a tu to r w ith  at 
least th ree children. They w ere  trained and supervised by program m e consultants and 
directors. Senior tutors assisted program m e consultants in running the child's program m e  
and provided one-to-one teaching.
Programme consultants had a m inim um  of th ree years clinical experience as both  
tu to r and senior tu tor. They com pleted a course which led to  the dem onstration o f 
com petency in all the  principles, procedures and programmes required to  run a child's 
program m e independently.
Parent managed programmes w ere supervised fo r a m inim um  of six hours every six 
weeks by the same program m e consultants who worked on clinic based program m es. 
Tutors, and in some cases senior tutors, w ere  recruited and managed by the  fam ilies.
Teams received training during program m e consultant workshops.
Parent Training
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Parents in both groups w ere given a half-day course on ABA principles follow ed by 
several days o f intensive hands-on-training from  senior tutors and program m e consultants. 
Training th e rea fte r was provided during team  meetings, supervision sessions, and tu to r  
sessions.
T reatm ent
All children in both groups received trea tm en t based on the  UCLA model fo r Early 
Intensive Behavioural Intervention (Lovaas, 2003; Lovaas, Ackerman, Alexander, 
Firestone, Perkins, &  Young, 1981). Principles o f ABA w ere used to  increase behavioural 
deficits such as language, play skills, social skills, academics, self help skills, 
understanding o f em otions and to  decrease behavioural excesses such as self­
stim ulatory behaviour, self-injurious behaviour, tantrum s and aggression. Teaching 
m ethods used w ere discrete trial teaching, natural environm ent teaching, and incidental 
teaching. These principles and teaching methods are described in fu rther detail 
elsew here (e.g., Catania, 1998; Cooper, Heron, &  He w ard, 1987; Lovaas, 2003; Lovaas,
e t al, 1981; M aurice, Green, &  Luce, 1996; M aurice, Green, &  Foxx, 2001; Leaf &  
McEachin, 1999; Lovaas, 2003).
Curriculum
Each child's curriculum was individualised and comprehensive, teaching skills in all 
areas o f developm ent. Beginning skills included pre-requisites in the areas o f attention, 
com m unication, and play. Examples include sitting in a chair, responding to  simple 
instructions such as "come here" and "wave bye-bye", matching identical objects, im itating  
gross m otor actions or im itating actions w ith  objects, im itating sounds and words, 
identifying and naming objects, playing independently w ith  toys, and basic interactive skills 
such as rolling a ball to  and from  an adult. In term ediate skills included fu rther language
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training such as identification and naming o f abstract concepts, parallel play, turn  taking, 
im itating sentences, early academic skills such as identifying letters and numbers, drawing  
im itation and tracing, and self help skills such as dressing and undressing, to ile t training, 
drinking from  an open cup and increasing the range o f foods and drink taken. Once these 
skills w ere acquired, social language such as conversation and asking questions, advanced 
pretend play and co-operative play, social-emotional skills such as theory o f mind, 
advanced academic skills, observational learning and learning in the classroom  
environm ent w ere addressed.
T reatm ent Integrity
T reatm ent skills w ere assessed using a measure developed by the  UCLA M ulti-S ite  
Young Autism Project based on Koegel, Russo, and Rincover (1977). For each tu to r  
assessed, a videotape was m ade following a standardised protocol in which th e  tu to r had to  
dem onstrate teaching fo r 15 minutes while teaching five minutes each o f vocal im itation, 
receptive language, and expressive language. During the first tw o  years o f the  project all 
tutors w ere assessed, subsequently tutors w ere in term itten tly  selected to  be assessed. A 
sample o f the  videotapes w ere scored and approved by Dr. Tristram Smith, w ho is one of 
the  Directors o f the UCLA M ulti-S ite YAP. A fu rther sample o f the videotapes w ere  scored 
and approved by the third author, w ho was trained to  score the videotapes, and was 
reliable w ith  Dr. Smith.
Programme consultants w ere assessed on their abilities to  select and to  introduce  
new  programs to  a child they had not previously w orked w ith . The program m e consultant 
reviewed the child's record before identifying programs to  introduce in the  follow ing four  
areas: A program w ith  a verbal instruction and verbal response, receptive language, 
expressive language and interactive play. These videotapes w ere then scored and approved  
by Dr. Smith.
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Measures
Diagnostic Instrument The Autism Diagnostic In terview  -  Revised (ADI-R; Lord et 
al., 1994) was used to  confirm the diagnosis o f autism for each participant. The ADI-R is a 
comprehensive interview  comprising 93 items across eight content areas, assessing three  
domains: Language and Communication; Reciprocal Social Interactions; Restricted, 
Repetitive, and Stereotyped Behaviours and Interests. The first author was trained and 
certified to  use th e  standardised interview  procedures and to  score results using the  
Diagnostic Algorithm . The interview  was adm inistered w ith  one or both parents o f each 
participant, during which the inform ant's responses w ere  recorded and coded. Results 
w ere  then  scored and interpreted  using the Diagnostic Algorithm.
Treatment Intensity. Num ber o f trea tm en t hours per w eek for each child was 
m easured by recording the start and end tim es o f tu tored  sessions, parent sessions, 
shadowed tim e in school, team  meetings an d /o r workshops.
Child measures
All children w ere assessed at intake and one year a fter trea tm en t began. An 
independent psychologist carried out all intake and follow -up assessments. The examiners 
had extensive experience w ith  children w ith  autism. They w ere independent o f the study 
and w ere  not inform ed o f children's group assignment. Intake assessments w ere carried 
out in order o f referral, and fo llow -up assessments w ere carried out in the order that 
children com pleted one year o f trea tm en t. Assessments w ere composed o f standardized  
tests o f intelligence, visual-spatial skills, language, and adaptive functioning.
Intellectual functioning. Depending on th e ir chronological age, children w ere given 
the  Bayley Scales o f Infant Developm ent-Revised (Bayley, 1993) or WPPSI-R (Wechsler, 
1989). The Bayley is a test o f cognitive functioning in children ages 2 to  42  months. The
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WPPSI-R measures cognitive functioning in children ages 3 years to  7 years, 3 months. 
Children old enough to  be assessed w ith  the WPPSI-R, but w ho did not achieve basal on the  
WPPSI-R (defined fo r this study as tw o  2-point responses on the vocabulary subtest) w ere  
given the Bayley.
Visual-spatial skills. The M errill-Palm er Scale o f M enta l Tests (Stutsm an, 1948) was 
given to  all participants at intake and follow-up. This instrum ent assesses prim arily visual- 
spatial skills in children ages 1 year, 6 months to  6 years, 6 months, and it has been shown  
to  predict later functioning in children w ith  autism (e.g.. Lord &  Schopler, 1989). A ratio IQ  
was derived from  it.
Language functioning. The Reynell Developm ental Language Scales (Edwards, 
Fletcher, Garm an, Flughes, Letts, &  Sinka, 1997; Reynell & Gruber, 1990) w ere used to  
assess language functioning in all participants at intake and in all participants w ho w ere  
younger than 7 years at fo llow -up. The Reynell yields developm ental ages and standard  
scores for language comprehension and fo r expressive language. It is com m only  
adm inistered to  children w ith  autism (Sparrow e t al., 1997), although its psychometric 
properties have not been studied w ith  this population. A standard score was derived from  
the  manual. If the  child perform ed below the range covered by the m anual, a ratio quotien t 
was substituted for the standard score. Participants not achieving basal on the Reynell w ere  
assigned a m ental age o f 20 months.
Adaptive behaviours. C hildren's adaptive skills w ere  assessed w ith  the  Vineland  
Adaptive Behavior Scales (Sparrow, Balia, &  Cicchetti, 1984). The Vineland yields standard  
scores for com m unication, daily living skills, and socialization, as w ell as a composite  
standard score. It also provides a measure o f m aladaptive behavior (norm ed fo r children  
ages 5 years and older, and hence given only at fo llow -up).The Vineland is w idely regarded
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as the instrum ent o f choice fo r assessing adaptive functioning in children w ith  autism  
(Newsom  & Hovanitz, 1997).
Design
Outcom e for all participants in both trea tm en t groups was assessed using a pre-post 
design comparing scores on IQ, visual IQ, Reynell comprehension Reynell expressive 
language and adaptive behaviour obtained p re -treatm ent w ith  scores on the same 
measures obtained one year into trea tm en t.
A non-concurrent m ultiple baseline design across participants was used to  assess 
progress in early trea tm en t fo r the first 13 children to  en ter intensive clinic based 
trea tm en t. This was done to  exam ine w h eth er progress was associated w ith  ABA trea tm en t 
rather than o ther confounding variables such as o ther interventions th a t the children may 
have been receiving, m aturation an d /o r reactiveness of measures. Participants w ere  
random ly assigned to  baseline periods o f 6 ,1 2  or 18 weeks during which they received no 
ABA trea tm en t. During baseline and the early phase of trea tm en t, each child was assessed 
every th ree weeks on receptive language, nonvocal im itation, vocal im itation, and 
expressive language. The measure has been described in m ore detail by Smith, Buch, and 
Gam by (2000). The ELM assessors, and other observers scoring tapes fo r reliability  
purposes, w ere  blind to  each participant's assigned baseline period and therefore the ir  
tre a tm e n t start date, as well as to  th e ir intake test scores and progress in treatm ent. The 
investigators and trea tm en t personnel, including parents, w ere  not inform ed o f the exact 
items on each child's baseline and th erea fte r tested on the  ELM.
The ELM was conducted at start of baseline and then every three weeks during  
baseline and for the  first six months o f trea tm en t or until the  child reached 42 months of 
age, w hichever period was greater.
In ter-ra ter reliability was established on 27% o f tests. This was conducted by 
observers w ith  experience o f discrete trial teaching. In ter-ra ter reliability was calculated by
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dividing the num ber o f agreem ents by the num ber o f agreem ents and disagreements and 
multiplying this by 100. M ean in ter-ra ter reliability was 96%  for Nonvocal Im itation; 95%  for 
Receptive Instructions; 94%  fo r Expressive Labels; and 97%  for Verbal Im itation.
Data Analysis
Independent sample t-tests w ere conducted to  exam ine w hether the tw o  groups 
differed at intake and at fo llow  up. Paired sample t-tests w ere conducted to  assess changes 
betw een intake and follow -up. Finally, unprotected Pearson correlations w ere  conducted  
to  assess w h eth er intake measures w ere associated w ith  outcom e measures and w ith  
changes in scores.
Results
Treatment Measures
The mean num ber o f trea tm en t hours per w eek for the Clinic Based Group was 37 .4  (SD 
= 3 .47) as compared to  34.2 (SD = 5 .29) for the Parent M anaged Group. This difference  
was statistically nonsignificant (p > .05).
Progress Early in Treatment
Figure 2 presents progress in Nonvocal Im itation. The top  graph presents mean
percentage correct responding from  the participants who had a n ine-w eek baseline. The
m iddle graph presents mean percentage correct responding fo r th e  participants w ith  a 15-
w eek baseline, and the bottom  graph displays mean percentage correct responding fo r the
participants who had a 21-w eek baseline. Figures 3 ,4  and 5 present data fo r the  Receptive
Instruction, the Vocal Im itation, and Expressive Labels, respectively. As can be seen, the
participants m ade little or no progress on the  items in the skill domains before the
trea tm en t started. A fter trea tm en t started m arked im provem ent was dem onstrated on
items in all four skill domains. M ean age at trea tm en t start was 36.7 months fo r the
participants who w ere given this measure. M ean  intake scores on IQ, Visual Spatial IQ,
Reynell, and Vineland w ere 56.4, 78.8 , 20 months (comprehension and expressive) and
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62.6, respectively. M ean Follow-up scores on IQ, Visual Spatial IQ, Reynell, and Vineland  
w ere  7 1 .3 ,8 3 .5 , 24.9  months (com prehension) and 25.5 months (expressive) and 62.6, 
respectively.
Outcome Measures
There w ere no significant differences betw een the Clinic Based Group and Parent 
M anaged Group at intake on any o f the measures. At fo llow -up, betw een group 
differences w ere nonsignificant on all measures. These data are exhibited in Table 1.
Because of the nonsignificant group differences, data fo r both groups w ere treated  as 
one data set. As can be seen in Table 2, w hen assessing progress betw een intake and 
fo llow -up fo r all participants in both groups, significant im provem ent was found on all 
measures (i.e., IQ, visual-spatial IQ, Reynell language comprehension, Reynell expressive 
language and Vineland Adaptive Behaviour, Vineland com m unication, Vineland social, 
and Vineland m otor skills).
M ean IQ  increased by 16 points betw een intake and follow-up. Flalf the  participants 
gained 15 IQ points or more; (range 15 to  52); 39%  o f all participants gained 1-14 IQ points; 
2% of all participants had a stable IQ and 9% o f all participants showed a decrease in IQ  
(range 4  to  18). The m ean Reynell comprehension and expressive language age equivalents 
increased to  27.5 months and 26.95 months, respectively, at follow -up. At intake, none of 
the  participants except one from  the Parent M anaged group achieved basal on the  
expressive subscale o f the Reynell, and hence w ere assigned a m ental age o f 20 months. At 
fo llow -up, 17 participants in the Clinic Based group and 13 participants in the Parent 
M anaged group scored above basal on the comprehension subscale o f the Reynell. At 
fo llow -up, 17 participants in the Clinic Based group and 14 participants in the Parent 
M anaged group scored above basal on the expressive subscale o f the Reynell.
The Vineland Adaptive Composite standard score increased 16.4 points betw een intake  
and follow -up.
Association between pre-treatment and outcome measures
Unprotected Pearson correlations w ere  conducted to  assess w hether intake 
measures w ere associated w ith  outcom e measures and w ith  changes in scores. Data are 
exhibited in Table 3. All correlations betw een intake age and outcom e measures, and
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intake age and changes in scores w ere  non-significant. Thus the age at which the  
children started trea tm en t was not reliably associated w ith  outcom e or am ount of 
change in scores. Intake IQ, visual-spatial IQ and adaptive behaviour w ere associated 
w ith  follow -up IQ, visual-spatial IQ, Reynell language comprehension, Reynell expressive 
language, and adaptive behaviour. However, correlations betw een intake measures and 
trea tm en t gains on IQ, visual-spatial IQ, and adaptive behaviour w ere nonsignificant 
(except association betw een intake visual-spatial IQ  and change in IQ  and changes in 
adaptive behaviour scores). Thus intake age, IQ, Reynell language com prehension, 
Reynell expressive language and adaptive behaviour w ere  not reliably associated w ith  
im provem ent on these measures betw een intake and follow -up. In sum, the most 
consistent predictor o f outcom e was visual-spatial IQ  as it predicted fo llow -up IQ, visual 
IQ, Language comprehension. Expressive language and Adaptive Behaviour as well as 
changes in IQ  and Adaptive Behaviour.
Discussion
This study exam ined progress after one year o f trea tm en t fo r children w ith  autism  
w ho received intensive, one-to -one, UCLA ABA trea tm en t. Two types o f service provision 
w ere com pared. One was an Intensive Clinic Based Treatm ent model w here all tre a tm e n t  
personnel including tutors, senior tutors and program m e consultants w ere  provided by UK 
Young Autism Project. The o ther was an Intensive Parent M anaged T reatm ent m odel w here  
intensive supervision by program m e consultants was provided while tutors w ere  recruited  
and managed by parents.
Between intake and follow -up, children in both groups im proved significantly on IQ, 
visual-spatial IQ, language comprehension, expressive language, social skills, m otor skills 
and adaptive behavior. M ean IQ  increased by 16 points betw een intake and fo llow -up. 
Eighty nine percent o f children showed an increase in IQ  score. Fifty percent o f all 
participants gained 15 IQ points or more; 2% (one participant) had a stable IQ  and 9% (four 
participants) showed a decrease. These findings are consistent w ith  o ther investigators  
(Cohen et al., 2006; Eikeseth e t al., 2002, 2007; Howard e t al., 2005; Lovaas &  Smith, 1988; 
Sallows &  Graupner, 2005). Three participants who showed a decrease in IQ  betw een  
intake and follow -up showed an increased m ental age and one participant's m ental age
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rem ained unchanged. For all four children, mean intake m ental age was 18 months as 
com pared to  21 months at fo llow -up.
No significant differences betw een the Clinic Based Group and Parent M anaged  
Group w ere found on any o f the fo llow -up measures. Thus, the efficacy o f the tw o  service 
models appeared similar. This finding is consistent w ith  a recent study by Sallows and 
Graupner (2005), but d ifferen t from  th a t o f Bibby et al. (2001). A reason for this m ay be 
th a t tutors in the present study received supervision at a considerably higher frequency as 
com pared to the M udford e t al. (2001) study. In addition, all consultants in the present 
study w ere accredited according to  the UCLA Protocol as compared to  21% in the Bibby et 
al. study (M udford  e t al., 2001). W hile  there  is some need to  be cautious in comparing  
findings across studies, these results suggest th a t publicly funded Parent M anaged or Clinic 
Based programmes should m eet criteria identified as effective, such as those outlined in 
the  current study, rather than the variables th a t have been identified as less effective, such 
as those outlined in programmes studied by the  M udford e t al. (2001).
The Parent M anaged service model required the parents to  recruit and manage 
th e ir own tutors in addition to  managing the ir child's program m e. Some parents may find it 
difficult, stressful, or too much o f a burden to  run a Parent M anaged Programme. Indeed, 
an im portant question is w h eth er or not parents should be expected to  adm inister and be 
responsible for th e ir child's psycho-educational provision. However, this service model has 
increased access to  this trea tm en t and was included in this study because it was a dem and  
led outreach service. This was provided to  fam ilies who resided outside the catchm ent 
areas for the clinic based service and because no other ABA clinic based services w ere  
available in those regions.
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Due to  the low num ber o f participants, the study is som ew hat underpowered to  
predict which participants w ould benefit most from  ABA. How ever, data shows that the  
best predictor o f outcom e was intake visual-spatial IQ as it predicted follow -up IQ, visual- 
spatial IQ, Language com prehension. Expressive language and Adaptive Behaviour as well 
as changes in IQ  and Adaptive Behaviour. Intake IQ  predicted outcom e on these variables 
but not changes in scores as a result o f trea tm en t. A possible lim itation to  the visual-spatial 
IQ  was th a t five participants did not achieve basal on the test at intake. Thus the analysis 
excluded the participants w ho w ere lowest functioning.
Age at intake predicted neither trea tm en t outcom e nor gains in trea tm en t. Similar 
findings have been reported by Eikeseth e t al. (2002, 2007) and Lovaas and Smith (1988). 
However, o ther investigators have reported a relation betw een age at intake and tre a tm e n t 
outcom e (e.g., Harris &  Handlem an, 2000). Hence, fu rther research to  resolve the  
conflicting findings is w arranted .
Children in the UK m ay be required to  begin school as early as four years old, which  
is earlier than most o ther countries. In addition, academic skills are a priority early in the  
school curriculum. To prepare children fo r the statutory school attendance, it was 
necessary to  focus on academic skills in the early stages o f the program , possibly at the  
expense o f teaching o ther im portant skills such as play and social skills. Furtherm ore, some 
of the children in this study did not continue w ith  trea tm en t beyond the first year because 
they w ere required to  attend school full tim e.
To achieve a basal score on the Reynell Developm ental Language Scales, skills o f a 
21 m onth level or above are needed. At intake none of the children achieved a basal score 
fo r receptive language and only one child reached basal fo r expressive language. An intake  
score o f 20 months w ere assigned to  all children not achieving basal. How ever, exam ining
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the  intake raw scores showed that, on average, the children achieved m astery on very few  
items on the Reynell. Hence, the changes in language functioning from  intake to  fo llow  up 
w ere larger than they appear because the starting point was closer to  0 than to  the  
assigned 20 months.
Though the study had a num ber o f strengths, such as independent and blind 
assessment, independent diagnosis confirm ed by a reliable assessment instrum ent, specific 
intake criteria, single-case experim ental control, and tw o  intervention groups, the study 
also had lim itations which should be considered. For exam ple, the  study lacked an 
alternative trea tm en t or a no trea tm en t control group. Also, group assignment was based 
on participants' geographical location rather than being random . However, in a long-term  
study such as the present study, which is employing a trea tm en t th a t has been empirically 
supported, it may well be unethical to  conduct a random ized controlled trial. A solution to  
this ethical dilem m a may be to  conduct short term  random ized studies comparing 
benchm ark ABA trea tm en t to  o ther trea tm en t approaches. A fter com pletion o f such a 
relatively brief trial period, the participants who had received the less effective intervention  
could get im m ediate access to  the intervention th a t was dem onstrated m ore effective. 
Further research could also include random ized studies comparing specific components o f a 
particular trea tm en t (e.g., Howlin, Gordon, Pasco, W ade, &  Charman, 2007; Kasari, 
Freem an, &  Paparella, 2006, Yoder &  Stone, 2006).
Although the present study reports positive effects o f one year o f ABA trea tm en t, research 
suggests th a t trea tm en t should continue for at least tw o  m ore years and often longer for 
children to  reach the ir full potential and sustain their gains (Cohen et al., 2006; Eikeseth et 
al., 2002, 2007; Howard et al., 2005; Sallows &  Graupner, 2005).
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Table 1. Intake and Follow-up Chronological Age and Standard Scores or Mental Age Scores 
for Intensive Clinic Based Group (n=23) in the Intensive Parent Managed Group (n=21).
Clinic Based ABA Parent M anaged ABA
Intake F-up Intake F-up
Measures M M M M
(SD) (SD) (SD) (SD)
Chronological age 35 .7  47 .8  34 .4  48.3
(m onths) (6.2) (5.8) (5.7) (6.1)
IQ 53.5 70 .9  54 .1  68.9
(15.1) (19.6) (15.1) (22.1)
Visual Spatial IQ  74 .8  89 .4  76 .2 82.1
(22.6) (29.2) (18.2) (28.0)
Reynell Comprehension^ 20.0  26.7 20.7 28.4
(.0) (7.0) (2.8) (9.5)
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Reynell Expressive^ 20.2 26.4 20.7 27.6
(1.0 ) (6 .1) (3.3) (7.6)
Vineland Adaptive 62.3 68.4 65.1 72.5
Behavior Scales (6 .8) (14.5) (10.4) (17.3)
N ote:^m enta l age.
Table 2. Intake and Follow-up Chronological Age and Standard Scores or Mental Age Scores 
for all participants (N = 44) in the Intensive Clinic Based Group and the and the Intensive 
Parent Managed Group
Intake Follow-up Change
Measure M  (SD) M  (SD) M
Chronological age (m onths) 35 .00  ( 5 .95) 48 .05  ( 5 .95) 13.05
IQ 53.80 (14 .91 )69 .93  (20.60) 16 .13 '
Visual Spatial IQ 75 .46  (20 .31)89 .05  (28.57) 13.59
Reynell Comprehension^ 20.30 (1.96) 27 .50  (8.21) 7.20^
Reynell Expressive^ 20.45 (2.36) 26 .95 (6 .81) 6 .50 '
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales
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Com m unication 63 .62 (10 .12) 71 .24  (21.34) 7 .62 '
Daily Living 65 .44  (7 .4 7 )6 6 .6 2  (12.32) 1.81
Socialization 67.13 (12 .16) 72 .09  (15.89) 4 .96  *
M o to r 79 .64  (15 .23) 85 .61  (19.97) 5 .97 '
Composite 63.53 ( 8 .80 )79 .93  (15.85) 6 .40 '
Note: ^m ental age. * * *  p < .001 * * p  < .01 * p < .0 5 T a b le 3
Unprotected Pearson Correlations of Intake Scores with Follow-up Scores and With Changes 
in Scores
Intake Measures
Follow-up Age
Reynell Reynell Vineland
IQ  Visual-
Measures
Comprehension Expressive Composite
Spatial IQ
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IQ  -.1 5 /-.0 2  .6 6 **7 -0 8  .7 7 * * / .3 8 *  .2 1 /-.0 1
.2 1 /-.0 0  .5 6 **7 .0 8
Visual-Spatial IQ  -.047.19 .6 0 **7 .0 5  .7 0 **7 -.0 0  .157.13
.237.30 .4 1 **7 .0 7
Reynell Comprehension .157n7a .53**7n7a .45**7n7a .44**7n7a
.52**7n7a .56**7n7a
Reynell Expressive .177n7a .48 **7n7a .50**7n7a .38**7n7a
.43**7n7a .43**7n7a
Vineland Composite .017.28 .5 7 **7 .2 2  .6 2 * *7 .6 4 * *  .127-.12
.167-.05 .5 3 **7 -.0 1
Note: The first num ber in each cell is the correlation betw een intake and follow -up scores; 
the  second num ber is th e  correlation betw een intake scores and change in scores. *  p < .05.
* *  p < .01. n7a = not applicable, this is because participants scored below  basal at intake  
and hence im provem ent could not be calculated.Figure Captions
Figure 1. Tutor training checklist. The tu to r in training must achieve m astery on all 
items on the checklist w ith  each of the children he7she works w ith  to  be considered a 
trained tu tor.
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Figure 2. M ean  percentage o f correct responding fo r Nonverbal im itation fo r all 
participants during baseline and a fter trea tm en t begun. Top graph displays participants 
w ith  a 6-w eek baseline, middle graph displays participants w ith  a 12-w eek baseline, the  
bottom  graphs displays participants w ith  a 18-w eek baseline.
Figure 3. M ean  percentage o f correct responding fo r Receptive Instructions for all 
participants during baseline and a fter trea tm en t begun. Top graph displays participants 
w ith  a 6-w eek baseline, m iddle graph displays participants w ith  a 12-w eek baseline, the  
bottom  graphs displays participants w ith  a 18-w eek baseline.
Figure 4. M ean  percentage o f correct responding for Vocal Im itqtion fo r all 
participants during baseline and a fter trea tm en t begun. Top graph displays participants 
w ith  a 6-w eek baseline, middle graph displays participants w ith  a 12-w eek baseline, the  
bottom  graphs displays participants w ith  a 18-w eek baseline.
Figure 5. M ean percentage o f correct responding fo r Expressive Labels for all 
participants during baseline and after trea tm en t begun. Top graph displays participants 
w ith  a 6-w eek baseline, middle graph displays participants w ith  a 12-w eek baseline, the  
bottom  graphs displays participants w ith  a 18-w eek baseline.
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Child
A
Child
B
Child
C
1. OBSERVATION OF TREATM ENT SESSIONS: Tutor must achieve
Appropriate greeting/goodbye requiring current response criteria from child
Client’s behaviour maintained by trained Tutor. The presence of new Tutor 
does not adversely affect child’s behaviour
Session pace maintained as usual (approximately 12 sittings per hour)
New Tutor notes their questions and asks relevant person at appropriate time
Reading and understanding of team meeting notes and log book notes, 
including being up to date with reviews of these
2. DATA COLLECTION: Tutor must achieve
90% reliability with trained Tutor on collecting trial-by-trial data
Find programme section in log book/on clipboard and keep up with teaching 
stages and sittings
Write objective notes to summarize progress on some programmes in 
conjunction with trained Tutor
3. FA C ILITA TIN G  PLAY: Tutor must achieve
Appropriate use of social reinforcers
Appropriate use of differential reinforcement
Appropriate variation of types of reinforcers
Appropriate use of schedules of reinforcement
Appropriate presentation of SD’s
Knowledge of toys/activities that child is able to play with
Appropriate use of prompts
Appropriate variation of play activities
4. DISCRETE TR IA L TEACHING W IT H  MASTERED SKILLS: Tutor 
must achieve
Correct use of discrete trials (SD-R-SR)
Consistent responding from child to instruction
Appropriate use of social reinforcement
Appropriate variation of types of reinforcement
Appropriate use of schedules of reinforcement
Appropriate use of differential reinforcement
Able to collect data during/immediately after sitting
Appropriate use of no, no, prompt
Knowledge of response criteria
Know when to end teaching of a certain programme (based on number of 
trials and/or response criteria)
Ability to direct child to a play activity immediately following the end of 
teaching a certain programme
5. D ISCRIM IN A TIO N  TRAINING  AND INTRODUCTION OF NEW  
TEACHING OBJECTIVES AND NEW PROGRAMMES: Tutor must 
achieve
Knowledge of when to introduce new teaching objectives or to ask 
parents/other staff if  unsure
Mass Trialling/prompt fading
Expanded Trials
Block Rotation
Random Rotation
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Footnotes
 ^The term  trea tm en t is used to  describe the ABA intervention, how ever, the  term  teaching  
is equally descriptive.
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How to Trick 'Angry': Narrative Therapy For 
People With An Intellectual Disability Who Have 
Been Referred For 'Anger Management'
LUCY HOOLE and SALLY MORGAN  
University o f Surrey
Narratives surrounding intellectual disability are largely disem powering, focussing on 
'im pairm ent' and 'defect'. Therapeutic approaches are dom inated by behavioural 
theories, which construct the problem  as residing 'w ith in ' the  individual. Systemic 
theories have started to  be applied to  therapy w ith  people w ith  intellectual disabilities. 
These have proved useful in helping to  deconstruct the stories th a t people tell about 
themselves.
This study is o f a narrative therapy group, which ran for eight sessions, in a com m unity  
setting. The theoretical justification fo r the therapy is described. W e then explain the  
assessment o f potential participants for the group. W e outline the th ree group phases o f 
'externalising conversations', 'exploring exceptions and unique outcom es' and 
'developing and anchoring the alternative narratives'. Evaluation by feedback and 
questionnaire is discussed.
Reflection on w hat has been learned is considered: how 'anger' is construed by people 
w ith  intellectual disabilities, how those narratives can change and w h at m ight be the  
implications o f constructing alternative narratives around 'anger'.
THE CONTEXT OF THIS WORK
This w ork was carried out in a specialist challenging needs departm ent for 
people w ith  learning disabilities, accepting referrals from  tw o  Com m unity  
Learning Disability Services. 'Learning disability' is in itself a social construction.
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and the term inology to  describe these difficulties varies across settings and 
empirical research, fo r exam ple being described as 'intellectual disability' or 
'learning difficulty'. As the inclusion criteria for these services necessitated a 
diagnosed 'learning disability' as defined by the British Psychological Society 
(2000) w e use this term inology throughout.
The service had received a high num ber o f referrals requesting 'anger 
m anagem ent', a significant num ber o f which had been referred in the past w ith  
lim ited success. Referrals for aggressive behaviour are com m on in learning 
disability services, and Rose et al (2005) note th a t such behaviours are the  
prim ary reason why people w ith  learning disability are adm itted  to  institutional 
settings.
WHY CHOOSE NARRATIVE THERAPY?
A guiding principle behind any intervention fo r challenging behaviour is th a t 
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"Interventions should be delivered in a person-centred context and a 
fram ew ork o f positive behavioural support. They should include proactive  
and reactive strategies." (Royal College o f Psychiatrists, 2007, p. 10) 
Traditionally, therapeutic  interventions to  such behaviours have privileged a 
behavioural approach (eg. Beail, 2003; Royal College o f Psychiatrists, 2007; 
Sturm ey, 2005). Behavioural therapies have the w idest evidence base in this 
area, given the lim ited research th a t has been conducted w ith  o ther therapeutic  
approaches (Beail, 2003). Sturm ey (2005) claims th a t psychotherapy in 
particular fo r people w ith  learning disability has a poor evidence base and 
should be "avoided w henever possible" in favour o f behavioural interventions. 
H ow ever, it was clear to  us th a t w e needed to  take a contextual focus on w hat 
was happening in people's lives, which traditional behavioural models could not 
provide. For exam ple, w e noted th a t the service-context o ften necessitates
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extensive reliance on others to  m eet personal care needs, which could give rise 
to  feelings o f resentm ent and hostility. A w om an assessed fo r the group (who  
gave permission fo r her story to  be shared) spoke o f how angry she fe lt when her 
care-staff asked her if she had been fo r "w ee-w ee or a poo-poo", despite being in 
her forties. She often expressed her anger through hitting them  as her physical 
disability precluded her walking away.
Furtherm ore, Rose et al (2005) observe th a t behavioural interventions do not 
explicitly encourage self-regulation o f behaviour; there  appears to  be an 
underlying assumption th a t people w ith  learning disability are not able to  selfregulate 
th e ir behaviour. In addition, these methods, by virtue o f their 
underlying theoretical basis o f behaviourism cannot attend to  underlying 
em otional experiences. W hilst Taylor et al (2004) observe th a t anger is not a 
necessary or sufficient precursor to  the  occurrence o f aggressive behaviours, all 
of those assessed in our study described feelings o f anger they  experienced, 
suggesting th a t an approach th a t explicitly attends to  these underpinning  
em otions could be beneficial.
W hilst there has been little research focussing on o ther theoretical approaches, 
clinicians have increasingly em ployed cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) 
techniques; the  small evidence-base has indicated th a t CBT can significantly 
reduce self-reported anger in people w ith  learning disability (eg. Benson etal,
1986; Rose et al, 2000; Taylor et al, 2002; W illner et al, 2002). W hilst it could be 
supposed th a t CBT privileges a self-actualising approach (Taylor et al, 2004),
Rose (1996) suggests th a t the behavioural elem ents are m ore effective for 
people w ith learning disability than the  cognitive elem ents. In addition. Pilgrim  
and Bentall (1999) observe th a t CBT is prone to  psychological reductionism , as 
its singular focus on individual cognitive processes can im ply th a t our 
construction o f reality is the 'problem ', rather than the reality itself. In that
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sense, m any interventions /noc/vertent/y contribute to  the problem  by using 
prescribed methods to  'fix' the  person. Given th a t people w ith  learning disability 
are already em bedded w ithin stories o f 'dam age', such interventions could 
increase stigmatisation.
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For these reasons, w e w ere keen to  utilise a theoretical and therapeutic  
fram ew ork th a t attended to  the w ider systemic influences on feelings and 
behaviour, acknowledged underlying em otional experiences and encouraged  
self-regulation o f behaviour, w ithout reinforcing stories o f 'dam age'. Therefore, 
despite both authors having a strong background in behavioural theory and 
therapy, it seemed th a t a new approach was needed here.
A narrative approach appeared suited to  deconstructing the discourses of 
'p roblem ' and 'dam age', th a t have the effect o f "... specifying truths and narrow  
ways o f being fo r people" (Zim m erm an and Beaudoin, 2002). There has been 
little research exploring the use o f narrative ways o f working w ith  people w ith  
learning disability; most evidence in this area is based prim arily on case-study 
examples (eg. Clare &  Grant, 1994; Fidell, 1997; Lynggaard &  Scior, 2002; Perry 
& Gentle, 1997; Robbins, 2004). One case-study supported use o f narrative work  
fo r an individual referred fo r 'anger m anagem ent' (Leaning, 2007), so this 
represented a novel approach.
THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF NARRATIVE THERAPY
N arrative theory draws strongly on social constructionist approaches. These 
propose th a t thinking about self and others, and consequently action, is socially 
and culturally em bedded (Zim m erm an and Beaudoin, 2002), and thus identities  
are "fluid and changeable" according to  context (Scior &  Lynggaard, 2006). This 
builds on M ead's (1934) ideas th a t "... the developm ent o f a self involves 'taking  
on the a ttitude o f the other'; if other's attitude tells us w e are 'bad', then w e are
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'bad'." It also incorporates Korzybski's ideas about abstractions not being the  
same as the thing itself, fam ously summed up in the phrase "the map is not the  
territory" (Korzybski, 1933). A particularly im portant influence is Foucault's 
theories o f pow er and knowledge (eg. Faubion, 1994). Given th a t people w ith  
learning disability are o ften so marginalised through professional discourses and 
practices, an approach th a t invites people to  separate 's e lf  from  'problem ' and 
highlights competencies and abilities could be em powering.
The social construction o f 'learning disability' is som ew hat at odds w ith  the
ideology o f 'norm alisation' (W olfensberger, 1972) th a t has shaped the servicedevelopm ent
and policy (Valuing People; D epartm ent o f Health, 2001), w ith  its
focus on reducing difference and working towards inclusion. Therefore, people
are being normalised into a culture largely influenced by north American and
European conceptions o f when anger is legitim ate and illegitim ate, and in
expectations as to  appropriate expression (Howells &  Day, 2003), which usually
emphasise self-control. However, as stated previously, traditional approaches to
challenging behaviour may assume th a t people w ith  learning disability cannot
self-regulate the ir behaviour. W e w ere curious about how  people w ith  learning
disability m ight integrate these conflicting messages into the ir lives.
An im portant maxim o f narrative therapy is th a t "the problem  is the problem , the  
person is not the problem " (W hite  &  Epston, 1990). W h ite  and Epston (1990) 
consider th a t the experts in a problem  are the people w ho experience th a t 
problem , and propose helping people by separating the problem  from  the person 
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by using "externalising conversations". Baum and Lynggaard (2006) have 
described the general principles o f applying this approach to  people w ith  
learning disability.
RESEARCH INTO PRACTICE
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The planned intervention consisted o f an assessment, eight sessions o f 50 
m inutes each and an outcom e evaluation, described in m ore detail below. 
Assessment
Assessments w ere conducted by at least one o f the authors, accompanied by an 
assistant psychologist, using a sem i-structured interview . Ten referrals w ere  
received fo r the group: 7 men and 3 w om en aged betw een 20 and 57. Two could 
not be contacted and th ree expressed a preference fo r individual work. 
Assessments w ere conducted w ith  the rem aining five. There has been little 
attention  paid to  variables th a t m ight be influential in helping people manage 
anger (Rose et al, 2005), so w e w ere  not selecting participants on the basis o f 
pre-established factors.
Referrals to  psychology services are often m ade on behalf o f people w ith  
learning disability, so th e ir goals and understanding o f the implications o f the  
referral might d iffer from  those o f the refer re r (Rose et al, 2005). This is 
particularly true w hen the presenting problem is 'anger m anagem ent' since 
others' concern about risk can m ean people are pressurised into seeking help 
(Howells &  Day, 2003). W e therefore  w anted  to  ascertain clients' own views of 
the  'problem ' and how it affected the ir lives to  provide inform ation for  
assessment and a means o f evaluating outcom e. This also created a space in 
which participants could ask questions and discuss any concerns. France and 
Uhlin (2006) discuss the potential fo r narrative to  be utilised as a measure of 
clinical outcom e; w e did not form ally assess changes in narrative form  and 
content but thought it im portant to  stay mindful o f subjective shifts in clients' 
stories, and recorded th e ir words verbatim .
Three standardised questionnaires w ere adm inistered over tw o  fu rther sessions 
by tw o  assistant psychologists, not involved w ith  the planning or running o f the  
group: th e  Novaco Anger Scale and Provocation Inventory (NAS-PI; Novaco,
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2003) and the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965). There w ere  
adm inistered verbally, w ith  visuais prompts to  support understanding o f the  
Likert scales involved. The NAS-PI self-report questionnaires w ere used to  
assess the relationship betw een anger and aggressive behaviours, employing  
Northgate modifications (Novaco &  Taylor, 2004) which enabled them  to  be used 
m ore effectively w ith  people w ith  learning disability by simplifying the language 
and providing examples and clarifications w here required. The NAS is a 60-item  
questionnaire on which a higher score represents a positive relationship  
betw een anger and aggressive behaviours. The PI is a 25-item  measure 
identifying situations th a t can invoke anger, a higher score representing a higher 
tendency tow ards provocation. The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale is a ten -item  
self-report questionnaire used to  assess global sense o f self-w orth, a higher score 
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representing higher self-esteem . This measure was chosen as previous studies 
(e.g. King etal, 1999) have found a link betw een anger control and se lf-esteem l. 
Sessions
Sessions w ere held w eekly in a com m unity location identified as being easily 
accessible by public transport, and w heelchair accessible. Sessions w ere  
structured around a consistent fram ew ork, which included confirm ation o f the  
planned agenda, a recap on the previous session, phased intervention as 
described below, sum m ary and collaborative agenda setting for the following  
w eek. Some integral aspects o f the intervention are described in m ore detail 
here.
Phase One: Externalising conversations
The process o f externalisation is seen as a linguistic process, enabling clients to  
separate themselves from  the problem , and from  the problem -saturated  
descriptions th a t have encompassed or becom e the ir identities. This shifts focus
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to  the  relationship betw een the  person and the problem , creating a context in 
which people w ork together to  'defeat' problems, reducing guilt and blame.
Harper and Spellman (2006) suggest th a t externalising anger m ight invite people  
to  move away from  a sense o f responsibility fo r the effects o f the ir actions, and 
w e attended carefully to  this. How ever, w e fe lt th a t externalising anger was not 
synonymous w ith  admonishing responsibility, since the essential ten e t o f the  
group was about finding ways to  'keep control' or 'beat' anger. W e fe lt that 
externalising anger could help to  m utually develop an understanding o f how it 
affected clients.
In the first session, w e invited mem bers to  share the ir stories. One m em ber 
recalled an incident at the ir day-centre in which they hit a m em ber o f staff and 
pulled the ir hair. This participant became distressed w hen describing this event, 
and clearly fe lt ashamed. In summarising and reflecting clients' stories back to  
them , w e m odelled use o f externalising language by reflecting back our 
participants descriptions, but making changes such as not describing 
participants as 'being angry', rather as having an external 'tem per' or 'angry' who  
can 'trick us'. To support this w ork w e created a visual sum m ary o f the aims o f 
the  group, in which w e identified an external 'angry' th a t w e hoped to  notice, 
question and overcom e.
In the second session, w e invited group mem bers to  give the ir own label or name
to  anger; in narrative approaches, clients' own experience and the way it is
languaged is privileged in deciding w h at the 'problem ' is (Zim m erm an &
Beaudoin, 2002). Chosen names included 'tem per' and 'angry'. Lynggaard and
Scior (2002) discuss the  value o f illustrations in assisting people w ith  learning
1 It m ight be noted th a t the extensive use o f objective outcom e measures is som ew hat 
incom patible w ith  a
social constructionist approach. Indeed, some systemic authors (eg. Lamer, 2004) are 
critical o f the
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"politics o f evidence" critiquing the use o f the devices o f strictly controlled trials using 
well-defined issues.
The authors do not seek to  reconcile this tension, rather w e would like to  point out th a t this 
is a recognised
aspect o f working w ith in  the narrow  definition o f w h at constitutes an evidence base w ithin  
the  National
Health Service, w ith  its emphasis upon accountability, and commissioners' requirem ents fo r 
"systematic
evidence reviews" to  determ ine w h eth er procedures should be paid fo r (Spring, 2007). 
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disability to  concretise externalised language and from  which to  construct new
accounts o f the problem . W e invited group m em bers to  draw  this (e.g. Figure 1),
thus providing a visualisation o f the
externalised concept. The illustrations in this
docum ent are the ones drawn by the authors in
the sessions, but are illustrative o f participants'
drawings. W e also started to  develop an
understanding o f people's relationship to
'angry'; fo r exam ple, one m em ber described
how it m ade them  feel scared and anxious and
"w asn't very nice" to  them .
Phase Two: Exploring exceptions and unique 
outcomes
The aim o f this second stage in the group was to  
help people begin to  see themselves as authors 
in th e ir own stories, and to  develop a greater
sense o f agency. Through noticing unique outcom es to  the problem , people are 
enabled to  identify features th a t could establish a preferred alternative story and 
preferred identity. This is helped by em ploying a "gram m ar o f agency" (Epston
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& White, 1992).
W e invited group mem bers to  describe any 
tim es th a t they had noticed 'angry' "creeping up 
on them " but "beaten it just in tim e". This 
enabled us to  celebrate 'unique outcom es' and 
express curiosity as to  how people had 
m anaged to "trick" 'angry' instead. In many  
instances, w e fe lt this gave m eaning to  
m om ents of 'victory' th a t w ould otherw ise have 
rem ained invisible. W e linked these discussions 
to  the externalised concepts, by illustrating the  
aspects o f the 'exceptions' th a t had lead to  the  
'unique outcom es'. For exam ple, one m em ber 
recounted th a t w hen they had a bath or w en t 
swimming, "'angry' w en t away", creating an 
alternative narrative o f "'angry' doesn't like 
getting w et" (figure 2).
In line w ith  the em erging alternative narratives, w e started to  think about the  
role o f support networks in helping to  beat 'angry', identifying allies and 
considering the ways in which the  actions o f others might e ither help or hinder 
'angry' (e.g. Figure 3).
F/gt/re 1. W h at does'angry' 
look like?
Figure 2. "'Angry' doesn't 
like getting w et"
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Phase three: Developing and
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anchoring the aiternative 
narratives
Harper and Spellman (2006) discuss 
the  use o f therapeutic  documents to  
summarise the effects o f the  problem  
and outlining the "emerging traces o f 
an alternative story", using clients' 
own language and actual examples.
W e compiled the w ork from  the  
sessions, using the participants' 
words and pictures, into a book 
charting the developm ent o f the  new  
story.
Epston and W hite  (1992) describe the im portance of 
circulation o f emerging narratives and inclusion of 
others to  anchor and continue the developm ent o f the  
alternative story. In the last session, w e invited support 
workers and o ther staff to  act as an audience as 
participants shared the ir new narratives. W e also 
encouraged participants to  shift the ir role to  th a t o f 
'consultant' (Epston &  W h ite , 1990), recom m ending  
ways o f beating 'angry' to  staff. This created a context 
fo r the participant to  extend the ir audience beyond the  
therapy room, to  include th e ir w ider care circle, and to  
enlist th e ir support as allies in the future.
The reconstructed narratives at the end o f the group 
w ere  extrem ely em powering, privileging selfactualisation
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and m astery (figures 4  and 5).
Outcomes
Outcom e was assessed in part through m onitoring  
subjective changes in participants' narratives about 
them selves and 'angry'. A t the start o f the  intervention,
'angry' was always in control and there  w ere "never" any 
occasions otherw ise. By the end o f the group, participants 
had recognised a num ber o f unique outcom es and identified  
the ir own very real strengths and resources th a t helped 
them  to  beat 'angry', summarised in the rem ark by one 
participant th a t "I w in, anger loses". This created new selfnarratives 
of people determ ined to  'beat angry' in extrem ely  
creative and resourceful ways. This change was noted and 
rem arked upon by several professionals w ithin the w ider 
system; fo r exam ple, one participant was pleased th a t his 
im proved mastery over 'angry' was being dem onstrated by 
having few er recorded outbursts on his behavioural chart.
Figure 3. "'Angry' doesn't like me 
talking to  s ta ff'
F/gt/re 4. "I w in! I 
beat 'angry'!"
Figure 5. 'Angry' 
loses!
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and th a t he was receiving positive com m ents on his behaviour.
The standardised measures w ere  re-com pleted at the  end o f the intervention by 
tw o  assistant psychologists, and w ere  less conclusive, in th a t there w ere slight.
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but probably insignificant, gains in th e  scores th a t measured anger. These 
standardised outcomes w ere inconsistent w ith  verbal self-reports and those o f 
support staff. They also failed to  agree w ith  behavioural measures o f aggressive 
behaviours being used in some settings, which showed a marked reduction. This 
m ay be a lim itation o f using questionnaires w ith  this client group, although there  
is another intriguing possibility that, by feeling m ore in control o f 'anger' people 
m ight have fe lt m ore able to  own up to  angry feelings. It is also likely th a t these  
measures are not sensitive to  short-term  changes, so a greater interval betw een  
assessment and evaluation would help to  clarify this.
CONCLUSIONS
W e feel that, despite the lim itations o f this being a small-scale piece o f w ork, w ith  
inconclusive quantitative results, the  qualitative reports from  both participants 
and their w ider care circle are extrem ely encouraging. Given the lack o f any 
previous case studies in this area w e feel th a t th e  outcom es o f this group are 
promising and suggestive o f the utility o f narrative therapy for this client group.
As already discussed the research in this area is lim ited, and fu rther research to  
extend the evidence base available w ould be invaluable.
W e had not set out to  explicitly capture care staff evaluations o f the group, but 
given the enthusiasm o f the staff to  share the ir thoughts, as well as the positive 
effect this had on participants, w e would w ant to  pay m ore attention  to  the  
systemic aspects o f this style o f therapy in fu ture . Robbins (2004) suggests th a t 
the  w ider influences on self-perception and interactions are particularly 
im portant given the extensive numbers o f people involved in a client's care in 
this group o f people. The potential role o f narrative therapy in examining and 
deconstructing professional discourses seems exciting, and suggests th a t an 
im provem ent for this style o f group would be to  build in an exam ination o f these 
w ider narratives from  the start. W e w ere also struck by narrative therapy's
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applicability to  a client-group fo r w hom  such a narrow  range o f therapeutic  
techniques have been historically view ed useful.
W e consider th a t the  discourses around disability, and learning disability in 
particuiar, can be disem powering. The role o f services and therapeutic  
approaches in m aintaining a status quo w here the individual is deprived of 
meaningful choice and agency shouid be m ore openly acknowledged and 
challenged. How ever a w elcom e finding from  this lim ited study is th a t the same 
system can provide the basis fo r recognising, validating, and hopefully  
m aintaining positive change.
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ACCESSIBLE SUMMARY
• G overnm ent policy talks about how im portant it is th a t people who use services get a 
say in w h at happens. People w ith  learning disabilities don 't always get as much o f a say as 
o ther people.
■ W e asked some people w ith  learning disabilities how services could listen to  them  more. 
The group told us th a t som etim es they w ere  treated  unfairly and other tim es they w ere  
listened to. They w anted  m ore o f a say about w hat happens in services. They had some 
ideas about how to  do this.
• This article talks about how im portant it is to  listen to  those ideas and give people w ith  
learning disabilities a real say in w hat happens in services.
SUMMARY
Prom otion o f service-user and carer involvem ent is part o f the  m ainstream  policy agenda in 
health and social care. Much e ffo rt has been invested into involving people w ith  learning 
disabilities in decisions regarding aspects o f th e ir lives through advocacy projects and the  
utilisation o f person-centred planning approaches. However, people w ith  learning 
disabilities continue to  be a group o f people w ho are the "most excluded, least 
independent and most likely to  lack control in every day life" {Valuing People, D epartm ent 
o f Health, 2001). This article describes a focus group that was conducted to  explore the  
lived experiences o f people w ith  learning disabilities as users o f services. Them atic analysis 
revealed th ree  key them es: feelings o f unfairness and inequality; experiences o f inclusion 
and power; and fu ture visions. Implications for practice are discussed.
KEY WORDS
Learning disability; service-user involvem ent; advocacy; person-centred planning; focus 
group
INTRODUCTION
Service-user and carer involvem ent in the design and delivery o f health services was central 
to  the NHS plan (D epartm ent o f Health, 2000) and is now part o f the  m ainstream  policy 
agenda in the  health and social care sectors (Hodge, 2005). Service-users and carers need 
to  be em pow ered to  claim th e ir authority as "experts by experience" (D epartm ent of 
Health, 2007), and are in a key position to  recognise im portant issues and to  take a range of
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roles w ithin practice and service developm ent, leadership and m anagem ent and direct 
practice involvem ent.
The challenges o f how to  meaningfully involve service-users w ith in  m ore marginalised  
groups, such as people w ith  learning disabilities, have been acknowledged and discussed 
(eg. Dunn et al, 2006; Young &  Chesson, 2006). Much e ffo rt has been invested into finding  
ways o f supporting people w ith  learning disabilities to  gain m ore control over their lives 
and to  become m ore actively involved in decisions regarding aspects o f the ir lives through  
changing service structures and philosophies (Jingree et al, 2006). Specifically, Race (2007) 
points to  the financial resources th a t have been allocated towards m eeting the 'Choice 
andControl' objective o f Valuing People (D epartm ent o f Health, 2001) to  fund advocacy 
projects and the utilisation o f person-centred planning approaches. The M enta l Capacity 
Act (2005) has also brought about im portant changes in the notion o f capacity assessments, 
rejecting previous assumptions o f incapacity by virtue o f having a learning disability.
How ever, in spite o f the dom inant policy context and such macro-level changes, people  
w ith  learning disabilities experience "continuing im poverishm ent and disem pow erm ent"  
(Goble, 1999). In particular, it has been suggested th a t people w ith  profound learning 
disabilities and m ore complex needs have "significantly low er levels o f daily choice 
availability" (Burton Smith et al, 2005), and to  be a group o f people who are the "most 
excluded, least independent and most likely to  lack control in every day life" {Valuing 
People, D epartm ent o f Health, 2001). Indeed, Dearden-Phillips and Fountain (2005) notice 
th a t the very practice o f service-user involvem ent in services fo r people w ith  learning  
disabilities could be perceived as a "diluted experience on the  term s o f those in pow er".
This apparent tension in translating policy into practice generated questions for us around  
the  meaning o f involvem ent and w hether there  is a shared understanding betw een  
professionals and service-users here. Therefore, rather than thinking about w h at 
'involvem ent' means to  us as professionals, w e w ere keen to  hear from  service-users about 
w h at it m eant to  them . Engaging directly w ith  service-users to  ascertain the ir views, 
values, criticisms, hopes and fu ture aspirations is increasingly happening in the research 
field w ith  people w ith  learning disabilities, and focus groups have been endorsed as a 
valuable strategy here (Barr et al, 2003; Gates and W aight, 2007). Focus groups have been 
conducted w ith  people w ith  learning disabilities to  ascertain views on health understanding  
and prom otion (eg. Bollard, 2003; Fraser &  Fraser, 2001; M artin  etal, 1997), 
accom m odation (Barr et al, 2003) and understanding o f 'Best Value' quality mechanisms 
(Cambridge &  McCarthy, 2001).
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The context of this w ork was a focus group conducted w ith  service-users w ith  learning 
disabilities to  hear about the ir experiences o f services, w h at was helpful and unhelpful, 
w h eth er they fe lt involved and listened to , and suggestions fo r improving involvem ent. The 
group was intended as a local audit w ith  the  aim o f inform ing local providers o f service-user 
experiences. One clear finding from  the focus group, how ever, was th a t service-users 
w anted  the ir views known as w idely as possible and gave th e ir consent for these to  be 
shared here.
METHOD 
Participants
Participants w ere recruited from  an established self-advocacy group and from  a day centre  
fo r people w ith  learning disabilities, both situated in a borough o f South W est London. W e  
m ade contact w ith  the staff facilitator o f the group and the m anager of the day-service w ith  
details o f our planned focus group to  give mem bers the option o f participating or not.
Broad inclusion criteria w ere similar to  those used in previous focus groups involving people 
w ith  learning disabilities (eg. Barr et al, 2003; Cambridge &  McCarthy, 2001): th a t 
participants had a learning disability, w ere  able to  participate meaningfully in group  
discussion, and had good expressive and receptive com m unication skills (not necessarily 
verbal). Seven people opted to  participate, o f w hom  four w ere men and th ree w ere  
w om en. Participants had varying levels o f learning disability and verbal ability.
Ethical issues and consent
Capacity to  consent to  participation in the group was assessed according to  the guidelines 
of the  M enta l Capacity Act (2005). To ensure participants had sufficient inform ation  
relevant to  the decision, the purpose o f the group was explained w ith  an accompanying  
accessible inform ation form . Relevant key elem ents o f inform ation to  the decision w ere  
the  likely content discussion, th a t the group would be video-recorded, who w ould see the  
recording, to  w hom  anonymised findings would be disseminated, the right to  say no and 
the  right to  w ithdraw  consent at any tim e. W e judged th a t all group mem bers w ere able to  
understand and retain these concepts and dem onstrated capacity to  consent. Participants 
w ere given an option to  sign an accessible consent form  to  state w hether they w anted to  
participate or not, or to  give this consent verbally, which was recorded on video-cam era. 
Video recordings and transcribed data w ere  held securely by the researchers.
Facilitation
The group was facilitated by the authors, tw o  trainee clinical psychologists. As suggested 
by Gates and W aight (2007), the  role o f the facilitators was to  focus m em bers' attention  
and to  prom ote fluid discussion. W e noted similar tensions as those described by the
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authors o f th a t study in needing to  be directive at tim es to  ensure th a t all voices w ere  
heard, and in ensuring th a t w e provided a "concrete fram e o f reference" so th a t 
participants could make sense o f the discussion.
Venue
The focus group was conducted in a day centre; this was a fam iliar venue to  all 
participants. A staff-m em ber from  the  service was present throughout the session. W e  
w ere  mindful th a t the fam iliarity o f the environm ent and the presence o f a known m em ber 
o f staff had the  potential to  facilitate participation fo r some group-m em bers but hinder it 
fo r others.
Structure
A single-session group was run, which lasted fo r one hour. Following an explanation o f the  
group and gaining inform ed consent from  participants, a loose agenda was planned. To 
ensure a concrete fram e o f reference, w e spent tim e establishing w hat participants 
understood by the term  "services"; group-m em bers w ere  able to  provide a list o f the  
d ifferen t services they w ere involved w ith , dem onstrating an understanding o f the  
term inology. Ensuing discussion was loosely based around the questions "W hat do services 
do th a t is helpful?", "W hat do services do th a t isn't helpful?" and "How  do the services 
make sure they listen to  you?" However, w e found th a t discussion gathered its own  
m om entum  and participants had strong views th a t they wished to share.
The discussion was video-recorded by one o f the facilitators using a hand-held cam era. 
Given th a t an aim o f the group had been to  inform  local service-providers o f participants' 
views, w efe lt th a t doing so in video fo rm at - rather than through a w ritten  m edium  - w ould  
enable the ir voices to  be heard directly. W e w ere  aw are o f the potentially inhibiting effect 
th a t the presence o f the video-cam era could have had on discussion. How ever, in 
reviewing the video record o f the group, th ere  was no evidence th a t participants w ere  
oriented towards the video camera and all participants m ade meaningful contributions to  
group discussion. Clearly, though, it is still im portant to  be aw are o f the  potential im pact 
th a t the video-recording had on the behaviours o f participants.
Analysis
Recorded data w ere transcribed and subjected to  qualitative analysis fo r com m only  
recurring them es, according to  broad guidelines fo r them atic  analysis described by Braun 
and Clarke (2006). Our focus was on participants' narrative and o ther non-verbal data
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from  the video recording w ere not included in the analysis. It is, how ever, included in some 
parts o f th e  transcript when it is needed to  clarify the participants' intended meaning.
Feedback to Participants
At the end o f the group, participants w ere thanked for the ir involvem ent and w e fed back a 
verbal sum m ary o f w hat w e had heard. Participants w ere  sent an accessible summary of 
the  findings o f the  analysis.
RESULTS
Participants varied in the ir level o f contribution to  the discussion, w ith  some participants 
speaking very much and others offering less. As previously stated, some participants w ere  
drawn from  a day centre and others from  a self-advocacy group. Participants from  these  
d ifferent organisations did not d iffer in the  level o f satisfaction or dissatisfaction they  
expressed about the services they w ere  receiving. However, it was striking th a t only 
participants who w ere  part o f the  self-advocacy group spoke o f fu ture  visions for increased 
involvem ent in services. All participants shared invaluable insights about th e ir very  
differen t experiences as users o f services, and the w ealth  o f d ifferent feelings these evoked 
fo r them .
Analysis o f responses revealed th ree  keythemes; a) Feelings o f unfairness and inequality; b) 
Experiences o f inclusion and power; and c) Future visions.
Feelings of unfairness and Inequality
Participants w ere keen to  share experiences th a t had left them  feeling angry or frustrated. 
They spoke o f instances in which they perceived they had been treated  unfairly, alluding to  
the  pow er imbalances th a t create such difficulties:
"W hen you're trying to  talk to  staff, I mean this doesn't happen here but it has happened in 
th e  past in the hom e I did live in, staff com pletely ignore you and w alk away. That was not 
very nice. And it m ade you feel awful and just you couldn't do anything about it. And then  
they w ould say "w e're  not discussing it anym ore". You know, they'd  do th a t and th a t 
annoys m e w hen they do that.... If you perhaps missed a question first tim e they'd  say "no, 
finished, don 't discuss it no m ore" and they'd  do that. That's not very nice."
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For some participants, these feelings w ere  most evoked as a result o f th e ir feelings of 
reliance on staff and services, which can leave them  feelinglet down w hen those services 
fail to  m eet the ir expectations:
"Som etim es I've had to  w a it around th a t area, it's like waiting, I w a it around for a bus 
sometimes, som etim es they do come. I just th ink to  myself "why have I got ready?" It's 
just one big slap."
"Some boys th a t come to  see me and help me out... I m ean they 're  like gentlem en I tell 
you. Come on tim e. But a couple o f people th a t I - [names o f staff] have had to  have a go 
at them ."
For others, these experiences o f unfairness and inequality stem m ed from  perceptions th a t 
they w ere not being afforded the  same rights as people w ith o ut learning disabilities:
"W hen you've got tw o  o f your friends, take tw o  o f you if you're friends w ith  som ebody and 
you both w ant to  move and live in a bungalow or out o f a care-hom e, I th ink staff shouldn't 
be allowed to  say to  one o f them  "no, you can't do th a t cos you need a bit m ore help". I 
think th a t shouldn't be allowed because w hatever help anyone needs, they should be able 
to  get it w h ether they 're  in a care-hom e or an ordinary house down this road."
Four o f the seven participants spoke explicitly about the ir difficulties in being 'heard ' and 
listened to  w hen they had complaints about services they had received:
"It's very difficult to  get across or to  make everybody realise your feelings. Your feelings 
are not always m et at all."
Experiences of inclusion and power
Participants also w anted  to  acknowledge th e ir positive experiences o f services, team s and 
individuals. Specific references w ere made to  day services, support workers, professional 
services such as Occupational Therapy (OT) and Psychology, provision o f accessible 
inform ation and travel training:
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"I like the  centre."
"The council and OT got all my bungalow set up for me and it d idn 't cost me any m oney at 
all and anybodyshould have th a t right."
"I like them , I like psychologists... because it's alright.'
Participants also spoke o f those people w ith in  the ir personal and professional support 
networks w ho they did perceive as listening to  them , and w ho could advocate on their 
behalf:
"You can talk to  your support workers or your friends or fam ily. They will talk to  us about 
any problems like the house, like [names o f o ther residents] -  they 're  always fighting cos 
they 're  not get on really well in the  house."
"I've told. I've to ld  my m um . I've to ld  my dad. I've to ld  my nan. She hasn't been at all 
happy about w hat happens to  me. She gets a bit upset sometimes. And this lad [gesturing 
another participant] tries, this young man here, he tries to  help me get out o f it and I think  
he'sever so friendly."
"I always sort o f te ll my mum to  ta lk  to  someone."
In these instances, participants w ere identifying the pow er of others to  advocate and act on 
th e ir behalf but discussion also included ownership o f personal pow er w ithin established 
forum s such as house meetings, the local self-advocacy group ('parliam ent') and the  
Learning Disability Partnership Board. The role o f these structures in facilitating meaningful 
change was acknowledged and celebrated.
"W e have a house m eeting to  discuss about the house, w hat's in the fu ture, and if w e go 
out or stay in, it's th e ir choice."
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"I th ink th a t stuff th a t is easier now though, I th ink that's  partly due again to  the parliam ent 
and the w ork w e did to  get th a t to  happen."
The financial recognition o f tim e given to  these forums was acknowledged and valued by 
participants:
"W e do get paid like, there 's  a m eeting here, w e get m oney. Partnership board -  m oney.'
Future visions
As discussion developed and participants had spoken about these experiences o f feeling  
involved and em pow ered, they started to  also draw  attention  to  those areas in which they  
expected to  becom e fu rther involved. Participants expressed hope and vision fo r fu rther 
involvem ent in decision-making:
"W ell, I have got my annual review at [name o f house], which is the hom e w here I live in 
[name o f tow n], which I share w ith  th ree  o ther people. One o f them  is currently moving 
out on the 28^ *^  o f this m onth and w e 're  having a m eeting, my annual review, this Tuesday 
and I'm going to  press th a t the o ther tw o  o f us in fu ture get involvem ent in the process 
w hen they select the next person to  move in. Cos currently th a t doesn't happen and I feel 
th a t it's about tim e th a t it did... Certainly in the place th a t is Supported Living, like w e are, 
it's only right th a t w e get involved rather than get to ld w ho w e 're  gonna have."
This extended to  feeling em pow ered to w an t to  advocate on behalf o f others w ith  d ifferen t 
levels o f need:
"M y  speciality job  is -  w e 've all got a Bill o f Rights -  and m ine is fo r the hard to  reach 
people. I mean people w ith  severe severe physical and severe challenging needs because 
they each have the  rights o f yourselves and in the  past they  w ere just put in services or 
homes or w hatever and they d idn 't get a say in the m atter. W ell, w e 're  making it -  w e 're  
making it our business th a t they get a choice as much as anyone else."
It was apparent th a t participants in our group w ere clear about the ir rights and thoughtful 
about ways in which they fe lt those rights could be m et. At the end o f the group, 
participants asked th a t the ir views be known as w idely as possible.
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DISCUSSION
The them es th a t em erged from  this focus group clearly dem onstrated these service-users' 
wishes to  be m eaningfully involved in decision making in the services they used. 
Participants told us o f the difficulties they experience, the ir current and experiences of 
inclusion and pow er w ith in  services and the ir visions fo r fu ture possibilities.
Participants spoke w ith  high energy about the feelings o f unfairness and inequality they can 
experience at tim es. This directly supports the observations o f Valuing People (D epartm ent 
of Health 2001) about the  exclusion and lack o f independence and control experienced in 
the lives o f many people w ith  learning disabilities. The service-context o f services for 
people w ith  learning disabilities is one in th a t often necessitates extensive reliance on 
others to  m eet personal care needs. Participants in our focus group cited th a t reliance as a 
particular source o f difficulty at tim es, giving rise to  feelings o f frustration and anger when  
they are let dow n, treated  unfairly or not listened to; "It's just one big slap". A num ber of 
studies have highlighted asymmetrical pow er relationships betw een people w ith  learning 
disabilities and staff m em bers (eg. Antaki et al, 2002; Jingree et al, 2006). Such pow er 
imbalances betw een staff and service-users w ere alluded to  throughout the discussion, 
leaving participants feeling unheard and unlistened to  at times: "It's very difficult to get 
across or to make everybody realise your feelings" and unable to  take action to  change this: 
"and just you couldn't do anything about it".
Dearden-Phillips and Fountain (2005) observe the role o f collective pow er in enabling 
people w ith  learning disabilities to  gain m ore control over the ir lives. Indeed, assertions 
w ere made about participants' own sense o f pow er w hen part o f a group. This included 
seeking others to  advocate on the ir behalf and feelings o f personal agency th a t could be 
prom oted through involvem ent in form al structures such as self-advocacy groups and 
house meetings. 'ValuingPeople' (D epartm ent o f Health, 2001a) suggested th a t the lack o f 
control experienced by m any people w ith  learning disabilities could be addressed by 
making service-users central to  the planning process in, fo r exam ple, the  utilisation of 
person-centred planning. The form al structures th a t participants discussed here: house 
meetings, self-advocacy groups and the Learning Disability Partnership Board, represent 
progression towards these im provem ents. Participants spoke o f the pow er such forums  
afforded to  them : "I think that stuff that is easier now though, I think that's partly due 
again to the parliament and the work we did to get that to happen" and valued the financial 
recognition o f the ir contributions.
A striking feature  o f the focus group was the passion w ith  which participants spoke o f their  
rights and expectations fo r a greater degree o f involvem ent in service-related decisions.
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Certainly, greater involvem ent w ith in  services would serve to  re-address those pow er 
imbalances th a t w ere giving rise to  the feelings o f unfairness and inequality participants 
spoke of. Beyond that, though, participants w ere expressing th a t they  should have the  
same rights as anyone else: "I thinkstaff shouldn't be allowed to say to one of them 'no, you 
can't do that'". Indeed, w e w ere struck in hearing these ideas about the  extent to  which 
these represented 'givens' in our own lives: the wish that our grievances be listened to  and 
the wish to  choose or have a say about w ith  w hom  w e live. The ideas o f participants in our 
focus group opened up fu rther possibilities fo r the developm ent o f service-user 
involvem ent in learning disability services.
M any examples o f meaningful service-user involvem ent already exist, fo r exam ple in the  
utilisation o f direct payments, person-centred planning, service-user involvem ent in 
training and staff selection, representation on partnership boards and in the provision of 
advocacy services, amongst o ther innovations. Our participants also cited the ir wish to  
advocate on behalf o f others and fo r a greater say in service decisions. It was noticeable  
th a t these ideas came from  those participants who w ere part o f the self-advocacy group  
and already had experience o f meaningful involvem ent in services. It m ade us w onder 
w hat o ther innovative ideas could be generated once o ther service-users are given the  
space and opportunity to  find th e ir voices.
W e w ere  left wondering w hat m ight be the current barriers precluding service-users from  
having fu rther involvem ent in the services they access. Kent and Read (1998) suggest a key 
barrier to  service-user involvem ent is the lack o f inform ation about the  potential outcom es  
of involving service-users, and Sarsam and Kinderman (in preparation; cited in D epartm ent 
o f Health, 2007) suggest th a t w ork is thus needed to  change the attitudes o f front-line staff 
here and prioritise service-user involvem ent in services. Perhaps this raises a fu rther  
barrier to  meaningful involvem ent in term s o f our own anxieties as staff m em bers; indeed, 
Katan and Prager (1986) point to  a perception th a t service-user involvem ent could be 
view ed as a th rea t to  professional autonom y. A fu rther interesting feature  o f participants' 
contributions here was the sense o f feeling em pow ered as part o f group but unheard as 
individuals, and perhaps this is something th a t w arrants fu rther exploration.
Participants in this focus group raised our awareness o f the 'possible' here. They are clearly 
seeking greater equality in decision-making th a t affects th e ir everyday lives. W hilst 
participants appreciated those structures already in place, they highlighted the need to  
continue to  break down barriers to  meaningful involvem ent in services and disseminate  
current good practice.
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